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Preface

“I have made this letter longer than usual,
because I lack the time to make it shorter.”

B P

Computing, in one form or another, permeates all of modern science. Computer
simulations have even been referred to as the “third pillar of science,” alongside
the two more traditional ingredients, theory and experimentation. However, isn’t
that claim just an enormous exaggeration? Haven’t mathematical modeling and
predicting outcomes based on these models been integral parts of the scientific
method since its inception?

Indeed, at first glance “computational science”1 does not add anything funda-
mentally new. Yet, thanks to the evolution of computationalmethods and boosted
by the explosion of computing power over the last decades, we nowadays can han-
dle models of a complexity that dwarfs anything that could realistically be tackled
back in the olden days when computers were actual human beings. Today, simula-
tions allow us to glimpse at the formation of the universe or provide us a peek into
the inner workings of the human brain. Many of the recent advances in all fields
of science would have been simply impossible without the help of computational
methods.

is is also true for the field of biomechanics and in particular for bone heal-
ing and regeneration research. In vivo experiments are expensive and plagued by
ethical issues, but for a long time they were the only viable option for checking
hypotheses of mechano-regulated tissue differentiation for plausibility. Minimiz-
ing the number of animal experiments therefore is a major source of motivation
for building numerical models of bone healing. By using numerical models as
virtual sandboxes for testing new ideas and theories, we can identify questions
worth investigating up front, avoiding many unnecessary experiments.

1 Not to be confused with scientific computing
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Preface

Admittedly, we are still far from the goal of having a model that could be used
in clinical practice. If this is what the reader expected from this thesis, he or she
will be disappointed by my work. For me, the true value of all this effort, however,
does not reveal itself in the colorful pictures produced by the performed com-
puter simulations. No, the true value is much more subtle: e attempt of build-
ing a model of bone healing, a superficially simple process, made me humble be-
fore the oen overwhelming complexity of nature. Modeling can be a downright
wholesome experience, thanks to its uncompromising way of making us realize
how little we really know.

Structure

Looking at the table of contents, the reader may recognize the so-called IMRAD
(Introduction,Material andMethods, Results andDiscussion) structure.Although
this structure might sometimes be useful to ease locating the desired informa-
tion in comparatively short research papers, I am not convinced that IMRAD is a
good fit for more extensive work like PhD theses, in particular for non-empirical,
methodological work. Indeed, I believe it actually obscures the underlying struc-
ture and impedes comprehensibility. In the end, however, whether to choose IM-
RAD or not was not my call to make and ultimately I had to submit and use it. So
be it.

Chapter 1 (Introduction) does not contain any surprises as it introduces the main
concepts of fracture healing and distraction osteogenesis. We will also be-
come acquaintedwith existing hypotheses ofmechano-regulated tissue adap-
tion as well as numerical models of bone healing.

Chapter 2 (Methods) is the chapter where we will investigate how to build amodel
of lateral distraction osteogenesis and bone segment transport by extend-
ing the Ulm fracture healing model. A more faithful name for this chapter
would have been “Meta-Methods,” because in this chapter we develop the
means (i. e. themodels) used later on to produce the results (i. e. predictions
derived from simulations based on these models).

Chapter 3 (Results) is called “Results” and yet does not really contain the results of
Chapter 2, which would be the models themselves. Instead, we will discuss
the predictions of simulations based on the previously developed models.
According to IMRAD, discussion should be limited to the correspondingly
named chapter, but for results that build on top of each other, this does
not make any sense at all. If subsequent results depend on a decision that
need to be made based on previous results, discussing the whole reasoning
behind a certain choice a hundred pages later does not help anybody. For
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instance, the first part of this chapter covers the simulation of lateral distrac-
tion and some of the results (parameter values) of this section are required
in the second part about simulating bone segment transport. In the interest
of readability, I therefore deliberately disobeyed the “discussion only in the
Discussion” convention.

Chapter 4 (Discussion) is the discussion proper, where we will also discuss the re-
sults, but this time from a much more global point of view. In this section,
we will try to find answers to the basic questions covered by this work.

Chapter 5 (Summary and Conclusions) unsurprisingly summarizes themain points
of all four aforementioned chapters.

Appendix A (METAmorph) explains themotivation and functionality behindMETA-
morph, a soware framework for implementing bone healing (and related)
simulations. Because there was no sane way to fit this chapter into the IM-
RAD structure, I had to move it into the appendix, yet it should be consid-
ered an integral part of this thesis nonetheless.

Appendix B (Fuzzy Logic Primer) is a short introduction to fuzzy set theory and
fuzzy logic. A basic understanding of these topics is mandatory for follow-
ing the discussion of the healing model.

Appendix C (Fuzzy Sets and Rules) describes the fuzzy membership functions and
linguistic rules used by the bone healing model.

Appendix D (Haskell 101) is a crash course on the programming language Haskell,
used in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

“What I cannot create, I do not understand.”
R F

Ambystoma mexicanum, better known as axolotls, are astonishing creatures: Not
only are these neotenic salamanders very tolerant to xenotransplantation and in-
tegrate alien organs in their own body while retaining full functionality of the
transplants. ey are able to fully regenerate whole parts of their body, not only
limbs, but also inner organs and even non-vital parts of their brain [231].

Higher animals generally do not display such extensive regeneration capabili-
ties. Most wounds heal by scar tissue, which closes the wound and can only serve
as mechanical support, but cannot restore functionality to the injured tissue or
organ. One notable exception to this is bone tissue. Bone in fact is a very flexi-
ble tissue, constantly adapting its structure to the mechanical demands by some
kind of mechano-biologically controlled heuristic optimization process. Even in
humans, bone is able to fully recover from physical damage, e. g. a fracture, and
restore itself to full functionality.

is, however, is only the case, as long as the biomechanical environment
during healing is favorable for bone formation. But what exactly does “favorable”
mean?Despite all progress thanks to decades of research,we are still nowhere near
to fully understand what drives the healing and structural adaptation processes
that take place in bone. We know that mechanical stimulation plays an important
role in the adaptation of bone tissue strength and structure. But what are exactly
the stimuli that induce the formation of new bone? Under which circumstances is
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bone tissue considered dispensable and resorbed? If we knew better how biology
and mechanics interact in this respect, if we had an answer to the question, what
precisely the optimal conditions to stimulate the healing process of bone are, we
could probably enhance the treatment of skeletal injuries and diseases substan-
tially.

1.1 Aim and Scope of this Work
Within this general context of enhancing the understanding of the bone healing
process, the more specific goal of this thesis was to investigate the mechanobio-
logical process of distraction osteogenesis via numerical simulations.

Mastering the peculiarities of distraction osteogenesis required the develop-
ment of a new healing model (Chapter 2), based on an existing model of fracture
healing by Simon et al. (§1.7).is process also yielded an entirely new simulation
framework that will simplify the realization of future biomechanical simulations
(Appendix A). Empirical data from an in vivo model of lateral distraction osteo-
genesis featuring highly controlled mechanical conditions served as a source of
calibration data to adjust themodel parameters (§2.1.1). Aerwards, I transferred
this calibrated model to a segment transport scenario to investigate the model’s
abilities in predicting more real-world bone healing cases (§2.1.2).

Once we have those computational tools at our disposal, what answers can
they provide? e premise of this work was that the basic rules of tissue differ-
entiation proposed by Claes and Heigele for fracture healing scenarios and suc-
cessfully used by the Ulm fracture healing model also apply to distraction osteo-
genesis [68]. If the predictions of the model then turn out not to align with the
experimental observations, we know that the underlying theory is insufficient and
requires corresponding enhancements.1 In exposing shortcomings of the model
and—consequently—our understanding of bone healing, such a seemingly nega-
tive result therefore could even provide deeper insight than “correct” predictions,
which—at best—can only reinforce confidence in the already existing conceptual
model of bone healing.

Beyond such fundamental theory-building applications, there is an additional
asset to numerical models: In contrast to in vivo or in vitro studies, once built and
sufficiently validated, exploring “what-if ” questions using computer simulations
is comparatively effortless and comes virtually for free (not counting compute
time). In the context of this work we will therefore investigate how changing the
model parameters affects the predicted healing outcome and what these results
1 When judging the validity of a model based on discrepancies between the model’s predictions
and empirical data, wemust however always be aware of the potential errors in the experimental
data as well.
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could imply with respect to different treatment strategies for distraction osteoge-
nesis, given the model assumptions do indeed apply.

Summarizing, this work addresses the following questions:

• Can the tissue differentiation model of the Ulm fracture healing model,
based on Claes and Heigele’s hypothesis, reproduce experimental findings
for distraction osteogenesis?

• If not, which extensions to the model are necessary and what are appropri-
ate parameter values?

• What is the difference between the driving mechanical stimuli in distrac-
tion osteogenesis and secondary fracture healing?

• What impact does the chosen distraction rate and/or frequency have on
the healing success? Is there an “optimal” distraction rate/frequency/incre-
ment?

• What role do bone maturation and remodeling processes play during the
distraction and consolidation phases?

• Does dynamization during consolidation hinder or promote the bone heal-
ing process?

• How can such amodel of distraction osteogenesis be used to optimize treat-
ment procedures?

On the long run, the insights gained from modeling efforts like this could be
a first step towards optimizing fixation devices to reduce the required treatment
time for distraction osteogenesis. Even though themodel itself may not be able to
directly yield the required results to design such optimized devices, it could very
well help identifying interesting questions worthwhile to investigate further, be it
experimentally or numerically.

1.2 Bone Biology Fundamentals
Bone, as an organ, serves a manifold of purposes in our body: It supports and
maintains the anatomical shape. It provides anchoring and lever arms for our
muscles and forms joints (in conjunction with other connective tissue types) al-
lowing us to move the way we are used to do. It protects sensitive organs like, for
instance, the brain.

Besides those mechanical functions, bone also participates actively in gen-
eral biological processes. e bone marrow, embedded in the interior of our long
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bones, contains blood-forming (haematopoietic) tissue. Bone influences the acid-
base homeostasis and balances the global metabolic activities of the body by se-
creting hormones (endocrine function) but also serves as a depot for minerals.

Bones consist of a variety of tissues, primarily osseous tissue (also called bone
tissue, see §1.2.4), but also cartilage (§1.2.3), bone marrow, layers of connective
tissue (periosteumand endosteum) that cover the outer and inner surfaces, nerves
and blood vessels. Before we look briefly into the structure and function of some
of those tissues, let me first sketch the basic anatomy of common long bones.

1.2.1 Anatomy of Long Bones
Oneobvious property of long bones certainly is their characteristic geometry (Fig-
ure 1.1): they are longer than they are wide. e sha of long bones is called dia-
physis. Its outer shell, the cortex, typically of tubular form, is built of a thick layer
of compact bone, also called cortical bone. As it turns out, tubes exhibit a torsional
and bending stiffness almost as high as that of a corresponding solid cylinder,2
while being more lightweight. A tube therefore is the perfect fit for the typical
load profile of long bones.

e tubular shape has twomore advantages, though: First, compared to a solid
cylinder it not only saves weight, but also energy for building and maintaining it.
Second, the cavity inside the bone can be used to protect more sensitive tissue:
e medullary cavity is lined with the endosteum and houses the bone marrow
(red and yellow, depending on age and exact location), which plays a crucial role
in haematopoiesis. A highly vascularized and innervated layer of dense connec-
tive tissue called periosteum covers the outside surface of the bone. It protects the
bone and contains MSCs (mesenchymal stem cells), needed for the natural form
of fracture healing (see §1.3).

e distal and proximal ends, the epiphyses, feature less thick cortical shells
and are filled with a type of bone called spongy, cancellous or trabecular bone (see
§1.2.4). It is much less dense then the compact bone of the cortical shell and its
pores are filled with red marrow. In the proximity of joints, hyaline cartilage acts
as a glide surface and shock absorber. e transition area between the epiphyses
and the diaphysis is called metaphysis.

Long bones develop based on a hyaline cartilage (see §1.2.3) template that is
transformed into bone via endochondral ossification (see the description of osteo-
genesis in §1.2.4). During childhood and adolescence the cartilaginous epiphyseal
2 Bending stiffness of a solid body depends on the second moment of area I of its cross-sectional
area. As I in turn depends on the fourth power of the distance of any point to the center of the
cross section, the more distant parts of a cross section contribute disproportionally more to I
than the more central parts do.
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Bone
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Figure 1.1: Basic anatomy of a long bone, in this case a human femur (after Schünke et al. [281])

plate in the metaphysis allows growth in length and ossifies later to become the
epiphyseal line found in adults. Radial growth (“thickening”) however happens
through intramembranous ossification (§1.2.4).

Examples of long bones include the humerus, the radius and the ulna, the
femur as well as the the fibula and tibia.

1.2.2 Connective Tissue
We already saw that bone consists of various different tissues, themajority belong-
ing to the family of the so-called connective tissues [225, 282].Most connective tis-
sues (in the broader sense, Figure 1.2) are tissues that derive from the embryonal
mesenchyme that in turn stems from the mesoderm, one of the three germ layers
found in embryos of all bilateria. Another embryonal tissue is mucous tissue, a
jelly-like substance that forms the umbilical cord.

Connective tissues are as diverse in appearance as are their tasks:e primary
purpose of most connective tissues may be providing mechanical support and
packaging for the body as a whole as well as shaping individual organs and pro-
tecting them from external mechanical threats. More specialized tissues and their
specific cells however also play a major role in the defense against intruders like
bacteria or parasites (leukocytes), repair of injuries (thrombocytes, fibrocytes),
act as energy storage and thermal insulation (adipose tissue), regulate body tem-
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Figure1.2:Thegraph showsoneof themanypossible classificationsof connective tissues in thebroader
sense. Neither is the association of a certain tissue type with its classification entirely unequivocal and
varies dependingonwhich literature onhistologyone chooses as reference, nor are thedifferent charac-
teristics fully disjunct. The coloring indicates sub-types directly involved in the fracture healing process.

perature (blood) and provide transportation for nutrients and metabolic waste
(blood in general, erythrocytes).

Unlike other tissue types like, for instance, epithelial tissue, which exhibit
densely packed layers of cells, connective tissue consists predominantly of extra-
cellular matrix made up of ground substance and collagen fibers with compar-
atively few partially fixed, partially mobile cells sparsely spread throughout the
matrix.

e extracellular matrix is what defines the mechanical properties of connec-
tive tissues. e ground substance is an amorphous fluid- or gel-like substance,
depending on the mixture and type of proteoglycans and matrix proteins. By
binding water molecules, it provides compressive strength as water is a nearly in-
compressible fluid. Embedded in the ground substance are collagen fibers whose
type, arrangement and density account for the major part of the tensile strength
of a certain connective tissue. Type-I collagen has low elasticity but high tensile
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1.2.3 Cartilage

strength; reticular fibers (type-III collagen) form mesh like structures, while elas-
tic fibers on the other hand can be elastically elongated by up to 50% of their
original length. Fixed cells are attached to the fibers of the matrix via special cell
adhesion proteins.

Fibroblasts are the dominating cell type in connective tissue proper (the ma-
ture, less active cell type is called fibrocyte). ey synthesize and maintain the
matrix and are also responsible for the formation of granulation tissue aer in-
jury, which mainly consists of reticular fibers. Free, amoeboid moving cells like
macrophages and granulocytes migrate into connective tissues from the blood
stream to perform phagocytosis and control inflammation processes. At first it
may seem strange to classify blood as connective tissue. Blood however has all
major characteristics of connective tissue: Its cells are sparsely dispersed in an ex-
tracellular matrix/fluid (plasma), just that its fibers are made of fibrin, which is
normally dissolved until it is needed to form a blood clot.

Among the different types of connective tissue in the stricter sense, areolar
tissue, a variant of loose connective tissue, is the most prevalent. It is mainly com-
posed of ground substance, collagen, a few elastic and little reticular fibers and
serves mainly as padding. Reticular tissue provides a supporting, mesh-like struc-
ture for embedding organ-specific cells, like haematopoietic cells in lymphoid
organs (red marrow, spleen, lymph nodes). Adipose tissue also exhibits a reticu-
lar mesh, but the only cells embedded are adipocytes, essentially specialized fat-
storing fibrocytes.

On the other hand there is what is called dense connective tissue. It is called
“dense”, because it ismade of densely packed collagen fiberswith only little ground
substance and relatively few cells (almost exclusively fibroblasts/-cytes) and is
therefore also called fibrous connective tissue. Dense connective tissue with regu-
larly, parallel aligned collagen fibers can be found in tendons and ligaments that
provide high tensile strength in a single direction, whereas the periosteum or the
dermis are made of irregular connective tissue.

1.2.3 Cartilage
Cartilage is a specialized type of connective tissue. Cartilage serves as a template
for developing bone via endochondral ossification, but also provides mechanical
support on its own. Just as bone is covered by periosteum, most of the cartilage
in the body is covered by the analogous perichondrium, which is responsible for
the nutrient supply of the cartilage tissue.

For chondrogenesis to happen, MSCs have to differentiate into chondroblasts
that synthesize the matrix and later differentiate further to become the more ma-
ture chondrocytes, living in lacunae, little voids in the matrix. e matrix is com-
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1.2 Bone Biology Fundamentals

Figure 1.3: Hyaline cartilage (from http://fsweb.bainbridge.edu/acunningham/AP/AP-TissueClass.htm,
converted to grayscale and gamma corrected for enhanced contrast). The capsules one can spot on the
image are lacunae containing chondrocytes.

posedmainly of water, proteoglycans and type-II collagen. Cartilage tissue is avas-
cular, thus all of the nutrition must happen via diffusion and consequently the
metabolic activity is rather low. Because of that, cartilage in adults has only lim-
ited regeneration capabilities. Furthermore, cartilage is not innervated. e third
cell type found in cartilage tissue are Chondroclasts, macrophages specialized on
resorbing cartilage tissue.

We can distinguish three different kinds of cartilage. Hyaline cartilage is the
most common in the human body and it is also the basis for endochondral ossi-
fication (Figure 1.3). As stated above (§1.2.1), it can be found in the proximity of
joints for damping purposes and to reduce friction, but also as part of the bronchi,
bronchial tubes and the trachea. Fibrocartilage can be viewed as a mixture of hya-
line cartilage andfibrous connective tissue.e additional collagen fibers enhance
the tensile strength and hence this type of cartilage can be found in places of high
mechanical stress like, for instance, the intervertebral discs, but also in fracture
calli (§1.3) during bone healing.

e third type of cartilage is called elastic cartilage, because it contains many
elastic fibers that make it more flexible compared to the other variants of cartilage.
Elastic cartilage forms the outer ear, the auditory canal and the epiglottis.

1.2.4 Osseous Tissue
Osseous or bone tissue is one of the strongest materials in the human body. What
sets it apart from most other connective tissues is the mineralized matrix of ma-
ture bone tissue. Hydroxylapatite, a calcium phosphate derivate, makes up the
main part of the inorganic minerals embedded in the collagen fibers of the or-
ganicmatrix and it is what gives bonemost of its load-bearing capacity [110].e
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1.2.4 Osseous Tissue

Figure 1.4: Osteoblast lining cells (small blue dots) on a mineralized surface [Source: in-house]

ground substance of osseous tissue is gel-like and consists mainly of GAGs (gly-
cosaminoglycans) and osteocalcin, a protein found in mineralized tissues. Most
collagen fibers are of type-I. Although bone tends to be brittle, elastic fibers give
it at least some elasticity.

A single layer of osteoblasts sits on the surface of already calcified tissue (in-
active osteoblasts are therefore called lining cells, Figure 1.4) to form new bone
by secreting osteoid, the unmineralized form of bone matrix [213]. Osteoblasts
derive from the multipotent mesenchymal stem cells that live in the lower layer
of the periosteum and in the bone marrow [237]. ere are several growth fac-
tors known to directly or indirectly stimulate the proliferation and/or differen-
tiation of MSCs towards osteoblasts [204] and control their subsequent activity,
like, among others, BMPs (bonemorphogenetic proteins) [28, 124, 149, 315, 330],
FGFs (fibroblast growth factors) [210, 286, 325], TGF-β (transforming growth
factor) [91, 245, 310], PDGF (platelet-derived growth factor) [97, 204, 329], but
also variants of VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) and PIGF (placental
growth factor) [98]. As Ham observed as early as 1930 however, good vascular-
ization of the surrounding tissue is probably just as important for osteogenesis
[138].

When an osteoblast becomes trapped in the mineralizing matrix, it evolves
into an osteocyte, living in a lacuna. An osteocyte is connected to adjacent osteo-
cytes by microscopic ducts, the canaliculi, which are used for signaling between
the cells and for transporting nutrients and metabolic waste (Figure 1.5). Osteo-
cytes and osteoblasts are suspected of being able to somehow sense mechanical
loading and to use this mechanosensory ability to control the adaptation mecha-
nisms of bone (see §1.5) [89]. e live span of osteocytes is about 25 years [110].
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1.2 Bone Biology Fundamentals

Figure 1.5: Electronmicrographs of osteocytes (left: in vitro, right: embedded inmineralized bone; from
[25])

Types of Bone Tissue

Depending on the arrangement of the collagen fibers, we can distinguish between
woven and lamellar bone [110]. Woven bone is also called primary bone, because
it is an early, immature form of bone that appears in regions of primary fetal ossifi-
cation and during healing processes. e collagen fibers are laid down irregularly
and the distribution and shapes of the lacunae are just as non-uniform. Woven
bone can be produced relatively quickly in large amounts and it therefore plays a
prominent role during fracture healing (see §1.3).

In contrast to that, the mature form of bone tissue called lamellar bone ex-
hibits lamella of very regularly and densely aligned parallel collagen fibers. For-
mation rate is rather low with a growth rate of only about 3 to 4 μm/day [35].
ere are two macroscopically differentiable sub-types of lamellar bone. e pri-
mary functional units of compact or cortical bone (as it is found in the cortices of
bones) are osteons, also called Haversian systems (Figure 1.6). Two blood vessels,
lymph vessels and nerves run through the center of each osteon, the Haversian
canal [78, 139]. Haversian canals are interconnected by Volkmann’s canals [308].
Concentric layers of lamellar bone with their embedded and interconnected os-
teocytes circle this central canal (Figure 1.7).

e other form of lamellar bone, spongy, cancellous or trabecular bone has a
much higher porosity than compact bone and is therefore less stiff. It is called
“spongy,” because of its fine mesh of trabeculae, which are oriented in a way to
maximize stability while minimizing weight. Unlike its cortical counterpart, tra-
becular bone is not built of osteons. In woven bone, the lamellae are laid out in
parallel and do not formHaversian systems. Cancellous bone can be found inside
of bones. Its pores are filled with very well vascularized bone marrow.
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Figure 1.6: Lamellar bone is primarily built of dense, orderly layered collagen fibers that form the epony-
mous lamellas (schematic adapted from [39]). In the lower right edge, the schematic shows the spongy
variant of lamellar bone, while everything else illustrates compact bone.
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Figure 1.7: This cut through a Haversian system shows how layers of interconnected osteocytes (black
ellipseswith cytoplasmicprocesses) embedded inmineralizedbonematrix formcircumferential lamella
around the central Haversian canal (from http://www.brsoc.org.uk/gallery).

Figure 1.8: Cancellous bone consists of a spongy network of bony trabeculae (from [39]).
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1.2.4 Osseous Tissue

Osteogenesis

e formation of new bone always starts with the production of woven bone that
only later gets substituted by lamellar bone. Depending on the precise process
and the types of tissues involved, we can again distinguish two different kinds of
ossification:

Intramembranous ossification is the direct transformation of connective tis-
sue (proper) into osseous tissue; in particular there is no cartilage involved in the
process. It starts with the proliferation and aggregation of MSCs, accompanied
by increased angiogenic activity as fine blood vessels start to grow. e MSCs
further evolve to become osteoblasts, which start to produce osteoid. e osteoid
becomes mineralized at about the same rate new osteoid is produced by osteo-
blasts sitting on the surface [110]. Walled in osteoblasts become osteocytes. is
kind of ossification only occurs under stable mechanical conditions and only if
good blood supply is ensured throughout the process.

Endochondral ossification is responsible for embryonic and post-natal bone
development. e first step involves the development of a template made of hya-
line cartilage. e chondrocytes start to grow (hypertrophy), widening their la-
cunae. e matrix of the cartilage starts mineralizing and the chondrocytes die
(apoptosis), leaving behind a network of interconnected lacunae. Before the cells
die though, they release VEGF, which stimulates the ingrowth of blood vessels
from the periosteum [241].ose vessels bring along, among others, haematopoi-
etic cells and osteoprogenitor cells that evolve into osteoblasts. e osteoblasts
settle in the chondrocytes’ former lacunae where they, now shielded from harm-
ful stress by the mineralized cartilage matrix, start to produce osteoid [248]. is
way, the new bone grows on the basis of an already existing, mechanically sta-
ble framework, which makes this process more robust regarding the mechanical
situation.

Resorption and Remodeling

Resorption is just as an important part of the bone tissue adaption process as
is the formation of new bone. Osteoclasts are polynuclear macrophages, oen in
the form of giant cells, specialized in resorbing bone tissue (Figure 1.9). Kölliker
described them first in 1873 [182]. Osteoclasts live in resorption bays, so-called
Howship’s lacunae.

e activity of osteoclasts is influenced by parathyroid hormone, calcitonin
and IL-6 (Interleukin-6) (among others), but interestingly also osteoblasts pro-
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Figure 1.9: Electron micrograph of an osteoclast in a resorption pit (from http://www.brsoc.org.uk/
gallery)

duce both osteoclasia stimulating (e. g. RANKL) and inhibiting (e. g. osteoprote-
gerin) messenger substances [124, 137, 202].

Osteoclasts resorb bone via phagocytosis by secreting enzymes that break up
existing bone tissue. e rate of resorption of one single osteoclast is about 100-
–1000 times the rate of the osteoid production rate of osteoblasts [110]. Osteo-
clasts togetherwith osteoblasts form a remodeling unit. Remodeling is a constantly
ongoing process of resorption of old and apposition of new bone to adapt the
bone to new mechanical requirements, to repair micro-damage, to regulate cal-
cium homeostasis, to form the overall shape of the bone or to transform woven
into lamellar bone [82, 185, 237].

In §1.5, we will have a closer look on theories that try to explain how mechan-
ical stimuli influence or even control this process.

1.3 Fracture Healing in Long Bones
A fractured bone can heal in two different ways [37, 107, 124, 218, 249, 250].
Which one occurs and if it is successful depends heavily on the overallmechanical
stability and the vascularization of the fracture site [175, 264, 303].

1.3.1 Indirect Healing
Indirect or callus healing is the natural form of fracture healing. Callus healing
can be observed whenever a fracture is not artificially stabilized (e. g. in wild ani-
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1.3.1 Indirect Healing
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Figure 1.10: Three stages of callus healing: (left) Initial haematoma, right after fracture; (middle) soft
callus, displaying intramembranous bone formation at some distance from the fracture gap (periosteal
callus reaction) and chondrogenesis near the fracture gap; the haematoma has been replaced with fi-
brous connective tissue; (right) advancing endochondral ossification (arrows)

mals) or when the fixation device (intentionally or unintentionally) allows some
amount of interfragmentary movement (IFM), for instance when using an exter-
nal fixator, a brace or intramedullary nails.

Aer the impact and the destruction of a part of the bone, blood leaking from
the damaged bone fragments and injured surrounding so tissue forms a blood
clot. All cells enclosed in the haematoma die within days aer the fracture oc-
curred due to acute hypoxia whereupon the phase of acute inflammation follows.
Leukocytes invade the haematoma; granulocytes, histiocytes andmastocytes start
clearing the site from debris tissue [205]. As the fracturing ruptured the blood
vessels supplying osteons in close proximity to the fracture gap, the cortical bone
tissue at the fragments’ ends is dead by now, the osteocytes’ lacunae empty.

Trauma and inflammatory reactions trigger the primary callus response: Un-
derneath the periosteum, at some distance (about 2–3 cm in sheep) proximal
and distal from the fracture gap, intramembranous ossification produces large
amounts of woven bone. is primary response is only short-lived (≈ 2 weeks).
In the meantime, revascularization of the haematoma begins and MSCs and fi-
broblasts invade the fracture site [298]. e fibroblasts proliferate, produce colla-
gen fibers and replace the haematoma with well-vascularized granulation tissue.
Within weeks, the initial granulation tissue is replaced by a cuff of fibrous con-
nective tissue that encloses and connects both fracture fragments forming a so
callus.

Near the fracture gap, where high strains predominate and prohibit both re-
vascularization and intramembranous ossification, MSCs develop into chondro-
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Figure 1.11: Histological section of a fracture callus

blasts that produce cartilage matrix. e produced cartilage further stabilizes the
fracture site and provides the framework for the following ossification process.
Gradually, the fibrocartilage tissue mixture gets transformed into woven bone via
endochondral ossification: Starting from the already existing woven bone that
formed underneath the periosteum at some distance from the fracture gap, the
ossification fronts of the two callus halves grow towards each other. While they
approach, they increase their width as the mechanical strains in the vicinity of
the fracture gap are far too high for the ossification process. is also increases
the cross sectional area and in turn the bending stiffness. Bony bridging through
unification of the two callus wedges occurs typically in the periphery of the callus.
If this happens, the fracture is considered to be “healed.” Besides the periosteal
response, there is also an endosteal reaction, which is however less pronounced
due to the delayed medullary “vascular response” [127, 265].

e hard callus that has formed during the aforementioned steps mainly con-
sists of woven bone and stabilizes the fracture to such a degree that the remodel-
ing process can start restoring the original bone shape and functionality. For the
bridging to succeed however, good blood supply of the fracture site seems to be
extremely important: If the blood supplying vessels and the periosteum are exces-
sively damaged, no fracture callus can form [264, 265, 303, 304]. Systemic condi-
tions impairing blood circulation can also affect the success of callus formation.
e peripheral callus depends on extraosseous blood supply from the surrounding
so tissues and only switches back to medullary supply aer those vessels have
successfully recovered [264].
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Aer successful bony bridging, the remodeling process turns the callus’ wo-
ven bone tissue into lamellar bone, either compact or trabecular, depending on
the fracture site and its mechanical requirements. e healing process is finished
when the full functionality as well as the original geometry of the bone has been
restored.

e healing success largely depends on the initial IFM and gap size: Gener-
ally speaking, the higher the initial mechanical stimuli are, the larger is the callus
required to stabilize the fracture. Yet, as long as the IFS does not reach critical
levels, the IFM actually drops at a higher absolute rate in case of high mechanical
stimulation than under mild stimulation; still, healing times are typically shorter
for cases of low initial IFM because of the more favorable mechanical conditions
inside the fracture gap [70, 71].

Too high IFS resulting from large IFM impedes revascularization of the gap
area, which can even lead to non-union and a subsequent pseudarthrosis: Due
to both the high strains and the impaired blood supply, the ossification process
cannot proceed to bridge the gap, which remains filled with fibrocartilage and
fibrous connective tissue. A mechanically unstable situation like this combined
with otherwise good blood supply can result in a hypertrophic pseudarthrosis,
whereas an atrophic pseudarthrosis is the result of a combination of high IFM
with impaired blood supply. Contrariwise, too small IFM leads to delayed healing
due to understimulation and thus reduced bone (callus) formation.

1.3.2 Direct Healing
Direct or primary healing does not employ the formation of a fracture callus. It
only occurs under rigid fixation, for instance when using a compression plate
[9, 278]. Another common trait of situations where primary bone healing can
be observed is largely unimpaired vascularity, again indicating the importance of
blood supply for bone healing [264].

e healing pattern in direct healing is basically a remodeling process. Os-
teoclasts pierce tunnels through the dead ends of the cortex wherein new osteons
are built to connect both fragments.is connection is initially rather weak and it
takes quite a while until the bone regains enough of its original strength to remove
the implant again (1–11/2 years typically) [37, 218]. In clinical practice, gap heal-
ing is more common than the prototypic kind of direct healing described above.
In this case, a small gap remains between the fragments that has to be filled with
woven bone first, before the the fragments can be reconnected with osteons.
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Figure 1.12: Schematic of Codivilla’s distraction apparatus (from [75])

1.4 Distraction Osteogenesis
Surgeons have long been seeking for reliable and safemethods for treating skeletal
malformations and large bony defects [183]. Between the end of the 19th and the
beginning of the 20th century, they focused on searching for methods to treat leg
length discrepancies due to congenital or traumatic injuries (e. g. shortened limbs
aer fracture healing of a bullet wound). Langenbeck introduced a technique that
mechanically stimulated bone growth by epiphyseal distraction as early as 1869
[193]; his method however is only applicable to developing bone, as long as the
epiphyseal plate is not ossified.

In 1905, Codivilla first reported about a successful surgical limb extension by
performing an osteotomy and then distracting the two fragments in one oremore
steps using a special apparatus (fragment distraction, cf. Figure 1.12) [74]. Yet,
these early attempts were painful and displayed a high complication rate. Distrac-
tion osteogenesis was largely forgotten by the middle of the 20th century as better
fixation devices eradicated the original use cases of distraction osteogenesis, the
treatment of nonunions and limb shortenings aer fracure healing.

When Ilizarov in 1951 was working on a new ring fixator system to treat frac-
tures and nonunions by compressing the fractured fragments, he discovered that
accidental distraction had induced bone formation in one patient [13, 158], some-
thing he termed the “tension-stress effect” [156, 157]. He advanced the method
by experimental and clinical trials, which eventually resulted in new, more reli-
able techniques for bone segment transport [12, 57, 215] and limb lengthening
[80, 243] (Figure 1.13). ese methods finally enabled both effective and efficient
treatment of limb shortenings due to injury, congenital leg length discrepancies,
pseudarthroses, as well as large sha defects in long bones resulting from injury
or desease [155–157]. Using bi-focal bone segment transport, defects of up to
20 cm, for instance aer tumor resection or severe trauma, can be closed [13, 131,
272, 279]. Today, distraction osteogenesis is also popular for treating craniofacial
deformities.
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Figure 1.13: In the case of limb lengthening (left) the surgeon performs a corticotomy (dashed line)
to obtain two segments that can then be pulled apart from each other (distraction) to stimulate the
formation of a bone regenerate in between. Similarly in the case of bone segment transport (right),
which is used to close large shaft defects, a corticotomy yields an additional bony segment that gets
transported across the defect until docking with the distal segment. Again a bone regenerate forms in
between the transported segment and the proximal part of the bone.

1.4.1 Clinical Application, Mechanobiology and Histology
Distraction osteogenesis can be regarded an artificially sustained fracture heal-
ing process, stimulated by a repeatedly applied distraction stimulus on the callus.
It exploits the osseous tissue’s unique repair and adaptation abilities to perform
some kind of “in vivo tissue engineering” to grow new bone tissue directly inside
the patient. Aronson defines distraction osteogenesis as follows [13]:

“[…] Distraction osteogenesis is the regeneration of bone between
vascularized bone surfaces that are separated by gradual distraction.
e bone is most commonly separated by a low-energy osteotomy or
corticotomy stabilized by external fixation. Following a 5-day latency
period, the daily rate of distraction (1mm) is divided into a rhythm
of 0.25mm four times a day. […]”

Surgery and latency period

A corticotomy is a special kind of osteotomy where the surgeon tries to spare the
endosteum and periosteum and as much of the blood supply as possible to not
hinder the subsequent healing process [13, 322]. To achieve limb extension, a cor-
ticotomy of the intact bone yields a proximal and a distal fragment that can now
be distracted. Alternatively, in the case of a sha defect, a corticotomy produces
an additional segment from one of the existing fragments. is segment can now
be transported via transosseous wires until docking with the other fragment (Fig-
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a) b)

Figure 1.14: a) Attachment of the transosseous tension wires used to pull the proximal segment across
the defect in bone segment transport (left: without wires); b) healed up situation showing docked seg-
ments, stabilized with a compression plate (from [272])

ure 1.14). Aer the surgery, a latency period of a few days (five to seven days)
follows during which a so callus of granulation tissue forms, surrounding the
corticotomy [2, 125, 155, 184, 291, 316, 317]. Bier was the first to suggest such a
latency period [41]; the importance of a latency period is not undisputed, though
[15].

Distraction rate and frequency

Aer the latency phase, this so callus gets stretched successively (distraction),
which is precisely what gives the procedure its alternate name callus distraction.
e rate of distraction (distance per day) should be in the range of 0.5mm/day
to 2.0mm/day [13], with 1.0mm/day oen considered “optimal” [13, 155–157].
e daily distraction should happen in smaller increments distributed over the
day. Ilizarov recommended 0.25mm four times a day, others think two or even
a single increment suffice [13]. ere is even the possibility of continuous dis-
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Figure 1.15: This longitudinal histological section through a distraction gap strikingly displays how tis-
sue growthwithin the gap is alignedwith the axial distraction direction (rabbit tibia, Azan-Mallory stain-
ing, from [184]).

traction [156–158], though it is not yet known, whether these techniques really
enhance bone formation.

The distraction phase

Because of the stretching during the distraction phase, the collagen fibers inside
the callus align longitudinally along the direction of distraction [19].emechan-
ical stimulus induces bone formation within the callus: Osteoblasts line up along
the collagen fibers and produce osteoid, forming microcolumns of bone, alternat-
ing with blood vessels [16, 19]. is leads to the characteristic intramembranous
ossification pattern in proximity to the distracted bone surfaces, transforming the
fibrous tissue of the so callus to woven bone (Figure 1.15). Between the newly
ossified callus wedges a zone of fibrous connective tissue (fibrous inter-zone) of
4–6mm remains throughout the distraction phase and only ossifies in the subse-
quent consolidation phase. Blood supply is crucial to a successful healing process:
Blood flow increases seven to eight fold during the distraction phase and reduces
to two to three fold during consolidation [14].

e role of endochondral ossification in distraction osteogenesis is not so
clear, though. Studies by Ilizarov et al. and Aronson et al. repeatedly contend
that bone formation happens almost exclusively intramembranously as described
above with mineralization starting shortly aer the distraction began and only a
small fibrous interzone separating the already ossified tissue [14, 16–19, 156, 157].
Reportedly only little evidence of cartilage is found, so endochondral ossification
seems to play only a subordinate role.
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Figure 1.16: µCT images of the distraction gap in a rabbit tibia. At day 18, the beginning of the consol-
idation phase, only little mineralized tissue is situated inside the gap (top left). Ossification proceeds
throughout days 24 (top right) and 36 (bottom left) ending at day 48 with completed bony bridging
(from [268]).

Other studies suggest however that mineralization starts in fact with a consid-
erable delay or even only towards the end of the distraction phase [167, 184, 276,
323] (Figure 1.16).ey found significant amounts of cartilaginous tissue not only
periosteal but also right within the distraction gap, during the distraction phase
and beyond; mineralization seems to start of towards the end of the distraction
phase, but most of it arguably happens during consolidation [268]. ese quite
inconsistent opinions on the bone formation patterns during distraction osteoge-
nesis indicate both how little we yet know about the mechanisms controlling the
different bone formation processes, but also the tremendous influence of different
experimental setups on the conclusions of such studies.

Consolidation

When the distraction phase is completed and aer successful docking of the seg-
ments, the remaining fibrous tissue ossifies and maturation of the newly formed
bone tissue starts. First, transversal columns connect the mainly longitudinally
oriented trabeculae to form a honey-comb-like structure (Figure 1.17) [13, 291].
ewoven bone is transformed to lamellar bone and remodeling restores the orig-
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Figure 1.17: Shortly after the end of the distraction phase the initially longitudinal trabeculae get con-
nected via transversal bony columns to form a “honey-comb”-like structure (SEM micrograph from
[291]).

inal shape. e consolidation phase typically takes at least twice as long as the
distraction phase [15, 155].

Choice of fixation

To avoid fracturing the bony microcolumns that form during the distraction pro-
cedure, a fixation relatively rigid in bending and shear is required. e classic
fixation device of distraction osteogenesis is the ring fixator aer Ilizarov, where,
in the case of bone segment transport, the bone segment is transported along two
wires across the defect. is kind of fixation is very stable and it allows partial
weight-bearing. Yet, this method is rather painful. Furthermore, considering the
long time the device needs to stay attached (for instance, for a 5 cm defect, this
would be around half a year), this procedure is uncomfortable for the patient to
wear and additionally bears a high risk of pin infections (see §1.4.2) [279]. Mono-
lateral fixators can help enhancing the patient’s comfort, but still require so tissue
piercing pins.

e monorail approach uses an intramedullary nail for stabilization and an
external fixator for the segmental transport during the distraction phase [279].
is has the advantage that the fixator can be removed aer docking, reducing the
time span the fixator is required to be attached to about one third. A considerable
drawback of this method is the possibility of pin infections spreading into the
bone marrow via the intramedullary nail.

Today, the use of pure internal fixation is very common in the case of limb
extension [76, 135, 244, 290], but also starts to get more and more popular for
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segment transport [33, 279]. ose systems do not require any external wires or
fixation pins, therefore sparing the periosteum.

1.4.2 Issues
Distraction osteogenesis is an established method nowadays. Nonetheless, the
long treatment times typically associated with the distraction osteogenesis pro-
cedure still pose challenges to its clinical application. First, the duration of the
distraction phase is more or less fixed and cannot significantly shortened as a dis-
traction rate that deviates too strongly from the standard 1.0mm/day can harm
intramembranous bone formation.

Second, the newly formed bone tissue is not mature enough for full weight-
bearing directly aer the distraction procedure, necessitating an additional con-
solidation phase that again takes at least twice as long as the distraction phase
alone. For instance, Aronson reports an overall healing index3 of 26 days/cm for
children and 47 days/cm for adults (tibia) [13]. is means that closing a gap of
10 cm in an adult with classic bone segment transport requires wearing a fixator
for at least 15months. In this light the high rate of pin infections (Aronson reports
an infection rate of 95%) is no more surprising.

Besides pin or more severe bone infections and pain due to so tissue and
nerve irritations, malpositioning and/or non-docking of the bone segments can
thwart successful healing.

Finding the optimal biomechanical conditions to stimulate bone growth dur-
ing distraction and to support the subsequent maturation of the immature cal-
lus tissue could help reduce treatment time as a whole and in turn decrease the
rate of complications. is, however, requires a much better understanding of the
mechano-regulation of tissue differentiation than is currently available.

1.5 HypothesesofMechano-RegulatedTissueDiffer-
entiation
In the previous sections, we already learned that, given sufficient vascularity, os-
sification and the bone healing process depend mainly on the biomechanical situ-
ation [70, 128, 175]. is becomes obvious when we look at the different healing
patterns that occur in different biomechanical environments and even more so
in the case of pseudarthroses that always arise in cases of insufficient fracture sta-
bility. Also, the natural adaptation mechanism of bone remodeling seems to be
3 healing index: treatment time per distraction distance [13]
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1.5.1 Wolff, Roux and Krompecher

controlled by mechanical stimuli and distraction osteogenesis uses this apparent
mechano-sensitivity of bone tissue to stimulate bone growth artificially.

1.5.1 Wolff, Roux and Krompecher
e discovery of this connection is not a new one, though. Even back in the 19th

century, people like Wolff and Roux formulated hypothetical laws of how they
thought that mechanics influence the tissue differentiation process during bone
development and fracture healing.

Wolff observed that the trabeculae in the femur head apparently are aligned
along the trajectories of mechanical stresses. He deduced that local mechanical
stimuli determine local tissue differentiation [318, 319].

According to Pauwels [247], Roux hypothesized that the development of each
type of connective tissue (bone, cartilage, fibrous connective tissue) was asso-
ciated with a specific mechanical stimulus. He believed, that compressive stress
stimulates bone growth, while tensile stress was the specific stimulus for the pro-
duction of collagen fibers and thus for fibrous connective tissue as such. A com-
bination of either compressive or tensile stress with high shear stress ought to be
characteristic for the formation of cartilage [270].

Krompecher [189] supported most of these claims. Contrary to Roux, he re-
garded hydrostatic pressure as the specific stimulus for cartilage formation. He
further argued that the very same stimuli influence the differentiation during the
regeneration process of fracture healing just as they do during the initial skeletal
development.

1.5.2 Pauwels’ Hypothesis
Pauwels already knew about the pluripotency of the precursor cells of the con-
nective tissue types and that they could evolve into either fibrous tissue, cartilage
or bone [247, 248]. He wondered, why those cells do not directly yield new bone
tissue, but rather do first form fibrous tissue and cartilage. He critically dissected
Roux’s reasoning:

Roux’s claim that compressive stress induces bone formation seemed implau-
sible to Pauwels, since bone formation had only been observed where the cells
have been shielded from extensive stress. Instead, bone formation is known to
fail, if the deformation of the supporting framework the bone forming cells are
embedded in is to strong. Furthermore, Pauwels argued that compressive stress
could not be the specific stimulus for bone formation, as it had already been shown
that tensile stress stimulates bone formation at least as well. In addition, the phys-
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1.5 Hypotheses of Mechano-Regulated Tissue Differentiation

iological load of most long bones was dominated by bending, which was always
a composition of tension and compression.

Pauwels agreed to some degree with Roux’s statement that tensile stresses
stimulate fibrous tissue formation, but he rejected the concept of this being a spe-
cific stimulus, as fibrous tissue can also occur under compression or shear loads.

Regarding Roux’s third thesis—the specific stimulus for cartilage formation—
he revealed that the assumptions that led to this hypothesis were defective and
therefore no such conclusions could be drawn.

Pauwels whole reasoning boils down to one idea: Neither tensile, nor compres-
sive, nor shear stress can be specific stimuli for tissue differentiation. He justified
this assertion by thinking about the possible effects that those three load types
could exert on single cells: According to his reasoning, no matter which type of
load acts on the tissue, the cells embedded in the matrix were always deformed
to ellipsoids and would therefore always experience shear stress.

Instead, he gave an alternative explanation of what controls the differentiation
process: Not the stress state, but the deformation of the cell could determine the
further evolution. Any deformation (viz. strain) can be decomposed into pure
shape distortion and pure volumetric change (Figure 1.31). On a cellular level,
he deduced, this results in two kinds of stimuli, either tension or compression
of the cell along an axis or alternatively hydrostatic pressure in the case of volu-
metric change. e first stimulus (shape distortion, cellular deformation) would
result in the production of fibrous tissue. Hydrostatic stress on the other hand
would stimulate cartilage formation. Bone by contrast would only grow based
on a framework that protects it from loads that would result in deformations or
hydrostatic pressure exceeding what a bone cell experiences under physiological
conditions in intact, mature bone. Consequently, bone formation was stimulated
by very low mechanical loads with no preference for a specific deformation type.
Pauwels concluded that therefore the primary goal of the early phases of fracture
healing with the formation of cartilage and fibrous tissue in the fracture callus is
the mechanical stabilization of the fracture site such that bone tissue can form.

1.5.3 The Utah Paradigm of Skeletal Physiology
Beginning in the 1960s, Frost explored the relations between mechanical loading
and the remodeling process of bone tissue, but also other potentially mechano-
sensitive connective tissues for more than four decades [102–106, 108, 109, 111,
112].

Frost suggested that the skeletal physiology—its local strength and architec-
ture—was controlled by biological factors and mechanical influences in such a
way, that the strains always fall within a certain acceptable range, the adapted
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Figure 1.18: Tissue differentiation hypothesis by Pauwels (after [246])

window of the overall stimulus range. If the mechanical load exceeded an upper
modeling threshold, the tissue’s functional units would increase the strength of the
tissue at that particular location. Respectively, if the stimulus dropped below the
remodeling threshold tissue would be resorbed until the local stimuli are again
within the adapted window.

is forms a negative feedback loop that behaves very much like a thermostat
balancing the room temperature. Such systems tend to plateau at an equilibrium,
the adapted state. Consequently, Frost coined the term mechanostat for this kind
of mechano-biological control mechanism (Figure 1.19) [307].

Frost did not know how the mechanical stimuli were encoded to allow the
effector cells to react to them; he suggested, among others, fluid flow, electrical
potentials or piezoelectric effects. ose signals could be sensed by mechano-
sensitive cells. In bone, Frost suspected osteocytes, lining cells, some cells within
the marrow and the periosteum and possibly osteoblasts and osteoclasts to pos-
sess such sensory capabilities.

1.6 Numerical Models of Fracture Healing
Although we generally do not know the exact inner workings of nature and al-
though we cannot measure many phenomena directly, we can still observe some
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Figure 1.19: Frost’s concept of a mechanostat illustrates the bone adaptationmechanism in analogy to
self-balancing technical feedback control systems like a thermostat (after [112]).

important aspects like direct and indirect consequences of different initial condi-
tions. Such observations lay the ground for hypotheses about how the observed
aspects might be connected (cause-and-effect relationships).e resulting theory
(conceptual model) can then oen be formalized in mathematical terms, which
yields a mathematical model.

If the model is mathematically straightforward, e. g. Newton’s F = ma, one
may directly evaluate the mathematical formulation to make predictions. More
complicated models require a intermediate step that simplifies the general math-
ematical model by discretizing it, giving rise to a numerical model. Computers
can then evaluate this numerical model by running a simulation4 to approximate
the analytical solution. e implementation of a numerical model in program
code is sometimes called an in silico model.

Subsequent experiments can either support the model or falsify it. In the for-
mer case, the underlying hypothesis gains support; yet, it can never be proven to
hold under all possible condition, i. e. to be unconditionally “correct.” If an exper-
iment contradicts the predictions, themodelmust either be revised or, if that fails,
be rejected. Note that there can be several reasons for a model to fail: For one, the
implementation of the model could be faulty. Another possibility is that the un-
derlying theory is insufficient or that the observational data are incorrect. Either

4 Simulations solve the forward problem by deducing a prediction from an existing model.
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way, the model has taught us valuable information about both the phenomenon
of interest and the theory trying to explain it.

Obviously, numerical models alone are not sufficient to judge the validity of
a hypothesis; indeed, they merely are representations of such. To gain confidence
in a model, it is crucial that as many experiments as possible confirm the model’s
predictions. Only predictions of a validatedmodel can be considered to be at least
conditionally reliable. Finally, one has to keep in mind that the experiments used
to validatemathematicalmodels are error-pronemodels themselves and therefore
a numericalmodel’s predictions can only be as accurate as themeasurements used
to validate them.

Does this imply that not sufficiently validated models are of no use? Quite the
contrary! Any model can potentially be useful, as long as it has not been falsified.
For instance, if unvalidated models were useless, Einstein should have never pub-
lished his ideas regarding Relativity. Besides making predictions, a model has an
additional explanatory role and a good model is even supposed to produce new
hypotheses, to stimulate further research. is frequently happens during the de-
velopment of themodel, as this process forces us to think about the possible inner
workings and mechanisms in very different ways than pure observational study
demands. When modeling, one tries to find a solution to a typically ill-posed in-
verse problem with an infinite number of possible solutions (models and their
parametrization) and this oen leads to revelations about which aspects we do
not yet understand and require further investigation.

Likewise, numerical simulations of the bone healing process enable us to test
assumptions (theories, hypotheses) about the healing process for their plausibility.
What turns out to be the snag whenmodeling biological systems in silico however
is getting reliable data about model parameters, for instance the material proper-
ties of certain tissues. Measuring such properties is hard at best and furthermore
these properties vary largely from subject to subject (interindividual variability).
Most of the input data is thus afflicted with a great amount of uncertainty, di-
minishing the predictive power of models derived from the results of such exper-
iments. Nonetheless, for the aformentioned reasons, both building such models
and comparing the predictions to experimental studies helps to amend our un-
derstanding of the bone healing process.

Additionally, the sheer complexity of biological systemsmakes it hard to grasp
what exactly are the relevant parameters of the system. Models are always neces-
sarily simplifications of reality. e Zen of modeling thus is all about finding the
most simple model that is still able to adequately describe the phenomenom of
interest (“Ockham’s razor”). Maintaining the right balance between complexity
and simplicity, such that the model neither oversimplifies, nor drowns in its own
complexity, is vital for any modelling attempt.
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1.6 Numerical Models of Fracture Healing

e following overview of former and current models of bone healing is by
no means exhaustive. Other influential proposals for modeling skeletal tissue dif-
ferentiation and adaptation not covered separately here include, among others,
Huiskes et al. [151, 152], Weinans et al. [312] and Mullender et al. [229, 230].

1.6.1 Static Models
e goal of early numerical models of fracture healing was to compute the me-
chanical stimuli acting inside the callus, something that cannot be measured in
vivo. e idea was that this would allow the verification of existing differentiation
hypotheses by comparing the computed stimuli with the healing patterns found
in in vivomodels. Note that these models are not able to simulate the healing pro-
cess per se, which is, being a process, inherently time-dependent. ey do not
implement any kind of tissue differentiation procedure.

DiGioia et al. and Cheal et al.

Based on a fracture healing model in sheep, DiGioia et al. created a finite element
model of an osteotomy gap in a sheep tibia [84]. One goal of this model was to put
to test Perren’s hypothesis that IFS (interfragmentary strain) controls tissue dif-
ferentiation [250, 251]. According to Perren, whether a certain tissue type forms
near or inside the fracture gap, depends on its resilience against the acting inter-
fragmentary axial strains. is new tissue type in turn enhances the stability and
thereby reduces the strains, such that the next more strain-sensitive tissue can
develop. Tissues vanish, if the local IFS is higher than what this tissue type can
tollerate.

DiGioia et al.modeled twohealing states and distinguished twomaterial types
(fibrocartilage and woven bone). Concerning Perren’s hypothesis, the authors
found that the strain field inside the gap region is much to complex to be rep-
resented by axial IFS only. ey conjectured that possibly the hydrostatic stress
state and octahedral shear stress could be better indicators for tissue differentia-
tion.

Cheal et al. [60] later performed a similar analysis (based on a different experi-
ment, though) and compared predictions of Perren’s hypothesis to the osteogenic
index suggested by Carter [55] (see below). Again, they modeled the fracture gap
only and compared the ossification patterns found in vivo to the numerically com-
puted strains and stresses. Although they reported good correlation between the
IFS hypothesis and the amount of bone resorption in vivo they concluded, like
DiGioia et al. before, that the simple concept of axial strain controlling the local
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Figure 1.20: The tissue differentiation hypothesis by Carter et al. [53] distinguishes between mechano-
regulated differentiation under good (left) and bad (right) perfusion conditions (adapted from [53]).

tissue differentiation is probably too simple to account for the complex strain field
inside the healing region.

Carter et al.

Cyclicmechanical loading patterns and vascularity are themajor influences in the
semi-quantitative differentiation hypothesis by Carter et al. [53, 55]. Following
the ideas of Pauwels, Carter et al. chose two stress tensor invariants—hydrostatic
stress and octahedral shear stress—as indicators for the tissue differentiation pro-
cess.

Carter et al. imagined two slightly different differentiation functions, depend-
ing on the state of vascularity, see Figure 1.20. Intramembranous ossification
could only happen in the case of good blood perfusion combined with very low
cyclic stresses. High shear stress and/or positive hydrostatic stress would lead to
the proliferation of fibrous connective tissue. High compressive hydrostatic stress
on the other hand would stimulate chondrogenesis. Existing cartilage would os-
sify under the influence of shear stresses, while compressive hydrostatic stresses
could inhibit endochondral ossification by obstructing revascularization.

To investigate the properties of their hypothesis, the authors created a two-
dimensional FE model (plane-stress assumption) of an idealized femoral osteo-
tomy in the initial healing phase.ey computed the stress distribution inside the
callus (haematoma) region for different load histories consisting of axial loading,
bending or a combination thereof. To predict how likely ossification will happen
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at a certain location, they evaluated an “osteogenic index” defined as

I =
∑
i

ni (Si + kDi) .

I sums up each load case i weighted with its number of load cycles ni. e load
case i itself is characterized by a linear combination of the peak octahedral shear
stress Si and the peak hydrostatic stress Di, which is weighted with some empiri-
cal constant k. Instead of physiologically motivated loads, they chose them to be
small enough to allow linear analyses. Based on I they projected possible ossifi-
cation patterns and found that hydrostatic pressure seems to be more important
to ossification in the initial healing phase than octahedral shear stress, because
high hydrostatic pressure could hinder the ingrowth of blood vessels.

Carter and his group changed their opinion about what kind of stress or strain
quantity would be adequate to describe the influence of mechanical loading on
tissue differentiation a few times over the last decades. Figure 1.21 illustrates their
latest suggestions.

Claes and Heigele

e roots of the fracture healing model currently used in Ulm (§1.7) stretch back
to 1998 [69] when Claes et al. published a simple, axisymmetric FE model of a
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Figure 1.22: Claes and Heigele constructed their finite element model of fracture healing [68] (right)
according to histological data (left), but used a highly idealized geometry. The model exploits both
axisymmetry and reflectional symmetry. The physiological load F = 500 N is applied on top of the
cortex.

transverse osteotomy of the right metatarsus in sheep according to the animal ex-
periment described in [70].emain purpose of thismodel was the development
of a new tissue differentiation hypothesis [68], “a reinterpretation of Pauwels,” as
Heigele puts it in her PhD thesis (p. 72). e authors suggested that

• the local tissue type depends on the local hydrostatic stress and the local
strain state,

• bone formation almost exclusively happens near already existing bone and

• bone formation happens only, if the hydrostatic stress and shape changing
strains are inside a certain range as implied by both in vitro [171, 235] and
numerous in vivo [21, 23, 24, 70–73, 175, 188, 277] studies.

e fixation used in the animal experiment constrained the possible interfrag-
mentary movement to mostly axial movement. Claes and Heigele chose to model
the behavior of a group of sheep with a fracture gap size of 3mm and an allowed
IFM of 1mm.
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Just as other earliermodels described above, themodel of Claes andHeigele is
static in nature, hence unable to simulate biological processes. Instead, Claes and
Heigele picked three discrete points in time (namely four, eight and nine weeks
post op) and modeled each of them according to in vivo histological data of the
tissue distribution in order to compute the stress and strain fields inside the callus
under a physiological load of 500N.

By correlating the computed strains and stresses alongside the ossification
front with the histological results from the animal experiments and anticipat-
ing typical tissue differentiation and bone formation patterns in these regions,
Claes andHeigele formulated a quantitative tissue differentiation hypothesis (Fig-
ure 1.23). According to this hypothesis, tissue differentiation is determined by hy-
drostatic stress and either the strain component in axial direction εx or in transver-
sal direction εy. Unfortunately, neither from the published papers nor fromHeigele’s
thesis, it follows clearly under which conditions the authors chose which strain
component exactly. I therefore assume that they chose the strain component with
the maximum absolute value, viz. the component εj with

j = (index ◦ max)(|εx|, |εy|)

and

index : xi 7→ i.

In her PhD thesis, Heigele also reports about the development of a dynamic
healing model. Again, tissue differentiation depends on local mechanical stimuli
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as presented in [68]. As an initial state Heigele chose so tissue for the area that
ought to become callus tissue by assigning an appropriate stiffness E to each finite
element. At the beginning of each iteration, the strains in each element are com-
puted via a static FEA. A set of tissue transformation functions determines the
change of each element’s stiffness depending on the previously computed strains
in conjunction with what Heigele calls “osteogenic index”.is “osteogenic index”
is a bivalent function (either 0 or 1) that indicates whether an element is adjacent
to an already ossified element. e figures of the differentiation functions (pp.
83 in her thesis) look similar to Figure 1.23 (discontinuous, step-functions), such
that the differentiation itself is presumably implemented using Boolean if-then-
else expressions.

1.6.2 Dynamic Models
With the advent of more powerful computing hardware, researchers started to
implement dynamic models of fracture healing. Dynamic in this context means
that themodel solves an initial value problem, usually in an iterativemanner (Fig-
ure 1.24): Starting with an initial distribution of tissue types and/ormaterial prop-
erties, the mechanical stimuli for this configuration are computed, in the major-
ity of cases by using the finite element method. Equipped with those stimuli, a
tissue differentiation procedure modifies the tissue distribution and/or material
properties according to some differentiation hypothesis. In the next iteration, this
change of material properties in turn leads to slightly altered mechanical stimuli,
which again promote an adaptation of the tissue distribution.is loop continues
until some termination criterion is met.

Ament and Hofer

Ament and Hofer describe the bone healing process as a feedback control system
[4–6].ey discretize the spatial domain via a finite elementmesh. Each finite ele-
ment represents amacroscopic volume portion of the healing region that can con-
tain amixture of either fibrous connective tissue, hyaline cartilage or bone. As the
authors use fuzzy logic to describe the differentiation process (see Appendix B)
they regard the tissues’ volume fractions as tissue membership values μbone, μcartilage

and μconn.tiss..5 ese values are used in the fuzzy logic controller to determine to
what degree an element can be considered to represent a certain tissue type. Ini-

5 Note that Ament andHofer use the rather unusual notation μA,x to denote the degree ofmember-
ship of a value x in a fuzzy setA. Following usual convention, μA really should be a membership
function mapping x to μA(x) (cf. Appendix B).
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Figure 1.24: Schematic of a generic dynamic healing model

tially, μconn.tiss. = 1.0 in the callus region whereas the cortices are initialized to
μbone = 1.0.

Ament and Hofer chose to use the strain energy density as a representation
of mechanical stimulation. From the tissue membership values (∼ volume frac-
tions) and each tissue’s linear elastic material properties, they compute composite
material properties for each element. e finite element method is then used to
compute the mechanical stimuli. Additionally, the authors defined an osteogenic
factor c(x) = ∥∇μbone(x)∥2 that is supposed to indicate whether a location is near
the surface of already existing bone.

Based on the tissue membership values, the mechanical stimulus and the os-
teogenic factor, a fuzzy logic controller computes the change of tissue member-
ship Δμi for each tissue type i of each element. is procedure (computation of
elements’ composite material properties, computation of stimuli, change of tis-
sue memberships) is looped until the maximum number of healing iterations is
reached.
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Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen

e initial focus of this model was at modeling the influences of growth factors
on the fracture healing process without considering any mechanical stimuli [26].
It predicts the spatial distribution of cell densities (mesenchymal, bone, cartilage),
matrix densities (combined connective tissue/cartilage matrix, bone matrix) and
growth factor concentrations over time.

e model assumes an initial pool of MSCs that, under the influence of an
initial amount of chondrogenesis and osteogenesis stimulating growth factors,
develop into chondrocytes and osteocytes. A system of coupled PDEs describes
migration (diffusive, haptotactic), proliferation and differentiation of MSCs, the
production, diffusion and decay due to denaturation and irreversible binding of
the two generic growth factors and the synthesis and degradation of the extracel-
lular matrix (Figure 1.25).

e authors initially seemed to be convinced that explicitly modeling the me-
chanical influences on tissue differentiation is of subordinate interest, as “[…] tis-
sue differentiation is initiated and largely regulated by growth factors […]” [26].
While it is certainly true that growth factors play a major role in mediating dur-
ing tissue formation, the authors’ claim misses the point: Growth factors are a
means of communication between cells. Neither are they simply “there”, nor are
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they synthesized without a cause. In the case of fracture healing, chances are that
mechanical stimuli are causing the release of these very growth factors.

In this regard—and contrary to the authors’ pronouncement—this model is
at least as dependent on empirical data or even pure speculation than the mod-
els they blame to be phenomenological. For instance, Bailón-Plaza and van der
Meulen’s model requires to place chondrogenic and osteogenic growth factors at
“strategic” places (alongside the cortex and inside the fracture gap, respectively) to
trigger the healing process.is placement could clearly bemotivated by the influ-
ence of the mechanical environment; “phenomenological” models would simply
incorporate this in form of a mechano-regulatory tissue differentiation hypothe-
sis, stimulating chondrogenesis or osteogenesis at certain stress/strain levels, a
mechanisms that works automatically and independently of a specific healing
case or geometry.

With a new revision of their model, the authors eventually introduced limited
support for mechano-stimulated tissue differentiation [27]. Strains computed via
the FEM (plane-strain assumption) can now stimulate (deviatoric strains) oder
inhibit (dilatational strains) osteogenesis. Aside from that, no further mechano-
regulatory effects are taken into account.

Prendergast et al., Lacroix et al.

Prendergast et al. performed static FEAs to predict tissue differentiation around
implants. Different from many other static models however, they modeled the bi-
ological tissue as a biphasic (poroelastic) material consisting of a fluid and a solid
phase [255]. is was also the first time that Prendergast et al. introduced their
idea that tissue differentiation could be regulated by shear strain (distortional
strain γ) in the solid phase and the fluid flow (flow velocity υ) in the interstitial
fluid phase (Figure 1.26).

Based on these ideas, Huiskes et al. implemented an iterative, time-dependent
model of mechano-regulated tissue differentiation around implants [150]. De-
pending on the computed biomechanical stimulus

S = γ
a
+

υ
b

with empirical constants a = 0.0375 and b = 3 μm/s

the material properties of each finite element switched to represent the desired
tissue phenotype according to Prendergast et al.’s conjecture. is procedure was
looped until the tissue distribution exhibited a stable pattern.

Lacroix et al. augmented Prendergast et al.’s and Huiskes et al.’s approach by
additionally considering the migration of MSCs in their fracture healing model
[190–192]. A diffusion process of MSC cell densities describes the migration of
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undifferentiated progenitor cells from sources that feature a fixed MSC density
throughout the simulation (boundary condition). Possible source regions include
the surrounding so tissues, the inner layer of the periosteum and the marrow.
Apoptosis of MSCs is not included in the model, i. e. it contains no sink term.

Initially the healing region is assumed to consist of granulation tissue only,
hence the initial material properties are homogeneous throughout the callus. e
FEM delivers the mechanical stimuli needed to predict the new tissue phenotype
for each element. Depending on the mechanical stimuli, all MSC cells of an el-
ement are considered to transform into further differentiated cell types to form
either fibrous connective tissue, cartilage, immature bone or mature bone within
a single iteration.

If the cell density of differentiated cells is lower than the assumed maximum
cell density, the residual cells are presumed to represent granulation tissue. As a
consequence, each element’s tissue is made up of either pure granulation tissue,
pure differentiated tissue or a mixture of a single differentiated tissue type (bone,
cartilage or fibrous tissue) and granulation tissue. Using a linear rule of mixture,
these concentrations determine the new material properties (Young’s modulus,
Poisson’s ratio, permeability) of each element for the next iteration step. is way,
the material properties of an element could change abruptly from one step to the
following. To enhance numerical stability, the material properties are therefore
temporally averaged over the last ten iterations (the authors call this a “numerical
smoothing procedure”).
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In 2007, Pérez and Prendergast proposed a new kind of tissue differentia-
tion model that combines the mechano-regulation hypothesis of Prendergast et
al. with a random walk approach (Markov chain) to simulate the behavior of in-
dividual cells [256]: Instead of describing cell migration on a macroscopic scale
using diffusion, each finite element now contains a 10 × 10 Cartesian grid (“lat-
tice”) that defines possible, discrete cell locations. Cells randomly change their po-
sition within a 4-connected neighborhood between individual simulation steps
to account for migration. Proliferation (mitosis) transforms the original cell into
two daughter cells, each which again randomly chooses a position in the neigh-
borhood of the original cell (yet, not all possible combinations of positions are
allowed, see [256] for details). Already occupied positions are not allowed as well,
i. e. the corresponding transition probability is set to zero. Likewise, to achieve
directional cell movement and tissue growth, e. g. due to chemo- or haptotaxis,
one simply needs to modify the transition probabilities accordingly.

Byrne et al. used a 3D version of this model to investigate the effects of differ-
ent properties of scaffolds (porosity, Young’s modulus, dissolution rate) on tissue
differentiation patterns [49]. Furthermore, Byrne et al. simulated fracture healing
in the tibia [48], while Khayyeri et al. used a slightly enhanced version of the ran-
dom walk model featuring phenotype specific proliferation and apoptosis rates
to model in vivo bone chamber experiments [176].

Checa andPrendergast cameupwith a further refinement of the basic random
walk model by also simulating capillary network formation due to branching of
existing capillaries, growth of new sprouts and anastomosis. A string of endothe-
lial cells represents a capillary. e cell at the tip of a capillary again moves ran-
domly, but with directional bias. Too high mechanical stimuli reduce the growth
rate of the capillaries [61].

is enhanced model served Checa and Prendergast to study the effect of cell
seeding patterns on angiogenesiswithin porous scaffolds [62]. Khayyeri et al. used
the model to assess the potential effect of inter-individually varying mechano-
sensitivity on tissue differentiation [177]. Another application investigated and
compared the different healing patterns found in rats and sheep [63].

On the one hand, using a random walk approach is certainly a convienient
way to simulate the stochastic behavior of individual cells (or small ensembles
thereof). e choice of a discrete-space approach (i. e. grid based) seems to be
purely a matter of performance and ease of implementation, though. One could
easily think of a version where cells move in (quasi-)continuous space; optional
bounding spheres could be used for “collision detection.” For small time steps
and high grid resolutions this model ultimately converges to a Wiener process,
something that is oen used tomodel Brownianmotion—the fundamentalmech-
anism of diffusive processes. It remains questionable whether the simulation of
individual cells is truely neccessary to perform predicitons at the macro scale, i. e.
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1.6.2 Dynamic Models

at scales where the combined effect of many microscopic random walks can be
approximated very well by the classical diffusion model. Aer all a macroscopic
three-dimensional model would have to track a huge number of individual cells.

In its current form, the model is only suited for cases with small, elastic de-
formations. How large, plastic deformations would affect the cell grid has not yet
been considered.

Gómez-Benito et al.

Gómez-Benito et al.’s model considers four types of cell concentrations, namely
MSCs cs, fibroblasts cf, chondrocytes cc and osteoblasts cb [126]. Proliferation of
MSCs depends on a single mechanical stimulus ψ, which the authors chose to be
an invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor, computed via a poroelastic FEA:

ψ =

√
(ε1 − ε)2 + (ε2 − ε)2 + (ε3 − ε)2

with principal strains ε1, ε2 and ε3 andoctahedral normal strain (dilatational strain)

ε = 1
3
(ε1 + ε2 + ε3)

Migration of MSCs is modeled via inhomogeneous isotropic diffusion whereby
the diffusion coefficient (the diffusivity) depends on the amount of intact extra-
cellular matrix. Differentiation happens in a rather “binary” manner, instantly
switching the cells’ phenotype, if the stimuli are appropriate, albeit with a cell-
specific maturation delay. In the case of a destructive mechanical stimulus, the
cell concentration is set to zero.emodel neglects proliferation andmigration of
other cell types. Intramembranous ossification is modeled by switching the exist-
ingMSC cell concentration to osteoblast cells; endochondral ossification switches
chondrocytes to osteoblasts.

What sets Gómez-Benito et al.’s model apart from other approaches is the in-
clusion of volumetric growth of the callus due toMSCs proliferation and chondro-
genesis. e assumption made here is that beyond a certain concentration limit,
further MSC proliferation forces an increase of the callus’ local volume. Similarly,
growth resulting from chondrogenesis is linked with the hypertrophy of chondro-
cytes. In the implementation, the simulation of this volumetric growth is mapped
to a thermoelastic analysis, which computes new node positions based on a ther-
mal swelling process. e required temperature boundary conditions and loads
are derived from the cell concentrations and their corresponding proliferation
functions.

Cells also producematrix, which defines themechanical behavior of the tissue.
Gómez-Benito et al. consider six different matrix types. Presumably osteoblasts
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1.6 Numerical Models of Fracture Healing

produce bone (and probably also account for the “calcified cartilage”), chondro-
cytes cartilage and fibrocytes fibrous tissue. Granulation tissue seems to be a prod-
uct of MSCs in this model. A destructive mechanical stimulus transforms local
matrix to debrismatrix, representing dead tissue. Initially, the fracture gap is filled
with this debris tissue type.

Each matrix type features a specific composition of collagen, ground sub-
stance and mineral. Linear rules of mixture determine the Young’s modulus and
the Poisson’s ratio from the fractions of each matrix constituent. e stiffness of
lamellar bone depends on its apparent density.

Considering growth processes seems reasonable at first; unfortunately, there
is a snag to the way it is handled here: As this model assumes no prescribed hae-
matoma, the only place where cellular processes could happen initially is the tiny,
heavily loaded fracture gap. In reality, a periosteal callus reactionwould take place
first and peripheral revascularization would start at some distance from the frac-
ture gap. But as in thismodel there is simply nothing surrounding the fracture site
in the first place and tissue development cannot happen in thin air, the expected
periosteal reaction is either missing or expressed rather poorly.

e authors themselves seem to have the answer to the problem, though ap-
parently without being fully aware of its implications [126]:

“[…] is damaged tissue is known as debris tissue and its spatial
distribution is fully dependent on how the fracture was produced.
[…]”

As long as one does not simulate the fracturing process itself and the subsequent
bleeding and clotting,making an educated guess about a reasonable initial haema-
toma that can act as the playground for further tissue differentiation is probably
the more accurate way to model the healing process then omitting the existence
of the haematoma altogether.

Isaksson et al.

Aer extensive screening of different existing tissue differentiation models [163,
164], Isaksson et al. came up with a model that incorporates properties from
both the “Prendergast-family” of models [150, 192, 255] and the bioregulatory
approach of Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen [26].

Unlike Lacroix et al., Isaksson et al. integrate four different cell types (MSCs, fi-
broblasts, chondrocytes, osteoblasts) that perform different actions depending on
their phenotype and the biological and mechanical environment. Growth factors,
cytokines and the like are not modeled explicitly, but the possible interactions
between cell types are supposed to account for that.
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Again diffusion is used to represent migration of cells. e rate of prolifera-
tion depends on the local cell concentration (logistic growth), as do differentia-
tion and apoptosis. A discrete, scalar function derived from the two continuous
mechanical stimuli shear strain and fluid flow switches proliferation, differenti-
ation and apoptosis on and off, but does not influence the rate at which these
processes take place. Cells also produce or break down matrix (fibrous tissue, car-
tilage or bone) at a rate depending on the local cell concentration, but not on the
mechanical stimulus as this, again, only acts as an on/off switch.

e implementation consists of two finite elementmodels, one poroelastic for
the computation of the mechanical stimuli and one using a custom element type
to solve the PDEs describing the cellular processes.

Geris et al.

Geris et al. first experimentedmainly with Prendergast et al.’s approach [119, 121]
before turning towards models with a heavier emphasis on the bioregulatory side
[122, 123], certainly inspired by the work of Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen
[26]. eir contemporary model combines both attempts [120].

While based on the foundations of Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen, the
bioregulatory part of the model additionally pays attention to the importance
of the revascularization process (angiogenesis). It also separates fibrous and carti-
lage tissue and cells not onlymigrate randomly via diffusion, but are influenced by
chemo- and haptotactic effects. ese extensions require the addition of several
state variables: Vascular cell density (endothelial cells), vascular matrix density,
a generic angiogenic growth factor, fibroblasts and a corresponding matrix type.
A drawback of this model is the huge number of required parameters that are
yet unknown (chemo-/haptotactic response to matrix type and density, prolifer-
ation and apoptosis rates, growth factor production rates, etc.) and can only be
estimated very roughly.

e mechanical stimuli, hydrostatic pressure and fluid flow, influence the cel-
lular processes in so far, as the parameters of the bioregulatory model are mod-
ified depending on whether the stimulus is considered to be stimulating or in-
hibiting (Figure 1.27). Surprisingly, Geris et al. use the same stimulus range to
model the influence on all modified parameters; you would rather expect this to
be different for different processes. It turns out though, that the mechanical en-
vironment only stimulates or inhibits processes contributing to the ossification
process and that thus would occur under similar conditions anyway (for instance,
angiogenesis and osteoblast proliferation).

Concerning the numerical implementation, Geris et al. use a poroelastic FE
model to determine the “stimulus of the day” (one load step per day) which then
serves as input to the bioregulatorymodel.e customFVM(finite volumemethod)
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Figure 1.27: Mechanical stimuli influence the behavior of the bioregulatory model of Geris et al. by
modulating certainmodel parameters. The blue curves depict the dependency of processes actively in-
volved in theossificationprocess (endothelial cell andosteoblast proliferation,MSCdifferentiation toos-
teoblasts, bone synthesis etc.) on themechanical stimuli. The red curves are flipped, as they express how
blood vessel degradation is inhibitedwhen the stimuli arewithin the osteogenesis-stimulating range (af-
ter [120]).

code used to solve the system of PDEs is restricted to rectangular geometries.
Maybe that is one reasonwhy the authors chose hydrostatic stress over shear stress
as one of the mechanical stimuli, as the latter is more susceptible to singularities
due to indefinitely sharp corners.

1.6.3 Models of Distraction Osteogenesis
As mentioned before (§1.4.2), the distraction osteogenesis procedure could ben-
efit from deeper knowledge about the biomechanical environment at the healing
site and about how this environment regulates the tissue formation process, be-
cause this would enable optimizing stabilization devices and the distraction pro-
cedure itself. Because there is no way to measure mechanical stresses and strains
within the callus directly, again numerical models can help deepen our under-
standing. Despite the large amount of different bone healing models, relatively
few have explored their applicability to distraction osteogenesis.

Carter et al. used an axisymmetric FE model in combination with their tissue
differentiation hypothesis (§1.6.1) to investigate the biomechanical stimuli at a
single point in time during leg lengthening of a mouse tibia (day six of the dis-
traction phase) [54]. e only difference to their fracture healing model was the
applied load, which was tensile instead of compressive. Neither did they consider
strain relaxation between the distraction steps due to the tissues’ viscoelastic prop-
erties, nor did they account for any possibly occurring cyclic physiological forces
(e. g. walking, muscle contractions). Nevertheless, the computed strain patterns
seemed to roughly fit the differentiation patterns found in vivo, that is moder-
ate tensile strains in areas of intramembranous bone formation and compressive
strains where one would expect chondrogenic processes.
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1.6.3 Models of Distraction Osteogenesis

Loboa et al. performed similar analyses regarding mandibular distraction os-
teogenesis [207]. Morgan et al. adopted the geometry used by Carter et al. to a
human tibia and simulated a single distraction step of 2mm and a subsequent
12 h relaxation period [228]. Usage of a poroelastic material model allowed Mor-
gan et al. to characterize time-dependent pressure, tensile and dilatational strain
distributions, as well as the fluid flow velocity field.

Isaksson et al. reported about the development of a dynamicmodel for distrac-
tion osteogenesis [162] based on experimental work about bone segment trans-
port using an intramedullary nail for fixation [44, 45]. e diaphyseal defect is
modeled as a two-dimensional, axisymmetric geometry. During the distraction
phase the segments are pulled apart at 1.0mm/day; the consolidation phase seems
to be completely load free. e tissue differentiation model is similar to that of
Lacroix et al. [192], thus a poroelastic FEA determines mechanical stimuli. Ad-
ditionally poroelastic swelling simulates the production of extracellular matrix.
Aer each distraction step, the domain gets remeshed. As the material model
used cannot reproduce viscoelastic relaxation behavior, the authors assume that
the tissue is nearly stress free (completely relaxed) at the beginning of the next
distraction step, hence they neglect persisting elastic strains. Further, as there act
no physiological loads during consolidation, the authors had to disable the simu-
lation of resorption and remodeling to get meaningful results. According to the
presented results though, bone formation is predicted to somehow proceed dur-
ing consolidation even without any further mechanical stimulation, apparently
contradicting the previous proposition.

Reina-Romo et al. enhanced the basic tissue differentiation algorithm from
Gómez-Benito et al. (cmp. page 41) and adapted it to different clinical applica-
tions of distraction osteogenesis [258, 260, 261]. Reina-Romo et al. also combined
their approach with a modified version of the tissue differentiation hypothesis of
Claes and Heigele to simulate the effect of dynamization during the consolida-
tion phase [259].ey hypothesize that ossificationmight be less sensitive to high
tensile strains than it is to compression and thus can withstand the high strains
during the initial distraction phase. e problem with this hypothesis is that a
typically assumed physiological load for sheep of 500N and the fixator stiffness of
989N/mmwould still lead to (cyclic) compressions of≈ 0.5mm, which is exactly
the samemagnitude as the simulated distraction load of 0.5mm each 12 h. Hence,
the maximally experienced tensile and compressive strains should be rather simi-
lar and consequently—if the hypothesis were true—ossification would have to be
just as resistent to compressive loads (which is not the case, as we know).

All these models assume that the tissue is stress free at the beginning of each
new distraction step. Because experimental studies have shown that this is in
fact not the case (e. g. [45, 267, 309]), Reina-Romo et al. further extended their
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1.7 The Ulm Healing Model

mechano-regulatory model with ideas from Doblaré and García-Aznar to be able
to simulate pre- and post-traction forces more accurately [85, 262].

1.7 The Ulm Healing Model
Wehave already discussed two fracture healingmodels orginating inUlm, Ament
et al.’s fuzzy-logic-controlled dynamic model and Claes’ and Heigele’s static FE
models (§1.6.1, §1.6.2). Now we want to have a more detailed look at the imme-
diate precursors of what is to become the new distraction osteogenesis model. As
these models and the insights gained from building them will form the basis of
the new distraction model, I decided to dedicate this whole section to this topic
so we can take a closer look at thosemodels.emain advantage of all themodels
developed in Ulm is that they build upon a broad range of in-house experimental
studies for validation purposes, e. g. [21, 22, 24, 67–72].

In the late 1990s, Simon et al. began building a more advanced, dynamic
model of secondary fracture healing based on both Claes’ and Heigele’s work on
FE models and tissue differentation functions and the fuzzy logic approach first
introduced by Ament et al. in 1995 [4–6]. For a short introduction to fuzzy logic,
please see Appendix B.

e first implementation of this model was a two-dimensional, yet axisym-
metric FE model [287, 289] that modeled a fractured ovine metatarsus with a
transverse osteotomy according to the description of the experimental work in
[71]. e external fixator used in this experiment featured a very high axial stiff-
ness of 4600N/mm while still allowing an customizable amount of interfragmen-
tary movement (IFM), depending on an adjustable clearance parameter xclear of
the fixator-construction. Simon et al. investigated two groups that differed in the
amount of allowed IFM of either xclear, A = 0.25mm or xclear, B = 1.25mm. Com-
parisons with experimental studies [71] showed that the model correctly predicts
delayed healing for the less stable case [287].

e model uses an iterative approach to describe the tissue transformation
process (Figure 1.28). We will now discuss the purpose of the individual building
blocks of the simulation and how they work together to predict the progression
of the healing process.

1.7.1 Finite Element Model
Simon et al. use an idealized geometry to describe both the intact part of the
cortical shell as well as the supposed healing region (initially haematoma) and
the medullary cavity (Figure 1.29). e ring fixator is not modeled explicitly; to
keep the FEA linear, Simon et al. instead use a separation technique to estimate
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Geometry setup

FE mesh generation

Apply mechanical load and boundary conditions

Estimate compound material properties from
tissue volume fractions (rule of mixture)

Determine mechanical stimuli
(static structural �nite element analysis)

Compute tissue concentration changes
(fuzzy logic controller)

Update and renormalize concentrations

Output current state
(plots of tissue distribution, IFM, callus sti�ness)
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Figure 1.28: The flowchart shows the individual steps of Simon et al.’s iterative healingmodel. The body
of the iteration is repeated imax times.
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Figure 1.29: Finite element model of fracture healing by Simon et al. The figure showswhat the model
is supposed to simulate, but not how; neither do the authors directly apply the force F nor do they
model the fixator (right) explicitly. (Symbols: physiological loadF = 500 N, fixator base stiffness kbase =
4600 N/mm, return spring stiffness kreturn = 20 N/mm, return spring pre-tension Fpre = 100 N, axial
clearance xclear, A = 0.25mm or xclear, B = 1.25mm)

the influence of the fixator on the deformation of the healing region (for more
details see §1.7.3).

A mesh of linear hexahedral elements discretizes the continuous geometry.
e model is fixed at the bottom, while a forced unit-displacement boundary
condition acts on the top nodes. e choice of such a displacement boundary
condition may look weird at first: Up to this point the model does not make use
of any physiologically motivated forces. In §1.7.3, we will learn the rationale be-
hind this choice of mechanical load and that these boundary conditions actually
make sense in combination with the aforementioned separation technique.

1.7.2 Biological State
In contrast to the model by Claes and Heigele, similar to Ament et al. [4, 5] Si-
mon et al. assign a mixture of tissue concentrations to each finite element, dis-
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cretizing the spatial tissue distribution into little, yet finite chunks: Each tissue
type contributing to the overall tissue mixture of an element is modeled as a rel-
ative concentration cτ ∈ [0, 1] with τ ∈ T := {b, c, s} for the set of tissue types,
namely bone, cartilage and connective (so) tissue respectively. While seemingly
identical to Ament’s approach of interpreting the relative volume fractions of an
element’s tissues as membership values, realize that the concentration values in
Simon et al.’s model do in fact not represent membership values, at least not from
the perspective of the fuzzy controller and the linguistic rule set: Just like any
other crisp input they do get mapped to memberships in appropriate fuzzy sets
first (fuzzyfication), before the fuzzy logic controller can evaluate any linguistic
rule.

If we consider a continuum perspective, we could describe the biological state
of this model at some location in space x ∈ Ω ⊂ R3 and time t ∈ [0,∞) as a
vector field

c : Ω × [0,∞) → [0, 1]3

c : (x, t) 7→

cb(x, t)cc(x, t)
cv(x, t)


We can omit the tissue component cs as c contains it implicitly in the form of cs =
1− cb− cc. cv represents the degree of vascularity, see below. In a semi-discretized
version, we only look at a finite number of n elements, each representing a little,
but finite, chunk of the healing region’s total tissue volume. In this case, it is more
convenient to describe the time-dependent state in form of a matrix

C(t) =

cb, 1(t) · · · cb, n(t)
cc, 1(t) · · · cc, n(t)
cv, 1(t) · · · cv, n(t)

 =
[
c1(t) · · · cn(t)

]
∈ [0, 1]3×n.

Fuzzy logic naturally lends itself to implement expert knowledge that would
otherwise be hard to formulate in a rigorous analytical way. In the so-called fuzzy-
fication process, membership functions (MF) map crisp numerical input values
(strains, concentrations) to corresponding linguistic values (e. g. “high”, “medium”,
“low”, “destructive”…) which allows formulating more “natural” tissue transfor-
mation rules without the artificially sharp boundaries found in oldermodels.is
approach is especially useful for incorporating expert knowledge that is oen
vague at best. Simon et al. exploited this unique property of fuzzy logic not only
to re-implement, but also to further enhance the existing tissue differentiation hy-
pothesis with additional rules to account for one of themost important biological
influences on the fracture healing process: vascularity and revascularization via
angiogenesis [90, 153, 264, 265]. Vascularity is a prerequisite for bone formation
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and is modeled as a fourth dimensionless state variable cv, again representing a
“relative vascularity” in the range of [0, 1]. In this model, avascular tissue has a
vascularity of cv = 0.0 while cv = 1.0 indicates optimal perfusion.

emodel is initializedwith an initial tissue distribution and vascularity prop-
erties that are based on findings from in vivo experiments:e haematoma is sup-
posed to be avascular (cv = 0.0). Appropriate vascularity boundary conditions on
the peripheral edge of the haematoma as well as inside the intramedullary canal
ensure the possibility of revascularization from outside the healing region proper
(these boundary conditions are switched on aer ten simulated days). e prox-
imal and distal intact segments of the diaphysis (and in some sense the perios-
teum, although not modeled explicitly) are a major source of revascularization
and MSCs and are therefore initialized to cv = 1.0 while the cortical ends near
the fracture gap up to a distance of 5mm are supposed to be damaged and ini-
tially set to cv = 0.0. e tissue concentrations in the initial haematoma area are
set to cb = 0.0, cc = 0.0 and cs = 1.0.

1.7.3 Mechanical Stimuli
Aer the initialization procedure, the main loop of the simulation commences.
e first step of this loop is dedicated to the computation of mechanical stimuli.
A single static FEA determines the strain field inside the healing region, assuming
that themaximumphysiological load signal is the onlymajor contributor to the ef-
fective stimuli and transient effects can be neglected. Before performing the FEA,
we first need to complete the FE model by computing the overall material proper-
ties of each element from its’ component tissue concentrations and the baseline
linear-elastic material properties of each contributing tissue type (Young’s mod-
ulus Ei and Poisson’s ratio νi, see Table 1.1). In contrast to most other models
(§1.6.2) Simon et al. use a cubic rule of mixture for the composite Young’s modu-
lus as suggested by Carter and Hayes [56]

E =
∑
τ∈T

c3τEτ,

which better represents the influence of the microstructure of bone tissue on the
overall stiffness properties. e Poisson’s ratio ν is estimated as the weighted av-
erage

ν =
∑
τ∈T

cτντ.

Apart from the non-linear fixator, the fracture model is purely linear-elastic.
To exploit this property and avoid the necessity for costly non-linear FE analyses,
instead of explicitly modeling the fixator and directly applying the physiological
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Table 1.1: Linear elastic material properties of base tissues as reported in [287]

Tissue τ Young’s modulus Eτ (MPa) Poisson’s ratio ντ
Cortical bone 10 000 0.36
Woven bone 4000 0.36
Fibrocartilage 200 0.45
Connective tissue 3 0.30

force F, we decompose the acting total load into two parts (Figure 1.30): Ffix(u),
the force transferred by the fixator displaced by u, and Fcal(u), the force acting on
the callus. e non-linear force-deflection curve for the entire system can thus
be formulated as the superposition of two partial loads, a linear (Fcal) and a non-
linear (Ffix) part:

F(u) = Ffix(u) + Fcal(u)
= Ffix(u) + ukcal

We can estimate the callus’ stiffness kcal by applying a unit displacement u0 =
0.1mmon the topnodes.is yields the reaction forceF0 and according toHooke’s
law

kcal = −F0

u0
.

Now that we know both the force-deflection curve Ffix(u) and the callus’ stiff-
ness kcal, we can build the piecewise-linear global force-deflection function F(u)
and invert it to figure out the actual displacement uact (equivalent to the IFM) of
the whole system under a physiological load of F = 500N. Subsequently, we can
now define a strain scaling factor λ as

λ =
uact

u0

By scaling the previously computed “unit strains”with λ, we gain the actual strains
that control the differentiation process.

Concerning mechanotransduction, as proposed by Pauwels [247] Simon et al.
distinguish between two different kinds of mechanical stimuli, a shape-changing
part and volumetric change. Both parts are expressed as invariants of Cauchy’s
strain tensor ε : R3 → R3×3 (Figure 1.31): dilatational strain ε̂ (pure volumetric
change), expressed in terms of the principal strains ε1, ε2 and ε3, computed in the
previous FEA,

ε̂ = 1
3
(ε1 + ε2 + ε3)
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Figure 1.30: To avoid non-linearities in the FEA, Simon et al. split the fixator-bone assembly (top) into
a linear (middle left) and a non-linear part (middle right). By displacing the top nodes and looking at
the reaction forces F0 they can estimate the global callus stiffness kcal. Together with the known force-
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Figure 1.31: Dilatational strain (pure volumetric change, left) compared to distortional strain (pure
shape distortion, right). Both are invariant under change of the coordinate system. The dashed lines
depict the original shapes before deformation.

and distortional strain γ̂ (pure shape distortion), similar to common definitions
of von Mises equivalent strain:

γ̂ =
1√
2

√
(ε1 − ε2)2 + (ε1 − ε3)2 + (ε2 − ε3)2

1.7.4 Tissue Differentiation
In the next step, the current state (concentrations, stimuli) is fed into a fuzzy logic
controller that, as per a set of “linguistic rules” (Appendix C), computes the state
change (the relative change of tissue concentrations and vascularity) for each el-
ement to simulate the tissue differentiation process (Figure 1.32). Possible tissue
transitions include intramembranous ossification of connective tissue and endo-
chondral ossification of cartilage; see Figure 1.33 for an illustration of all tissue
transitions supported by the linguistic rule set.

e differentiation function controlling the tissue transitions and revascular-
ization that the fuzzy logic controller implements is a lot more complex than the
essentially two-dimensional differentiation rules from earlier models, as differ-
entiation not only depends on local dilatational and distortional strains, but also,
for instance, on local vascularity and tissue concentrations, as well as vascular-
ity and tissue concentrations in adjacent elements (e. g. bone formation can only
take place on the surface of already existing bone tissue).

Effectively, the fuzzy logic controller computes an approximation ΔC of the
right-hand side D(·, ·) of the ODE

d
dt
C(t) = D(C(t), S(t)) ≈ ΔC

with the mechanical stimuli

S(t) =
[
ε̂1(C(t), F) · · · ε̂n(C(t), F)
γ̂1(C(t), F) · · · γ̂n(C(t), F)

]
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corresponding to themechanical stimuli on the input side of Figure 1.32, attained
by solving the mechanical boundary value problem as described in §1.7.3. Here-
inaer, we shall call D a tissue differentiation rule.

e calculated concentration deltas ΔC are added to the current concentra-
tions, ultimately performing Euler integration of an initial value problem:

C(t+ Δt) ≈ C(t) + ΔC

As we need to ensure that no concentration value exceeds 1.0 however, we
have to modify the integration procedure a bit. e new concentrations for each
element are computed by first adding the predicted deltas for vascularity, bone
and cartilage concentration as stated above but additionally, if required, restrict-
ing the results to [0, 1]. For vascularity, this is as simple as

c′v = [cv + Δcv]10
with

[x]nm = max {m, min {n, x}}

However, for the tissue concentrations,we additionally need to ensure that
∑

τ cτ =
1.0 with τ ∈ {b, c, s} always holds, or in other words:

∑
τ Δcτ = 0. Unfortunately,
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1.7.4 Tissue Differentiation

Connective tissue

Woven boneCartilage

Chondro-
genesisCartilage
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Endochondral
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Avascular tissue

Optimal perfusion

Angio-
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destruction

Figure 1.33: The set of linguistic rules used by the model of Simon et al. supports tissue transitions as
illustrated on the left and changes in vascularity as illustrated on the right.
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1.0
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cb = 1 − cc
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c'b

c'c

cb =       cc
κb
κc

Figure 1.34: The geometric interpretation of the normalization procedure is that we project the point
(κc, κb) onto the intersection (c′c, c

′
b) of the lines cb = 1 − cc and cb = κb

κc
cc. The shaded area denotes

the area of valid combinations of cb and cc.

this constraint cannot be expressed in terms of fuzzy rules. erefore let us first
compute the potential, preliminary new concentrations for bone and cartilage

κb = [cb + Δcb]10
κc = [cc + Δcc]10 .

As the computations of the tissue concentration changes happen independently
from each other, simply adding the computed deltas to the current concentrations
can result in an arbitrary tissue concentration for both κb and κc in [0, 1] and
therefore κb + κc could exceed 1.0. If that happens, we need to normalize the new
concentration values for bone and cartilage to avoid breaking the aforementioned
constraint

∑
τ cτ = 1.0 (Figure 1.34).
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1.7 The Ulm Healing Model

Let

α =

{
(κb + κc)

−1 if κb + κc > 1
1 otherwise

in

c′b = ακb

c′c = ακc

e new concentration of the connective tissue c′s can now be computed as the
residual concentration

c′s = 1 − c′b − c′c.

ese steps (computation of compound material properties, FEA, fuzzy logic
controlled tissue transformations) are repeated imax times to simulate a time-dependent
iterative healing process.

Simon et al. also implemented a fully three-dimensional model [288] that en-
ables the simulation of more realistic load situations like shearing and that again
proved to be consistent with experimental results [24]. Shefelbine et al. further
modified the model to accommodate for remodeling in order to simulate frac-
ture healing of trabecular bone on a microscopic level [285]. Based on the three-
dimensional model by Simon et al., Wehner et al. [311] built a patient-specific
simulation of fracture healing in humans.
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CHAPTER 2
Methods

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.”
L  V

e basic iterative approach illustrated by Figure 1.28 of the previous chapter will
be the foundation of the new numerical model of distraction osteogenesis. Yet,
simulating distraction osteogenesis necessitates amultitude of changes and exten-
sions of the existing fracture healing model to account for the distinctive features
of distraction osteogenesis. Before elaborating on these modeling issues, let me
give a brief overview of the in vivo studies that underlie the numerical model.

2.1 Experimental Basis
e numerical model of callus distraction I will introduce over the course of this
chapter, or more precisely, both the models, are based on two different in vivo
experiments: An experiment in sheep covering lateral distraction served as the
starting point for the development of the distraction model, as its highly con-
trolled mechanical environment simplifies the calibration process of inevitably
necessary new model parameters. e biomechanics alone of the second study,
also in sheep, are a lot more complex than that of the lateral distraction study.
is study of bone segment transport will be primarily used to verify the predic-
tive power of themechano-regulatorymodel when applied to amore complicated
experimental setup.
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2.1 Experimental Basis

a) b)

Figure 2.1: a) Implant site with removed periosteum, face milled planar surface and two rows of eleven
drill holes each; b) the titanium plate was pulled away in lateral direction (arrow)
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Figure 2.2: After a post-OP latency period of ten days, distraction started with udistr = 0.27mm each
tdistr = 12 hours. The subsequent consolidation phase lasted for another 50 days.

2.1.1 Lateral Plate Distraction
In this study, hydroxylapatite-coated titanium plates were distracted from theme-
dial surface (facies medialis) of the diaphysis of the right tibia in sheep [66]. e
proposed contact surface between the cortex and the plate was uncovered from
the periosteum and facemilling was performed to enhance contact between bone
and the titanium plate. Two rows of eleven 1.1mm wide drill holes through the
cortex should allow revascularization and cellmigration fromwithin themedullary
cavity (Figure 2.1).

Aer a post-surgery latency period of ten days during which the hydroxyl-
apatite-coated titanium plate had stayed in contact with the cortex, distraction
started at a rate of 0.54mm/day distributed over two distractions per day, that
is 0.27mm each 12 hours (Figure 2.2). Aer ten days of distraction, the distance
between plate and the cortex surface had therefore reached about 5.4mm. Ac-
cordingly, the plates of the sheep in the control group had been distracted once
intraoperatively to a distance of 5.4mm.
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2.1.2 Bone Segment Transport with Dynamization

25 mm

25 mm
15 mm

15 mm
Bone segment

Proximal

Distal

Docking site

Proximal gap

Defect

Distraction callus

Figure 2.3: Claes et al. transported a 25mm bone segment distally (i. e. along the direction of the red
arrow) across a 15mm diaphyseal defect in the metatarsal of sheep (left) using a custom-made ring
fixator system (right). Thedistraction callus formedbetween theproximal gapand the transportedbone
segment (based on [67], with revised annotations).

e newly formed bone tissue matured during a comparatively long consoli-
dation phase of 50 days. e sheep were killed ten weeks post-surgery. Imaging
procedures (X-ray, pQCT, µCT), biomechanical tests and qualitative and quanti-
tative histological analyses were performed on the obtained tissue samples.

2.1.2 Bone Segment Transport with Dynamization
Claes et al. investigated how fixation stiffness influences callus maturation aer
distraction osteogenesis [67].ehypothesis was that IFMswithin a certain range
stimulate maturation of the newly formed bone tissue while to high IFM hinders
the maturation process.

Claes et al. performed bone segment transport in the metatarsal of sheep,
transporting a 25mm segment across a 15mm diaphyseal defect (Figure 2.3). A
custom ring fixator system provided the necessary rigidity during the distraction
phase (axial stiffness: 989N/mm)while allowing for an adjustable amount of IFM
during the consolidation phase (dynamization).

e postoperative latency period lasted four days. e distraction was per-
formed at 0.5mm increments two times a day for 15 days (Figure 2.4). With the
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2.2 Missing Features and Shortcomings of the Ulm Bone Healing Model
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Figure 2.4: The bone segment was transported a total distance of 15mm by distracting 30 times at
increments of udistr = 0.5mm two times a day.

beginning of the consolidation phase at day 19, the fixation of the sheep in the
dynamized groups were altered such that the fixator allowed maximum IFMs of
0.5mm, 1.2mm or 3.0mm respectively. e sheep in the control group did not
receive dynamization; instead the stiffness of their fixators stayed at a constant
1065N/mmduring both distraction and consolidation. IFMwas beingmonitored
throughout the healing process to compare the healing performance of the differ-
ent groups. e animals were killed 12 weeks post-surgery.

2.2 Missing Features and Shortcomings of the Ulm
Bone Healing Model
e current incarnation of the Ulm healing model as described in the preceding
chapter (§1.7) is missing some required features for simulating bone healing un-
der mechanical conditions typical to distraction osteogenesis.

Mesh adaptation Distraction osteogenesis starts with a tiny gap between the
segments that is widened by the subsequent distraction steps. Initially, the ratio
of distraction displacement to gap size is relatively high, because the distraction
displacement is much larger or at least of the same magnitude as the initial gap
size.As a consequence, strainswithin andnear the gapduring the early distraction
phase are immense. For an FE model this means that the mesh gets distorted
during the first few distraction steps to such a degree that it cannot further be
used to compute meaningful solutions. An appropriate remeshing strategy shall
solve this issue.
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2.2 Missing Features and Shortcomings of the Ulm Bone Healing Model

Viscousmaterial behavior ehealingmodel uses a linear-elastic and isotropic
constitutive law to model the material’s response to mechanical loading. is is
reasonable for the fracture healing model, as loads are assumed to be short-lived,
transient. In distraction osteogenesis however, tissues get stretched and held in
this position over extended periods of time. Under such circumstances, organic
tissue unveils its viscoplastic properties: Elastic strains caused by the distraction
displacement fade to a certain degree over time and are partially transformed
to permanent deformations of the solid body, viz. plastic strains. Furthermore
such materials oen exhibit a strain-rate dependence, that is their resistance to
deformation depends on the rate of straining.

Cyclic transient loads If we consider the viscous material properties of the in-
volved tissues, we already have to deal with an explicit dependence on time. Ad-
ditionally we will want to incorporate physiological loads due to walking or spon-
taneous muscle contractions. is feature is required to investigate whether dis-
traction osteogenesis is truly controlled by a distinct mechanical stimulus (the
“tension stress effect”) [156, 157] or if its healing patterns can be explained from
the stimulating effects of the periodical physiological loads alone—or maybe a
mixture of both.

Delay and decay of osteogenic stimuli In the Ulm healing model every stim-
ulus has an immediate effect on the tissue concentrations, that is the concentra-
tions change solely based on the stimuli computed in the current time step. Yet, we
know that in reality there can be a considerable delay between cause and observ-
able effect: For instance, until bone can actually be seen on anX-ray aer a certain
mechanical stimulus has acted on some tissue, several biological processes need
to execute first (signal transcoding, migration, proliferation, differentiation, tis-
suemineralization and so forth). Furthermore, a singular stimulating event seems
to have a sustained, but slowly decaying effect on the tissue transformation pro-
cess, possibly due to growth factors that are consumed and decomposed only at
a certain rate. Both effects are especially well observable in the case of the lat-
eral distraction experiment: Aer the distraction phase, hardly any mechanical
stimuli act on the tissue anymore; still bone formation continues throughout the
consolidation phase.

Bone remodeling As we learned before, treatments employing distraction os-
teogenesis typically take a long time to complete (§1.4.1). is also applies to the
experiments wewant to simulate, especially in the case of bone segment transport.
If we want to investigate such long-term processes, we will need to consider bone
remodeling processes which in turn requires some implementation of bone mat-
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2.3 Numerical Model of Lateral Distraction

uration. Without maturation, the initial woven bone would never be replaced by
its much stiffer mature counterpart (lamellar bone) and therefore strains would
never drop enough to allow the regeneration of the bone’s original shape and
structure.

Adjusting the temporal resolution e current model of fracture healing is
calibrated to simulate callus healing at a temporal resolution of approximately
one day per iteration, corresponding to one integration time step. Because the
distractive load was applied two times a day in both distraction experiments, we
will need to modify the model in this respect. As we will learn later on (§2.3.5),
due to the current implementation’s definition of element adjacency, temporal
and spatial resolution are tightly coupled.Wewill need to find away to loosen this
coupling.is is also important with regard to the required semi-automatic mesh
adaptation, asweneed tomake sure that a varying spatial resolution (eitherwithin
a singlemesh or betweenmeshes representing different time steps) does not result
in substantial spatial and/or temporal fluctuations of the temporal resolution of
the model.

2.3 Numerical Model of Lateral Distraction
We will now dive into the implementation details of the new model of distraction
osteogenesis. We will first focus on the simulation of the lateral distraction case
(§2.1.1). is way we can concentrate on developing all the methods required
to handle the peculiarities of distraction osteogenesis first before we, as a second
step, apply these newmethods to themechanicallymore complicated case of bone
segment transport in the next section.

Aer the customary initialization procedure, we can expect the model to per-
form the following basic steps:

• Apply the distraction load by displacing the top nodes by udistr = 0.27mm.

• Hold the distraction at this level and compute the time-dependent strain
field (elastic and plastic strains) within the healing region over the course
of tdistr = 12 hours (stress relaxation).

• Sample the computed strain history in an “appropriate” way (yet to be de-
fined) to gain the effective mechanical stimuli that drive the tissue differen-
tiation process.

• Estimate the local change in tissue concentrations for each element based
on the computed mechanical and biological stimuli.
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2.3.1 Geometry and Finite Element Mesh
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Figure 2.5: Themodel represents the distraction site by a longitudinal cut through one of the two rows
of drill holes, trimmed to a volume that covers only two of the central holes.

• Based on the deformed geometry, generate a new mesh (remeshing) and
map the biological and mechanical state (persisting elastic strains) to the
new mesh.

• Loop these steps until the maximum number of iterations is reached.

2.3.1 Geometry and Finite Element Mesh
In case of the lateral distraction experiment the geometry of the distraction vol-
ume can be roughly approximated by a box-like shape. Overall the healing region
is highly symmetrical along two perpendicular axes lyingwithin the plane tangen-
tially to the bony surface. I therefore chose to model only a small slice that covers
two drill holes from the middle section of the original healing region. is re-
gion could be periodically extended along both in-plane axes to yield the original
amount of drill holes (Figure 2.5).

is approach neglects any irregularities that could occur at the boundaries
of the region. Fortunately this is an acceptable assumption in so far as the whole
experimental setup was tuned to investigate bone’s response to nearly-uniaxial
strain stimuli, something that is especially pronounced in the more central parts
of the distracted volume [66]. As long as we keep this minor restriction in mind
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2.3 Numerical Model of Lateral Distraction

when evaluating the results from the simulation, this approach should not signif-
icantly affect the model’s validity.

e finished model is going to be two-dimensional. More precisely I assume
that the mechanical conditions near the drill holes can essentially be expressed
in terms of a plane stress kinematic assumption, that is the stresses normal to the
modeled slice (transverse or z direction) are assumed to be zero, resulting in a
stress tensor of the form [134]

σ(x) =

σxx σxy 0
σxy σyy 0
0 0 0

 ∈ R3×3, x ∈ R3

and the corresponding strain tensor

ε(x) =

εxx εxy 0
εxy εyy 0
0 0 εzz

 ∈ R3×3, x ∈ R3.

Only in-plane stresses σxx, σxy and σyy do not vanish. Notice that the transverse
strain εzz is non-zero as a consequence of the Poisson effect and that it is deter-
mined by

εzz = − ν
E
(σxx + σyy)

= − ν
1 − ν

(εxx + εyy)

with Poisson’s ratio ν and Young’s modulus E. e assumed thickness of the slice
is equal to the diameter of a single drill hole (1.1mm).

We endwith a rectangular regionwith the following initial layout (Figure 2.6):
ebottompart represents the outermost layer of the cortex, 1.0mmhigh.Within
this layer the drill holes through the cortex display as discontinuities, each 1.1mm
wide. On top of this I assume a very thin layer of so tissue. As this layer con-
sists initially of a single line of elements the exact height of this layer depends on
the mesh resolution, typically 0.05mm or lower. is assumption is necessary so
there actually is something that can be strained in the first distraction step.

e resulting rectangular geometry does not pose any noteworthy challenges
for the mesh generation step. Four-node quadrilateral finite elements (linear ba-
sis function) with twoDOF1 ux and uy per node (translations in x and y direction)
1 DOF is short for degree of freedom, the total number of independent variables necessary to com-
pletely describe the state of a system (for a physical object this is equal to the dimension of the
corresponding phase space, e. g. “the DOF of this system is 42”). ough not strictly correct,
DOF is also oen used to point at one such particular variable (e. g. “object x has one transla-
tional DOF”). In structural mechanics these independent variables typically are translational
and/or rotational displacements.
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2.3.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions
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cb = 1.0

cv = 1.0
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Figure2.6:The initial geometry (top) of the lateral distractionmodel covers theoutermost 1.0mmof the
cortical shell and two drill holes. The thickness of the layer of connective tissue on top of the cortex and
thedrill holes equals the chosen inter-nodedistanceof themesh (i. e. the inverseof themesh resolution),
0.05mm in this case. The resulting FE mesh (bottom) is than initialized with mechanical and biological
boundary conditions (displacement constraints, distraction load, vascularity boundary conditions at the
bottom of the drill holes) and initial tissue concentrations (100% lamellar bone for the cortex, 100%
connective tissue everywhere else).

make up the mesh. Due to the simple geometry straight-forward mapped mesh-
ing suffices to generate the mesh.

2.3.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions
e applied mechanical Dirichlet boundary conditions (BCs) are illustrated in
Figure 2.6: No-displacement BCs at all bottomnodes prevent any undesired rigid-
body motion (ux = uy = 0). e nodes forming the le and right sides of the
slice are allowed to move freely in vertical direction, but are fixed in horizontal
direction (ux = 0) as we assume periodic continuity of the domain in horizontal
direction (periodic boundary condition).
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2.3 Numerical Model of Lateral Distraction

During the first 20 iterations of the simulation no distraction occurs, corre-
sponding to the ten days of post-surgical latency period (§2.1.1). Aer these 20 it-
erations, the distraction phase starts: A forced vertical displacement BCon the top
nodes (thin so tissue layer) of uy = udistr = 0.27mm represents the distractive
load of a single distraction step, applied once and then held for tdistr = 12 hours
until the next distraction occurs.e deformedmesh aer the 12 hours relaxation
period serves as the basis for a new mesh (§2.3.7), which again will be distracted
by another 0.27mm during the following iteration. Repeating this procedure 20
times simulates a stepwise distraction of 0.54mm/day in steps of 0.27mm each
12 hours for 10 days (distraction phase). Over the course of the consolidation
phase, which starts with iteration 41, the top nodes are fixed in vertical direction
(uy = 0).

We can characterize the initial biological state in a likewise straightforward
fashion:e outer cortex layer consists of 100% cortical, but avascular bone (cb =
1.0, cv = 0.0). I assume it to be avascular, because in the experimental study
(§2.1.1) the periosteum has been removed, damaging the local blood supply. e
remaining areas are filled with so tissue, avascular again. Revascularization can
occur via the drill holes from within the medullary cavity. is is achieved by
setting a corresponding vascularity BC of cv = 1.0 at the bottom of the holes.

2.3.3 Modeling the Behavior of Biological Material
e Ulm healing model uses a purely linear elastic material model that assumes
a linear stress-strain relationship that is independent of the deformation history
and time in general (§1.7.3). Using such a simplistic material model to describe
the behavior of organic tissue during distraction osteogenesis would result in an
obviously unrealistic scenario: Elastic strains and stresses would stay constant
during each individual distraction step and moreover they would increase step-
wise with each new distraction step without ever returning to zero. We will there-
fore have to incorporate a more complicated, but also more realistic material
model (Figure 2.7)

Viscoelasticity

Leong et al. showed that traction forces fade off for the most part within hours
aer application of an individual distraction step [197]. According to Leong et al.
about 5% to 20%of the initial distractive load remain aer 24 hours. If we assume
that those forcesmeasured in the fixator roughly correlate with the stresses within
the distracted tissue, this phenomenon of stress relaxation would indeed indicate
viscoelastic behavior of the involved organic tissues.
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Figure 2.7:Assuming that the application of the distraction load happens instantaneously, the situation
at t = 0 for a viscoplastic material equals that of a linear-elastic material. In the former case however,
a large fraction of the initial elastic strain fades off quickly during the relaxation period of tdistr and
is converted to plastic strain. Therefore the elastic strain, which drives tissue differentiation, does not
simply accumulate as a linear elastic material model would predict.

η

Figure 2.8: Newtonian fluids can be modeled as purely viscous dampers with viscosity η.

Viscoelastic materials show both properties of elastic solids, but also of vis-
cous fluids [134]. e elastic behavior can be modeled via conventional elastic
moduli (see previous paragraph), in the simplest case essentially imitating the
stress-strain behavior of a linear Hookean spring.

Newtonian fluids Due to the viscous component however, stresses in viscoelas-
tic materials also depend on strain rate ε̇ = dε

dt rather than strain alone. Linear-
viscous models use a Newtonian fluid model (Figure 2.8) for the viscous part of
the material model that relates stress σ to strain rate ε̇ in a simple proportional
way:

σ = ηε̇ (2.1)

e proportionality constant η is called the viscosity of the Newtonian fluid.
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2.3 Numerical Model of Lateral Distraction

Now let the Heaviside function H(x) for x ∈ R be defined as

H(x) =

{
0 for x < 0
1 otherwise.

(2.2)

If we further assume a constant stress σ0 we can express a “suddenly” acting stress
signal starting at t = 0 like

σ(t) = σ0 H(t) for t ∈ R. (2.3)

How does such a sudden stress affect the strain state of the Newtonian fluid over
time (creep test)? Substituting σ(t) in (2.1) by the expression from (2.3) we get

σ0H(t) = ηε̇.

Integrating this expression using the initial condition ε(0) = 0 to determine the
constant of integration yields the time dependent creep strain

σ0

∫
H(t) dt = η

∫
ε̇ dt

⇒ ε(t) = tσ0

η
H(t). (2.4)

Furthermore the creep compliance of the Newtonian fluid is given by

J(t) = ε(t)
σ0

=
t H(t)
η

.

A constant stress σ0 therefore causes linear creep of the Newtonian fluid, that is
the strain is proportional to σ0 and increases linearly (and indefinitely) with time
(Figure 2.9) [271].

Combined with components for modeling the elastic behavior (e. g. linear or
non-linear springs) this viscous fluid model gives us the opportunity to build ma-
terial models for viscoelastic solids and/or fluids.

Creep and stress relaxation Viscoelastic materials can be characterized by two
different experiments [134, 271]: e creep test we just encountered above exam-
ines how strain develops over time, if a body experiences a constant unit load.
is specific behavior is expressed as the materials creep compliance J(t). e
stress relaxation test on the other hand investigates how stresses develop within
the viscoelastic body aer the abrupt application of a constant strain ε0 to deter-
mine the material’s relaxation modulus G(t) = σ(t)/ε0. e latter kind of load
application is equivalent to the (relatively) sudden displacement of the fixator (or
plate, in the case of lateral distraction) at the beginning of each distraction step
(§2.3.2).
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2.3.3 Modeling the Behavior of Biological Material

t
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σ0

Figure 2.9: Newtonian fluids exhibit linear creep when exposed to a constant load.

The Maxwell model employs a linear (Hookean) spring and a viscous (Newto-
nian) dashpot connected in series (Figure 2.10). Due to this arrangement the total
strain is the sum of the strain in the spring εS and the dashpot εD:

ε = εS + εD

=
σ
E
+

1
η

∫
σ dt (2.5)

Differentiation with respect to t gives us

ε̇ = εS + ε̇D

=
σ̇
E
+

σ
η
. (2.6)

is constitutive equation reveals that a Maxwell material has very similar creep
behavior as aNewtonian fluid:When the constant load is applied, the strain jumps
straight to ε(0) = σ0/E due to the instantaneous response of the spring.2 Because
of the constant load, σ̇ is 0 for t ̸= 0 such that (2.6) reduces to (2.1) and further
straining proceeds in the same way as for a pure Newtonian fluid. e load func-
tion (2.3) in the constitutive equation (2.5) allows us to directly deduce

ε(t) = σ0

E
H(t) + σ0

η

∫
H(t) dt

which, given the dashpot’s response to constant stress (2.4), yields

ε(t) = σ0

E
H(t) + tσ0

η
H(t)

= σ0 H(t)
(

1
E
+

t
η

)
2 Notice that in (2.3) σ̇(t) = δ(t)with δ denoting the Dirac delta distribution.erefore with (2.6)
lim
t→0

ε̇(0) → ∞.
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2.3 Numerical Model of Lateral Distraction

η E

Figure2.10:Aviscousdamper andaHookean spring connected in series represent theMaxwellmaterial
model.
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Figure 2.11: Viscoelastic creep of Maxwell materials

and hence its creep compliance

J(t) = H(t)
(

1
E
+

t
η

)
.

Concerning creep, the Maxwell material therefore behaves like a fluid.3 When
the load is taken off again, the total strain is reduced only by the amount of elastic
strain in the spring ε(0) = σ0/E while the strain in the dashpot persists (Fig-
ure 2.11) [134].

But what about stress relaxation, the behavior we are especially interested in
the context of distraction osteogenesis? Similar to the stress signal (2.3) used for
the creep test we can define a stepped strain signal

ε(t) = ε0 H(t) (2.7)

that switches from 0 to a constant strain ε0 at t = 0. Applied to a Maxwell ma-
terial the stepped strain load implies an immediate initial stress σ(0) = E ε0. We
further know that the strain rate ε̇ = 0 for t ̸= 0 such that (2.6) reduces to the
homogeneous ODE

σ̇ = −E
η
σ for t ̸= 0. (2.8)

3 viz. lim
t→∞

ε(t) → ∞ for any σ > 0
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Figure 2.12: Under a forced constant deformation Maxwell material dissipates all the stored elastic en-
ergy at an exponential rate. After the forced deformation load is taken off, only the remaining elastic
fraction of the total strain is reversed.

By solving (2.8) with regard to the known initial condition σ(0) and considering
that σ(t) = 0 for t < 0 we get the stress progression over time

σ(t) = H(t) σ(0) exp
(
−E
η
t
)

= H(t)E ε0 exp
(
− t
trel

)
(2.9)

and thus the relaxation modulus

G(t) = H(t)E exp
(
− t
trel

)
.

Here I substituted η/E by trel which has the physical meaning of a relaxation time.
Aer this amount of time the internal stresses have fallen to σ0/e (Figure 2.12).

(2.9) seems reasonable when thinking about how such a spring-damper sys-
tem would actually react to a stepped constant strain: First only the elastic spring
is deformed instantaneously as a Newtonian fluid cannot be strained at an infinite
rate (see above). For t > 0 the stress now acting on the dashpot starts to strain it
according to (2.1). While being strained, the dashpot dissipates energy stored in
the spring in the form of heat due to internal friction. e stress continuously de-
creases and hence the strain rate of the dashpot decreases with time as well. is
translates directly to (2.8) (the smaller the remaining stress/energy, the smaller
the stress decrease).

With the relaxation behavior as defined by (2.9) it is also easy to reason about
what happened, if the load was suddenly taken off: e spring would spring back
by εS(t) = σ(t)/E depending on the amount of remaining stress σ(t) while the
dashpot would preserve its current strain state at εD(t) = ε0 − εS(t).
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η

E

Figure 2.13: The dual of the Maxwell model, the Kelvin-Voigt material model, is also a spring-damper
system, but connected in parallel.
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Figure 2.14: Creep behavior described by the Kelvin-Voigt model

e Maxwell model is well suited to describe simple relaxation behavior. Still,
as we saw before, creep can only be described in a linear manner. e similar
Kelvin-Voigt model, a parallel-connected spring-damper system, behaves some-
what inversely (Figure 2.13): Here, creep is modeled as an asymptotic process
and Kelvin-Voigt material does indeed describe a solid (Figure 2.14) [134]. How-
ever, the material does not exhibit any relaxation behavior, in fact the relaxation
test cannot be performed, because an infinite strain rate at t = 0 would lead to an
infinite stress in the dashpot according to (2.1).

Standard Linear Solid e assumption of infinite linear creep as described by
the Maxwell model is not an appropriate approximation of the behavior of most
polymers. A more sophisticated model can be derived by extending the Maxwell
modelwith an additional spring connected in parallel.4 eresultingmodel, called
the Standard Linear Solid (SLS), describes both creep and relaxation in a more re-
alistic way (Figure 2.15) [134, 271].

Because the total stress within the SLS body is equivalent to the sum of the
stress in both its arms σ = σH + σM, the relaxation behavior under a load of type
4 Or, equivalently, by connecting a spring in series with a Kelvin-Voigt model.
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Figure 2.15: The standard linear solid material model can be interpreted as a Maxwell material with a
parallel-connected spring.
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Figure 2.16: Left: The creep behavior described by the standard linear solid (SLS)model combines prop-
erties of both the Maxwell model (immediate elastic strain in response to the load application) and the
Kelvin-Voigt model (asymptotic instead of linear, indefinite creep). Right: When exposed to a constant
displacement load, stresses in a SLS body do not fully relax but decrease exponentially towards EHε0.

(2.7) can be derived by simply superimposing the stress relaxation description of
the Maxwell part (2.9) with the reaction of the Hookean part:

σ(t) = σH(t) + σM(t)
= ε0 H(t) (EH + EM exp (−t/trel))

In contrast to the Maxwell model, stresses do not fully relax, but instead converge
asymptotically to σH(t) = EHε0 for t > 0 (Figure 2.16).

Concerning creep, it is more convenient to interpret the SLS as a Kelvin-Voigt
body connect in series with a spring. In this case, the strains in the Hookean and
the Kelvin-Voigt part add up to the total strain. Because of the Hookean spring,
the SLS shows both an immediate reaction to a sudden stress signal, but also the
asymptotic creep behavior of the Kelvin-Voigt model as it converges towards an
finite maximum strain and therefore behaves like a solid body [134].
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Figure 2.17: Left: Elastic-perfectly plastic material modeled as a Hookean spring and a frictional sliding
element connected in series. Right: An additional parallel-connected spring realizes strain hardening.

Viscoplasticity

e Standard Linear Solid material model already displays useful properties for
describing the stress relaxation effects observed in organic tissues during distrac-
tion osteogenesis. Still, there is one feature remaining a viscoelastic model like
the SLS cannot capture: Unrecoverable plastic straining should occur if and only
if the acting load exceeds a certain yield stress σyield. e reasons for plastic strain-
ing are changes in the micro-structure of the loaded material, for instance, rear-
rangement or even rupturing of the fibers in the collagen network in the case of
organic tissue.

In the simplest case, an elastic-perfectly plastic (no-hardening) material can
be modeled by assuming a piecewise linear stress-strain relationship [134], e. g.

σ =

{
E ε if |ε| ≤ εyield = σyield/E
σyield otherwise.

is model exhibits linear-elastic behavior for small strains (elastic range) and
does not take into account strain hardening, an effect present in many ductile
materials whereby the stress in the plastic range (σ ≥ σyield) is not constant but
increases with further straining. Plastic deformations are irreversible; only the
elastic part of the deformation is fully removed when the load is taken off again
(Figure 2.17).

If we now combine plasticity with viscoelastic behavior we get visco-elasto-
plasticity. Such amodel would allow us to describe how stresses relax by gradually
transforming the elastic strains to plastic strains.

eBingham-Maxwellmodel is an elastic-perfectly viscoplasticmaterialmodel
that can be thought of as an augmented version of theMaxwell model by addition-
ally introducing a frictional sliding element connected in parallel to the dashpot
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Figure 2.18: The Bingham-Maxwell model represents elasto-viscoplastic materials.

(Figure 2.18). e constitutive equations for this model can therefore be stated as

σ = E ε if |ε| ≤ εyield =
σyield

E

ε̇ = ε̇el + ε̇vp =
σ̇
E
+

σ
η

(
1 −

σyield

|σ|

)
otherwise. (2.10)

(2.10) is a slightly modified version of the constitutive equation of the Maxwell
model (2.6) that accounts for the fact that only the part of the stress exceeding
the yield strength causes strain in the viscoplastic component of the model. More
general formulations of ε̇vp depend on the actual plastic strain state and also in-
corporate strain hardening effects (elasto-viscoplastic hardening solid).

Implementation

Now that we have a rough overview of the theoretical background and the general
approach to modeling viscoelastic and plastic material properties (at least for the
idealized uniaxial load case), howdowe setup an appropriatematerial description
for use within the FEA? What options does ANSYS® (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg,
PA) provide to describe the desired stress/strain response of the distracted tissue?

Elastic properties ough not sufficient on its own, isotropic linear elasticity
can still be used to describe the elastic component of the behavior of the involved
materials as long as short-term, small strain loads are concerned. For the basic
linear-elastic material properties of the involved tissue types (woven bone, corti-
cal bone, cartilage, connective so tissue) I therefore use the sameYoung’smoduli
and Poisson’s ratios as Simon et al. did, see Table 1.1 on page 51. Further I also
use the same rule of mixture to determine the compound linear-elastic material
properties for each element from the assigned relative tissue concentrations. For
details on this topic, please refer to §1.7.3.

Viscoplastic properties Release 12.1 of ANSYS® supports four different mod-
els of viscoplasticity (strain-rate dependent plasticity) from which I chose to use
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Figure 2.19: Bilinear isotropic hardening

the Perzyna model [252]. In contrast to more sophisticated models like, e. g. the
Anand model [7], the Perzyna model has two main advantages: Its simplicity
makes it relatively easy to comprehend and reason about and moreover it only
depends on two parameters. According to the ANSYS® manual [10], the Perzyna
model is implemented as

ε̇vp, eqv = γ
( σeqv

σyield
− 1

) 1
m

for σeqv > σyield (2.11)

with the material parameters γ, which is called the “material viscosity parame-
ter” [10] and the strain rate hardening parameter m. Note that despite its name
γ is not a viscosity, but in fact a measure of fluidity as larger values for γ lead
to higher plastic strain rates. e “eqv” subscripts indicate von Mises equivalent
(plastic) strain and stress respectively (invariants of the stress or strain tensor).
e Perzyna option further requires the definition of hardening behavior. Again,
themost straightforward option, bilinear isotropic hardening (Figure 2.19), intro-
duces two more material parameters that we will need to approximate reasonably
well, the yield stress σyield and the tangent modulus ET (the slope of the stress-
strain curve in the plastic range).

Unfortunately, no precise data about the elasto-viscoplastic properties of the
individual tissues involved in the bone healing process exist. Leong et al. and
Richards et al. tried to identify global viscoelastic properties of the “gap tissue”
[197, 267]. e relaxation behavior observed in these studies allows for a very
rough approximation of the required material parameters. Of course, this cannot
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Figure 2.20: Influence of the fluidity parameter γ in the Perzyna model on relaxation and stress accu-
mulation over subsequent load (distraction) steps

Table 2.1: The approximated viscoplastic material properties of the simulated biological materials are
derived from theYoung’smodulusEof the linear-elastic compositematerial assigned to a finite element.
The elastic properties of the composite are computed via a rule of mixture based on the contributing
tissue types’ concentrations and basic elastic properties.

Parameter Value
Fluidity parameter γ 10−6 s−1

Strain rate hardeningm 1.0
Static yield stress σyield 10−3 E
Tangent modulus ET 10−2 E

be an accurate description of the involved materials and the set of parameters
given in Table 2.1 should be considered more as point of reference. According to
the simulation results however, the important relaxation effect can be reproduced
reasonably well and the predicted persisting stresses are of the expected order of
magnitude and accumulate over successive distraction steps (Figure 2.20). We
will explore the sensitivity of the model to these parameters in the next chapter
(Chapter 3).

2.3.4 From Strains to Mechanical Stimuli
e finite element analysis provides us with a mechanical signal in form of the
time-dependent strain field. But how does this signal map to cell activity that
changes the tissue composition? We want to implement the following signaling
cascade (Figure 2.21): e mechano-sensitive cells (the sensors) experience me-
chanical strain and react to it by synthesizing and releasing chemical signaling
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molecules, so called growth factors.is first step, commonly known asmechano-
transduction, already contains several unknowns: What part of the mechanical
signal do the cells actually sense?What is the relationship between signal strength
(e. g. strain amplitude) and reaction (growth factor production and release)? Is
there a latency between themechanical and the biochemical signal and if yes, how
long is it? Does the biochemical signal suddenly die off when themechanical load
is taken off or is there a rather slow, gradual decay, because the cells possess some
kind of “memory”?

In a subsequent step, the target cells of the biochemical signal, for instance
osteoid producing osteoblasts, react to the changing growth factor concentration.
And again, similar questions as before arise: How do they react to the biochemi-
cal stimulation? Are there saturation effects? How long does it take until we can
observe a reaction to the biochemical signal in form of a changed tissue compo-
sition, e. g. increased calcification?

Obviously, there aremany unknowns involved in this regulatory process, even
in this very simplified model that does not include any complicated feedback
loops. Consequently, we will have to restrain ourselves to a more phenomenolog-
ical description that is still able to capture the most important observable proper-
ties of the true regulation mechanism.

Sampling the Time-Dependent Strain Signal

e original healing simulation only deals with a quasi-static situation; the ques-
tion of how to sample the strain signal just does not arise, as there is no continu-
ous signal.e overall stiffness of the tissue is expected to change onlymarginally
within the 24 h time frame represented by a single time-integration step (= one
iteration). us, a single evaluation of the static mechanical response of the tissue
to a fixed physiological load characterizes the mechanical stimuli that determine
the tissue differentiation within an iteration (§1.7).

In case of the distraction simulation however, the time-dependent nature of
the visco-elastoplastic materials used in this modified model results in a time-
dependent strain tensor (strain history) describing the progression of the elastic
and plastic strains over the course of a single distraction cycle (tdistr = 12 h), even
if we assumed a constant tissue composition. e question therefore arises, how
this strain time-course shall be sampled to gain the mechanical stimuli that gov-
ern the tissue differentiation process within a single time integration step.

Recall how we defined the two types of mechanical stimuli distortional γ̂ and
dilatational strain ε̂ in terms of the—now time-dependent—principal strains ε1(t),
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Figure 2.21:Mechanical stimulation does not lead to an immediately observable change in tissue com-
position (e. g. X-ray attenuation). To account for the many different processes that happen on different
length and time scales, the immediate mechanical signal needs to be transformed to a new signal rep-
resenting effective stimuli that are directly related toΔcb.
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ε2(t) and ε3(t):

ε̂(t) = 1
3
(ε1 + ε2 + ε3))

γ̂(t) = 1√
2

√
(ε1 − ε2)2 + (ε1 − ε3)2 + (ε2 − ε3)2

To discretize these definitions we need to introduce a finite time-step size Δt. Con-
trary to the assumptions of the Ulm fracture healing model, Δt needs not neces-
sarily equal the length tdistr of a full distraction cycle. If we choose to use ndiff
equidistant strain samples per distraction cycle, we get Δt = tdistr/ndiff for the
time step size of the Euler integration procedure used in the tissue differentiation
algorithm. Hence, instead of only once, we need to call the fuzzy logic controller
ndiff times over the course of a whole distraction step to compute the total tissue
concentration changes.

e signature of a generic sampling function S that transforms a continuous-
time function into a discrete-time one might be written as follows:5

S : (R → R) → (N → R)

Wewill nowdefine two sampling functions of this form that transform the continuous-
time strain history into a discrete stimuli history.

A rather obvious way for sampling the computed quasi-continuous strain his-
tory is to simply take the m corresponding equidistant, distinct strain samples
from each iteration into account (Figure 2.22). A sampling function that achieves
this goal is

Seqv{ f }[n] = f ((n− 1)Δt) n ∈ N.

e mechanical stimulus for the nth time integration step is thus

ε̂eqv[n] = Seqv{ε̂}[n]
γ̂eqv[n] = Seqv{γ̂}[n].

is approach assumes that the reaction of the cells at each point in time depends
proportionally on the currently acting mechanical stimulus (though the observ-
able reaction needs to be delayed, see next section). is sampling approach pre-
sumes very linear input-output behavior as it does not introduce any preference
for some kind of stimulation over another.
5 Or alternatively in its “uncurried” form S : (R → R) × N → R. Also note that for flexibility
reasons, we deliberately do not take the classical road known from signal processing to describe
the sampling procedure using the shah function Ш (cf. §2.3.7).
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Figure 2.22: The stimuli history can be sampled in two ways: Seqv (left) picks ndiff equidistant samples
per distraction step and yields ε̂eqv. Speak (right) follows the Ulm fracture healing model and uses the
most recent peak stimuli (ε̂peak). In both cases a single sample determines tissue differentiation within
an intervalΔt, which for Seqv equals the sampling interval.

An approach more similar to what the fracture healing model assumes is to
only take the most recent peak strains into account when computing the mechan-
ical stimuli for all the time integration steps within one distraction step (Fig-
ure 2.22). Because of stress relaxation, peak strains are encountered at the very
beginning of each distraction step, so we need to sample in the following way:

Speak{ f }[n] = f
(⌊

n− 1
ndiff

⌋
· tdistr

)
n ∈ N

Notice that sampling this way implies that a sampling frequency of effectively
1

12 h ≈ 2.3 · 10−5 Hz (samples in-between the strain peaks are essentially just
copies) captures enough information to determine the tissue development, at least
as long as the sampling happens at the correct points in time—which is only pos-
sible, because we know beforehand how the overall shape of the signal looks like
so we can tune our point-sampling to this specific signal.6 One justification for
choosing this kind of sampling could be that the high peak tensile strains during
distraction have a masking effect that effectively overrides the influence of any
minor stimulation that may also happen within the following 12 h period.

e healing model supports both ways of strain sampling (and more, as we
shall learn in §2.4). Because we do not know which approach better resembles
what the cells experience in vivo though, we will have test the plausibility of those
hypotheses to test by running simulations using different sampling approaches.

6 ere actually is a way to implement such behavior in a more general manner by filtering the
signal with a maximum filter with a window size of, for instance, 12 hours.
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Memorized and Delayed Stimuli

Our model shall consider both the total delay between mechanical stimulation
and a first observable cellular reaction (e. g. calcification), but also the observed
slow decay of the induced cellular activity: Claes et al. observed ongoing osteo-
genic activity throughout the consolidation phase up to 50 days aer the appli-
cation of the last distraction stimulus, i. e. the affected cells7 somehow memorize
the tissue-transforming simuli for a certain amount of time [66].

ese observations of delayed and memorized stimuli result from individual
delays in the different components of the underlying regulation mechanism. Ap-
parently, tissue differentiation is not directly driven by the instantaneousmechan-
ical stimuli alone, but past stimuli affect the differentiation process as well to a
certain degree, though probably with a decaying influence over time. Both effects
might be explained by how the synthesized growth factors diffuse in the tissue
and how those messenger molecules are consumed over time.

Eventually this would mean that the effective stimuli perceived by the tissue
transforming cells that drive the adaptation of the tissue could rather be described
as some kind of running average of the mechanical stimulus signal instead of the
raw short-term strain stimuli gathered from sampling the strain signal in theways
described in the previous section. In the continuous-time case, we could therefore
state that the effective stimuli for bone growth are of the form

ε̂eff(t) = (ε̂ ∗ wε̂) (t)
γ̂eff(t) =

(
γ̂ ∗ wγ̂

)
(t)

with the convolution of two functions f and g defined as

( f ∗ g)(x) :=
+∞∫

−∞

f (ξ) g(x− ξ) dξ

=

+∞∫
−∞

f (x− ξ) g(ξ) dξ

7 “Affected cells” here might refer to either the mechano-sensitive cells, the cells receiving the
biochemical signal, or both.
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and appropriate, yet unknown, weights (convolution kernel) w : R → R. For the
discrete-time case this translates to the effective stimuli

ε̂eff[n] =
+∞∑

k=−∞

S{ε̂}[n− k]wε̂[k]

γ̂eff[n] =
+∞∑

k=−∞

S{γ̂}[n− k]wγ̂[k]

for the nth tissue differentiation (time integration) step. Let us further assume
that we only deal with weight functions that satisfy the constraint

∑
k w[k] =

1; otherwise we would need to scale the result of the convolution to the sum of
weights. We will also assume a co-domain of [0, 1] instead of R.

We probably will not be able to compute an infinite amount of strain sam-
ples and our weight function(s) should only consider past stimuli, not those oc-
curring in the future. erefore we limit the support of the weight functions to
a finite amount of time. Suppose we consider a weight function with support
[0, tmem]. e corresponding discrete weight function consequently needs to take
mmem = tmem/Δt past stimuli samples into account to compute the current effec-
tive stimuli:

ε̂eff[n] =
mmem∑
k=1

S{ε̂}[n− k]wε̂[k]

γ̂eff[n] =
mmem∑
k=1

S{γ̂}[n− k]wγ̂[k].

Despite the memorization effect we can further extend this model to also cap-
ture a potential delay between the reception of themechanical stimuli and observ-
able effects, i. e. mineralized matrix. For instance, in the distraction experiment,
mineralized bone could not be observed on X-ray images before four weeks had
gone by. Such a delay between cause and effect can be explained by the fact that
the immature progenitor cells first need to proliferate and differentiate before they
start producing matrix and even more so, it is well known that mineralization of
bone matrix trails matrix production by about ten days, albeit progressing at a
comparable rate [110] (Figure 2.21).

Convolution canmodel both the delay between the occurrence of themechan-
ical load and the observable effect on the tissue composition as well as the ability
of the tissue adaption system to memorize past stimuli for a certain amount of
time: Delaying the signal is equivalent to convolving the stimulus signal with a
single unit pulse shied by tdelay. Gradual decay can be achieved by convolving
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with a kernel of the form exp(−x), which emphasizes recent stimuli over past
ones. Combining both, the shi and the decay effect, thus results in the following
convolution kernel:

w(t) =

{
e−λdec(t−tdelay) if tdelay < t ≤ tmem

0 otherwise

Before convolution, we need to normalize w to

ŵ(t) = w(t)∫ +∞
−∞ w(τ) dτ

e filtering procedure can be adjusted by the two parameters λdec (decay rate)
and tmem (memorization time span cut off). Alternatively one can define a target
weight w0 = w(tmem) with w0 ∈ (0, 1], in which case the decay rate is adjusted
automatically according to

λdec = − lnw0

tmem
.

tmem ≥ 1 always holds for meaningful simulations, otherwise the stimulus would
always be zero. Note that stimuli with an immediate destructive impact on bone
tissue should not be delayed or averaged. is has to be considered in the fuzzy
rule set controlling the tissue transformation process (§2.3.6).

e convolution of the raw stimulus with wn(t) ultimately yields a exponen-
tially weighted moving average of the raw signal, shied by tdelay to account for
the initial delay (Figure 2.23). e resulting ε̂eff and γ̂eff should be considered a
phenomenological representation of the effective, mechanically induced tissue
changing stimuli. ese stimuli however need not be proportional to the actual
tissue transformation rate, as this also depends strongly on the configuration of
the fuzzy logic controller. In particular, saturation effects are rather represented
by the shape of the membership functions used to fuzzify the input parameters.

2.3.5 Decoupling Temporal from Spatial Resolution
In theUlmhealingmodel local tissue differentiation is influenced by the local bio-
logical state assigned to the finite element (relative tissue concentrations and vas-
cularity), but also by the concentrations in its immediate vicinity (§1.7.4). Fuzzy
logic rules can use this information to model surface growth processes, for in-
stance, permitting bone growth only in elements adjacent to already existing bony
surfaces or in regions where the vascularity both locally and in the neighborhood
is high enough.
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Figure2.23:Convolving the instantaneous acting, rawmechanical signal (top left)with anexponentially
decaying weight function (top right) yields the effective stimulus (bottom), which also depends on the
chosen sampling strategy ( vs. ).

e way the present healing model defines “vicinity” however leads to an un-
fortunate interdependence of temporal and spatial resolution of the model: Ele-
ments are considered “adjacent,” if they share an edge (viz. two nodes in the case
of a 2D model). Consequently, the extent of the adjacency of an element depends
on the local mesh resolution and therefore element size. e mesh resolution yet
can vary both locally (anisotropy, i. e. different resolutions in different directions)
and globally throughout themesh. Because bone concentrations and blood vessel
densities are supposed to increase only in locations adjacent to regions with ap-
propriate vascularity and bone concentration respectively, the signal to increase
those concentrations can only be propagated through the mesh at a maximum
speed of one element per iteration (Figure 2.24).

Hence, the growth rate not only depends on the output of the fuzzy logic con-
troller, but is also a direct consequence of the resolution of the FE mesh. Fur-
thermore, the growth rate can vary not only within the same mesh depending on
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Figure 2.24: The Ulm fracture healingmodel regards bone growth and revascularization as surface pro-
cesses: Concentrations canonly increase in regions adjacent to existingboneor vascularized tissue (dark
gray). Becauseof the element-basedneighborshipdefinition, the speedatwhich information canpropa-
gate through themesh, and hence growth rate as well, is limited by themesh resolution to amaximum
of one inter-element distance per iteration (a). Moreover, the mesh resolution and consequently the
growth rate can vary within a single FE mesh (inhomogeneous resolution, b). Anisotropic meshes on
the other hand result in directionally dependent growth rates (c).

the location but also depending on the direction of growth due to an anisotropic
mesh.

Mesh-Independent Neighborhood

Instead of defining vicinity via finite element adjacency, let us regard the biolog-
ical state of the healing domain as a vector field, sampled at the centroids of the
finite elements. Nowwe can define a circular region of weighted influence around
each sample with radius radj.is region determines which other samples are con-
sidered adjacent and how big their influence on local biological processes is de-
pending on their distance to the local sample, weighted with a symmetric Gaus-
sian kernel with some standard deviation σadj, truncated at radj (Figure 2.25).

e naïve implementation to compute the weighted influence of surrounding
elements simply computes the Euclidean distance from all samples to all samples
to decide whether two points are to be considered adjacent, requiring n2 distance
computations for n samples (or elements for that matter). Exploiting the sym-
metry in the relation “a is neighbor of b” reduces the cost to n(n+ 1)/2 distance
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Figure 2.26: Brute force neighbor search is inefficient, regardless of whether one exploits the inherent
symmetry properties or not.

computations and further to n(n−1)/2 if one avoids comparing samples to them-
selves. Still, time-complexity is in O(n2) on average (Figure 2.26).

To enhance the runtimeperformance of the adjacency discovery,wewill there-
fore use a sweeping based algorithm to filter out candidates for neighborship first
based on the maximum metric (also known as L∞ norm or Chebyshev distance)
before performing any expensive Euclidean distance tests on the remaining set
of samples. e straight-forward approach is to sweep first along one coordinate
axis and then sweep again on the remaining set of points in the perpendicular
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direction to get a set of candidates for adjacency testing. In C# this reads (with
the search radius r, a list of all points points and the current sample location c)

var candidates = points
.Where(p => Math.Abs(p.X - c.X) < r)
.Where(p => Math.Abs(p.Y - c.Y) < r);

For each point we perform first n L∞ distance tests in x direction (first sweep,
O(n)). is yields a list of k ≤ n remaining candidate points. e second sweep
therefore requires k distance tests in y direction (O(n)) and yields another subset
of candidates of l ≤ k ≤ n sample locations. On these we can now perform the
L2 distance test, O(n) again. If we do this for all n points we again end with a
worst case time-complexity in O(n2). Yet in practice l ≪ n for non-degenerated
cases and hence this approach scales considerably better than the naïve version,
because it avoids many unnecessary square root computations, by far the most
expensive part of the brute-force search algorithm approach.

We can further improve the situation if we first generate two additional lists
of points, one sorted by x the other by y locations.8 Using Quicksort this sort-
ing takes a maximum of 2n log2 n steps and needs to be performed exactly once
[147]. Instead of computing the Chebyshev distance of all n points to the current
one, starting at the position of our current point, we walk the list of points sorted
on x directions backwards, until we encounter a point whose x distance exceeds
radj. We do the same sweeping for the positive x direction (k steps), as well as the
positive and negative y directions (l steps) before calculating the actual Euclidean
distances (again, l operations, Figure 2.27). is early back off approach, how I
call it, notably reduces the amount of required L∞ distance tests, especially for
the first sweep, from n+k to k+ l. e worst case time-complexity may still be in
O(n2). Because in usable FE meshes the elements centroids’ are distributed rela-
tively uniformly over the domain, in practice we can safely assume l ≪ k ≪ n.
Average case time-complexity can therefore be expected to be in O(n log n).

One could certainly think of more elaborate optimizations, for instance using
kD trees to minimize the search space. However a multi-threaded version of the
optimized sweep algorithm (Listing 2.1) requires approximately 50ms on a set of
20 000 elements to find all neighbors and compute their weights on a CPU whose
performance may at best be considered mediocre by the time I wrote these lines
(Intel Core 2QuadQ6600).is runtime performance is good enough considering
the solution times for the FEA part.

8 Unsurprisingly, runtime and space complexity behave antagonistically and improving one im-
pairs the other.
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Current element’s centroid
Element centroid (sampling point)

Remaining neighbor candidates after x sweep
Remaining neighbor candidates after y sweep
Adjacency

Figure 2.27: By first sweeping in x and y directions using simple L∞ distance tests, the amount of re-
quired square root computations to find adjacent sample points can be reduced to a minimum.

Impact on the Healing Simulation

A simple, essentially one-dimensional artificial test bed simulation where bone
tissue and blood vessels grow from le to right, serves as a benchmark to test the
effect of the new definition for neighborhood influence (Figure 2.28). is way
it is easily possible to measure the achieved average growth rate for different pa-
rameters or neighborship definitions. Let us define “healing time” in this context
as the number of simulation iterations necessary to fully vascularize the entire
simulation domain, i. e. cv = 1.0 for all sample points (element centroids).

Figure 2.28 shows that the new adjacency definition performs as expected and
the overall growth rate9 is successfully decoupled from the resolution of the un-
derlying finite element mesh, as long as the mesh is fine enough (sample distance
< radj), such that the region of influence around each element contains enough
adjacent elements. By making the mesh too coarse, we eventually end up with
elements that are insufficiently or not at all connected to the rest of the sample
locations and that could therefore never change their biological state.

Decoupling of spatial and temporal resolution is only possible to a certain
degree, one can always make the mesh too coarse. But with this new distance-
based definition of the influence of adjacent tissue, increasing the resolution does
9 I use the term “growth rate” here in the sense of “propagation velocity of the healing front,” not
merely local concentration change.
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2.3 Numerical Model of Lateral Distraction

1 static void SearchAdjacents(
2 double searchRadius,
3 Func<double, double, double> weightFunc,
4 IEnumerable<Element> elements)
5 {
6 var elementsX = new List<Element>(elements);
7 .Sort((i, j) => i.X < j.X ? -1 : 1);
8
9 Parallel.For(0, elementsX.Count, i => {

10 var current = elementsX[i];
11
12 // x sweep for current element
13 var minIdxX = i;
14 while (minIdxX > 0
15 && Math.Abs(elementsX[minIdxX - 1].X - current.X)
16 <= searchRadius) --minIdxX;
17
18 var maxIdxX = i;
19 while (maxIdxX < (elementsX.Count-1)
20 && Math.Abs(elementsX[maxIdxX + 1].X - current.X)
21 <= searchRadius) ++maxIdxX;
22
23 // y sweep fused with L2 distance computation
24 for (int idx = minIdxX; idx < maxIdxX; ++idx) {
25 var cand = elementsX[idx];
26 var distY = current.Y - cand.Y;
27 if (Math.Abs(distY) > searchRadius)
28 continue;
29 var distX = current.X - elementsX[idx].X;
30 if (Math.Sqrt(distX * distX + distY * distY) > searchRadius)
31 continue;
32 if (current.ID == elementsX[idx].ID)
33 continue;
34 current.Adjacents.Add(
35 new WeightedAdjacent(cand.ID, weightFunc(distX, distY)));
36 }
37 });
38 }

Listing 2.1: Optimized sweeping adjacency discovery

not inadvertently hamper growth rates anymore and the observed healing speed
actually converges with increasing mesh resolutions.

2.3.6 Tissue Transformation
Overall, the tissue transformation processworks very similar to theway described
in §1.7.4, using a fuzzy logic controller to compute the tissue concentration deltas
and hence subsequently transform the biological state (relative tissue concentra-
tions) based on some input stimuli, namely tissue concentrations and strains. Still,
a few minor tweaks were necessary to adapt the procedure to the distraction sim-
ulation.
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Figure 2.28: The impact of different definitions of “neighborhood” (top-left), either by element ad-
jacency as used in the Ulm fracture healing model or by L2 distance as proposed in §2.3.5, can be
compared using a simple, essentially one dimensional benchmark simulation (top-right): Because for
the element adjacency-based approach the temporal resolution of the simulation is coupled to the
mesh resolution, the “healing time” (as defined in the figure) increases indefinitely with increasing
spatial resolution ( ). On the other hand, the healing time for the new neighborhood definition
( ) quickly converges to a stable value (constant temporal resolution, bottom-left). Conversely, the
propagation speed of the healing front decreases exponentially with increasing mesh resolution for
the element-based adjacency definition, while the distance-based neighborhood yields stable results
(bottom-right).

Influence of Adjacent Tissue

Simon et al. use the maximum bone concentration and vascularity in adjacent el-
ements as additional stimuli to simulate appositional growth on existing surfaces
(§1.7.4). is approach corresponds to a morphological operation known as di-
lation in mathematical morphology and image processing. In essence, it enlarges
the area covered by high tissue concentrations by shiing the border outwards,
therefore dilating the region of high concentrations (Figure 2.29). e linguistic
rules used in the model then ensure that bone tissue concentration and blood
vessel density can only increase within this dilated region (i. e. in elements, where
tissue concentrations or vascularity are high enough in the adjacent elements) and
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Figure 2.29: To simulate appositional growth, in theUlm fracture healingmodel bone growth and revas-
cularization rate for each element depends on themaximum concentration in any of its direct neighbor
elements. This is equivalent to a morphological dilation operation on the concentration field (middle
column). The newdistance-based neighborhood definition (§2.3.5) can be used to determineweighted
average concentrations, equivalent to convolving the concentration field with a Gaussian kernel (right
column).

hence not in places at an arbitrary distance from the mineralized or vascularized
regions.

Due to the new,more flexible distance-based neighborship definition (§2.3.5),
the biological state of adjacent sample locations can now exert a weighted influ-
ence on the local tissue differentiation process depending on the distance to the
local element centroid. We can use this ability of the enhanced model and refor-
mulate the requirements for appositional growth: Instead of the maximum adja-
cent concentrations (corresponding to dilation with a diamond-shaped structur-
ing element), the fuzzy controller uses the weighted average tissue concentration
(or vascularity, respectively) as an additional stimulus to regulate bone growth
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Figure 2.30: Themodified concentration normalization procedure (green) preserves the computed con-
centration ratios by skipping the truncation step of the original approach (red).

and revascularization. Conceptually, the weighted average concentration cτ of
some tissue component τ within the adjacency of the local element centroid re-
sults from convolving the corresponding concentration field cτ with a Gaussian
kernel Gσadj (see §2.3.5), i. e. cτ = Gσadj ∗ cτ. e linguistic rules couple cτ to ċτ
according to some function f, hence ċτ = f (cτ). In this model, growth potential
therefore correlates with a low-pass filtered version of cτ (Figure 2.29).

e reasoning behind this approach is that a potential increase in tissue con-
centration shall correlate with the average cell density of both growth stimulating
(e. g. mechano-sensitive ostecytes) and matrix producing cells (e. g. osteoblasts
producing osteoid) within a certain region of influence (adjacency) [229, 230]. In
thismodel, growth potential smoothly declines towards zero as onemoves farther
away from the bony (or vascularized, respectively) surface, while the previously
employed dilation approach suddenly switches from full to zero growth potential.
For a more in-depth discussion of the underlying continuous model, please also
refer to §4.3.

Modified Renormalization Technique

In the Ulm fracture healing model, newly computed tissue concentrations are
truncated to [0, 1] (§1.7.4). Aerwards, a normalization procedure ensures that
the sum of all new tissue concentrations does not exceed 1.0.is procedure how-
ever can distort the correct ratio of bone to cartilage concentrations. Interestingly,
the first truncation step turns out to be completely unnecessary: By skipping it, we
maintain the correct concentration ratio and the subsequent normalization step
enforces a valid range of concentrations anyhow. ough this change typically
does not have a huge impact on the overall predicted healing pattern, it makes
the model slightly more correct (Figure 2.30).
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2.3 Numerical Model of Lateral Distraction

Linguistic rules and growth rate adjustments

As we discussed in §2.3.4, bone growth shall depend not only on momentary me-
chanical stimulation but also on past stimuli. e extended input matrix in itera-
tion n for the fuzzy logic controller with weighted average bone concentration cb
and weighted average vascularity cv therefore now reads for a mesh ofm elements

Fin[n] =

 ε̂1 γ̂1 ε̂eff, 1 γ̂eff, 1 cb, 1 cc, 1 cv, 1 cb, 1 cv, 1
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
ε̂m γ̂m ε̂eff, m γ̂eff, m cb, m cc, m cv, m cb, m cv, m

 [n],

and, for reference, the unchanged output matrix

Fout[n] =

Δcb, 1 Δcc, 1 Δcv, 1
... ... ...

Δcb, m Δcc, m Δcv, m

 [n].

Extended linguistic rules for bone growth consider the influence of the new
effective stimuli ε̂eff and γ̂eff, for instance

if c_cart is low and
dila_strain_eff is negative_medium and
dist_strain_eff is medium and
vascularity is high and
avg_bone_conc is high

then delta_bone_conc is positive

emembership functions for thesememorized, delayed stimuli are the same
as those for the immediate stimuli ε̂ and γ̂. Further, I modified the membership
functions for all mechanical stimuli (immediate and effective) in such a way that
very low stimuli do not result in slowly increasing bone concentrations anymore,
despite lacking sufficient stimulation. Although bone growth is governed by ε̂eff
and γ̂eff, the extended rule sets ensures that destructive mechanical stimuli still
have an immediate effect and lead to quickly decreasing bone concentrations.
Please consult Appendix C for the full set of linguistic rules and membership
functions used in the simulation.

Because the simulation of distraction osteogenesis requires stimulation in tdistr
intervals (typically 12 hours), we also need to scale the output of the fuzzy control
accordingly with a factor tdistr/24 h as the fuzzy controller output is tuned to fit the
24 hour time step size of the fracture healing simulation, paired with a specific
mesh resolution.
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2.3.7 Remeshing and Mapping of State

2.3.7 Remeshing and Mapping of State
Mechanically, the initial steps of the simulation of lateral distraction and that of
segmental transport are both characterized by immense total strains. In the case
of lateral distraction, the initially thin so tissue layer gets distracted by amultiple
of its initial height; in the segmental transport model, particularly high strains
can be observed in between the initially close distracted cortical segments. ese
extremely high strains cause severe distortions of the finite element mesh. In fact,
the mesh becomes unusable aer two to three iterations already.

Remeshing

e obvious answer to the above-mentioned problem of highly distorted meshes
is remeshing, i. e. the generation of a new, undistorted mesh based on the geom-
etry of the distracted domain. e FEA soware ANSYS® does indeed feature
semi-automatic remeshing abilities. Using those however unfortunately imposes
serious restrictions on what operations can be performed in between two steps
that require remeshing. In particular, it is not possible to transfer the biological
state of the old mesh to the new one in a straightforward manner.

We therefore first of all need to implement a custom remeshing step: e
transient-structural FEA provides us with the displacement field u : Ω → R3 for
each node location x in the simulated domain Ω. From this we can easily com-
pute the displaced node locations x′ = x+ u(x) at the end of the distraction step.
Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way in ANSYS for directly generating a
new undistorted and appropriately refined mesh from the original mesh and the
computed nodal displacements.

Instead we regenerate the underlying geometry primitives (keypoints, lines,
areas) based on the displaced node locations by identifying keypoints10 with co-
incident FE nodes. is yields a dictionary, mapping keypoint IDs to node IDs.
We shi the keypoints to the displaced locations x′ of the corresponding nodes
and generate a geometry representing the deformed domain, which now can eas-
ily be meshed.

Mapping Biological State

Aer the generation of the new mesh, it is necessary to transfer the current state
assigned to each element of the old mesh to corresponding elements of the new
10 “Keypoints” are ANSYS’ lowest level geometric primitives and should not be confused with the

nodes of the finite element mesh, although node and keypoint locations sometimes coincide (at
every keypoint location, a node is generated, but not the other way round). Two keypoints can
be connected to form a line.
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2.3 Numerical Model of Lateral Distraction

mesh. In principle, the procedures described in the following paragraphs apply
to any kind of state one wishes to transfer between isomorphic meshes. For now
we will focus on mapping the biological state represented by an m × n array (n
elements, each assigned m biological state variables).

Resampling One way to map the state of one mesh onto another could be to
interpret the concentration field (and any other state variables) to be sampled at
the element centroids.We could than resample an interpolated version of the con-
centration field (e. g. using bilinear interpolation) at the centroid locations of the
new mesh. Interpolation acts as a low-pass filter however, cutting of the signal
at a certain limit frequency. is implies that the interpretation of the concen-
tration field as a point sampled signal is inherently unable to capture material
discontinuities.

Why might that be an issue? e FEM assigns material properties to finite
chunks (finite elements) of the domain and within these chunks the material
properties are assumed to be constant. Because we derive the per-element mate-
rial properties from the tissue concentrations, this implies that the concentration
field must as well be piecewise constant and hence discontinuous. Resampling of
an interpolated concentration field thus is not an option.

Rasterization is awell-known renderingmethod in computer graphics and,when
slightly modified, proofs to be surprisingly useful for state transfer between FE
meshes, too. In a nutshell, rasterization in the context of computer graphics maps
an analytic scene description consisting of continuous geometric primitives, typ-
ically composed of triangles, to a discrete two dimensional space, for instance a
frame buffer or the screen. By, figuratively speaking, overlaying the scene with the
target raster (render target) and checking, which trianglemaps to which pixel, the
correct color for each pixel can be computed from the triangles color properties.11

For our purposes, we treat the undeformedmesh layout as a quasi-continuous
geometric description, corresponding to the graphics scene description. e only
difference that far is that our “scene” can not only consist of triangles, but quadri-
laterals as well (which are easily decomposable into triangles, though). Scanning
than happens not along orthogonal lines and columns, but instead we treat the
elements’ centroids of the new mesh as sampling locations. A point-in-polygon
test tells us, which element of the old mesh corresponds to each centroid of the
elements in the new mesh (Figure 2.31). is mapping provides all information
needed to initialize the state variables of the new mesh (the “color”) by simply
copying the corresponding state values to a new array.

11 …or from the texels of an assigned texture map.
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Figure 2.31: Rasterization maps the biological and elastic state of the old, deformed mesh onto the
newly generated mesh. Sampling only at the centroids of the elements of the new mesh however can
lead to aliasing artifacts (upper path). By introducing additional sample points, which effectively yields
5× super sampling in this case, we increase the sampling frequency and reduce energy leakage and
therefore aliasing (lower path); in other words: the mapped state better approximates the original one.

Aliasing e rasterization procedure described above implements a form of
point sampling. As with every sampling procedure, it is important to avoid intro-
ducing aliasing artifacts. According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem,
aliasing occurs whenever the sampling frequency fs is lower or equal than two
times the maximum frequency fmax contained in the sampled signal12 [240, 284].

Let the Dirac comb or shah function be defined in terms of the Dirac delta
distribution δ(t) as

ШT(t) =
∑
k∈Z

δ(t− kT). (2.12)

Ideal sampling with a frequency of fs = 1
T can be regarded as multiplying the

original real-valued continuous-time signal s(t) with a sequence of unit pulses,
spaced by the sampling interval T. With (2.12), the sampled signal can therefore
12 We only consider baseband signals.
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be written as

sT(t) = s(t) ·ШT(t)

and due to the convolution theorem this is equal to convolving the signal in the
frequency domain with a Dirac comb where the pulses are spaced fs = 1

T

F{sT}( f ) = F{s}( f ) ∗
(
fs ·Шfs( f )

)
F{g} shall denote the (one-dimensional) Fourier transform of a function g ∈
L1(R) defined as

F{g}(ξ) =
+∞∫

−∞

g(x) e−2πiξx dx.

Sampling therefore replicates the original signal in the frequency domainwith the
zero frequencies of the copied spectra spaced fs. In case the sampling frequency is
lower than the Nyquist limit of 2fmax, the replicated frequency spectra thus over-
lap, which creates so-called aliases in the reconstructed signal (Figure 2.32).

In computer graphics, this effect can be observed in form of Moiré patterns
and jaggies along edges of polygons (staircase effect). Aliasing always involves
information loss. In the context of the bone healing model this means that a con-
centration mixture might either be over- or underrepresented aer the mapping
to the new mesh, for instance because the state of an sample point is mapped to a
much larger or smaller element than it was originally assigned to. Some elements
of the original mesh may not get sampled at all.

Using a sufficiently high sampling frequency can prevent these effects—as
long as the signal is band-limited, i. e. as long as it contains a finite maximum
frequency. Unfortunately, because of the sudden jumps in concentrations and
material properties between elements, this is not the case for our FE mesh (or any
other discontinuous signal). To illustrate that, let us look at a simple example. Let
⊓ : R 7→ R be the rectangle function

⊓(t) =


1 − 1

2 < t < 1
2

1
2 |t| = 1

2
0 otherwise.

(2.13)

We can interpret a one-dimensional cut through an FE mesh as a series of scaled
rectangle functions where the value denotes, for instance, the current concentra-
tion of some tissue type. e Fourier transform of the rectangle function is the
sinc function (sinus cardinalis) [212], defined as

sinc(t) = sin(πt)
πt

. (2.14)
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Figure 2.32: Sampling a signal replicates its spectrum in the frequency domain. If the sampling rate
fs = 1

T is lower than the Nyquist frequency 2fmax, the tails of the replicated spectra overlap, which
leads to aliasing artifacts in the reconstructed signal.
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Figure 2.33: The Fourier transform of a box function (left) is a 2D sinc function (right) and is thus not a
band-limited signal.

esinc functionhas infinite support and therefore the spectrumof such a stepped
signal is not band-limited. With a little bit of writing effort this can be be trans-
ferred in a relatively straightforward fashion to the analogous 2Dcase (Figure 2.33).

e ideal solution for sampling non-bandlimited signals while avoiding alias-
ing would be what is sometimes called analytical anti-aliasing, but this requires to
compute exact surface area coverage, which is too expensive to be practically us-
able. Another possibility to avoid aliasing would be to sample a low-pass filtered
signal instead of the discontinuous original signal (which can be regarded to be
a nearest-neighbor reconstruction), for instance by interpolating in between the
element centroids using bilinear or even higher-order interpolation kernels. at
however would come at the expense of being able to represent material disconti-
nuities at all due to the inherent low-pass characteristics of this approach.

Supersampling is a brute-force anti-aliasing technique that can minimize the
impact of the described aliasing problem by simply increasing the sampling fre-
quency far enough. What “enough” exactly is depends on the specific application.
With supersampling enabled, instead of only sampling at the centroids of the ele-
ments of the new mesh, we introduce additional sampling locations within each
element. Inmy experiments, I found that 5× super sampling provides sufficiently
stable results. e old mesh is than sampled at these points and an average of the
sampled state information is assigned to the corresponding element in the new
mesh. is way we can preserve sharp tissue borders wherever possible (e. g. in
the case of aligned meshes), while considerably reducing aliasing artifacts (Fig-
ure 2.31 and Figure 2.34).
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No anti-aliasing 5 × super sampling

Figure 2.34: Super sampling anti-aliasing reduces aliasing artifacts while preserving discontinuities
whenever possible (plots displaying cv in and above the cortex near a single drill hole).

Optimizations Let m be the number of sample points and n the number of
elements in the old mesh, such that Cm > n where the constant factor C ac-
counts for the increased number of sample points due to super sampling. us,
the naïve implementation of the rasterization algorithm needs to perform nCm
point-in-polygon tests in the worst case. Assuming that m ≈ n, time-complexity
is in O(n2). Because both rasterization and ray-tracing are essentially search-
problems,13 hierarchical data structures (i. e. trees) can help to drastically reduce
the amount of required point-in-polygon tests.

emeshmapping algorithm uses a top-down constructed bounding volume
hierarchy (BVH) for this purpose. e root node of the BVH contains a single
bounding volume that encloses thewhole scene (viz. the deformedmesh). Bound-
ing volumes are geometric primitives that allow for cheap intersection tests; the
mesh mapper uses AABBs (axis-aligned bounding boxes) for which the point-
in-polygon test reduces to a series of fast bound checks. Subdivision of the root
bounding volume then yields two sub-volumes that are assigned to the root’s
two14 child nodes (usually called “le” and “right”).e subdivision process itself
is based on splitting a bounding volume along one axis, alternating from level to
level between x and y axis. To determine the splitting point, the algorithmuses the
centroid of all enclosed elements to guarantee the creation of a balanced tree, i. e.
both branches reference the same amount of elements. is procedure continues
recursively until the number of elements that the bounding volume assigned to a
BVH-node encloses reaches a lower threshold. A BVH therefore subdivides the

13 Which polygon does the ray intersect? Which element does enclose the sampling point?
14 BVHs are binary trees.
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Figure 2.35:Abounding volumehierarchy groups the primitives (viz. elements) of a scene (viz. FEmesh)
into hierarchical clusters, bounded by simple AABBs (axis aligned bounding boxes).

“scene” into finer and finer bounding volumes as one moves downward the tree
towards the leaf nodes (Figure 2.35).

Each time the algorithm needs to determine the element associated with a
sample point, it first checks if the sample is inside the bounding volume of the
root node (is is always the case for the distraction simulation, as the sample
points are generated based on the oldmesh).en it checks the le child’s bound-
ing volume for intersection. If the test succeeds, the search continuous in the le
branch.Otherwise, it can discard thewhole le branch and only needs to consider
the primitives grouped under the right subtree. erefore with each level that we
go further down the hierarchy, the number of possible target elements reduces to
one half of the previous level. is depth-first search goes on until we reach the
bottom (a leaf node) of the BVH.

Using the BVH dramatically cuts down the computational cost of the map-
ping procedure:e required run-time for mapping a 25 600 elements mesh onto
another 25 600 elements mesh using 5× supersampling drops from 27 s to just
under a second on average on an Intel Core 2 Quad Q9550 (speedup factor≈ 30,
four threads). By using this acceleration structure the average time-complexity de-
creases to amuchmore reasonableO(Cm log n), which explains the performance
gains.

Mapping the Strain State

eupdated geometrywith the newly generatedmesh represents the plastic strain
state at the end of the current distraction step. At the end of one 12-hour distrac-
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Figure 2.36: ANSYS® 11.0 and earlier does not support initializing a mesh to a given strain state. An
approximate solution can be achieved by introducing an additional relaxation step where all load is
taken off. Remeshing than happens based on this purely plastically deformed state. By applying both
the distraction load and the elastic part of the deformation in the next step, the average elastic strain
state canbe recovered. Yet, thisworkaround tends to shift elastic strains fromareas thatgot stifferduring
the tissue differentiation phase into less stiff areas.

tion cycle however, the total strain is still a mixture of both plastic and elastic
strains that have not yet fully relaxed. e elastic strain state therefore also needs
to be transferred to the new mesh (cf. §2.3.3). Initially, ANSYS® (release 11.0 and
earlier) did not provide a way to initialize an FE mesh to a predefined (elastic)
strain state.

Distract, release, remesh, distract A workaround for this problem is to intro-
duce an intermediary “release” step aer each distraction cycle (consisting of the
distraction itself and the subsequent relaxation period of 12 hours). During this
release step, we completely take off any load. e elastic strains and stresses thus
relax within (simulated) minutes. Remeshing and mapping of biological state in-
formation than takes place based on this relaxedmesh state, representing the pure
plastic deformations. To compensate the elastic strains lost during the “release”
step, in the next distraction step, we not only apply the distraction displacement,
but also the height difference between the distracted and the relaxed state (Fig-
ure 2.36).
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is method has a few drawbacks, though. First, it requires another FEA step
and therefore more computation time. Second and more critical, this approach
assumes that the height of the healing domain decreases uniformly along the top
border during the release step—which is not the case yet, due to the inhomoge-
neous material and hence strain distribution throughout the healing area. Fur-
ther, this workaround has the effect of shiing the remaining elastic strains from
stiffer into soer regions: Because the tissue is transformed before the next distrac-
tion step, the material distribution changes as well. Suppose that some elements
at the bottom of the healing area change from 100% so tissue to 100% bone.
Applying a displacement that restores the old height again now results in almost
zero strain in the (newly developed) bone layer, because of its comparatively high
stiffness, while the remaining so tissue layer now experiencesmore elastic strain
than before the release step.

INISTATE to the rescue e ANSYS command INISTATE allows initializing an
FE mesh to some predefined stress state. Luckily, ANSYS® release 12 enhanced
the capabilities of INISTATE, which now also supports defining an initial elastic
strain state. Now we can simply sample and map the strain tensor field in the
same straightforwardway as described above for the biological state variables.e
only noteworthy technical difference is that instead of copying averaged sampled
values to a new array holding the current state, we initialize the newmesh directly
via the aforementioned INITSTATE command.

2.3.8 Overview of the Final Model
Nowwe have all the necessary methodology in place to set up themodel of lateral
distraction osteogenesis. Let me recap the procedure in a little more detail (cf.
Figure 2.37):

1. Build the initial, undeformed geometry.

2. Generate the finite element mesh.

3. Initialize the biological state (tissue concentrations, vascularity).

4. Derive per-element material properties from the tissue concentrations ac-
cording to the rule of mixture (§1.7.3).

5. Depending on the current phase within the simulation, either apply no
load (post-op latency, consolidation phase) or displace the top nodes by
0.267mm (distraction phase).
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6. For each sampling point (element centroid), discover adjacent samples and
determine their weight.

7. Sample the computed elastic strain history and update the strain history.
en compute compute immediate and effective stimuli for the current in-
tegration time step based on mmem samples of the stimuli history.

8. Compute weighted average bone concentrations and vascularities based on
the neighborship relations and relative weights determined in step 6.

9. Call the fuzzy logic controller to determine concentration changes based on
biological (local concentrations, average concentrations in neighborhood)
and mechanical stimuli (immediate and effective stimuli).

10. Update and normalize concentrations based on the fuzzy logic controller’s
output.

11. Repeat these tissue differentiation steps (time integration, steps 7 through
10) ndiff times.

12. Save current state information to temporary variables.

13. Generate a keypoint-to-node dictionary and save the new, displaced coor-
dinates for each node; export the current deformed mesh for use by the
mesh sampler.

14. Clear the deformed mesh and the current geometry; create the new geom-
etry based on the old, deformed mesh and generate a new mesh.

15. Sample the exported oldmesh at the sample locations derived from the new
mesh and initialize the new mesh to the sampled state.

16. Repeat steps starting with step 4 (rule of mixture) until the specified maxi-
mum iteration count imax is reached.

2.4 Modeling Bone Segment Transport
Relatively minor extensions suffice to adapt the model described in the previous
section §2.3 to a bone segment transport situation to reproduce the experiments
conducted by Claes et al. [67] (§2.1.2).
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Figure 2.37: Overview of the model of lateral distraction osteogenesis
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2.4.1 Geometry and Meshing
For modeling the healing domain’s geometry, I followed the basic approach used
by Simon et al. [287] to implement the Ulm healing model (§1.7.1): A generic,
simplified cylindric shape ought to represent a sheep metatarsus. Because the
model only needs to consider axial loads (see §2.4.2 and §2.4.3), this allows to
exploit axisymmetry for the FE model, considerably reducing the computational
cost for an FEA compared to a full 3D model. is is crucial, as the FE model
will be computational expensive in any case due to material and geometric non-
linearities as well as high-frequency transient loads (§2.4.3).

New and Modified Soft Tissue Components

e model for segment transport features two additional so tissue components
not present in the original healing model: A muscle component enwraps the hae-
matoma region and the upper and lower cortical segments, while the medullary
cavity is now filled with bone-marrow-likematerial. For the sake of completeness,
the model also includes an outer layer of “skin” (Figure 2.38)

All these components, muscle, marrow and skin, are not supposed to exactly
reproduce the complex behavior of the respective physiological structures [116–
118] and do not participate in the tissue transformation process, but are rather a
way to model the strain distribution within the healing region in a more realistic
manner compared to the original healing model. Also the modified shape of the
haematoma region better resembles reality by smoothly blending into a thin layer
of periosteum, which also helps to reduce artificially high strain concentrations
near the former haematoma-cortex interfaces (Figure 2.39).

Hexahedral vs. Tetrahedral Meshing

e model supports two different meshing modes: Hexahedral meshing gener-
ates a FE mesh consisting of quadrilateral first-order solid elements by using a
mapped meshing strategy. While a mesh of hexahedral elements (quadrilaterals
for the 2D case) generally yields more accurate results than a mesh of the same
spatial resolution but based on tetrahedrons (or triangles respectively), perform-
ing mapped meshing with hexahedral elements in a robust way can turn out to
be a delicate endeavor. is issue becomes particularly evident if one needs to
perform automatic remeshing of an ever-changing geometry. Further, mapped
meshed hexahedral meshes do not play particularly well with inhomogeneous
mesh resolutions; transitions between regions with different resolutions are typi-
cally rather crude and result in unfavorable element aspect ratios (Figure 2.40).
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Figure 2.38: Although based on a geometry fundamentally similar to that of the Ulm fracture healing
model (top, cf. §1.7.1), the model of bone segment transport adds to it three new soft-tissue compo-
nents: bone marrow, muscle tissue and a skin layer (bottom). Furthermore, the haematoma smoothly
transitions into a thin tissue layer on the cortex that can be interpreted as the periosteum.
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Figure 2.39: Themodification of themodel geometry leads to amore realistic strain response and elim-
inates artificially high strain concentrations in the healing region, fromwhich the original fracture heal-
ing model suffered.

Using the tetrahedral meshing option comes with a few advantages. First,
meshing is robust for any kind of geometry we will encounter. Second, the tran-
sitions between the high-resolution healing area (haematoma, cortex) and the
coarsely meshed muscle and marrow regions are a lot smoother, while the mesh
resolution within the healing area is almost perfectly homogeneous, without in-
troducing elements with impractically distorted shapes. To improve the accuracy
of the FEA, I use second-order elements (quadratic basis function).

The Fixator

Because the distraction model requires a non-linear FEA anyway due to the non-
linear material properties and the large strains in the initial distraction phase,
there is no point in trying to linearize themodel by using the separation technique
of Simon et al. [287] (§1.7.3, p. 52). We can therefore opt for a straightforward
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Triangular elementsQuadrilateral elements

Figure 2.40: Using a mesh of quadrilateral elements (left) leads to comparatively inhomogeneous ele-
ment shapes, while a triangle mesh (right) results in a mesh of almost constant spatial resolution.

non-linear spring element with appropriate force-displacement characteristics to
approximate the behavior of the ring fixator described in [67].

For the dynamized group, the model assumes a fixed spring stiffness of
990N/mm during the distraction phase and with the start of the consolidation
phase switches to a piece-wise linear force-deflection curve that allows an ad-
justable amount of IFM xclear (Figure 2.41): As long as the force transferred to
the fixator Ffix stays within 0N up to Fpre = 120N, the fixator reacts purely linear
with a stiffness of kbase, 1 = 915N/mm (maximum IFM up to this point: upre =
Fpre/kbase, 1 ≈ 0.13mm). Aerwards, the stiffness drops to kreturn = 7.7N/mm
until Ffix again exceeds Fpre + xclear · kreturn. Above that point, the fixator stiffness
returns to a much stiffer kbase, 2 = 990N/mm.

e non-dynamized control group can be easily simulated by using a fixed
spring stiffness of 1065N/mm throughout both the distraction and the consoli-
dation phases.
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Figure 2.41: Force-deflection curve of the non-linear spring describing the fixator used for the dy-
namized groups during the consolidation phase

Table 2.2: Linear elasticmaterial properties of base tissues used in themodel of bone segment transport

Tissue τ Young’s modulus Eτ (MPa) Poisson’s ratio ντ
Cortical bone 10 000 0.36
Woven bone 4000 0.36
Fibrocartilage 200 0.45
Connective tissue 2.0 0.30
Bone marrow 1.0 0.30
Muscle tissue 1.5 0.30
Skin 1.5 0.30

2.4.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions
e initial biological state is almost identical to that described by the original Ulm
healing model with the additional muscle and marrow components initialized to
cs = 1.0. e material properties for the respective elements of these auxiliary re-
gions are not computed via the rule of mixture, but are fixed at the values shown
in Table 2.2. Again, vascularity inside the haematoma is assumed to be initially
cv = 0.0; the cortex is set to cv = 1.0 (and cb = 1.0). Variable vascularity bound-
ary conditions alongside the edges of the haematoma (callus-muscle and callus-
medulla interfaces) allow for revascularization from the surrounding so tissue
and the medullary canal.

Displacement constraints in radial direction on the nodes lying on the central
axis of symmetry prevent any erroneous radial node displacement that would
conflict with the prescribed axisymmetry. e bottom nodes are fixed in axial
direction (Figure 2.42).
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Figure 2.42: Loads and boundary conditions of the bone segment transport model

e DOFs of the fixator spring element’s top node are coupled to the DOFs
of the top nodes of the healing region, i. e. a displacement of one of these nodes
affects all nodes in the coupled set as if they were one single DOF. is way the
distraction load of udistr/tdistr (e. g. 0.5mm/12 h) can be applied as a forced dis-
placement to the bottom node of the fixator element. e resulting deformation
is automatically transferred to the top nodes of the healing region due to the DOF
coupling. During the post-op latency period and the consolidation phase, the bot-
tom node is fixed in all degrees of freedom

Over the course of the relaxation time (e. g. tdistr = 12 h), the initially purely
elastic strains within the healing region partly transform into plastic strains due
to the visco-elasto-plastic behavior of the tissue components. At any point in time,
the remaining elastic fraction of the total strain leads to a force compressing the
fixator. e residual reaction force in the fixator at the end of the relaxation time
just before the next distraction step occurs is the so-called pretraction force.

Because during the remeshing procedure the fixator spring element needs to
be recreated aswell, the reaction forcewithin the fixator springwould normally be
lost. To carry it over to the newmesh, not only the distraction increment ofudistr =
0.5mm, but also the delta between the target height htgt[i] = hact[i − 1] + u[i] of
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Figure 2.43: The force remaining in the fixator at the end of a distraction cycle is called the pretraction
force. To restore the pretraction force in the newly generated fixator spring after the remeshing pro-
cedure, the residual load is applied additionally to the distraction load. (In the figure, the left spring
shall symbolize the visco-elastoplastic material behavior of the healing region, while the right spring
represents the fixator.)

distraction step i and the actual achieved height hact[i] of the healing region aer
relaxation needs to be applied in the next distraction step. e total distraction
load for step i+ 1 therefore is

u[i+ 1] = udistr +
(
htgt[i]− hact[i]

)
.

2.4.3 Transient Loads
In the lateral distraction case we only needed to consider a single periodical load
signal of relatively low frequency (e. g. tdistr = 12 h). Contrary to that, the simula-
tion of bone segment transport also needs to consider cyclic physiological loads,
for instance fromwalking or spontaneousmuscle contractions.is physiological
cyclic axial load can be approximated by a sinusoidal force signal of the form

Fcyc(t) = 1
2Fpeak ·

(
cos(2πtfphys)− 1

)
where Fpeak is the applied peak force and fphys is the frequency of the signal.

e mean (± standard deviation) body weight of the animals described in
Claes et al. [67] was

W = (80 kg ± 10 kg) · 9.81 N
kg ≈ 790N ± 98N

with a minimum of 63 kg and maximum body mass of 100 kg [194].
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From Duda et al. we know that given a certain body weightW the peak phys-
iological load Fpeak ≈ 0.64W with an inter-individual variability of up to 30%15

[87]. Consequently, the true peak load value can vary widely and also changes
over time as well. For now we will thus assume a constant mean peak load of
Fpeak = 0.64 · 80 kg · 9.81N/kg ≈ 500N.

For a given load frequency fphys a full transient FEA over one simulated dis-
traction step of tdistr would involve computing at least 2tdistr fphys time steps to cap-
ture the amplitudes of the resulting sinusoidal strain signal (Nyquist–Shannon
sampling theorem [284]). Given a physiological load of comparatively high fre-
quency of approximately fphys = 0.5Hz and a usual distraction interval of tdistr =
12 h, the simulation of imax/2 = 360 healing days would thus require computing
a total of

4imaxtdistr fphys =
= 2 · 2 · 360 · 12 h · 3600 s

h · 0.5 s−1

≈ 3.1 · 107 FEA time steps.

In the simulation, the cyclic load Fcyc acts only for the last 10 minutes of each
distraction step. Computing the strains for 10min of this signal requires a mere
600 time steps per distraction step to capture the amplitudes of the signal (Fig-
ure 2.44). is way we are still able to determine both the peak tensile strains
right aer the distraction step was applied and also the peak compressive strains
that occur towards the end of each distraction cycle when the tissue is maximally
relaxed (see §2.4.4), while keeping the computational cost reasonable.

Before the distraction procedure begins, the model uses the very same cyclic
load signal on an intact version of the model (i. e. without a fracture gap) to com-
pute a set of typical, physiological stimuli.ese stimuli are then used to initialize
the stimuli history, which is used to compute the effective (weighted) stimuli ac-
cording to the procedure described in §2.3.4.

2.4.4 Stimuli Sampling Revisited
Because of the additional cyclic axial force, we also need to modify the stimuli
sampling procedure that determines, which elastic strains represent the effective
mechanical stimulation that drive the tissue differentiation during a distraction
step (§2.3.4).

For instance, because we know that repetitive mechanical stimulation stimu-
lus is the driving force behind regular fracture healing (§1.3), one could hypoth-
esize that the cyclic compressive strains influence the tissue differentiation pro-
cess more strongly than the single tensile strain caused by distraction. is would
15 Unfortunately, Duda et al. do not tell to what these 30% relate to exactly.
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Figure 2.44: Top: In case of the bone segment transport, themechanical stimulus caused by the distrac-
tion load ( ) is overlaid with a high frequency cyclic stimulus ( ) resulting from physiological muscle
activity (i. e. walking). Bottom: To reduce the computational cost, the cyclic load is only activated to-
wards the end of a distraction cycle, which does not have any noteworthy influence on the maximum
cyclic load. (Note: For illustration purposes, the cyclic signal in the figure is of a very low frequency of
only 2.5 · 10−3 Hz, while the simulation uses 0.5Hz.)

mean that the fuzzy controller would have to essentially only consider cyclic com-
pressive strains as effective mechanical stimuli, which could be achieved by sam-
pling the amplitude(s) of the strain signal towards the last minutes of each dis-
traction step when the cyclic load is active (Figure 2.45).

On the other hand, one could argue again that the large tensile strains could
have some kind of masking effect, suppressing any visible impact of the cyclic
compressions. In this case, during the distraction phase we would only take the
peak tensile strains into account for computing the tissue concentration changes.
In the consolidation phase however where there is no further straining caused by
distraction, only the cyclic compressive strains could influence tissue differentia-
tion, i. e.

ε̂max[n] = ε̂(tmax)

γ̂max[n] = γ̂(tmax)

with

tmax = argmax
t

| s(t)| for t ∈
[⌊

n
ndiff

⌋
· tdistr,

⌈
n
ndiff

⌉
· tdistr

]
.
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Figure 2.45:During the distraction phase, either the peak tensile strains ( ) or themaximum cyclic stim-
uli ( ) can be used to drive tissue differentiation. In the consolidation phase, the peak cyclic stimuli
determine tissue differentiation.

s(t) shall symbolize the overall strain characteristic (compressive vs. tensile) the
distraction displacement and cyclic force would cause in a hypothetical one-dim-
ensional body. s(t) is not necessarily a physically meaningful location-dependent
strain component in context of the 2D model. In fact, compressive and tensile
strains both almost always occur simultaneously in different regions of themodel.
In reality, the sampling point tmax therefore actually cannot be computedmechan-
ically. We achieve the desired behavior by instead sampling right aer the dis-
traction step (distraction phase) or by sampling the last cyclic compressive strain
(consolidation).

e hypothesis that cyclic strains alone drive the healing process can be im-
mediately ruled out, though, as in the case of the lateral distraction experiment
there were no cyclic strains of noteworthy power and still, one could observe con-
siderable amounts bone growth, apparently only stimulated by the distraction
signal. It is however reasonable to assume that truth probably is situated some-
where in between those two extremes: e mechano-sensitive cells continuously
sense the currently acting mechanical loads and accordingly continuously modu-
late their cell activity, e. g. the production of growth factors. Hence, one can antic-
ipate that the activity of the matrix-producing cells also varies continuously over
time, though it may react in a slightly delayed fashion to changing mechanical
stimuli (§2.3.4).

In Chapter 3 we will therefore use by default ε̂max and γ̂max as the driving me-
chanical stimuli, that is: During the distraction phase, the peak strains aer the
application of the distraction load determine tissue differentiation; with the be-
ginning of the consolidation phase, peak cyclic compressive strains take over this
role.
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2.4.5 Bone Remodeling
A model that does not consider the bone remodeling process, will not be able to
predict a realistic callus shape, especially for the long-term development during
the consolidation phase. us, the model of bone segment transport also incor-
porates phenomenological implementations of bone maturation and resorption
that enable a better prediction of the progression of both the callus’ overall size
as well as its shape.

Maturation

Resorption of mineralized bone tissue can only occur, if the strains sensed by
the mechano-sensitive cells drop below a certain threshold (§1.5). Under a con-
stant load strains within a region of the callus only decrease if either the geometry
changes (e. g. increasing cross-sectional area) or the stiffness of the callus mate-
rial itself increases. e transformation of woven bone into lamellar bone clearly
corresponds to the latter and consequently is crucial for the ability to restore the
original shape of the bone.

First we need to introduce an additional state variable cm to track the relative
amount of mature, lamellar bone represented by the element it is assigned to. e
amount of woven bone cw is now implicitly given by

cw = cb − cm.

We also need to slightly change themeaning of the fuzzy output variable Δcb: First
increment cw by Δcb. If however Δcb is negative and |Δcb| > cw, we set cw = 0
instead and subtract from cm the residuum Δcb − cw (or set cm = 0 as well, if
Δcb − cw > cm).

We can now emulate the maturation process by incrementally substituting
woven by lamellar bone: Each iteration (time integration step) aer the applica-
tion of the concentration changes computed by the fuzzy logic controller and
re-normalization of the concentrations, cmis updated to

cm[n+ 1] =

{
cm[n] + Δcm if Δcm[n] < cw[n]
cw[n] otherwise.

Δcm is thematuration rate for woven bone expressed as a change of concentration
per integration time step. Once cm = cb, all of the contained bone is lamellar and
therefore no further maturation can happen, until cw increases again.
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Resorption

When the effective mechanical stimuli fall below a certain threshold (presumably
around 50 to 200 με16 or lower), gradual resorption of the bony tissue begins. We
known that the rate of the remodeling process depends on the specific free surface
area, which is presumably higher in the less dense woven bone. erefore two pa-
rameters Δcmax

w, res and Δcmax
m, res independently define the maximum resorption rates

for woven and lamellar bone respectively.
Since the numerical model uses a fuzzy controller to determine tissue concen-

tration changes, the disuse window for the mechanical stimuli is implemented
in form of additional membership functions with respective support (see Ap-
pendix C for a detailed description of the used MFs). For more fine-grained con-
trol though, it has proven useful to handle bone decrease due to destructive stim-
uli and resorption due to under-stimulation independently from each other.

erefore the resorption procedure is actually not implemented within the
fuzzy logic controller itself. Instead, resorption happens as a separate post-proces-
sing step aer the concentration changes determined by the fuzzy logic controller
have been applied. In this step the actual resorption rates are computed fromman-
ually evaluating the corresponding fuzzy MFs for under-stimulation for both ε̂eff
and γ̂eff (see §C.2 for details).

Tissue Transformation Rates and Axisymmetry

Because themodel of bone segment transport (just as the original fracture healing
model) employs axisymmetry, one could ask whether this requires to adjust the
fuzzy logic controllers output and therefore the growth rate depending on the
distance to the axis of symmetry. We can easily show that this is not the case,
though:

Imagine a cross section through some arbitrary rotationally symmetric body,
orthogonal to the axis of symmetry. Because we model a growing domain, this
circular cross section has an area of A(t) = r2(t)π that depends on a radius that
changes over time; the perimeter of this area is given by U(t) = 2πr(t). Suppose
further the perimeter is lined with matrix producing cells of a density of ρ cells
per unit length that produce matrix at a rate of λ per unit of time.

We can now express the total growth rate in terms of cross-sectional area
caused by the matrix production of the lining cells as

Ȧ = Uρλ.

16 1 με := 1 μ = 10−6 = 0.0001%. I do not know why anybody would define or even use such a
completely redundant unit (aer all, it is just a renamed SI prefix), but it is in wide use in the
biomechanics community.
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Because of

Ȧ =
dA
dr

dr
dt

= 2πrṙ = Uṙ

we get

Uṙ = Uρλ

and thus

ṙ = ρλ ≡ const.

In other words: Radial growth rate is constant and does not depend on the radius
of the cross section, given the reasonable assumption that cell density and matrix
production rate does not depend on location.
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CHAPTER 3
Results

“No amount of experimentation can ever prove
me right; a single experiment can prove me
wrong.”

A E

“With four parameters I can fit an elephant,
and with five I can make him wiggle his trunk.”

J  N

e extensions described in the last chapter introduce plenty of new parame-
ters and options for tweaking the models behavior, for instance the stimuli delay
and memorization parameters tdelay, tmem and decay rate λdec (§2.3.4), the stimuli
sampling settings (average or current stimulus, peak tensile stimulus, §2.3.4), the
neighborship radius and weighting parameters radj and σadj (§2.3.5), the material
parameters m, γ, σyield and G of the visco-elasto-plastic material model (§2.3.3),
not to mention all the diverse options for controlling the specific distraction pro-
cedure itself (§2.3.2).

A systematic, automated search in this high-dimensional parameter space
for a “correct” set of parameters would be certainly desirable, but is not feasi-
ble without a formal definition of the search target (e. g. optima of some yet-to-
be-defined objective function, see also Chapter 4). Instead, a heuristic search ap-
proach, guided by educated guessing and comparisons to in vivo data, will provide
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appropriate parameters, such that the simulations’ results apparently reflect what
was found in the in vivo experiments.

3.1 Lateral Distraction
One key feature of the lateral distraction experiment is the well-controlled biome-
chanical environment, which, combined with the extensive amount of biome-
chanical tests, X-ray imaging and histological analyses, offers a suitable test bed
for calibrating the model’s parameters.

3.1.1 Baseline Simulation Results
To cover the scope of the performed experiment, we need to investigate three
different cases:

• e distraction group with a distraction increment of udistr = 0.27mm
applied at an interval of tdistr = 12 hours

• A control group with the plate fixed intra-operatively at 5.4mm above the
cortex

• An extra control experiment where the standard distraction protocol was
applied, but no holes through the cortex were drilled (aerwards referred
to as nDH group)

Distraction Group

Using the parameters tdelay = 5 days, tmem = 40 days and λdec = 0.005 days−1

for computing the effect of the mechanical stimulation on bone formation, the
model realizes a five days delay between mechanical stimulation and first pos-
sible occurrence of mineralized tissue as well as a total duration of effect of the
mechanical stimulation of 45 days.e values for these—completely phenomeno-
logical parameters—correspond to the findings in the in vivo experimentwhereby
even at day 70 post-op, 50 days aer the last distraction step, osteogenesis could
be observed [66]. Stimuli sampling only took peak strains into account. With this
parameter set the model predicts the following tissue differentiation progression
for the distraction group (Figure 3.1):

Aer a ten days latency period, i. e. starting with iteration 21, the first distrac-
tion step of 0.27mm is applied. Starting at the drill holes trough the cortex, at
this point vascularity (blood vessel density) has already advanced considerably
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Figure 3.1: Simulation results for the distraction group showing the development of blood vessel den-
sity (vascularity) and mineralized bone tissue (left), which is also guided by the averaged, delayed me-
chanical stimuli (right). Parameter settings: tdelay = 5 days, tmem = 40 days, λdec = 0.005 days−1,
m = 16, radj = 0.70mm, σadj = 0.30mm
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Figure 3.2: Fluorescence labeling of days 20 (Calcein Green) and 30 (Tetracycline) compared to corre-
sponding simulation results at iteration 40 and 60 respectively.

throughout the healing area (first row of Figure 3.1). Over the next iterations, rel-
ative vascularity slightly declines due to both the quickly increasing volume of
the healing area as well as the initially very high strains, but recovers quickly to-
wards the final stage of the distraction phase (iterations 21 through 40, rows one
through five, le outermost column).

Formation of woven bone starts aer iteration 30 (10 iterations aer the first
distraction step) when the time delay of the mechanical stimulus elapses. Miner-
alized tissue first appears within the drill holes where the mechanical strains are
comparatively moderate. Cones of newly formed woven bone reach an approxi-
mate height of 1.0mm by iteration 40, which corresponds well to the height of
0.96mm ± 0.77mm at day 20 determined in the experiment from fluorescence
labeling. By the end of iteration 60, the cones’ height has doubled to about 2.0mm,
analogous to the 1.83mm ± 0.81mm observed in the experiment at day 30 (Fig-
ure 3.2). ese simulation results therefore suggest an average growth rate of ap-
proximately 100 μm/day for woven bone which fits well to the bone apposition
rates of 92 to 110 μm/day found in the experiment.

X-ray imaging performed four weeks post-operatively also revealed first signs
of bone mineralization in the distraction group, which is in overall agreement
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3.1.1 Baseline Simulation Results
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Figure 3.3: X-ray images of the distraction site taken 4 weeks post-operatively (eight days after the dis-
traction phase had ended) show first signs of bone formation (left). The simulation predicts the occur-
rence of bony cones of comparable size for the corresponding simulation iteration 56 (right).

with the situation suggested by the simulation at iteration 56 (day 28 post-op),
although the amount of bone formation might somewhat lack behind of what
one would expect when looking at the corresponding X-ray images (Figure 3.3).

Towards the end of the consolidation phase, the area beneath the distraction
plate gradually transforms to become completely filled with woven bone. e ex-
perimental results confirm this outcome as in many cases bone formation did
indeed reach up to the titanium plate at 5.4mm above the cortex with an average
cone height of 4.42mm ± 0.96mm (Figure 3.4).

Control and nDH Groups

We can easily anticipate the simulation results for both the control (plate fixed
at 5.4mm intra-operatively) and the nDH groups (no drill holes): While in the
former case no mechanical stimulation occurs at all, the latter one does not allow
for revascularization from within the medullary cavity. However, bone formation
as formulated in the linguistic rules of the fuzzy logic controller requires both
mechanical stimulation and sufficient blood supply.us, the simulation predicts
no bone formation for both cases (Figure 3.5, le).

Yet, in the in vivo experiment limited bone formation on the periosteal and
endosteal surfaces as well as the drill holes could also be observed in the control
group.is effect, which is presumably caused by inflammation reactions and the
injured bone surface, cannot be captured by the numerical model in its current
incarnation.

Instead, I experimented with applying a single small strain step (≈ 0.02%)
during the first iteration which acts as a substitute for the biological effects not
covered by the model. is artificial stimulation then induces bone formation
for a limited amount of time. e bone formation pattern is similar to the one
observed in the experiment with bone first occurring in the drill holes and then
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3.1 Lateral Distraction
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X-ray image of a 3 mm histological slice
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Figure 3.4: The X-ray image of a histological slice of the distraction site shows that bone formation in
the in vivo experiment had already reached the distraction plate by day 70 (top). Similarly, the model
predicts that woven bone fills the entire space in between the cortical shell and the plate by iteration
140, while lamellar bone starts to appear inside and in close proximity to the drill holes (bottom left:
yellow/orange indicateswovenbonewhile red indicates lamellar bone; bottomright: thehealing region
is completely filled with mineralized bony tissue).

forming a thin layer on top of the cortex (Figure 3.5, middle). Osteogenesis ceases
by day 48 (iteration 95).ese results of course do not bear any predictive value in
the stricter sense; but it shows that the model could potentially reproduce the ob-
served effect if one incorporated the biological processes that cause these growth
patterns.

3.1.2 Sensitivity to Material Parameters
emodel seems to be able to simulate the overall osteogenic activity observed in
the in vivo experiment—at least with these particular parameter values. But how
does changing those carefully tuned parameters impact the simulation result?
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Control group
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Figure 3.5: Themodel does not predict any bone formation for the control groupwhere the distraction
plate was fixed at 5.4mm intra-operatively (top left). A single, very small initial mechanical stimulus can
serve as a substitute for the biological effects not covered by the model: In this case (top middle), the
predicted amount of bone formation is similar to that found in the experiment (top right). The bottom
image is a composite image of the predicted tissue distribution and filtered black andwhite version (for
better contrast) of the fluorescence image.
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3.1 Lateral Distraction

As discussed in §2.3.3, I had to essentially guess the viscoplastic material pa-
rameters as there are no reliable measurements available. It is therefore sensible
to assume that the chosen parameter values deviate considerably from the actual
material parameters. e question that remains is whether this deviation has any
noteworthy effect on the simulation results or if the model is insensitive to large
changes in these parameters.

Fortunately the apparent influence of the viscoplastic material properties γ,
σyield and G over a wide range (± one order of magnitude of the default setting) is
negligible (Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8).While the existence of basic stress re-
laxation behavior is certainly important to the healing outcome (§2.3.3), it seems
that a variation of the viscoplastic properties only has minor influence on the
long-term healing pattern, although combined variation of the parameters could
possibly amplify the effect.

3.1.3 Calibrating the Neighborship Settings
radj determines the spatial extent of the neighborship assigned to each element
(§2.3.5). It sets an upper limit to the maximum bone growth rate (growth rate
here again refers to the progression of the bone formation front, measured in
μm/day, not to a local concentration increase) as the average cell density within
the adjacency of an element must reach a certain threshold before the local bone
tissue concentration can increase (§2.3.6). If the fuzzy controller’s output was a
constant concentration delta of 1.0 and if the stimuli produced by all the adja-
cent elements were weighted equally and independently from their distance, the
bone formation front would move at a speed of radj/Δt. Notice that radj cannot be
reduced arbitrarily, as we need to make sure that the assigned neighborhood of
every element is non-empty. In the end, the minimum mesh resolution (or the
maximum inter-sample distance, respectively) poses a lower limit to radj.

radj really is just a truncation parameter for the convolution kernel that is used
to compute the weighted average tissue concentration in the adjacency of an ele-
ment. In principle one could choose a fixed but very large value for radj and instead
only adjust the Gaussian weighting function accordingly with its standard devi-
ation parameter σadj. For instance, increasing σadj boosts the influence of distant
neighbors (Figure 3.9). is approach also works on coarse meshes where a small
radj would potentially yield empty adjacency sets. An appropriate σadj could still
limit the influence of adjacent elements to the desired level, although the number
of adjacents per element was relatively large. Yet, a large radj comes at highly in-
creased computational cost, because the convolution kernel’s support has to grow
accordingly.
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3.1 Lateral Distraction
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Figure 3.9: The influence of surrounding tissue on the local differentiation process depends on a 2D-
Gaussian weighting function. Looking at the 1D-analogon reveals how different search radii radj can
lead to truncated convolution kernels. (Note that in order to compute weighted average densities, the
kernel needs to be normalized, while the plot shows unscaled weighting functions.)

In Figure 3.10, radj is fixed at 0.35mm while the standard deviation of the
weighting kernel is scaled from σadj = 0.075mmup to 0.600mm.We can observe
that increasing σadj accelerates bone tissue growth as expected, but also how the
relatively small search radius radj limits themaximum growth early as wemove to-
wards more uniform weighting (i. e. larger σadj): ere are only minor differences
between σadj = 0.150mm and σadj = 0.300mm and for σadj = 0.300mm and
σadj = 0.600mm, the predicted growth patterns are nearly identical.

Doubling the search radius to radj = 0.70mm gives more reasonable scaling
of the healing speed for weighting kernels with a standard deviation up to about
σadj = 0.300mm (Figure 3.11). Above that setting, we again hit the limitations
of the search radius. Only at radj = 1.40mm we can observe linear bone growth
speed scaling up to σadj = 0.600mm (Figure 3.12).

Given the desired results of mineralized bony cones of a certain height at days
20 and 30 (Figure 3.2) as well as fully mineralized tissue at the end of the experi-
ment (day 70), the use of a weighting kernel with σadj = 0.300mm results in ap-
propriate growth speed. For this choice of σadj a search radius of radj = 0.70mm
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3.1 Lateral Distraction

turns out to be sufficient; further increasing the considered neighborship has no
visible impact on the simulation results (Figure 3.13).

3.1.4 Time Step Size
e duration of each distraction and relaxation cycle is fixed at 12 h. ANSYS®
automatically chooses appropriate adaptive time stepping to solve the transient
structural-mechanical problem. e Euler integration procedure that realizes the
tissue differentiation process however uses a different fixed integration step size
Δt, which, in case of the original healing simulation, is equal to the duration of
one load step, i. e. 24 h for the fracture healing simulation. is would map to a
tdistr = 12 h integration time step size for the distraction simulation.

As described in §2.3.4, the distraction simulation now supports an arbitrary
time step size Δt (and conversely temporal resolution ϱΔt = 1/Δt) by increas-
ing the number of considered stimuli samples ndiff per distraction cycle, gen-
erated from either the peak strains alone or from ndiff distinct strain samples.
Bone growth rate converges towards an upper limit, if we successively double
ndiff from one up to 16 integration steps per 12-h-distraction cycle and hence set-
ting Δt = 12, 6, 3, 1.5 or 0.75 h (Figure 3.14): While, for instance, the difference
in growth speed between the results produced with ndiff = 1 and ndiff = 8 are
rather obvious (see especially the height of the cones at iteration 80 and later),
differences between ndiff = 4 and ndiff = 8, but in particular between ndiff = 8
and ndiff = 16 are barely visible.

3.1.5 Stimulus Delay and Memorization
e parameters tdelay, tmem and λdec determine how the strain history influences
the tissue differentiation process (§2.3.4): tdelay controls how long it takes until the
occurrence of a bone-growth stimulating mechanical signal is reflected in an ac-
tual increase of bonemineral density. tmem defines the extent of the stimuli history
the simulation takes into account when computing the current effective stimulus,
while λdec controls the rate of decay of the weighting function that assigns a rela-
tive weight to each of the stimuli of the strain history, depending on the amount
of time that has passed since they occurred.

Using a weighted, delayed strain history to compute the relevant mechanical
stimuli is a completely phenomenological approach to approximately describe the
much more complex underlying biological processes. tdelay can be interpreted as
the time it takes between the perception of a mechanical stimulus by a mechano-
sensitive cell, potentially triggering bone formation, and the beginning of themin-
eralization of the newly produced osteoid. We know that this delay should be in
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Figure 3.13: For σadj = 0.30mm a search radius of radj = 0.70mm is sufficient; larger search radii do
not result in significantly different simulation results.
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3.1.6 Continuous vs. Peak Sampling

the range of a few days [110]. Using tdelay = 5 days results in the baseline sim-
ulation (§3.1.1). But what happens if we change this setting? Imagining shiing
up the second column in Figure 3.15 by one row reveals a remarkable similarity
between the two columns: Increasing tdelay from 0 to 5 days from the first to the
second column simply delays tissue differentiation by that amount of time.ere-
fore the bone concentration plots on the diagonal (top-le to bottom-right) are
very similar to each other, whereby the choice of tdelay = 5 days matched best the
histological results from the experiment (§3.2).

Figure 3.16 displays the effect of varying the extent of the considered strain his-
tory from 10 up to 40 days. A short strain history results inmuch less pronounced
bony cones. In the case of tmem = 10 (le column) the mechanical stimulus dies
off quickly aer the end of the distraction phase such that the bone formation
front only reaches little more than half of the desired height.

While tmem acts like a hard cut-off for the influence of past stimuli (i. e. stim-
uli older than tmem have no influence at all on futher tissue transformation pro-
cesses), the weight of each stimulus captured by the strain history is determined
by a weighting function of the form w(t) = exp(−t λdec). By default, λdec is cho-
sen automatically in such a way that, depending on tdelay and tmem, the weight of
the most distant past stimulus reaches an arbitrary target weight (e. g. 1.0%). In
essence this means that increasing λdec should have a similar effect as decreasing
tmem while decreasing λdec should correspond to increasing tmem. In a way, the re-
lationsship between tmem and λdec is the temporal analogue to the (spatial) neigh-
borship parameters radj and σadj. And indeed, Figure 3.16 shows how lower decay
rates lead to more pronounced bony cones and longer sustained bone growth
whereas in the case of high decay rates bone growth stops shortly aer the end of
the distraction phase.

3.1.6 Continuous vs. Peak Sampling
e model of lateral distraction osteogenesis offers two different modes for sam-
pling the time-dependent strain signal (which I will hereaer refer to as sampling
strategies) by either taking the peak elastic strains as the decisivemechanical stim-
uli of a 12 hours distraction cycle according to the sampling function Speak or by
considering m equidistant strain samples, i. e. using Seqv (cf. §2.3.4). ε̂eqv and γ̂eqv
or ε̂peak and γ̂peak respectively are then added to the strain history of each element
from which the effective stimuli ε̂eff and γ̂eff are computed that are in turn fed into
the fuzzy logic controller (§2.3.4, page 78).

e former sampling strategy (peak strains) realizes the idea that mechanical
stimulation could effect the tissue differentiation response in an non-linear way,
i. e. a single but large enough stimulus could mask the effects of smaller stimuli
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Figure 3.15: Varing the mineralization delay tdelay between 0 and 10 days shifts the predicted bone for-
mation pattern accordingly.
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Figure 3.16: The simulation of the formation of bony cones of the desired height and the correct min-
eralization rate requires a stimulus history of around 30 to 40 days.
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Figure 3.17:Only a low enough λdec allows the prediction of bony cones (left). High decay rates on the
other hand yield a different mineralization pattern that also stops too early (right).
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3.1.7 Impact of Distraction Step Size and Frequency

following shortly thereaer.1 e later sampling strategy (continuous sampling)
does not assume such masking effects. Instead, it considers each stimulus equally
important to the tissue differentiation process, independent of both its own am-
plitude and that of any preceding stimuli.

In case of the continuous strain sampling strategy, growth of the bony cones
sets in earlier and the healing region is fully mineralized much earlier than when
using peak strains only (Figure 3.18). ese results can be explained quite easily:
With continuous sampling, the peak elastic strains are only a minor contributor
to the strain history and therefore the growth-inhibiting effect of the initially ex-
tremely high elastic strains fades of quickly, while with the peak strain sampling
strategy exactly these peak strains alone guide tissue differentiation during the
distraction phase. e overall mineralization pattern however is very similar for
both approaches.

3.1.7 Impact of Distraction Step Size and Frequency
As we learned in §1.4.1 two values characterize a distraction procedure: the first
one, called “distraction rate” and measured in mm/day, specifies the amount of
distraction that happens in a 24 h period. e second one is the number of dis-
traction increments per day. Yet, the choice of these parameters to describe a dis-
traction protocol (and even more so their names) is a bit unfortunate or even
downright confusing, as the distraction rate is really an average distraction rate
or, more precise, velocity and can only be understood in context with the implicit
knowledge of how the “distraction rate” is distributed over a day.

Let us therefore introduce a little more formal description of the distraction
procedure: A distraction protocol essentially specifies how one object gets dis-
placed in discrete steps from a reference position over time. Typically, each of
the displacement steps (or distraction increments [66]) is of the same amplitude
udistr and the time interval in between the steps remains constant at tdistr = f −1

distr
throughout the distraction phase.e achieved displacement at time t is therefore
given by the very straightforward expression

u(t) = udistr
⌊
t fdistr

⌋
.

1 Analogously, audio formats with lossy compression like MP3 exploit different kinds of limita-
tions of the human auditory system with the most prominent being the auditory masking effect
where louder sounds mask following, quieter sounds for a certain amount of time dependent
on the loudness of the first signal.
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Figure 3.19: In order to fulfill the constraint of achieving a displacement of 5.34mm within 10 days
of distraction (indicated by the dashed lines), one can either increase the distraction frequency while
decreasing the distraction step amplitude (red) or the other way round decrease the frequency and in-
crease the distraction increment (blue). The green graph represents the distraction protocol from Claes
et al. [66].

For simplicity we assumed that each distraction step happens instantly. In any
case, the derivative2 u̇ is a series of spikes or impulses that are spaced tdistr (or,
equivalently, occur at a frequency of fdistr).

Up to now we always assumed a distraction impulse amplitude of udistr =
0.27mm and a distraction interval of tdistr = 12 h, analogous to the experimental
setting [66]. Given the two invariants of the procedure, namely the total duration
of the distraction phase (10 days) and the desired target displacement of 5.4mm,
increasing the distraction frequency requires decreasing the distraction step am-
plitude accordingly and vice versa (Figure 3.19).

Applying the different distraction protocols displayed in Figure 3.19 suggests
that a “smoother” distraction protocol (higher frequency, smaller distraction in-
crements), i. e. a protocol that better approximates continuous distraction of the
form u(t) = Ct, leads to an accelerated bone formation rate (Figure 3.20). Espe-
cially in the early phases of distraction, where bone formation temporarily ceases
2 Although in the stricter sense u(t) is only differentiable at non-integer values for t (u(t) is dis-
continuous), one could still define a derivative in the distributional sense; moreover u(t) for a
real-world distraction protocol would probably be smooth.
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3.2 Bone Segment Transport

in case of both udistr = 0.27mm and udistr = 0.53mm because of the high initial
elastic strains, mineralization advances much faster when using a smaller incre-
ment of only udistr = 0.13mm.

If we relinquish the time constraint of a 10 days lasting distraction phase
we gain an additional degree of freedom and hence we are able to vary distrac-
tion frequency and the displacement step size independently. Changing the lat-
ter parameter (udistr) only yields distraction displacement graphs as shown in
Figure 3.21. Decreasing the distraction increment to udistr = 0.13mm leads to
less pronounced bony cones, while doubling udistr has the opposite effect (Fig-
ure 3.22).

Varying the frequency parameter fdistr instead gives superficially similarly look-
ing graphs for the distraction protocols (Figure 3.23). If we compare the predicted
mineralization patterns (Figure 3.23) to those where we varied udistr, we find that
we can identify pairs of distraction protocols that results in bone formation pat-
terns that exhibit similar features.

For instance, the application of both udistr = 0.13mm each tdistr = 12 h and
udistr = 0.27mm each tdistr = 24 h result in rather puny bone formation (le
columns in Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.24). On the other hand, udistr = 0.53mm
each tdistr = 12 h and udistr = 0.27mm each tdistr = 6 h lead to highly pronounced
bony cones and an overall higher bone formation rate.

Common to these matching pairs of distraction protocols is their average dis-
traction rate, i. e. the slope of a linear approximation of these stepped distraction
protocols. is suggests the average distraction rate u̇ to be the most important
factor to be considered, if one wanted to maximize bone formation speed, at least
in this kind of experiment.

3.2 Bone Segment Transport
Besides simulating lateral distraction osteogenesis, we alsowant to apply themodel
to a bone segment transport scenario (§2.4). Although this model is largely an ex-
tension of the lateral distractionmodel we studied in the previous section, we still
need to make sure that the bone segment transport model behaves as we expect it
to do.erefore let us first investigate themodel’s convergence behavior and over-
all stability as well as the influence of some global, unknown model parameters,
before turning our attention towards simulating the actual in vivo experiments.

3.2.1 Convergence Analysis
First we need to agree on a criterion for measuring and comparing the conver-
gence behavior of individual parameterizations of the model. A measure that is
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Figure 3.20: Bone formation patterns for different distraction protocols with a common distraction pe-
riod length of 10 days
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of distraction protocols for a fixed distraction frequency and varying distrac-
tion increments

both objective and easy to compare between models and the in vivo results is the
course of the time-dependent interfragmentary movement IFM(t). Note that in
contrast to in vivo experiments, we can directly measure the IFM in the numer-
ical model, by simply comparing the distance between the cortical fragments in
the unloaded state to the distance when the full physiological load Fpeak is applied.
Let us therefore define the healing time based on the inverse of IFM(t) as

theal := IFM−1(0.05mm).

e healing time is therefore the time span between the surgery and the point in
time when the IFM falls below a threshold value of 0.05mm. is value might
seem somewhat arbitrary at first, but it is in fact approximately the amount of
IFM predicted by the model just aer bony bridging has occurred.

is convergence analysis shall reveal how both spatial resolution ϱΔx = 1/Δx
and temporal resolution ϱΔt = 1/Δt influence the predictions of themodel. By the
term resolution I again refer to sampling density, both spatial and temporal, just
as we used the term throughout Chapter 2. In some contexts resolution is defined
as the distance between samples (e. g. time step size Δt, mean element size3 Δx).
As opposed to the latter notation, using the inverse instead (i. e. the density) has
the advantage that increasing the resolution leads to an approximation of higher
quality and vice versa.
3 Here the “size” of an element is the mean distance between the centroids of adjacent elements.
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Figure 3.22: Bone formation patterns for different distraction protocols with varying distraction step
size, but fixed distraction frequency.
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of distraction protocols for a fixed distraction displacement step size and vary-
ing distraction frequency

Besides the differences in resolution, the exact parameterization of the model
used to study the convergence behavior is of subordinate importance for now, as
we are only interested in relative differences between the models when changing
the parameters related to spatial and temporal resolution. Let us therefore use a
version of the model that uses basic, default parameters as described in the previ-
ous chapter and which corresponds to the best healing in vivo case which allowed
approximately 0.50mm of IFM during the consolidation phase.

Spatial Resolution

For this part of the analysis, only the parameter determining the coarseness of
the FE mesh should be varied to be able to estimate the isolated effect of mesh
resolution on the healing speed. Setting the neighborship search radius radj, i. e.
the support for the neighborship influence function, cf. §2.3.5, to a relatively large
constant value of radj = 2.40mm ensures that each element (sample) has a large
enough amount of neighbors, even in the case of very low spatial resolution. e
weighting kernel’s standard deviation parameter σadj is set to a constant 0.30mm.
e element sizes (mean distance between element centroids) considered are 0.15,
0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.90 and 1.20mm, corresponding to resolutions of 6.6, 3.3, 2.2,
1.6, 1.1 and 0.83mm−1 respectively.
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Figure3.25: Top:Withdecreasing element size (viz. inter-sampledistance)Δx and conversely increasing
spatial resolution (viz. sampling density) ϱΔx = 1/Δx the healing time converges to a value of about
69 days. Bottom: A non-linear regression model of the form theal = t(ϱΔx) = aϱbΔx + c (RMSE =
0.72 days, a ≈ −16.5, b ≈ −0.92 and c ≈ 68.9) confirms that observation.

While a simulation run with Δx = 1.20mm predicts a healing time of about
50 days, with increasing spatial resolution theal quickly converges to a value just
slightly below 70 days (Figure 3.25). Consequently the impact of increasing the
resolution diminishes with higher resolutions: While the predicted healing times
for Δx = 1.20mm and Δx = 0.60mm differ by 10 days, there is only a 2 days
difference le between Δx = 0.30mm and Δx = 0.15mm. Note that Figure 3.25
only shows the IFM starting with the consolidation phase, as there is virtually no
difference between the cases prior to that due to the rigid fixator.

Fitting a non-linear regression model of the form

theal = t(ϱΔx) = aϱbΔx + c
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3.2.1 Convergence Analysis

yields parameter values of a ≈ −16.5, b ≈ −0.92 and c ≈ 68.9 at an RMSE4 of
0.72 days (R2 = 0.98), implying that the predicted healing time will eventually
converge to approximately 69 days for Δx → 0mm.

When deciding which resolution is actually sufficient for our intended goal,
one has to consider the computational cost as well. As it turns out, the required
wall clock time grows disproportionately with the mesh resolution: Simulations
using the coarsest mesh configuration (Δx = 1.20mm) finish within about
15 hours when stimulating a total of 360 days of real-time. Δx = 0.30mm already
results in a total runtime of more than 98 hours and with Δx = 0.15mm the com-
putation time just downright explodes to a value of no less than 450 hours. Clearly,
a mesh resolution of ϱΔx = 3.3mm−1 (Δx = 0.30mm) offers a much better cost-
benefit ratio. e slightly reduced error of the higher resolution variant cannot
justify the massively increased cost, that is: prohibitively high computation time.
Let us therefore settle for Δx = 0.30mm.

For completeness, let us also have a look at how quadrilateral elements per-
form compared to the triangular element type we have used for the segment trans-
port model up until now. Albeit showing a similar convergence behavior, it turns
out that meshes of quadrilaterals seem to be more susceptible to numerical insta-
bilities at lower resolutions (Figure 3.26). One has to keep in mind, though, that
due to the different shapes the chosen resolution measure not easily compares
between the two mesh types. I suspect that the effect we observe here is likely a
consequence of the much more irregular, highly inhomogeneous mesh in case of
the quadrilateral elements (c. f. §2.4.1, page 107).

Temporal Resolution

Now let us investigate the influence of the time step size and thus the temporal
resolution on the predicted healing time. Considered integration time step sizes
Δt are 0.75, 1.50, 3.00, 6.00 and 12.0 hours, which translates to resolutions ϱΔt of
32, 16, 8, 4 and 2 integration steps per day of simulated real-time respectively. For
these simulations, Δx was set to 0.30mm and radj was set to the baseline value of
0.70mm (see also §3.2.2).

For the chosen values of Δt the predicted healing time varies between 81 and
67 days (Figure 3.27). e convergence rate is even higher than that observed un-
der an increasing spatial resolution; using the same non-linear regression model
yields parameter values of a ≈ 0.24, b = −1.61 and c = 66.5 for the fit (RMSE =
0.49 days, R2 = 0.99).

In contrast to the element size Δx, decreasing the time step size has only a
minor effect on the required computation time. By far most of the time is spent
4 Root mean square error
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Figure 3.26: For large element sizes and hence low spatial resolutions, the healing rate varies signifi-
cantly when switching from triangular finite elements to quadrilaterals. Yet, both converge to a com-
mon upper limit. It also seems that a triangle mesh provides more stable results at lower resolutions.

performing the non-linear FEA and increasing the temporal resolution induces
only slight overhead. Furthermore the computational cost depends linearly on the
temporal resolution; doubling the resolution approximately doubles the amount
of time required for the time integration procedure. For instance, with Δt =
1.50 hours the simulation runs for approximately 98 hours, while Δt = 0.75 hours
results in a marginally increased runtime of 102 hours. On the other hand, using
Δt = 0.75 hours does not provide us with significantly improved accuracy. We
will therefore use Δt = 1.50 hours (ϱΔt = 16 steps/day) henceforth.5 Also note
how these results match those for the lateral distraction case, where we also con-
cluded that a time step size of 1.5 hours suffices (§3.1.4).

Conclusions and Implications

Increasing the spatial resolution leads to an increase in the predicted healing time
(the lower the resolution the shorter the healing time). Increasing the temporal
resolution on the other hand has the exact opposite effect (the lower the resolu-
tion the longer the healing time). e sign of parameter a in the fitted non-linear
regression models reflects this antagonistic behavior. All results that follow have
been computed using Δx = 0.30mm (ϱΔx = 3.3mm−1) and Δt = 1.5 hours
(ϱΔt = 16 steps/day).

5 is time step size was also used for the spatial convergence analysis.
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Figure 3.27: Top: Increasing the temporal resolution by reducing the time step size of the Euler inte-
gration quickly leads to a converging solution. A time step size of Δt = 1.5 hours, corresponding to
m = 8 time integration steps per distraction cycle when tdistr = 12 hours, is sufficiently stable. Bottom:
Non-linear fit (RMSE = 0.49 days, a ≈ 0.24, b = −1.61 and c = 66.5)
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Figure 3.28: Using the same parameters for the model of bone segment transport as for the lateral
distraction model results in too early healing: Compared to the IFM measured at ten points in time in
the experiments, the IFM predicted by the simulation decreases too fast.

3.2.2 Parameter Calibration
If themodel were universally applicable to any kind of bone healing process, using
the calibrated model parameters from the model of lateral distraction osteogene-
sis to simulate bone segment transport should work as well. While both the pre-
dicted tissue concentration patterns and the healing times for the different cases
of dynamization relative to each other are reasonable, the predicted absolute heal-
ing speed is not: When comparing the course of IFM over time generated by the
simulation against the mean IFM measured in the experiments, the simulation
obviously overestimates the rate with which the IFMs decline over time for each
of the three investigated cases (Figure 3.28).

e fact that a single set of parameters does not work equally well to describe
both lateral distraction and bone segment transport indicates that the model in
its current form oversimplifies the process of bone healing, that it misses some
important phenomenon, which ultimately diminishes the predictive power of the
model (see also §4.1.2). As a consequence, we will have to recalibrate some of the
model parameters to cope with this deficiency of the model and to enable a better
simulation of the experimental situation described by Claes et al. [67] (§2.1.2).

Now the question arises, which of themany parameters we should consider in
this process. From my experience with the model, I know that the overall tissue
transformation rate and the extent of the influence of adjacent tissue on the local
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differentiation process are two crucial parameters to control overall healing speed.
At the same time, both parameters are afflicted with a huge amount of uncertainty.
In the (re-)calibration process we will therefore consider both h, a scaling factor
for the output of the fuzzy logic controller (concentration deltas), and σadj just
as defined previously (§2.3.5). For the model of lateral distraction osteogenesis h
was 1.0 and for σadj we determined a value of 0.30mm (§3.1.3).

A third parameter important for the predicted IFM during the consolidation
phase is the peak physiological load Fpeak. Because Fpeak is not present in the lat-
eral distraction case but a completely new parameter, the situation differs from
that of h and σadj. As discussed in §2.4.3, we do not have measurements of the
physiological loads. We do know however the average, minimum and maximum
body masses of the sheep, namely 80 kg, 63 kg and 100 kg [194]. We also know
that the average load to bodyweight ratio is approximately 0.64 [87]. If we can
further agree on interpreting “[...] inter-individual variability of up to 30% [...]”
[87] as absolute percentage points6 and henceminimum andmaximumobserved
load/weight ratios of 0.64 − 0.15 = 0.49 and 0.64 + 0.15 = 0.79, the minimum,
average and maximum physiological loads we could expect are

Fpeak, min = 0.49 · 63 kg · 9.81 N
kg ≈ 300N,

Fpeak, avg = 0.64 · 80 kg · 9.81 N
kg ≈ 500N and

Fpeak, max = 0.79 · 100 kg · 9.81 N
kg ≈ 780N.

For reasons of symmetry, let us further settle with a Fpeak, max value of 700N in-
stead.

Note that instead of Fpeak we could also choose to vary the (also largely un-
known) so tissue stiffnesses as both parameters behave antagonistically with re-
spect to the predicted amount of IFM: A higher physiological force leads to more
IFM, while stiffer so tissues decrease interfragmentary movement.

A full factorial design combining two levels for h (0.5 and 1.0), two levels for
σadj (0.15mm and 0.30mm) and three levels for Fpeak (300N, 500N and 700N)
results in 12 possible combinations for each of the three cases of dynamization
(allowed IFM xclear = 0.50mm, 1.20mm and 3.00mm) and hence a total of 36
different simulations. e goal is to find the parameter set that yields the lowest
prediction error for the three dynamization cases. Because the IFM course is the
only time-dependent and objective measure we have available for comparing the
in vivo to the simulated healing progress, let us define the root mean square error

RMSE =

√√√√1
n

n∑
i=1

(
IFMexp[i]− IFMsim[i]

)2

6 One alternative interpretation could be as relative variance of the mean 0.64, i. e. 0.64 ± 0.096
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and the mean absolute percentage error

MAPE =
1
n

n∑
i=1

∣∣IFMexp[i]− IFMsim[i]
∣∣

IFMexp[i]

with respect to the average measured movement IFMexp for each group of sheep
and the one predicted by the simulation IFMsim. Both error metrics score the
overall, accumulated error. Using these measures therefore does not free us from
manually checking the plausibility of the predicted IFM course. Furthermore, we
must not forget that we are facing an ill-posed problem: ere might be many
possible solutions that minimize the error, but only a subset of them will predict
reasonable tissue distributions.

Prediction Errors

Based on the RMSE, we can immediately rule out 700N for Fpeak (Figure 3.29):
for the case of 3.00mm of allowed IFM, the error is considerably higher than
for a load of 500N (but less than for 300N). e cases with xclear = 0.50mm
and 1.20mm achieve a minimum error in combination with a load of 300N. e
3.00mm case however cannot be adequately simulated using a 300N load as it
results in an initial IFM of only about 1.55mm, hence the large RMSE.

e parameter combination of Fpeak = 500N, h = 0.5 and σadj = 0.30mm
minimizes the average RMSE over the three cases. Although this parameteriza-
tion is not optimal for each individual case, it minimizes the overall prediction
error (gray bars in Figure 3.29).

eMAPEdisplays the same tendencies, but at a scale relative to themeasured
values. As a consequence, small absolute errors can lead to comparatively large
MAPEs, if the measured values are very small as for the 0.50mm and 1.20mm
cases towards the end of the consolidation phase.

Predicted IFM

e IFM course predicted by the chosen parameter set closely follows the exper-
imental values for the 3.00mm case (Figure 3.30). In accordance with the com-
puted mean errors, the results for the other two cases are not optimal, but still
capture the overall progression and the correct relation of healing speeds with
the 0.50mm case being the one to heal the fastest, while the 3.00mm case can be
considered “not (yet) healed” by day 85.

When evaluating the performance of the simulation by comparing against in
vivo data, one needs to keep in mind that those measurements are of limited ac-
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Figure 3.30: From the investigated parameter combinations, Fpeak = 500 N, h = 0.5 and σadj =
0.30mmminimizes the mean RMSE. For the case of 3.00mm allowed IFM (bottom), the parameter set
with the lowest mean error coincides with the best fit for this specific case.
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curacy and precision as well. Furthermore interindividual differences in behavior
(e. g. experience of pain) anatomy and physiology between the six sheep of each
group can lead to high scatter in themeasured data. As a consequence, deviations
of the predicted IFM from the average measured IFM on a sub-millimeter scale
can be safely considered irrelevant (Figure 3.31).

3.2.3 Baseline Results
In the previous section we have already seen the predicted IFM course for the
different groups (Figure 3.30). Besides looking at the IFM, we also need to ensure
that the predicted evolution of the tissue concentration patterns is plausible. We
will therefore first investigate the predicted time dependent two-dimensional tis-
sue distributions before we examine the local course of mechanical stimuli and
concentrations at specific points of interest within the healing region.

Tissue Distribution

Because the distraction phase is identical for all three cases of dynamization xclear =
0.50mm, 1.20mm and 3.00mm, Figure 3.32 wraps up the changes in bone and
cartilage concentrations, vascularization and the two effective mechanical stim-
uli γ̂eff and ε̂eff for each of the three groups. Aer the latency period of 4 days we
can spot a small amount of revascularized tissue in direct vicinity to the cortices.
Similarly, some revascularization has happened from the surrounding so tissue.

By the end of the distraction phase, only small amounts of new mineralized
bone tissue has formed and only in the periosteal region at some distance from
the fracture site. ere is no mineralized bone tissue inside the gap yet, which
corresponds well to the histological findings [194]. In fact, due to the very stiff
fixation, the cortices are actually understimulated, leading to slight resorption.

e simulation furthermore predicts a relative low amount of cartilage be-
tween 10% and 20% that forms during the initial latency period and which then
stays almost constant during the distraction phase. Also notice, how the effec-
tive dilatational strain ε̂eff swaps its sign not right at the beginning of the distrac-
tion phase, but gradually due to the delay and averaging mechanisms involved
(§2.3.4).

In the consolidation phase, the three groups evolve in differentways due to the
varying degrees of dynamization applied. In Figure 3.33 we see the progression
of the relative (mineralized) bone tissue concentrations cb, i. e. the sum of the
relative woven bone concentration cw and the lamellar bone concentration cm.
Here the 0.50mm case displays the fastest bony bridging, while both the 1.20mm
and 3.00mm cases show clearly delayed healing. Yet, according to the model all
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Figure 3.31: Plotting the full IFMdata for all individual animals of the in vivo study reveals large interindi-
vidual differences between the six sheep of each group.
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3.2 Bone Segment Transport

of the three cases have the potential to heal eventually. Note however that in the
experiments the animals were killed at day 84; the simulation results for the later
consolidation phase are therefore purely hypothetical and cannot be corroborated
by empirical evidence anymore.e lack of data onlymakes for a highly uncertain
and maybe even unreliable extrapolation.

Extending the simulated time span even farther by simulating up to 320 days
of real time reveals how the bone slowly recovers not only its basic functional-
ity, but also gradually restores its original shape (Figure 3.34). Again, the model
predicts significant delay for the 3.00mm case.

e predicted degree of vascularization reflects those for the relative miner-
alized bone tissue concentration (Figure 3.35): While the 0.50mm case is fully
vascularized at day 55, the 1.20mm case still displays unvascularized regions at
day 75. Because of the large IFMs in the 3.00mm case, vascularization has not
been restored even at day 95.

In the simulation, the amount of cartilage tissue inside and near the gap in-
creases during the early consolidation phase (Figure 3.36). e cartilage is subse-
quently transformed into woven bone via endochondral ossification, again corre-
sponding well to the histological findings of the experiments where in all groups
both intramembranous and endochondral ossification was observed [194].

Figure 3.37 compares an X-ray of an animal of the 0.50mm group taken af-
ter killing (day 84) to the corresponding bone tissue distribution predicted by
the simulation for iteration 168. When comparing the two images, keep in mind
that the X-ray projects a three-dimensional density distribution into two dimen-
sions, while the plot of the relative bone concentrations represents a cut through
the three-dimensional geometry. In case of an X-ray, the total X-ray attenuation
decreases towards the edges of any spherical or cylindrical structure purely for
geometrical reasons, which is not the case for the plots of the simulation results.
Although these fundamental differences makes any direct comparison difficult,
both images display extensive bony bridging, the fracture is obviously healed at
this point in time.

In contrast, the 3.00mmgroup shows no sign of bony bridging at day 84, both
on the X-ray and in the simulation result (Figure 3.38).

Local Tissue Concentrations and Stimuli

Let us now switch to amore local point of view,more precisely, let us have a closer
look at one single point in the healing domain, the center of the distraction gap. In
the 0.50mm case, we see how the peakmechanical stimuli decrease exponentially
during the distraction phase (Figure 3.39). During consolidation up until about
day 65 the stimuli only decrease slightly (on log scale) just to decrease rapidly
shortly thereaer due to the ongoing endochondral but also intramembranous
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3.2 Bone Segment Transport

ossification. e bumps in the stimuli signals between about day 125 and day 175
can be explained by maturation and reorganization processes of the bony tissue.

In the 1.20mm case we can observe almost the same patterns, but delayed by
approximately 25 days (Figure 3.40). Also, the peak cartilage concentration at the
center of the gap is considerably lower than in the 0.50mm case.

Both γ̂ and ε̂ are obviously larger in the 3.00mm case, further delaying the
healing process by approximately another 50 days (Figure 3.41). Interestingly, the
bone concentration decreases again aer day 260: Because of the larger callus, the
load is transferred over a larger cross-sectional area and hence the mean density
of the supportingmaterial can be lower.at said, the location of bony bridging is
also slightly shied into the peripheral regions of the callus rather than occurring
right at the center of the gap, further affecting the exact distribution of mineral-
ized tissue.

Figure 3.43 compares the course of distortional strain γ̂ at various locations (cf.
Figure 3.42) for the different cases of dynamization. Generally, γ̂ decreases much
faster for xclear = 0.50mm than for both xclear = 1.20mm and 3.00mm.e same
applies for ε̂ (Figure 3.44), although the differences in the consolidation phase are
less clearly visible due to the linear scale of the plots and the disproportional large
peak strains at the beginning of the distraction phase.

3.2.4 Simulating Fracture Healing
Now that we have modified and extended the model to fit the three cases of bone
segment transport, can it still adequately represent ordinary callus healing? e
original Ulm healing model upon which the distraction model is built is based
on the experimental results from Claes et al. [71]. Here the authors investigated
a total of six animal groups featuring different approximate osteotomy gap sizes
of 1mm, 2mm and 6mm and small (≈ 7%) or large (≈ 30%) initial interfrag-
mentary strain (IFS), controlled by a mechanism similar to that controlling the
allowed IFM xclear in the distraction experiments.

Simulating this situation only requires few minor changes to the simulation:

• Disable the post-op latency period

• Disable the distraction procedure

• Adjust the gap sizes for the six different groups

• Adjust the global fixator stiffness and the xclear parameter

All other parameters stay unchanged.
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Gap, centrally Callus, centrally

Callus, proximallyGap, proximally

Probe locations

Figure 3.42: Figures 3.43 and 3.44 show γ̂ and ε̂ at different locations in the healing region, marked in
the above example plots by the white circles.

In Figure 3.45 we see comparison plots between the measured IFM at eight
time points and the IFM course predicted by the simulation for all six groups.e
model is able to represent both the initially measured IFM and the general trends
in healing speeds, although it might slightly underestimate the IFM up until week
three for group F. For all gap sizes, the variant featuring the small allowed IFMand
hence the small initial IFS (blue in Figure 3.45) heals significantly quicker than
the corresponding large strain group (red). e gap sizes on the other hand only
play a comparatively minor role for the healing success, except maybe for group
B that, albeit belonging to the groups with high initial IFS, shows considerably
faster healing than both groups D and F.

e distribution ofmineralized bone tissue in the healing region reflects these
findings (Figure 3.46): e groups featuring the small IFM (groups A, C and E)
form considerably smaller calli, bony bridging occurs in the gap. Except for group
B, bridging in the large strain groups occurs much later and at first only in the
peripheral region of the callus where the strains are low enough to allow bone
formation.

3.2.5 Bone Maturation and Remodeling
e model of bone segment transport7 introduces additional parameters to de-
scribe the maturation and remodeling process of bone tissue (§2.4.5):

Δcm e rate of maturation, viz. the amount of immature woven bone replaced
by lamellar bone per time step

7 …which, to some extent, is also a viablemodel for general callus healing processes as we learned
in the previous section
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Figure 3.45: Minor parameter adjustments enable the simulation of the fracture healing experiments
performed by Claes et al. [71]. The predicted IFM courses largely comply with the measured IFM for the
six different cases.
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3.2.5 Bone Maturation and Remodeling

Δcmax
w, res emaximum amount of woven bone resorbed per time step due to under-

stimulation

Δcmax
m, res e maximum amount of lamellar bone resorbed per time step due to un-

derstimulation

Precise values for those parameters are largely unknown and can only be guessed
from certain qualitative assertions. For instance, resorption of woven bone pre-
sumably happens at a faster rate compared to lamellar bone, because of the larger
free surface area of woven bone.

In this section we want to investigate, how changing the default parameter
values for maturation and resorption impacts the simulation results and whether
a different choice of parameters could potentially lead to more realistic bone dis-
tribution patterns. Hereinaer, the model for the 0.50mm case from Claes et al.
shall serve as the baseline simulation for the parameter variations (cf. §3.2.3) [67].

Maturation Rate

In the implementation of the model the maturation rate Δcm is not defined di-
rectly, but rather derived from the maximum bone formation rate Δcmax

b (roughly
18% of the total tissue represented by each sample volume can be transformed to
mineralized woven bone within 12 hours) by scaling it with a factor we may call
μ from hereon,8 hence

Δcm = μΔcmax
b .

By default, μ is set to a value of 0.1, that is: Lamellar bone replaces woven bone at a
rate ten times slower than the formation rate of woven bone and thus the amount
of lamellar bone can increase by at most 1.8% (more precisely: percentage points)
each 12 hours.

Figure 3.47 shows the effect of varying μ between 0.025 and 0.400 on the pre-
dicted IFM course during the early consolidation phase: there is none or at least
no noteworthy effect; the differences between the curves are negligible.

In contrast to the IFM, changing μ does impact the callus size and shape in
the later consolidation phase considerably (Figure 3.48): With higher maturation
rates, the callus can be resorbed more quickly due to the more rapid stiffening of
the bone tissue complex, leading to reduced strains. Conversely, in case of lower
maturation rates the callus persists for a longer period of time.
8 I call μ relative maturation rate, though strictly speaking, it is really a relative relative rate as it
scales the relative quantity Δcm.
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Figure 3.47: Changing the default relativematuration rate μ = 0.100 only has negligible impact on the
IFM during the consolidation phase.

Whether the choice of μ = 0.1 is in some sense “optimal” must remain unan-
swered. Maybe a slightly lower value would produce seemingly more realistic tis-
sue distributions. On the other hand, we do not yet have any experimental data
available that could tell us with certainty.What wemight do based on the results is
hypothesize that, for instance, the maturation rate supposedly were at most about
10% of the (woven) bone formation rate.

Resorption Rate of Woven Bone

A second important parameter for the simulation of the remodeling process is
the rate at which bone tissue is resorbed, specifically the woven bone resorption
rate. e actual amount of resorption Δcw, res depends on the degree of under-
stimulation (cf. §C.3); the maximum amount Δcmax

w, res however is again defined in
terms of the woven bone formation rate:

Δcmax
w, res = ρwΔcmax

b

Here the factor ρw relates the maximum woven bone resorption and formation
rates in a linear manner. In all the previously performed simulations, we assumed
ρw = 1.0, i. e. woven bone can be resorbed at the same maximum speed it can
form. Is this a plausible assumption?

As with μ before, varying ρw has no visible effect on the IFM (Figure 3.49).
Neither setting the resorption rate to a quarter of the original value, i. e. ρw = 0.25,
nor quadrupling it to ρw = 4.0 results in notably different IFM courses. Why
are these results to be expected? ρw only affects woven bone that is subject to
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Figure 3.48: A higher bone maturation rate allows for quicker resorption of the bony callus.
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Figure 3.49: Varying the relative woven bone resorption rate ρw has no visible effect on the IFM. ρw =
1.0means that woven bone can be resorbed at the same rate as it can form.

resorption. Under-stimulated bone however hardly bears any load and thus can
affect IFM only marginally, if at all. Ergo, changing the resorption rate of under-
stimulated woven bone simply cannot have a huge impact on the IFM.

ρw slightly influences the distribution of bone tissue in the callus as super-
fluous bony tissue is resorbed earlier for higher values of ρw (Figure 3.50). Yet,
changing ρw does not dramatically alter the overall appearance of the callus, nor
does it affect the long-term evolution of the bone tissue distribution.

Resorption Rate of Lamellar Bone

e last parameter involved in the simulation of the remodeling process is the
maximum resorption rate of lamellar bone:

Δcmax
m, res = ρmΔcmax

b

By default (ρm = 0.25) it is a quarter of the woven bone formation rate and hence
also a quarter of the woven bone resorption rate, because, as mentioned in the
previous section, ρw defaults to 1.0. is implies that in the simulation model
resorption of woven bone proceeds four times as quickly as the resorption of ma-
ture, lamellar bone.

Resorption is a surface process and therefore depends on the tissue’s “surface
density” (free surface per unit volume); because lamellar bone is less porous and
features a higher apparent density thanwoven bone, it makes sense to assume that
resorption of lamellar bone proceeds at a different rate than in woven bone [36].
By varying ρm, we can explore how different relative resorption speeds for mature
bone influence the healing process.
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Figure 3.50: Higher resorption rates lead to slightly earlier resorption of under-stimulated bony tissue,
but ρw does not affect the shape and size of the callus in the long term.
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epredicted IFM seem to be counterintuitive at first (Figure 3.51, top):Why
would the IFM beginning with day 19 decrease in case of higher resorption rates
(ρm = 0.5 and 1.0)—and why only temporarily up until about day 30? Shouldn’t
there rather be a tendency for higher IFMs as potentially more of the stiff cortex
is resorbed?

As it turns out, the way I measure IFM in the model can be misleading under
high resorption rates: IFM as shown in the top graph in Figure 3.51 is defined
as “true” IFM, that is it measures the relative motion of the cortical segments to-
wards each other. During the post-OP latency period and the distraction phase,
we can observe some resorption of the original cortical bone due to the very rigid
fixation. Especially for high resorption rates, this initial resorption severely re-
duces the stiffness of the cortical segments. Whereas 100% cortical bone behaves
almost rigid in comparison to the so tissuematerials, the cortex is now subject to
significant compressive strains when loaded with Fpeak. Conversely, the interfrag-
mentary strain and hence the movement inside the gap must decrease, because
the total strain is now distributed over the full height of the healing region instead
of being concentrated in the distraction or fracture gap.

In practice though, experimenters do not report the “true” IFM as defined
above, but instead some indirect yet related measure, for instance the shorten-
ing of the fixation device or relative pin movement, which provides a measure
for the global stiffness of the healing region. Applying this measure to the model
indeed yields the figure one would expect (Figure 3.51, bottom). Now, higher
resorption rates lead to consistently slightly increased IFM throughout the con-
solidation phase due to the globally reduced stiffness.

e effect of increased resorption of lamellar bone on the bone tissue distri-
bution is more apparent in the very late phases of healing and remodeling (Fig-
ure 3.52). Essentially, higher values for ρm cause a more rapid resorption of the
bony callus.

3.2.6 Soft Tissue Material Properties
e model for bone segment transport introduces a few new additional so tis-
sue types not present in the original Ulm fracture healing model: bone marrow,
muscle tissue and a skin layer (§2.4.1). Now, when I say e. g. “muscle tissue” this
should be taken with a grain of salt: All those components are modeled as sim-
ple isotropic, linear elastic materials (with additional viscoplastic properties) and
their sole purpose is to reduce artificial strain concentrations that would other-
wise arise at the boundary of the healing domain. Most certainly, they are not
an accurate simulation of the corresponding real tissues; and precisely because
they are merely rough approximations, it is important to know the impact of the
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Figure 3.51: In the early consolidation phase the “true” IFM, i. e. the relative movement of the cortical
segments, first decreases for high lamellar bone resorption rates: During the distraction phase, the orig-
inal cortex has been partially resorbed and now carries a significant amount of the total strain due to
the reduced stiffness (top). This phenomenon cannot be observed when measuring IFM based on fix-
ator shortening (or, equivalently, based on the height difference of the loaded and unloaded healing
domain), because it measures global instead of local movement (bottom).
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Figure 3.53: The stiffness of the connective tissue, by default Ect = 2.0MPa, strongly affects the IFM,
especially during the consolidation phase. Ect = 1.0MPa even leads to non-union for the 3.00mm
bone segment transport case.

chosen material parameters on the simulated healing process. Furthermore, the
same issues apply to the “connective tissue” type inherited from the Ulm fracture
healing model.

Young’s Moduli

e default stiffnesses for the involved tissues are those given by Table 2.2 on
page 111. Let us examine how changing those values impacts the results produced
by the simulation:

Connective tissue Initially we consider the healing region to consist of 100%
connective tissue. Changing the stiffness of this tissue from its default Ect =
2.0MPa directly influences the mechanical stimuli in this region and can there-
fore have a tremendous effect on the simulation results. Indeed,withEct = 1.0MPa
the 3.00mm bone segment transport case does not heal anymore (Figure 3.53).
Setting Ect = 4.0MPa results in considerably reduced IFM from the beginning of
the consolidation phase.

e increased strains for the low stiffness setting effectively inhibit full revas-
cularization of the healing region (Figure 3.54, le). As a consequence we end
with a non-union, because of insufficient blood supply for bone formation.

Bone marrow In contrast to the stiffness of the fibrous connective tissue, the
Young’s modulus for bone marrow Emarrow has only little influence on the IFM,
whether it is set to 0.5MPa, 1.0MPa or 2.0MPa (Figure 3.55). It does influence
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Figure 3.54: Too soft connective tissue results in parts of the callus to stay permanently avascular, which
is why bony bridging cannot succeed, ultimately resulting in a non-union (left). The default setting (mid-
dle) and the stiffer version (right) both allow for bony bridging eventually, but at different speeds.

whether bony bridging happens in the periphery of the callus or more medullarly.
Yet, the healing speed hardly differs between the alternatives.

Muscle tissue Muscle tissue surrounding the fracture site accounts for a large
fraction of the total cross-sectional area of the FEmodel (cf. §2.4.1). Consequently,
the Young’s modulus Emuscle of this tissue type has an evident effect on the global
stiffness ofmodeled region andmodulates the predicted IFMcourse (Figure 3.56).
For instance, doubling the Young’s modulus to 3.0MPa leads to a drop in initial
IFM of approximately 0.9mm. Varying Emuscle in the chosen bounds however is
not critical for the overall healing outcome, all simulations predict bony bridging.

Skin e thin skin layer has only little influence on the stiffness of the model:
ere is virtually no difference between Eskin = 0.75MPa, 1.50MPa and 3.00MPa
(Figure 3.57).
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Figure 3.55: The stiffness of the bone marrow has only little effect on the IFM.
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Figure 3.56: Varying the muscle tissue’s Young’s modulus Emuscle modulates the IFM and can lead to
slightly delayed healing, but overall is not critical for the healing outcome.
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Figure 3.57: The Young’s modulus of the skin layer has only little effect on the IFM.

Viscoplastic Properties

Besides the linear elastic properties like the Young’s modulus, all materials have
viscoplastic properties as well (§2.3.3). e default settings are σyield = 10−3 E
(static yield stress), ET = 10−2 E (tangent modulus) and γ = 10−6 s−1 (fluidity pa-
rameter), cf. Table 2.1 on page 77. Because the chosen values for these parameters
are even less certain than those specifying the elastic behavior, we will consider a
much larger range of possible values by varying the parameters by ± an order of
magnitude.

As there are only subtle differences in IFM between the variations, we will
instead have a look at the time-dependent elastic strains (distortional and dilata-
tional strain) inside the fracture gap during the first four distraction steps, that is
the first 48 hours of the distraction phase.

Static yield stress e (static) yield stress σyield is essentially a threshold value,
controlling at which level of stress the material starts to “flow,” i. e. when perma-
nent, plastic deformations start to occur according to the von Mises yield crite-
rion. In the model, the specific value depends on the Young’s modulus in a lin-
ear manner. Increasing this relation from 10−3 to 10−2 decreases the rate of re-
laxation and thus results in higher elastic strains throughout the relaxation time
(Figure 3.58). Decreasing the relation to 10−4 however has only little effect on the
time-dependent strain, presumably, because the stresses inside the fracture gap
already by far exceed the original yield limit for pure connective (haematoma)
tissue of 10−4 · Ect = 2.0 · 10−4 MPa = 200 Pa. Hence, lowering the limit cannot
contribute much anymore to the total plastic deformation.
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Figure 3.58: Increasing the yield stress to σyield = 10−2 E results in increased elastic strains inside the
fracture gap. Note that the negative peaks of dilatational strain at the end of each 12 hour cycle are
caused by the sinusoidal physiological load Fcyc(t) and not by the distraction load.
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Figure 3.59: Interfragmentary strains inside the fracture gap for tangent moduli ET = 10−3, 10−2 and
10−1 ·E

Tangent modulus e tangent modulus specifies the stress-strain relation for
the plastic range of the bilinear isotropic material model, again defined in terms
of a fraction of the Young’s modulus (cf. Figure 2.19 on page 76). is time, both
raising the ratio from the original setting of 10−2 to 10−1 and lowering it to 10−3

significantly affects the interfragmentary strains (Figure 3.59). In the former case
the persisting elastic strains increase considerably, while in the latter case they
are strongly reduced due to the lower effective stiffness of the so tissue material
undergoing plastic deformation.

Viscosity, fluidity e fluidity parameter γ directly and linearly influences the
plastic strain rate (see page 76). Consequently we also see an impact on the decay
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Figure 3.60: The fluidity parameter γ controls how quickly the stored elastic deformation energy can
dissipate, transforming elastic into plastic deformations. For lower values of γ, a larger fraction of the
initial elastic strains persists until the end of each relaxation period.

rate of the persisting elastic strains, where higher values of γ lead to a quicker
dissipation of the stored elastic energy and vice versa for lower values of γ.

3.2.7 Influence of the Postoperative Latency Period
Up until now we have tweaked three kinds of model parameters: Parameters like
mesh resolution or time step size really are just artifacts, which arose from dis-
cretizing the domain. On the other hand, there are those parameters represent-
ing properties given by nature like growth rates or tissue material properties, but
which are not well-known or even completely unknown. And third, there are the
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3.2 Bone Segment Transport

parameters describing the mechanical load and boundary conditions (e. g. phys-
iological load).

Now we will focus on a fourth kind of parameters that are both well-known
and readily adjustable both in reality and the model to influence the healing pro-
cess. In this section we start this endeavor with investigating the length of the
postoperative latency phase tlat on the total healing duration.

Zero up to 4 days of latency result in virtually indentical IFM courses and
healing durations for the 0.50mmbone segment transport case (Figure 3.61, top).
With tlat ≥ 8 days however, the potential benefits of the latency phase no longer
outweigh the costs and the total healing time increases, although the initial IFM
at the beginning of the consolidation phase is slightly lower than for tlat ≤ 4 days.
e required amount of consolidation yet slighlty decreases with longer latency
phases (Figure 3.61, bottom). Hence for tlat ≥ 8 days the simulation predicts a
quicker maturation of the bony callus, but at the cost of an increased total treat-
ment time.

Plotting the total healing time theal as defined in §3.2.1 against the length of
the latency phase tlat demonstrates the relationships described above even more
clearly (Figure 3.62, top): While for tlat ≤ 4 days the healing time almost plateaus
at 66 to 67 days, maybe showing a slight tendency towards faster healing for a
mildly increased latency phase of tlat = 4 days, theal increases perfectly linear for
tlat > 4 days. e additional duration of the latency phase simply adds to the total
healing time, but does not improve the healing rate anymore. Furthermore, while
a latency phase of 4 days reduces the required maturation time by at least 4.5 days
compared to the case with no latency phase, this positive effect quickly (in fact,
exponentially) diminishes with increasing latency phases (Figure 3.62, bottom),
even though the model ignores additional drawbacks of excessively long latency
phases like the increased risk for infections.

As a consequence of these results, one could hypothesize that it is reasonable
to keep the latency phase as short as possible, although strictly zero latency is
likely neither achievable nor desired in reality due to additional real-world con-
straints neglected by the model.

3.2.8 Impact of Dynamization
e parameter xclear controls the amount of allowed IFM (i. e. dynamization) in
the consolidation phase (cf. §2.4.1). In the in vivo experiments, the 0.50mmgroup
performed best regarding the healing success, while the 3.00mm group showed
delayed healing.What happens for other values?Whatmight be an optimal choice
for xclear?
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Figure 3.61: Post-op latency phases of up to 4 days result in almost identical IFM courses, while longer
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required amount of consolidation time alone decreases slightly for longer latency phases (bottom).
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Figure 3.62: Beyond a latency phase length of 4 days, the total healing time increases linearly with tlat
(top). The amount of required consolidation only slowly decreases (at a decreasing rate) for tlat > 4 days.

Figure 3.63 (top) demonstrates how small amounts of IFM can increase the
healing speed slightly, but even more so how too flexible fixation can have an
detrimental effect on the healing outcome. Of the simulated cases of dynamiza-
tion, xclear = 0.50mm results in the shortest healing time (Figure 3.63, bottom).
e healing times increase again somewhat for values much below 0.50mm due
to less mechanical stimulation, but the effect of delayed healing is much more
pronounced for values greater then about 0.75mm where the mechanical stim-
uli prohibit quick revascularization and intramembranous ossification and the
healing time rises rapidly.

Besides some numerical noise, the relationship between xclear and theal is al-
most purely quadratic up to 1.20mm with a predicted minimum somewhere
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Figure 3.63: The amount of dynamization directly affects the healing success and duration: Both too
flexible and too stiff fixation delays the healing process. The model predicts an optimal value between
0.25 and 0.50mm for xclear.

around 0.35mm. On the other hand, theal does not increase indefinitely with xclear;
instead, theal plateaus at around 131 days starting with xclear = 2.0mm. Above this
margin the IFM does not change much anymore, since the 500N of physiological
load combined with the fixator force-deflection characteristics limits the achiev-
able IFM to a maximum of about 3.2mm.
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3.2.9 Distraction Protocols
ree parameters completely determine the distraction or segment transport pro-
cedure:9

• the total desired transport or distraction distance, which in the case of the
experiments by Claes et al. was xtrans = 15mm (cf. §2.1.2),

• the distraction increment, displacement or pulse amplitude udistr (0.5mm)

• and the relaxation time or distraction interval tdistr (12 hours).

From those, one can derive further characteristic parameters like

• the average transport or distraction velocity vdistr = udistr/tdistr (“distraction
rate”)

• or the number of distraction steps required to reach the desired distance
ndistr = xtrans/udistr.

Leaving all parameters at their defaults and only varying udistr thus also influences
vdistr and ndistr and therefore both the slope the overall “smoothness” of the asso-
ciated displacement curve u(t) (Figure 3.64). Because different distraction am-
plitudes require a different number of distraction steps to reach xtrans, the value
of udistr directly influences the total length of the distraction phase as well. Yet,
only extremely low values affect the total healing time considerably (Figure 3.64,
bottom). e 0.25mm case for instance results in a healing time of 80.5 days, i. e.
14 days longer than the base case, while the distraction phase is 15 days longer;
it seems natural that the longer distraction phase is the sole reason for the pro-
longed healing time. Increasing the distraction amplitude further up to 1.0mm
has only little effect on the healing time. e advantage of a shorter distraction
phase meets the disadvantage of increasing interfragmentary strains and in the
end the shortening of the distraction phase at the expense of increased strains
does not pay off anymore.

e consequences of changing the interval between the distraction steps are
analogous, but also somewhat bigger (Figure 3.65): With 89 days, the 24 hours
case’s healing time has increased by 22.5 days over the base case, although the dis-
traction phase again only lasts 15 days longer. A shorter relaxation time of 6 hours
leads to marginally quicker healing (62.75 days).

Now let us compare distraction protocols that all provide the same average
distraction velocity vdistr, but that distribute the distraction increments differently,
spatially and temporarily. Does smoother, quasi-continuous distraction enhance
9 For further details, the reader may also want to consult the remarks at the beginning of §3.1.7.
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Figure 3.66: Breaking down the distraction procedure into both spatially and temporarily smaller incre-
ments approximates a smooth displacement curve. The numericalmodel favors such protocols, predict-
ing shorter healing times.

the healing outcome? According to the numerical model and in agreement with
the simulation results for the lateral distraction case (§3.1.7), the answer is a cau-
tious “yes” (Figure 3.66):e variants featuring the smaller increments and higher
frequencies do heal faster than the 15 step variant by about 10 to 11 days. e 60
step variant however does not provide any further benefit over the default 30 step
distraction protocol.

Comparing two corresponding pairs of the other protocols we examined be-
fore further corroborates the hypothesis that quasi-ramped distraction might be
beneficial over stepped application: 0.5mm of distraction each 6 hours performs
better than distracting 1.0mm each 12 hours (62.75 vs. 65.00 days) and similarly
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0.25mm each 12 hours leads to faster healing than 0.50mm each 24 hours (80.50
vs. 89.00 days).

3.2.10 Optimizing for Healing Speed
Once we have a sufficiently accurate simulation of bone healing available, we will
want to use it to optimize treatment procedures, for instance bone segment trans-
port. Although themodel described in this work in its current state does not qual-
ify for direct clinical application as it is only calibrated for one single experiment
and moreover describes bone healing in sheep, we can still use the model to ex-
plore how such a parameter optimization could be performed in principle. For
example, we can ask the model, which treatment parameter combination mini-
mizes the predicted healing time theal for the bone segment transport experiment.

Unfortunately, global optimization is an expensive search problem in general.
Probabilistic methods like simulated annealing or heuristics like particle swarm
optimization are robust and do not require gradient information, but only con-
verge slowly and hence require many, oen hundreds or even thousands, model
evaluations to yield reasonably accurate results [174, 179]. Considering the com-
putational cost of the simulation (wallclock time for a single run: 5 to 7 days on
two AMD Opteron 2218 dual core CPUs), these methods are not viable choices
for our concerns.

Instead of performing the optimization directly on the full model, we con-
struct a simplified, a surrogate model or response surface, which allows quick eval-
uation and gradient computation. But how can we find such a surrogate? e
response surface methodology (RSM) performs a set of experiments and then fits
a hypersurface via linear least squares regression to the gathered data to find ap-
proximate relationships between the independent and the dependent variables
[43]. In case of finding the response surface for a numerical model, the results
of the “experiments” are simply the model responses of interest, e. g. the healing
times for different parameterizations of the model.

e first step thus is to define the kind of response surface we want to fit.
A full second-order model incorporating both first-way interactions and purely
quadratic terms approximating the model response y = theal depending on the
four treatment parameters tlat, xclear, tdistr and udistr is

theal(x) = y = β0 + β1tlat + β2xclear + β3udistr + β4tdistr
+ β5tlatxclear + β6tlatudistr + β7tlattdistr
+ β8xclearudistr + β9xcleartdistr + β10udistrtdistr
+ β11t2lat + β12x2

clear + β13u2
distr + β14t2distr + ε(x)

= xTβ+ ε(x)
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3.2.10 Optimizing for Healing Speed

with

x =
[
1 tlat xclear udistr tdistr · · · t2distr

]T ,

the coefficient vector β with 15 components and the approximation error ε(x).
Note how this response surface is non-linear with regards to the treatment param-
eters, but linear in its coefficients, i. e. it is a linear combination of the components
of x. Otherwise, this model would require non-linear regression. Also note that
such a model typically only works well locally, i. e. in the immediate neighbor-
hood of the data samples it is based on, as it is unlikely to be able to represent the
complicated behavior of the full numerical model over a wide parameter range.

e next task is to find the unknown coefficient vector β. Given the above sur-
rogate model and assuming we had a set of n designs (model parameterizations)
and knew the corresponding n responses y ∈ Rn, we can estimate the relationship
between the treatment parameters and the predicted healing times as

y = Xβ+ ε

with the residuum vector ε and the design matrix

X =
[
x1 x2 · · · xn

]T ∈ Rn×15.

According to the least squares criterion, we define the optimal coefficient vector
β̂ to be the vector which minimizes the squared 2-norm of ε, i. e. the sum of the
squared residuals:

β̂ = argmin
β

∥y− Xβ∥2

Using this optimized coefficient vector hence yields the best possible approxima-
tion ŷ of the true model response y under the chosen surrogate model:

ŷ = Xβ̂ = y− εmin

We have not yet discussed how to determine the set of model designs. e
Box-Behnken experimental design is optimized for fitting second order response
surfaces, while requiring comparatively few model evaluations [42]. I used the
GNU R package rsm to generate a Box-Behnken design for the above mentioned
four independent variables [196, 257]; this results in a total of 25 designs (6 blocks
à 4 cases with 2 varied parameters per block plus one center point, Table 3.1).

Based on this sample, the intercept for themodel determined via least squares
regression is10

β̂0 = 8.053 · 101,
10 Units omitted for succinctness, rounded to four significant digits
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3.2 Bone Segment Transport

Table 3.1: Constructing a second-order response surface for the distraction simulation based on four
treatment parameters requires a 25-cases Box-Behnken “experimental design” (25 sampling points). De-
sign no. 25 is the center point.

Design ID tlat (days) xclear (mm) udistr (mm) tdistr (hours) theal (days)
1 0 0.25 0.50 12 66.00
2 8 0.25 0.50 12 70.50
3 0 0.75 0.50 12 71.00
4 8 0.75 0.50 12 74.50
5 4 0.50 0.25 6 67.00
6 4 0.50 0.75 6 61.00
7 4 0.50 0.25 18 98.25
8 4 0.50 0.75 18 70.50
9 0 0.50 0.50 6 61.00

10 8 0.50 0.50 6 64.00
11 0 0.50 0.50 18 73.50
12 8 0.50 0.50 18 80.25
13 4 0.25 0.25 12 82.00
14 4 0.75 0.25 12 81.00
15 4 0.25 0.75 12 65.00
16 4 0.75 0.75 12 70.50
17 0 0.50 0.25 12 77.00
18 8 0.50 0.25 12 84.00
19 0 0.50 0.75 12 63.50
20 8 0.50 0.75 12 69.00
21 4 0.25 0.50 6 61.00
22 4 0.75 0.50 6 69.75
23 4 0.25 0.50 18 78.75
24 4 0.75 0.50 18 79.50
25 4 0.50 0.50 12 66.50
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3.2.10 Optimizing for Healing Speed

the coefficients for the linear terms are

β̂1 = −7.292 · 10−2

β̂2 = −3.633 · 101

β̂3 = −8.4417 · 101

β̂4 = 2.087,

the first-way interactions

β̂5 = −2.500 · 10−1

β̂6 = −3.750 · 10−1

β̂7 = 3.906 · 10−2

β̂8 = 2.600 · 101

β̂9 = −1.333

β̂10 = −3.625

and the quadratic terms

β̂11 = 6.836 · 10−2

β̂12 = 4.800 · 101

β̂13 = 8.650 · 101

β̂14 = 6.597 · 10−2.

As it turns out, the chosen response surface can represent the model behavior in
this parameter range rather well with the adjusted coefficient of determination
being R2

adj = 0.948 (R2 = 0.978) and an RMSE of only 1.27 days. Also for the
individual designs, the relative error is much less then 5% for the majority of
cases (Figure 3.67).

We can now minimize the response surface to find an approximately optimal
combination of treatment parameters. Let us assume the following quite liberal
bounds for the treatment parameters:

tlat ∈ (0,+∞)

xclear ∈ (0,+∞)

udistr ∈ (0,+∞)

and

tdistr ∈ (0,+∞)
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Figure 3.67: The healing time predictions based on the surrogate model differ from those of the full
simulation by only±3 days: The fitted response surface is a good approximation of the full distraction
simulation within the parameter range used to find the response surface’s coefficients.
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3.2.10 Optimizing for Healing Speed

e quasi-Newton L-BFGS-B optimization method11 finds a minimum healing
time ŷmin at the following location12 [47, 227, 331]:

tlat ≈ 2.256 days
xclear ≈ 0.2615mm
udistr ≈ 0.4536mm
tdistr = 0.0000 hours

⇒ ŷmin ≈ 56.55 days

Unfortunately, this result is only of limited value: It suggests an infinite13 distrac-
tion rate vdistr. e model cannot reflect the possible negative effects of too fast
distraction and blindly minimizes the healing time at all costs. Also note that
both the optimized tdistr parameter and vdistr fall outside the range used for fitting
the model coefficients, where the average distraction velocity reached no more
than 3.0mm/day for design no. 6.

To fix this issue, we are le with two options: We could either choose a more
complicated model or define additional constraints the solution must fulfill. For
the purpose of this proof-of-concept demonstration, let us take the easy way and
impose the following additional inequality constraint:

vdistr =
udistr

tdistr

!
≤ 2mm/day

is constraint ensures that we stay well within the parameter bounds we used
to fit the model coefficients. SLSQP (sequential least squares programming) pro-
vides a way to solve such optimization problems and delivers the following opti-
mum [187]:

tlat ≈ 0.7614 days
xclear ≈ 0.3249mm
udistr ≈ 0.5338mm
tdistr = 6.406 hours

⇒ ŷmin ≈ 58.75 days

Figure 3.68 shows slices through the response surface at the stationary point.
Does the full healingmodel agree on this prediction? Indeed, the surrogatemodel
11 As implemented by SciPy in scipy.optimize.fmin_l_bfgs_b
12 Using the exact analytical gradient instead of a numerical approximation
13 In IEEE 754 floating-point arithmetic, dividing a positive number by zero yields +inf for reasons

of practicality and contrary to real arithmetic [154].
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3.2 Bone Segment Transport

seems to be a very good local approximation of the distraction simulation: Using
these parameters, the simulation predicts a healing time of theal ≈ 58.99 days, i. e.
the difference between the surrogatemodel’s prediction and that of the full model
is theal − ŷmin < 0.25 days or 0.25/58.99 < 0.5%.

If constrained to vdistr
!
≤ 1mm/day the optimization procedure determines

the following optimum:

tlat ≈ 0.0 days
xclear ≈ 0.4091mm
udistr ≈ 0.4905mm
tdistr = 11.77 hours

⇒ ŷmin ≈ 64.68 days

Besides the suggested, unrealistic zero-day latency period, these treatment param-
eters are astonishingly close to those of the 0.50mm group of the experiments
performed by Claes et al.; on average this group showed by far the quickest heal-
ing (see Figure 3.31, page 162 for comparison). is could imply, that the chosen
parameters were already nearly optimal under the given constraints.
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3.2.10 Optimizing for Healing Speed

Figure 3.68: Slices through the response surface at the global minimum for vdistr ≤ 2mm/day
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CHAPTER 4
Discussion

“I’m still confused—but on a higher level.”
E F

“Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are
useful.”

G E. P. B

In the previous chapter we learned what the models of lateral distraction and
bone segment transport predict for different parameterizations and to which de-
gree they can approximate the results of the experimental studies.We also already
discussed some of the aspects of the results that are of local interest only. In this
chapter, I would like to take on a broader view:What canwe learn from themodel
regarding the mechanisms of bone healing? Are the predictions of the model
truly meaningful? What answers does the model reveal—and which new ques-
tions does it imply? What are the limitations of the model and is there a way to
overcome them in the foreseeable future?

4.1 Evaluationof theModel’sMerits andDeficiencies
But first things first: e primary goal of this work was to augment the already
existing model of fracture healing based on the tissue differentiation hypothe-
sis by Claes and Heigele with a description of the mechano-biological processes
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4.1 Evaluation of the Model’s Merits and Deficiencies

involved in distraction osteogenesis. Assuming this model augmentation is ade-
quate, that its implementation is correct and that the underlying differentiation
hypothesis is valid, the model should now be able to predict how the outcome de-
pends on both general initial and boundary conditions and the treatment param-
eters in particular. In this section, we shall therefore investigate to which degree
the model does fulfill this aspiration.

4.1.1 Lateral Distraction
Notwithstanding the rather obvious limitations of the model, yes, the model is in-
deed able to capture the main characteristics of distraction osteogenesis as Claes
et al. observed them in the experiments: For the lateral distraction case, themodel
is able to reproduce the occurrence of bony cones above the holes through the cor-
tex. According to the performed simulations, those structures occur because of
the lower strains in the regions above the drill holes, leading to both quicker (re-
)vascularization and an earlier start of ossification processes than in the surround-
ing tissue subject to higher strains. Bymaking bone growth depend on the stimuli
history instead of a single stimulus only and by introducing an explicit miner-
alization delay, the model is now able to predict a realistic average growth rate
of 100 μm/day (averaged over the distraction and consolidation phases), which
agrees with the experimental findings that vary around this value as well.

Yet, the experiments provide essentially only three samples in time regarding
the height of the mineralized tissue and hence the time-dependent growth rate,
namely the fluorescence labelings performed at days 20 and 30 and histological
slices from the end of the experiment 10 weeks post-surgery (Figure 4.1). Note
that this last sample is of limited value for tracking the time-dependent growth
patterns as it only indicates that the newly formed bone tissue has reached the
titanium plate at the end of the experiment; it however provides no informa-
tion about when this did happen. ese sparse data must suffice to calibrate a
vast amount of model parameters, obviously a highly underdetermined problem,
again strikingly displaying the core difficulty one encounters when solving ill-
posed inverse problems [136].

e consequence of this is that the model has to introduce further hypotheti-
cal information in the form of assumptions about plausible solutions (regulariza-
tion). Unfortunately a falsification or confirmation of those assumptions cannot
be based on the same data used to fit the model in the first place. In the end, gath-
ering more, but also more precise data is the inevitable and only way to further
refine the model with respect to predicting the time-dependent growth process
and observed tissue distribution patterns.
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Figure 4.1: To characterize the growth of the bony cones over time, Claes et al. measured the extent of
ossification for each sheep over three to six drill holes at days 20, 30 and after killing. In the figure, each
combination of color andmarker shapedenotes a certain sheep. Note that the results of each timepoint
are jittered horizontally to avoid too much overlapping, but all data within a single box describes the
state of ossification at exactly one point in time. Because of the huge intra- and inter-individual variance,
but also the low temporal resolution—in particular between days 30 and 70—the data provides only
little indication whether a certain model is a valid fit.

A realistic simulation of the control group (i. e. a single initial distraction step
with no further stimulation) seems to be hardly possible with the currently used,
comparatively simplistic model of bone growth: Despite the lack of mechanical
stimulation, the drill wholes got filled with bony tissue in the experiments. Be-
cause the model can only explain bone formation induced by mechanical stim-
ulation, it therefore must fail in this situation where inflammation processes (or
other effects neglected by the model) probably play a much more crucial role in
explaining this phenomenon. Only a model that takes biological processes like
inflammation in much more detail into account than the current model does can
likely ever be able to correctly predict such observations. is could be achieved
in a future iteration of the model by incorporating ideas found in dermal and
epidermal wound healing models [219, 321, 233, pp. 441–533].

On the other hand, one might still be able to circumvent this problem by ini-
tializing the history of mechanical stimuli to a sensible state instead of simply
assuming zero stimuli for the time before the surgery. e residual memorized
stimuli might then be enough to cause osteogenesis inside the drill holes. In that
case however the question arises, how to determine such a “sensible” initial stim-
uli history in the first place.
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4.1 Evaluation of the Model’s Merits and Deficiencies

4.1.2 Bone Segment Transport

Prediction of IFM

Given the large inter-individual variability in the available measurements of IFM,
the model generally is able to predict the course of IFM for the three investigated
cases qualitatively, i. e. the simulations result in impaired healing for under- and
overstimulation, but also quantitatively to a reasonable precision with an average
error of only a few days.

While there is experimental data available regarding the time-dependent IFM,
judging the plausibility of the predicted tissue distribution patterns poses much
more difficulties due to the scarce data available for validation, which essentially
boils down to a few histological slices and some X-rays, both of which don’t tell
much about the evolution of the tissue distribution within the healing region.

Delayed Mineralization

Probably one of the most striking features regarding the predicted tissue compo-
sition is the fact that by far most of the calcified tissue only starts to appear af-
ter the end of the distraction phase. Histological findings seem to confirm these
results: e results of fluorescence labeling with calcein green at the end of the
distraction phase and with tetracycline at week seven post-op suggest that there
has only been a small amount of mineralized tissue inside the fracture gap right
aer the distraction phase and that most of the calcification must have happened
aerwards [194, p. 72].

e same kind of delayed mineralization in the case of lateral distraction and
findings by other groups further support these simulation results [268, 323]. If
the majority of mineralization of the newly formed bone tissue did indeed hap-
pen only aer the distraction phase, this would also challenge hypotheses that try
to explain the exceptional osteogenic properties of callus distraction by the possi-
bility ofmaintaining a fracture gap of a constant size that is optimal for intramem-
branous bone formation when applying an appropriately adjusted distraction or
transport rate. Unfortunately, neither the experimental data nor the simulation
can answer the question from where and how quickly the unmineralized bone tis-
sue spreads, as this tissue is not visible on X-ray images and the model does not
explicitly consider osteoid concentration either.

Cartilage Distribution

e simulations also predict low amounts of cartilage all over the healing area
and slightly higher concentrations of cartilage near and inside the fracture gap.
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Figure 4.2: Deactivating tissue differentiation rule 12 reduces chondrogenesis considerably.

e linguistic rule responsible for this phenomenom is rule 12, inherited from
the original Ulm fracture healing model, which essentially demands that the car-
tilage concentration increases even under low to moderate compressive strains
(Figure 4.2, see also Appendix C).

Laule found signs for endochondral ossification and cartilage tissue in all
three groups, in particular inside and near the fracture gap [194, pp. 65 sqq.],
which could suggest that the simulated cartilage tissue distribution may indeed
be not that unrealistic aer all. In fact, themineralization patterns during the con-
solidation phase are very similar to ordinary fracture healing, themain difference
being the superior initial vascularization, despite the large gap.

Still, without more experimentally backed information about the role of car-
tilaginous tissue and endochondral ossification in this specific case of bone seg-
ment transport these results are certainly more speculation rather than credible
conclusion. It is furhtermore possible that the cartilage tissue observed by Laule
simply is an artifact of undesired shear movement, which the fixation system
could not prevent completely [24]. Although there exists a wealth of research re-
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4.1 Evaluation of the Model’s Merits and Deficiencies

garding the role of cartilage and chondrocytes in distraction osteogenesis, those
results hardly apply to the specific situation the numerical model tries to recreate
and are thus of limited value for validation purposes [167, 200, 220, 323].

Model Parameters

A truly “complete” model of bone healing ought to be able to describe any case of
bone healing with the same set of model parameters. As discussed before, this is
not the case for the model I presented in this thesis as the simulation of bone seg-
ment transport requires a slightly different configuration compared to the lateral
distraction case (cf. §3.2.2). Although the presented model therefore cannot be a
universalmodel of distraction osteogenesis, the good news is that the used param-
eter sets differ only with respect to the value of the peak physiological load Fpeak
and the global tissue transformation rate scale factor h. As the former parameter
does not even exist in the model of lateral distraction, i. e. Fpeak is an entirely new
parameter introduced specifically for the simulation of bone segment transport,
calibrating Fpeak independently is hardly an issue.

h on the other hand is interesting insofar as it globally impacts the tissue
transformation rates and thus subsumes several growth rate influencing biologi-
cal variables like for instance species, gender or age. While Claes et al. measured
a mean woven bone formation rate of 100 μm/day for the lateral distraction case
in sheep, Aronson reports about formation rates of approximately 200 μm/day in
adult humans; obviously, bone formation rates can vary widely depending on the
aforementioned biological influences, none of which the current model captures
in detail [13, 66]. e fact that the simulation of bone segment transport requires
h = 0.5 implies that for some reason the average bone formation rate under bone
segment transport was about just half as high as that observed in the lateral dis-
traction experiment. Interestingly, we also saw that the same parameterization is
suitable for simulating ordinary fracture healing in sheep.

Simplified Load Signal

e assumption of a peak physiological load Fpeak that is constant throughout the
treatment time is another simplification, to be sure. In reality, individuals would
adapt weight bearing depending on the respective healing progress. Simply forc-
ing somemeasured profile onto themodel however would not do any good either:
Just as the load-induced strains drive the tissue differentiation process, there in
turn would have to be a feedback loop controlling the load. To produce a realistic
load profile, such a feedback control would have to take into account things like
global stiffness or even individual behavior patterns and resistance to pain. Essen-
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tially one would have to model parts of the behavior of sheep under the described
experimental situation.

Another possible issue with the current implementation of the physiological
load is that it acts only during the last few minutes of each distraction cycle for
reasons of keeping the computational cost reasonable (cf. §2.4.3). Other models
simply neglect the existence of high-frequency cyclic physiological loads during
the distraction phase all together [162, 259]. While such a pragmatic approach
may be fine if one assumes that during the distraction phase the tensile strains
are the only noteworthy mechanical stimulation, the physiological cyclic com-
pressive loads during the distraction phase can indeed be of similar magnitude
(cf. Figure 3.58 on page 191 and Figure 3.59, page 192). Granted, including only a
few cycles at the end of the distraction phase is not a perfect solution either. But at
least this technique allows to investigate how the maximum compressive strains
could potentially affect distraction osteogenesis (see §4.2.1).

4.1.3 General Modeling Issues
Some more general modeling issues affect both the model of lateral distraction
and that of bone segment transport in a similar fashion. Let us briefly discuss
the impact of those aspects and whether these might limit the applicability of the
model.

Geometry

e models’ geometries are highly simplified versions of the respective true geo-
metrical features: Because I chose to base the model of lateral distraction osteoge-
nesis on the plane stress assumption, themodel cannot represent the drill holes in
full fidelity, i. e. as cylindric entities. Analogously, the bony “cones” are not really
cones as well. e question is whether this inaccuracy could severely affect the
predicted ossification patterns.

What we are interested in is the bone tissue distribution in a section received
from cutting through the center of the drill holes. A cut not going through the
center of the holes has to look differently for different drill hole shapes simply for
geometrical reasons. As the geometrical differences at the fringes of the holes can
influence the 2D strain field on the centered slice only via the comparatively weak
Poisson effect, it is unlikely that the minor geometrical differences on the fringes
of the holes can severely affect the distribution of bone tissue on a centered slice.

But what if we play the pedantic? As an alternative approach, an axisymmetric
model could seemingly represent a single cylindrical drill hole in a more realistic
manner and would require modeling half of a hole only. While an axisymmet-
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Figure 4.3: Instead of a grid of round drill holes, the plane stressmodel really represents a single infinite
“rail” of square holes. An axisymmetric model would be able to represent a single drill hole, but not its
interactions with adjacent drill holes.

ric model could certainly better represent the local geometry of the hole, further
complications arise: As the drill holes form a regular grid, the distance between
the centers of the drill holes is not constant in each angular direction. Hence, in
reality each angular section of each drill hole and the bony cone eventually emerg-
ing from it is exposed to the influence of a varying number of neighboring cones
at varying distances; thus an axisymmetric model is not totally accurate as well,
neither regarding the biological boundary conditions norwith respect to pureme-
chanics (Figure 4.3). e only truly more accurate solution possible would be a
(muchmore costly) fully three-dimensional model capturing a, for instance, 2×2
sub-grid of drill holes, subject to appropriate biological andmechanical boundary
conditions.

In contrast to what the model of bone segment transport assumes, real sheep
metatarsals of course are not perfect cylinders either. But if we modeled the ge-
ometry in a more realistic manner, e. g. based on CT data of an individual, what
could we potentially gain? e goal of this modeling attempt is to understand
how distraction osteogenesis, how bone healing works and how external treat-
ment parameters influence the healing process in general. In that context, artifi-
cially restricting the applicability of the model to a single individual would make
no sense.1

On the other hand, chances are that the inter-individually varying anatomy
indeed impacts the absolute healing times by influencing the strain distribution
inside the healing area. In that light and given that themodel should represent the
healing process in an average sheep (which is a purely statistical construct), one
could consider replacing the current generic geometry with some kind of “aver-
age anatomy.”Whatever the influence of such anatomical details might be though,
it is important to keep in mind that the absolute predicted healing times for in-
dividuals are not of primary interest for the model in this stage of development,
1 Fitting such an individualized model to the data of other individuals would not make any sense,
as we do not know the influence of the inter-individual variability of the anatomy.
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but rather the successful prediction of relative differences between different treat-
ments. A potentially more realistic “averaged anatomy” would not help much in
that regard.

Material Properties

As we have seen, the material properties of the involved so tissue types are not
only highly uncertain or even completely unknown, but the model is also very
sensitive with respect to some of the material parameters, especially the Young’s
modulus of the fibrous connective tissue (§3.2.6). at being said, as we do know
the approximate target IFM for each case, we can tweak either the Young’s modu-
lus or the equally uncertain physiological load parameter Fpeak to achieve a strain
field that approximates that of a true fracture callus; and the fact that the pre-
dicted stresses are unreliable is not critical for a tissue transformation model that
depends on (elastic) strains only.

A potentially important effect the model does not capture in its current form
is the maturation of the initial fracture haematoma: e fibrous connective tis-
sue material in the model represents both so granulation tissue and the stiffer
mature form of connective tissue proper. In reality, though, the global stiffness
of the fracture and/or distraction callus and hence the IFM should change over
time even before cartilage or mineralized bone tissue starts to appear solely for
the maturation and reorganization processes happening in the so tissue compo-
nents. An implementation of so tissue maturation would require the relation of
the stiffnesses of the immature and mature forms of the tissue to be known ap-
proximately, such that the model could be calibrated against the measured IFM
just as before by either scaling Fpeak or both Young’smoduli by the same factor. Ad-
ditionally, such a feature would demand introducing a supplemental set of tissue
transformation rules and corresponding fuzzy membership functions governing
the maturation processes.

As the distraction callus is subject to both compressive (walking) and tensile
load (distraction), the distinct response of the different fibrous tissues types to
these two modes of loading should be incorporated into the model: Although
the distraction step itself udistr is a forced displacement and hence anisotropic
material behavior could not impact the total distraction displacement, material
anisotropies like fibrous tissue’s comparatively high tensile stiffness surely would
have an effect on the simulated reaction forces (e. g. pre- and post-traction forces).
One also has to keep in mind that even seemingly tensile-only loads induce both
tensile and compressive strains due to Poisson’s effect and hence the relation of
compressive to tensile stiffness matters also in the case of pure distraction and
when neglecting physiological loads. More importantly, the simulation of the
physiological load is force controlled and thus directly depends on the involved
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so tissues’ resistance to compressive deformation. One consequence of model-
ing inherently anisotropic tissues as isotropic materials is that I had to reduce the
Young’s modulus of the fibrous connective tissue, the muscle tissue and the skin
in order to reach to desired level of IFM (cf. §3.2.6). e thereby reduced global
stiffness however also leads to unrealistically low pre- and post-traction forces.

Although the model does consider the viscous properties of the tissues, again
the parameters describing those properties are largely unknown (cf. §2.3.3). e
influence those parameters have depend on the chosen stimuli sampling strategy:
e peak sampling-strategy Speak is largely immune to the relaxation behavior
and hence the predicted tissue distributions are very insensitive with regards to
the specific visco-plastic properties of the so tissue, as long as the specified flu-
idity allows for sufficient stress relaxation and the elastic strains do not accumu-
late too quickly (cf. §3.1.2). Combining the continuous stimuli sampling function
Seqv with the chosen viscosity parameters leads to much quicker bone formation,
though, because in this case, the majority of the governing stimuli are compara-
tively low (cf. §3.1.6). Because the viscosity parameters control how quickly the
elastic strains relax, the model using Seqv would indeed be sensitive to those ma-
terial parameters.

Unfortunately, those problems are hard to come by. Only experiments could
provide more precise data about the viscous behavior of the involved organic tis-
sue types. As long as such data is not available, there is little hope for considerable
improvement in this area.

Model of Tissue Transformation

Although the set of linguistic rules governing the tissue transformation process
in the model undoubtedly strongly simplifies the complex mechano-biochemical
interplay in real organisms, the simulation results suggest that such amodel is still
adequate for a rough approximation of the healing process. True, the model does
not simulate any of the underlying intra- and inter-cellular processes like matrix
and growth factor production or cell proliferation andmigration in any detail and
operates at a macroscopic level; ideally, such macroscopic behavior should not be
defineddirectly (somemay like to call this “phenomenological”), but emerge from
a precise simulation of those basic processes.

Yet, given that there is virtually no quantitative data available about those un-
derlying biological processes, simulating those explicitly would introduce a large
amount of additional unknown parameters. On the other hand, the currently
used model simply cannot express some of the phenomena encountered in the
real world adequately (for instance strain-direction aligned tissue growth due to
anistotropic collagen fiber alignment in the ECM, chemotactically controlled or
bio-chemically coupled growth and remodeling processes); for these cases, a care-
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ful extension of the model might indeed be justifiable (see §4.3 later in this chap-
ter).

e fuzzy logic based tissue differentiation model furthermore contains un-
certain information in form of the parameters specifying the shape of the mem-
bership functions (MFs) used to fuzzify and defuzzify the in- and outputs (cf. Ap-
pendix B and Appendix C). In combination with the aforementioned rules, each
fuzzy set defined in this manner determines the range of biological and mechan-
ical stimulation, which triggers certain cellular behavior, but also the intensity
of the reaction (controlled via the output MFs). Unfortunately, nobody can tell
how those MFs exactly relate to the activities of cells in reality and whether the
means of fuzzy logic suffices to encode the presumably highly non-linear true
input-output relationships in living organisms.

e core problem here probably is that most of those parameters are hardly
measurable at all, because they subsume multiple real phenomena: For instance,
bone growth in the model depends, among other things, on the average bone
tissue concentration within the adjacency of each point in the bone tissue con-
centration field. In reality though, the fact that bone tissue is deposit (mostly) on
the surface of already existing calcified tissue can be explained by the underly-
ing cellular activities, i. e. osteoid producing lining cells in this case, presumably
stimulated (or rather: not inhibited) by nearby osteocytes. While measuring at
least some of the involved biological and bio-chemical parameters quantitatively
might be possible—even if it is not presently, I do believe it will become possible
in the foreseeable future—manually translating those measurements to macro-
scopic, tissue-level MFs and linguistic rules will proof to be the true challenge.

Ultimately these problems result from the chosen level of abstraction at which
the model operates: Instead of simulating fundamental processes from which the
system’s behavior emerges, the model consists of a few, rather complex ad hoc
rules, ought to directly describe the observed effects. In fact, it operates on a level
analogous to geocentric models of Aristotle and Ptolemy in celestial mechanics,
requiring auxiliary concepts like epicycles and deferents to predict planetary or-
bits. And just like Kepler’s laws of planetarymotion and the evenmore fundamen-
tal Newtonian laws of motion and universal gravity made those concepts dispens-
able, maybe we should follow a similar Divide and Conquer strategy2 and replace
the complex ad hoc rules with a system of simple but fundamental processes. In
our case this would mean resorting to cellular, maybe even molecular modeling
as a tool for deducing the macroscopic rules required for efficient organ-level sim-
ulations.

2 “Divide each difficulty into as many parts as is feasible and necessary to resolve it.” [83]
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4.1 Evaluation of the Model’s Merits and Deficiencies

Spatial Discretization

It is no surprise that the spatial FE discretization of the simulation domain af-
fects the predicted strain field, which in turn influences tissue differentiation. In
the original Ulm healing model however, the resolution of the FE grid also di-
rectly limited the maximum tissue transformation rate: temporal resolution was
coupled to spatial resolution (see §2.3.5). e model of distraction osteogenesis
uses a modified differentiation algorithm: Instead of the maximum value of some
biological state variable (bone concentration, vascularity) of the immediate adja-
cent elements, the average concentration within a certain spatial neighborhood
is used as a biological stimulus for bone growth or revascularization (see §2.3.6).

e proof-of-concept simulation illustrated by Figure 2.28 (page 91) already
promised success; the convergence analysis performed on the model of bone seg-
ment transport confirms the effectiveness of the newmethod as the healing times
now converge with increasing spatial resolutions (cf. §3.2.1). Here, a spatial res-
olution of 3.3mm−1 (sample distance: 0.30mm) seems to provide a good cost-
benefit ratio. e element size used for producing the simulation results of the
lateral distraction case is even smaller, both absolute (0.05mm, equaling a reso-
lution of 20mm−1) and relative to the overall dimensions of the model geometry
(1/200 of the width). Although I did not perform a formal convergence analysis for
the lateral distraction case, simulations at half the spatial resolution display only
minor cosmetic differences.

Time Integration

Regarding the evolution of tissue concentrations over time, the model describes
an initial value problem: e rate of change of the concentration field somehow
depends on the concentration distribution c at time t (and possibly other factors
like the strain tensor field), i. e. informally ∂c/∂t = ċ = f (c; t) with some start
configuration c(0) = c0. Note that in our specific case, f is some highly complex
function and not given explicitly. Solving such an ODE requires numerical inte-
gration and hence temporal discretization.

As described in the introductory chapter, the Ulm fracture healingmodel em-
ploys a straightforward forward Euler integration scheme, which themodel of dis-
traction osteogenesis inherited, i. e. c(t + Δt) ≈ c(t) + Δt f (c; t) (cf. §1.7.4). e
choice of Δt determines the temporal resolution and is thus analogous to the ele-
ment size for the spatial discretization discussed previously. e original healing
model assumes Δt = 24 hours and thus each integration step covers one day of
absolute time.

Because forward Euler is a first order method, the error is proportional to
the chosen value of Δt, implying that doubling the temporal resolution halves the
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total integration error [283]. To get reliable results, adjusting the time step size is
therefore of critical importance; otherwise the simulation tends to underestimate
the growth rate as we have seen in the previous chapter (cf. Figure 3.14, page 138
and Figure 3.27, page 155). e results of the convergence analyses display the
expected first-order convergence rate and for both cases, lateral distraction and
bone segment transport, a step size of Δt = 1.5 hours seems to be sufficiently
stable as doubling the resolution does not significantly increase the quality of the
approximation.

Using higher-order schemes, for instance linear multistep or Runge-Kutta
methods instead of the Euler method, would be one way to improve the efficiency
and/or accuracy of the integration procedure [11, 283]: e number of integra-
tion steps could be reduced, which in turn would also diminish the influence of
rounding errors. Adaptive time-stepping could further enhance the efficiency of
the time integration procedure.

Relative Concentrations, Mass Conservation and Density

Imagine a finite element with some assigned bone concentration cb. Stretching
this element to some extend causes a volume increase as long as the Poisson’s ra-
tio of the assigned material is less than 0.5. What does this imply with respect
to tissue concentrations, mass and density? In the current model, all concentra-
tions represent relative volume fractions and concentrations stay constant under
volume changes. Ergo, the bone tissue’s volume must have increased by the same
factor as the total volume, requiring an increase in total bonemass; otherwise, the
density of the bone tissue part would have been reduced. None of the two possible
solutions (implicit mass increase or density decrease) are satisfactory: Bone mass
should not increase by mechanically stretching existing bone, but by growth!

is problem is directly connected to the issue that relative concentrations
as used in the model do not tell us about the distribution of the tissue compo-
nents within the geometric extent of a finite element: Does the element represent
a macroscopically homogeneous mix of so and bone tissue components? Or is
the bony part concentrated in one section of the element, while the rest is pure
so tissue? At least in the latter case a volume change should obviously also affect
the relative concentrations.

For small deformations or purely elastic deformations those issues do notmat-
ter at all, because all volumes stay constant in the long term. In the classical Ulm
fracture healingmodel, for instance, deformations only last for arbitrarily short in-
tervals of time and are completely elastic. All the tissue transformation processes
happen within a domain of constant volume(s).

e distractionmodel however deals with large plastic deformations and obvi-
ously non-constant volumes. Luckily, in the case of lateral distraction, noteworthy
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Figure 4.4: Volumetric (or areal) change of an element does not affect the value of associated biological
state variables. Increasing the volume by a factor of α therefore also scales the total mass of contained
biological tissue and vessels by the same factor. In the case of lateral distraction, vascularitywould there-
fore “magically” increaseonlydue todistraction alone (left). Scaling the relative concentrationswithα−1

compensates for this incorrect mass gain (right).

amounts of bony tissue start to appear only aer the distraction phase (see Fig-
ure 3.1, page 123). us, only the so connective tissue is affected, whose main
purpose is to serve as “residual” tissue anyway.3 Similarly, only little amounts of
bone formation happen during the distraction phase of the bone segment trans-
port case; in particular, there is no bone formation in the area of large deforma-
tions and hence large volume change (see Figure 3.32, page 163). Although the
described issues therefore do not seem to affect these specific simulated cases, it
is important to keep this fundamental limitation of the model (and other models
that use similar descriptions of tissue composition) in mind when applying this
model to cases with large plastic deformations.

4.2 Implications, Insights and Lessons Learned
Now that we have discussed the simulation results, how they relate to the experi-
mental results and also elaborated on the shortcomings of and possible improve-
ments for the model, we may dare to pose the following question: What can we
learn from themodel and the simulation results based on it?Notice that all numer-
ical models really provide two fundamentally different kinds of answers (or solu-
tions): e model itself answers questions like “How could this possibly work?”,
but also “What parts of the phenomenon do we not understand yet?” (solutions
to the inverse problem) e simulations based on that model however provide
3 Note that I did apply a correction term to vascularity cv depending on the ratio of the original to
the stretched element area. Otherwise almost the whole healing domain would be vascularized
aer the distraction phase due to sheer mechanical transport Figure 4.4.
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answers to questions à la “If these assumptions were true, what would happen?”
(solutions to the forward problem) is latter kind of solutions are especially in-
teresting with regards to aspects that cannot be observed experimentally. Simula-
tions also yield predictions about how complex systems react to changes in initial
or boundary conditions (i. e. parameter variations), something that cannot easily
be done empirically.

4.2.1 The Biomechanics of Distraction Osteogenesis
Originally, finite element models were introduced to biomechanics research as a
tool for estimating the biomechanical response (stresses, strains) of organic tis-
sue subject to mechanical loading, thereby assisting in the development of new
hypotheses about mechanically stimulated tissue adaptation (cf. §1.6.1). We can
use the distraction model for similar purposes and investigate the biomechanical
environment in which distraction osteogenesis proceeds.

Driving Mechanical Stimuli

Despite extremely high tensile strains, distraction osteogenesis displays intrigu-
ing osteogenic properties. At first this seems to contradict existing hypotheses
of strain-driven tissue adaptation, which postulate low strains as a requirement
for bone formation. One way to explain this incompatibility is to assume that for
some reason osteogenesis is much less sensitive to tensile strains than it is to com-
pression [156]. is hypothesis can explain how mineralized bone tissue forms
during the distraction phase and, given the right transport velocity, a constant
gap size (“fibrous interzone”) of about 2 to 4mm can be maintained [259].

Even if this hypothesis were true, it does not help us with simulating the
bone segment transport experiment by Claes et al., because the cyclic compres-
sive strains, which are to be expected during the distraction phase, are of approx-
imately the same magnitude as the tensile strains (Figure 4.5). Consequently, if
the previously described healing pattern with its constant gap size were to apply
to this case, osteogenesis would have to be more resistive to compressive loads as
well; yet, there is no indication for that (see also §1.6.3). Both the histological re-
sults and the simulation suggest a different explanation for what happend during
this case of bone segment transport:

True, the tensile strains induced by the distraction process are comparatively
high—but only in areas close to the fracture gap and only during the initial fewdis-
traction cycles. Due to the increasing gap size, the peak elastic strains, both tensile
and compressive, decrease rapidly (in fact: exponentially, Figure 4.5). A second
effect is that the gap tissue that experienced the high initial strains, intermingles
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Figure 4.5:As the gap becomes larger with each successive distraction step, both peak tensile and com-
pressive strains drop quickly over the course of the distraction phase.

with originally more remote tissue thanks to Poisson’s effect. As a result, the cor-
responding stimuli histories assigned to each material point are mixed together
as well, further diminishing the influence of the initial strain peaks (Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.7; see also §4.2.4).

us, in this specific case, the tensile strains caused by the distraction proce-
dure probably do not matter nearly as much for tissue differentiation as intuition
might tell. Keep in mind that the model does not consider the effect of distrac-
tion on the alignment of the collagen fibers, though, and therefore also neglects
a possible distraction-induced preferred direction of ossification. In that light, it
is not surprising anymore that most of the calcification seems to have happened
during the consolidation phase and not during distraction (cf. §4.1.2).

If on the other hand the sheep indeed displayed the previously described “con-
stat gap size behavior,” this would imply the need for a new hypothesis that is able
to explain bone formation under conditions of alternating tensile and compres-
sive loading (of the same magnitude): Osteogenesis would not only have to be
more resistive to tensile strains, but moreover the positive effects of tension on
intramembranous ossification would have to somehow outweigh the potentially
harmful impact of compression, i. e. tensile strain should cause a higher bone for-
mation rate than what a similar level of compressive strain could compensate via
destructive processes (mechanically or via resorption processes).
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4.2.1 The Biomechanics of Distraction Osteogenesis

Figure 4.6: The displacement field plot for the first distraction step demonstrates how pulling apart
the proximal bone segment (orange upward pointing arrows) from the distal segment (blue dots, i. e.
virtually no displacement) relocates originally more peripherally situated tissue towards the center of
the fracture gap.

Stimuli Sampling Strategies vs. Natural Strain Sensing

We know that fewmechanical stimuli per day can suffice to cause bone formation
and the Ulm fracture healing model incorporates this idea in that it uses a single
“representative” stimulus per day (cf. §1.7 and §2.3.4). Presuming that mechano-
sensitive cells sense mechanical stimulation continuously, this observation leads
to some interesting conclusions: Because the influence of a few transient strain
spikes can predominate longer-term tissue differentiation, the amount of bone
formation must depend on the magnitude of mechanical stimulation in a non-
linear manner, meaning that a stimulus above a certain signal threshold causes
disproportionally high osteogenic activity; otherwise it would be down-regulated
quickly aer the strain-spike.

Second, and presumingly more important, is the fact that the evoked ostoe-
genic activity does not die off with or just shortly aer the mechanical stimula-
tion ends, but instead persists for an extended period of time (i. e. at least one
day). at in turn implies the existence of some form of short-term memory (e. g.
biochemical), which may be related to the long-term stimuli memory we encoun-
tered before, e. g. in the case of lateral distraction osteogenesis (see also the next
section).
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Figure 4.7: This figure illustrates how the (raw, unweighted) stimuli memories develop at four different
probe locations (cf. Figure 3.42) over time. Each plot shows the respective contents of the memory at
oneparticular probe locations for either distortional or dilatational strain at all integration time steps be-
tween days zero and 32. The right-most stimuli are the once that occured most recently (i. e. time since
occurence is zero) while the left-most stimuli occured 45 days ago. Each time step, the stimuli memo-
ries are shifted one step to the left such that the oldest memorized stimuli are dropped and the current
stimuli enter from the right, resulting in an distinctive diagonal stripe pattern. For the probe locations in
the fracture gap however, the memorized stimuli do not only get shifted to the left over time and stay
otherwise constant, but actually fade retrospectivelywith the start of the distraction phase, because the
remeshing and remapping step not only interpolates between tissue concentrations, but also stimuli
histories: Peripheral tissue that got transported into the fracture gap during distraction never experi-
enced the extreme strains in the first place; mixing in those memories results in the aforementioned
effect.
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4.2.1 The Biomechanics of Distraction Osteogenesis

How does all of this relate to the model? For once, we cannot perform truly
continuous tissue differentiation, but have to translate the continuous signal into
a discrete one; we are forced to choose a sampling strategy, giving rise to the ques-
tion, which stimuli to pick and thus declare being “representative” (see §2.3.4). In
the previous chapter, we saw that using equidistant samples as the input for the
fuzzy logic controller (sampling strategy Seqv) resulted in all too fast bone growth,
because despite including the strain peak right aer the distraction step, the elas-
tic strains relax at an exponential rate and hence most of the tissue differentiation
during each relaxation period is governed by moderate to low strains (see Fig-
ure 2.23, page 85 and Figure 3.18, page 144). On the other hand, dropping all but
the peak strain pulse resulted in much more realistic growth patterns (sampling
strategy Speak).

Speak can be considered a very crude form of the above proposed non-linear
amplification (or filter) properties: It prefers certain types of stimuli, i. e. signals of
certain shape, amplitude or frequency;4 following signals are masked or damped
at least. Now, one might justifiably object that maybe not Seqv is flawed, but that
the model allows too rapid bone formation in general. We can easily test this by
scaling the global tissue differentiation rate: Although such scaling can throttle
the bone formation rate to more realistic values, we really only have traded one
issue with another, because now we do not get the iconic bony cones anymore
(Figure 4.8). ese results seem to at least indicate that the mechanisms behind
osteogenesis do not treat each stimulus equally, but that for instance short strain
pulses of certain magnitude can influence tissue differentiation over extended
periods of time, overriding the effects of other long-lasting quasi-static strains
during this period of time.

Although this combination of peak strain sampling and the specific set of
fuzzy logic MFs seems to work out for the cases considered, a more systematic
way of simulating the input-output relationship between mechanical stimulation
on the one side and tissue adaptation on the other side would be certainly de-
sirable. While the fuzzy logic output MFs provide a way to emulate saturation
(i. e. Δcb reaches some maximum for some stimulus), simulating selectivity with
respect to the shape of the signal could be achieved by combining Seqv with an
adaptive stimulus weighting function whose weights depend on the stimulus it-
self (e. g. higher or more frequent strains are assigned more weight).

4 Note that the simple implementation of Speak only works, because we know where to find the
peak stimulus upfront.
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Figure 4.8: Using equidistant strain samples according to Seqv to drive tissue differentiation results in
too fast bone formation (middle column). Scaling the global tissue differentiation rate by h = 0.5 slows
down bone formation to amore realistic value, but at the same time hampers development of the bony
cones.

On the Meaning of the Stimuli Memory

e issues of stimuli weighting and filtering just discussed are presumably con-
nected to the memory effect observed in the lateral distraction experiment: Be-
sides the previously mentioned short-term effect there must be also some mecha-
nism enabling longer-term memorization, causing osteogenesis even weeks aer
the last distraction step (cf. §2.3.4 and [66]). Note that although the mineraliza-
tion delay is responsible for the time-lag between the first stimulus and the oc-
currence of calcified tissue, it is distinct from the long-term memorization effect,
which does notmerely delay, but extend the duration of the effect of ofmechanical
stimulation.
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4.2.1 The Biomechanics of Distraction Osteogenesis

e exponentially decaying weight function used in the model to simulate
slowly fading cellular memory predicts plausible mineralization patterns (§3.1.5).
Yet, whether exponential decay is an accurate description of the true behavior of
the stimulus memory must be clarified by further empirical investigation; until
then, it remains a hypothetical construct.Aside from predicting possible implica-
tions of such memory effects, such a purely phenomenological model does not
tell us much about how this mechanism works in reality, though.

While one can easily imagine that transient stimuli causemechano-sensors to
release enough signaling molecules to stimulate bone formation for a few hours,
an answer to the question how such short-lived mechanical stimuli can be re-
membered over a period of at least 30 to 40 days requires a little deeper under-
standing of cellular information processing: One example of a long-term biologi-
cal memory is the well-known immunological memory [166]. Here amechanism
called somatic hypermutation spawns a population of long-lived memory B lym-
phocytes, specialized at targeting a specific antigen [203, 324]. Yet, the acquired
memory is not heritable [129, 130].

Biological memory like the immunological memory described above rely on
genetic mutation and hence permanent DNA change. What we seek for, how-
ever, is a mechanism for temporal reprogramming and hence epigenetic forms
of memory are more promising candidates [46]. For instance, Monod and Ja-
cob first described transcription-based biological memory [226]; recent research
provides a fairly complete picture of how memories based on transcriptional cir-
cuits work [3]. Given certain required boundary conditions (non-linearity in the
involved transcription circuits, appropriate protein degradation and production
rates), transcription circuits can form a bistable system where the equilibrium
states are sustained via positive or negative feedback loops [95, 96, 238]. Such
biological “switches” are functional analogies to electro-mechanical or electronic
switches (relay, flip-flop) and thus store information. Furthermore such transcrip-
tion states can be inherited and hence form lasting memory.

Studying this phenomenon in more detail could not only benefit the model
by improving the accuracy of its predictions, but it could also result in fundamen-
tally new insights regarding osteogenesis: What are the properties a mechanical
stimulus must exhibit to be memorized? Does the long-term effect of stimulation
depend on its transient shape or strength?What kind of stimulation achievesmax-
imum persistence in this memory? What is the maximum memorization time-
span? Can new stimuli override existing memories?
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4.2.2 Insights to Bone Maturation and Remodeling
Regarding the predicted IFM and hence also the estimated healing time bothmat-
uration and resorption have only little influence on the simulation (cf. §3.2.5).
Including bone remodeling in the model however is mandatory for making sen-
sible long-term predictions about the bone tissue distribution and the evolution
of the size and shape of the bony callus. e maturation rate Δcm, which deter-
mines how quickly woven bone gets replaced by mature, lamellar bone, affects
how quickly the bony callus gets resorbed aer bridging has occurred. Both the
woven bone and the lamellar bone resorption rates Δcmax

w, res and Δcmax
m, res determine

the rate of resorption of understimulated bony tissue. Because the rigid fixation
during the distraction phase partially shields the bony cortex fragments fromme-
chanical stimulation, harmful amounts of resorption of the initial cortical bone
can occur when the resorption rate for lamellar bone Δcmax

m, res was set to a too high
value.

Again, we are faced with the problem that we can only speculate about realis-
tic value for those three scalar parameters just described. Although changing the
value of Δcmax

m, res impacts the IFM during the early consolidation phase, the experi-
mentallymeasured IFM cannot give a hint about the true value of Δcmax

m, res, because
these measured values do not really reflect the relative movement of the cortical
ends, but the global stiffness of the healing region (see Figure 3.51 page 185).

Even worse, the remaining two parameters Δcm and Δcmax
w, res do not affect the

IFM at all and hence this data cannot be used for calibration anyway. Adjusting
those parameters would require again experimental data about the time-depen-
dent evolution of the bone tissue distribution (i. e. “snapshots” of the tissue dis-
tribution at many points in time). If that is impossible, the only remaining option
is to resort to a lower level of abstraction and model the maturation and remod-
eling processes at a more fundamental level. Of course, there is no such thing as
a free lunch and such a move would come at the cost of further increased model
complexity and most likely an even larger amount of model parameters.

ere are other models that describe tissue mineralization and bone matura-
tion by tracking the age of an element representing bony tissue and adjusting the
degree of maturity by adapting the Young’s modulus E of the material assigned
to the respective element [151, 165, 229, 230, 312]. In such a model, E might for
instance (indirectly) depend in a sigmoidal way on time. Yet, in the model of
distraction osteogenesis each element represents a time-varying mixture of dif-
ferent tissues just like in the original Ulm fracture healing model. How could one
track the age of the bony fraction in such a model? As long as the bone concentra-
tion increases monotonically, simply mixing the age of the existing and the newly
formed bone tissue may be a viable option. Computing the correct degree of ma-
tureness aer resorption however would not possible in this model, because by
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mixing the ages of existing bone with newly formed bone, we lost all information
about the maturity of each individual bone increment. Put another way, tissue
matureness is a Lagrangian property in the true sense of the word and modeling
it via time-dependent material properties would require tracking a set of “bone
tissue bins” per element where each bin matures independently from each other.
e approach of instead splitting the bone component into awoven and a lamellar
part I used for the model of distraction osteogenesis better matches the underly-
ingmodel assumptions (i. e. changing tissue fractions, but constant properties per
base tissue) and thus provides are more straightforward way to achieve the same
functionality (see §2.4.5).

Although the described uncertainties with respect to the model parameters
prevent a precise prediction of the external remodeling process, attempting to sim-
ulate remodeling can still be a fruitful undertaking, unveiling fascinating proper-
ties of the biological systems behind this phenomenon: Finding a parametrization
that over some, possibly long, period of time ultimately leads to a homeostatic sit-
uation at which bone formation and resorption are in perfect balance and cancel
each other out proved to be an amazingly challenging task. Choosing an insuffi-
cient parameter set can lead to a situation where the model fluctuates between
bone growth and immediate resorption, never reaching the dynamic equilibrium
corresponding to the adapted state of the Mechanostat metaphor (Figure 4.9).

What causes such kind of oscillations? e basic order of events is as follows:
First, due to the mechanical stimulation, the bone concentration increases, lead-
ing to increased stiffness and, by implications, the strains drop as well. If they fall
below the resorption threshold, the bone concentration decreases again, there-
fore reducing the stiffness, giving in turn rise to increased strains. Provided the
stimulus now exceeds the modeling threshold again, this closes the vicious cy-
cle and the process starts all over again leading to fluctuating, traveling-wave-like
patterns of bone concentration (Figure 4.10). Technically speaking, the system
is missing sufficiently effective hysteresis. Eventually, this results in a simulation
state analogous to different forms of bone turnover regulation disorders.

It turns out that the only ways to break this cycle or to avoid such instabil-
ities in the first place is to either reduce the resorption rate, which damps the
resorption-modeling fluctuations, or to lower the resorption threshold so that a
decrease in bone formation does not result in mechanical stimuli immediately
surpassing the modeling threshold again, i. e. by increasing the hysteresis. Both
can be achieved by modifying the appropriate input (effective mechanical strain)
and output (bone concentration delta)MFs used by the fuzzy logic controller. Yet,
one simultaneously has to ensure not to overly throttle resorption as well; other-
wise the bony callus persists for an indefinite amount of time and the original
geometry of the bone is never restored.
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Figure 4.9: Choosing appropriate modeling and resorption thresholds for bone tissue is critical for
achieving homeostasis. Inappropriate parameters result in a variety of unstable solutions (the figure
depicts three different examples), where waves of bone formation followed by immediate resorption
travel along the bone’s longitudinal axis.

e evolution of the mechanical stimuli at a single point hints at this finely
tared balance operating behind the scenes (e.g. Figure 3.39 page 171, Figure 3.40
page 172 and Figure 3.41 page 173): When maturation sets in (i. e. decreasing wo-
ven bone and correspondingly increasing lamellar bone), the stimuli start to rise
again slightly until shortly before the mix reaches a 50-50 ratio. en the stimuli
decline again until reaching an equilibrium value slightly below the initial stimu-
lus value. In the 3.00mm case, strains even drop below the resorption threshold
and the lamellar bone gets resorbed again partially. It would be interesting to
know, how such subtle fluctuations manifest in reality and whether they follow a
similar pattern.

4.2.3 Optimal Distraction Osteogenesis
e grander vision behind creating the model of distraction osteogenesis is the
idea that such a model, once sufficiently refined and validated, could be used to
optimize the distraction procedure to minimize the amount of time required for
the patient’s recovery and hence reduce the risk of complications, in particular
during the traditionally rather lengthy consolidation phase. Although the model
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Figure 4.10:When bone formation activity overlaps significantly with resorption activity and therefore
the rangeofmechanical stimuliwherebone formationand resorption cancel eachotherout is very small
or even a single point, time-discrete simulations tend to never reach a stable state and instead oscillate
between resorption and bone formation (left column). An appropriately sized homeostasis window (i.e.
a plateau region where net bone turnover is zero) is thus mandatory to avoid such undesired fluctua-
tions (right column).
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in its current form5 is clearly not ready for clinical application, it can still pro-
vide an outlook on how the goal of optimizing treatment parameters could be
achieved in principle. In fact, as long as we are aware of the inherent limitations
and shortcomings of the model and that any simulation can only predict what
could happen if the underlying model assumptions were true, even optimization
results based on the current version of themodelmight allow for some interesting
inference. Let us therefore briefly review and summarize how changing the treat-
ment parameters affects the healing process according to the simulation results
presented in the previous chapter:

As we learned previously, the distraction rate (average transport velocity vdistr)
can be modified by either choosing a different distraction pulse amplitude (or
step size) udistr or by applying the distraction displacement at shorter or longer
intervals tdistr, hence increasing or decreasing the distraction frequency fdistr. In
the lateral distraction case, increasing udistr on the one hand leads to enhanced
bone formation with respect to vertical growth, but also yields more pronounced
bony cones due to the higher strains in between the cones (cf. §3.1.7, Figure 3.22,
page 149). It is not clear whether osteogenesis on the whole really benefits from
the increased step size. In any case, a step size too small results in considerably
reduced bone formation.e effect of changing the distraction frequency ismuch
clearer: At least within the chosen parameter bounds “the higher the frequency,
the better” holds (Figure 3.24, page 151).

e bone segment transport model behaves largely analogously (cf. §3.2.9):
While the smallest distraction step size of 0.25mmdelays bony bridging by about
two weeks, the three other settings (0.50mm, 0.75mm and 1.00mm) perform
very similar with respect to the total healing time, despite the considerable dif-
ferences regarding the length of the respective distraction phases, suggesting an
optimal distraction step size somewhere in between the investigated extremes
(Figure 3.64, page 199). And just as with the lateral distraction case, again shorter
distraction intervals result in quicker healing (Figure 3.65, page 200).

What happens if we vary both frequency and step size in such a way that the
distraction rate remains constant, but the smoothness6 of the displacement func-
tion changes? In the lateral distraction case, the more the displacement function
approximates a straight line, i. e. the more the distraction procedure approaches
continuous distraction, the quicker the region beneath the distraction plate fills
with calcified tissue (Figure 3.20, page 147). e degree of continuity of the dis-
traction protocol also affects the healing time predicted by the simulation of bone
5 i. e. based on a single, ovine validation case plus other aforementioned shortcomings
6 In the literature, most authors of studies investigating the impact of the smoothness of the
displacement function label their research as comparisons of different distraction frequencies;
while technically true, putting the focus on distraction frequency alone blurs the important fact
that the step size has to be adapted as well to maintain a constant distraction rate, see §3.1.7.
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segment transport, although breaking the total displacement down into 60 steps
does not provide any benefit over the 30 steps version (Figure 3.66, page 201).

For callus distraction and bone segment transport, we have to consider addi-
tional treatment parameters: According to the simulation, the postoperative la-
tency period tlat should be no longer than four days (Figure 3.61, page 195). Dy-
namization of the fixation in the range of 0.25 to 0.50mm can help cutting down
the length of the consolidation phase (Figure 3.63, page 197).

Putting it all together, the simulation results suggest that

(a) the postoperative latency period tlat should be as short as possible and no
longer than four days,

(b) mild dynamization in the range of 0.25 to 0.50mm promotes maturation of
the newly formed bone tissue,

(c) higher distraction rates lead to shorter overall treatment times and

(d) the bone formation rate reaches an optimum when the distraction procedure
approximates continuous distraction as closely as possible.

In constrast to the latency period and dynamization, the influence of distraction
rate and “frequency” (smoothness, degree of continuity) has been the subject of
many distraction-related studies. How do the model’s predictions (items c and d)
compare?

Using a rather distinct healing model based on a fairly different theory of
mechanoregulated tissue adaptation and simulating a different case of ovine bone
segment transport described by Brunner et al., Isaksson et al. nevertheless drew
comparable conclusions: Lower distraction rates resulted in longer healing times
and smoother displacement functions (i. e. higher frequencies combined with
small distraction steps) lead to significantlymore bone formation, e. g. distraction
0.25mm each 6 hours was superior to both 0.5mm each 12 hours and 1.0mm
each 24 hours [44, 45, 162]. Unfortunately, neither does the study consider dis-
traction rates higher than 1.0mm/day and hence it does not state any upper limit
for useful distraction rates, nor was the influence of the distraction frequency
evaluated in an isolated manner.

Li et al. found that increasing the distraction rate from 0.3 to 0.7mm/day en-
hanced osteogenesis and revascularization in rabbits, but a further increase to
1.3mm/day did not improve the situation anymore; too high distraction rates
even lead to so tissue damages [198, 199, 201]. Li et al. claim 0.7mm/day to be
the “optimal distraction rate,” for rabbits at least. Yet, strictly speaking, it is only
the best rate of the four rates compared and the true optimum lies somewhere in
between 0.3mm/day to 0.7mm/day.
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Similar to Li et al., Ilizarov observed that on the one hand, a too lowdistraction
rate can cause premature bony union (0.5mm/day for canine limb lengthening)
and on the other hand, too rapid distraction can hinder osteogenic activity in the
healing region and even harm the surrounding so tissues [157]. According to
Ilizarov, a rate of 1.0mm/day should be preferred and high frequency distraction
paired with small distraction steps is far superior to large distraction intervals
combined with correspondingly large distraction steps.

Although Aarnes et al. report that quasi-continuous distraction improves the
chances of success for limb lengthening in humans, the authors found no signs
of enhanced mineralization when comparing distraction procedures of 0.25mm
each 6 hours to 1/1440 mm each minute [1]. In contrast to that, Mizuta et al. did
observe increased bone formation for smoother distraction procedures [224].

While the simulations generally agree with the experimental findings regard-
ing the advantages of quasi-continuous (“high-frequency distraction”) over step-
wise distraction, the response-surface-based optimization procedure described at
the end of the previous chapter §3.2.10 recommends at least partially unrealistic
treatment parameters: When posing no additional constraints on the result, the
procedure yields a distraction protocol featuring an impractical arbitrarily high
distraction rate. Yet, this result, as useless as it might seem, is not surprising aer
all, as the determined optimum of the surrogate model lies outside the bounds
of the parameter range used to fit the surrogate to the full model (cf. Table 3.1).
Because the optimization procedure is based on data stating that increasing the
distraction rate7 has no negative effect, extrapolating this assumption must ul-
timately lead to the aforementioned recommendation of an infinite distraction
rate.

Basing the surrogate model on a wider range of simulation results (i. e. by in-
cludingmore extremeparameter values) could probably only partially resolve this
issue, because the full model does not consider all the possible effects of a too high
distraction rate either (e. g. pain thresholds, tensile strength of so tissue fibers
etc.). Unfortunately, no data is available about how changing the distraction rate
would have affected this specific case of callus distraction and hence modifying
the (full) model to represent bone healing under more extreme distraction pro-
tocols would be a rather desperate endeavor. A truly promising approach for re-
solving this issuemust resort to amore fundamental level ofmodeling, supported
by a set of accompanying experiments, which explore the influence of different
modes of distraction (different frequencies, different step amplitudes and com-
binations thereof) or mechanical stimulation in general on tissue evolution. e
unpolluted biomechanical environment of the lateral distraction case could be an
ideal experimental model for such undertakings.

7 More precisely: increasing the distraction frequency while keeping the step size constant
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As long as such an enhanced model is not at our disposal, constraining the
parameter range to a reasonable range is a pragmatic way of ensuring the plausi-
bility of the results. is way we might never find a global optimum, but we are
still able to detect local optima and extract relevant hypotheses that can than be
checked experimentally. For instance, within the parameter bounds constraining
the distraction rate to amaximum of 1.0mm/day the simulation predicts optimal
healing for a fixator dynamization of approximately 0.41mm, i. e. slightly below
that of 0.50mm group investigated by Claes et al., suggesting that limiting the
IFMduring consolidation to slightly less than 0.50mm could lead to even quicker
healing.

4.2.4 Lagrangian and Eulerian Aspects of the Model
e bone healing model mixes two different approaches for describing contin-
uum phenomena. e Eulerian perspective focuses on how scalar or tensorial
quantities change at fixed points in space (space coordinates) over time. A La-
grangian formulation on the other hand tracks how a set of so called material
points, particles of some continuum quantity (e. g. a solid body), get displaced
with respect to the initial configuration. Figuratively speaking, the Eulerian per-
spective is that of an external observer, watching the system as a whole from the
outside, while the Lagrangian point of view is a local one, describing the histo-
ries individual particles “experience” as the observer moves with the observed
particle.

Switching from one continuum description to the other requires a fundamen-
tal change of perspective. In the Lagrangian view of theworld, eachmaterial point
or reference coordinate X can be associated with its current spatial coordinate x
at some point in time t via a mapping x(t) = φ(X, t). us, the displacement
of a particle with reference coordinates X is simply the difference between the
reference and the current position:

u(X, t) = x(t)− X = φ(X, t)− X

An Eulerian model turns that around in that it maps the current spatial coor-
dinate x of a particle onto its reference coordinate X via X(t) = φ−1(x, t). e
displacement at some location x hence is

U(x, t) = x− X(t) = x− φ−1(x, t),

which is obviously equivalent to u (Figure 4.11). e effects of this change of per-
spective however become obvious when expressing the rate of change of some
physical property of the continuum (e. g. temperature, density, velocity etc.). Be-
cause the Lagrangian description is a local one, the rate of change is purely local as
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Figure 4.11: Eulerian meshes discretize space and therefore describe, how physical continuum quanti-
ties change at fixed points in space, for instance how material moves through space (left). The nodes
of Lagrangian meshes on the other hand are defined in terms of material coordinates whose spatial
locations change when the body gets deformed (right).

well, i. e. it represents solely the rate of change at a fixed material point (e. g. “the
particle X got hotter”). A change of some physical property at a fixed location in
space however might be either due to local change, particle movement relative to
this fixed location or some mixture of both (e. g. “either the particle currently at
position x got hotter or some other hotter particle moved towards x, or both”).
at is why the material derivative in the Eulerian description must include a
convective term that accounts for change due to particle movement.8

When discretized, the Eulerian description leads to a computational grid that
is fixed in space, while a Lagrangian mesh deforms and moves with the deform-
ing and moving continuum it models. Both kinds of meshes feature distinct up-
and downsides [86]: Because Lagrangian mesh nodes are fixed to the continuum,
large deformations can severely distort the computationalmesh such that itmight
no longer yield accurate results. Eulerian models can handle arbitrarily large de-
formations as the continuummoves relative to the fixedmesh and hence nomesh
deformations occur. en again an Eulerian description makes it hard to model
history-dependent properties (for instance, think of strain-history dependentma-
terial behavior), a task that becomes almost trivial if choosing the Lagrangian per-
8 AsX depends on t in the Eulerian description, this is a direct consequence of applying the chain
rule of differential calculus when computing the derivative.
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spective: Each mesh node identifies one specific continuum particle (or some ap-
propriately granular discretization, e. g. a fixed volume of particles) and thus can
easily be assigned a history.Modeling geometrically complicated surfaces, bound-
ary conditions and material interfaces is much easier with Lagrangian meshes
for the very same reason, as nodes at the boundary will always be located at the
boundary, no matter what deformations might occur.

e solid structural mechanics part of the simulation model of bone healing
used to estimate the strain tensor field within the healing region follows the usual
Lagrangian FEM formulation. We have seen before that the FE mesh deforms
with the deforming solid body and which steps are necessary to compensate for
the resulting mesh distortions. During the FE solution step, each finite element is
associated with one fixed set of material properties, defining sharp material inter-
faces and surface boundaries. Note that the biological state (tissue concentrations,
vascularization, stimuli history) is associated with individual element centroids
(i. e. the centroids serve as sample locations of the concentration fields) and thus
is also affected by particle displacement during the distraction step.

e second major component of the simulation model cares about simulat-
ing tissue growth and adaptation. As the reader might recall, the fuzzy logic con-
troller determines concentration changes for each sample point9 of the biological
state variables. If we now imagine how these sample points define a secondary,
implicitly defined computational grid, the Eulerian nature of this part of the sim-
ulation becomes quite obvious:We compute how certain field quantities change at
a given set of locations over time and thus simulate how material “flows” through
these mesh nodes, or, in our case, how the bony healing front moves through the
implictly defined Eulerian mesh. In this context, tissue concentrations could be
interpreted as so called Eulerian volume fractions, which are the scalar field quan-
tities that describe the relative amount of a certain material at a node of an Eule-
rian mesh. Just as noted in the above paragraph about the Eulerian perspective,
changes in the biological state variables at the Eulerian nodes can be the result of
either pure local change or convective effects (displacement, flow, transport).

In contrast to the original Ulm healing model though, which operated on a
constant computational mesh with negligible deformation, the distraction model
has to employ remeshing to cope with the distortions in the Lagrangian FE mesh.
Ultimately, the model of distraction osteogenesis is based on a succession of al-
ternating Lagrangian (solve the mechanical boundary value problem) and Eule-
rian steps (tissue growth). Aer remeshing, the remapping procedure performs
straightforward mesh-to-mesh solution mapping from the distorted Lagrangian
mesh onto a newly generated, regularized mesh, coupling the Lagrangian to the
Eulerian phase. Mapping the current state onto the newly generated mesh leads

9 Each of these sample points corresponds to an element centroid of the Lagrangian FE mesh.
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to all sorts of interesting effects. For instance, as described previously (page 225),
the stimuli-histories of the gap tissue gets mixed with originally more peripheral
tissue that gets sucked into the gap as the distraction procedure progresses (cf. Fig-
ure 4.7).While the stimuli-history is clearly a Lagrangian property, i. e. a property
attached to each individual tissue particle, from an Eulerian point of view, mix-
ing stimuli-histories of different particles does make perfect sense to quantify the
stimuli-history at a certain point in space and merely is a result of the aforemen-
tioned convective effects due to particle displacement. Admittedly, this approach
does not allow for precise tracking of a particle’s individual history over the whole
course of simulated time and only describes the global, averaged behavior.

In retrospect, these observations seem to hint at a deep connection to arbi-
trary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods [86, 208]. Full ALE is a generalization
of both Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches in that the movement of the mesh
nodes can be completely independent from themovement of the continuum [101,
145, 239]. Although the numerical model does not qualify as a full-fledged ALE
approach, itmight verywell be considered an ad-hoc formof fractional stepmeth-
ods in the spirit of the Lagrange-plus-remap method, consisting of two distinct
phases (a material or Lagrangian phase and a transport, convection or Eulerian
phase) with a remeshing (mesh regularization) step in between. And just as with
the remapping method described in §2.3.7, such operator split ALE methods re-
quire some form of interpolation or supersampling to handle material disconti-
nuities, resulting in the aforementioned mixing effects of Lagrangian continuum
properties.

Some aspects of the model may also be linked to mesh-free methods: For in-
stance, smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is amesh-free approach formod-
eling distance-dependent interactions between individual particles [206]. SPH
particles represent finite volumes and serve as sampling points for reconstruct-
ing the continuum field via kernel approximation, i. e. by folding the discrete
(particle) representation with a smoothing kernel function, typically a Gaussian.
Insofar, SPH conceptually resembles closely the previously described procedure
for modeling the influence of adjacent tissue on the local tissue adaptation pro-
cess (cf. §2.3.5, page 84): Here, an element centroid corresponds to an SPH parti-
cle. Folding the sampled concentration field with the adjacency weighting kernel
(Gaussian kernel) to determine the influence, i. e. the interaction, between adja-
cent “tissue particles” then is analogous to the kernel field approximation in SPH.
is SPH-likemodel enables considering local density variation (for instance, due
to mesh inhomogeneities), because the distance between particles impacts the
strength of the interaction between the particles and therefore how much each
particle influences the fate of its neighbors. In this context, we can interpret the
remeshing procedure as a way for introducing new particles in areas where the
particle density is getting low and hence accurate kernel approximation would no
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longer be possible. In contrast to “real SPH” however, this method cannot track
particles histories over longer time periods, because the remeshing step not only
adds new particles, but replaces all existing particles with new ones and thenmaps
the sampled field variables to those new particles.

Switching to a completely mesh-free Lagrangian description like SPH in a fu-
ture version of the distraction model could prove to be a worthwhile endeavor:
Mesh-free methods are robust with respect to arbitrarily large deformations and
a SPH-like model would be a straightforward advancement of the current model.
e Lagrangian nature of such methods would be helpful in tracking and model-
ing time-dependent behavior (stimuli history, maturation) and would still allow
defining boundary conditions and material interfaces.

4.2.5 Dealing with Uncertainties
Two key difficulties limit the achievable reliability and hence usefulness of mod-
els of complex biological systems: Because any model has to be a simplification
of an arbitrarily complicated reality, models as an incomplete description thereof
can typically only represent certain aspects of the real world and only within cer-
tain bounds. e only way to extend the scope of applicability considerably is to
enhance and refine the exisiting model—or to replace it with a completely new,
more accurate one.

Connected, but yet distinct from this issue is the second kind of fundamental
problem, which I like to call the data problem. Suppose you had an idea of how
nature might work and how you could describe some phenomenon mathemati-
cally, you would still have to determine a bunch of model parameters, be it the
gravitational constant or some bone apposition rate. In the best case, it is possible
to perform direct or at least indirect measurements to derive a value for a model
parameter, but more oen than not, especially whenmodeling biological systems,
even indirect measurements are oen close to impossible or at least yield highly
imprecise or even downright inaccurate results (with the current technology, that
is).

Just as any other model of complex natural phenomena, the model of bone
healing in general and the distraction osteogenesis model in particular does have
all of the aforementioned problems. Built on a comparatively sparse amount of
mostly qualitative data, its predictions can hardly be expected to be perfectly ac-
curate either. e question therefore is, whether there is a way to determine sen-
sible values for the large set of unknown model parameters while minimizing the
prediction error given the limited amount of data we have at our disposal.
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Figure 4.12: Sparse data makes model selection and parameter estimation difficult (ill-posed). Predic-
tions of models based on only a few data points can only be reliable to a certain degree. Quantifying
this uncertainty is important to judge the relevance of a model’s predictions.

Model Fitting and Systematic Parameter Optimization

Indeed, we have already come across three slightly different ways of handling the
issue of unknown model parameters. If no rigorous objective can be stated, an
“educated guess” oen remains the only viable option for finding an appropriate
model and determining parameters. While solving ill-posed problems almost al-
ways requires some kind of regularization, the role of introducing assumptions
becomes especially evident when the data essentially allows arbitrarily many dif-
ferent solutions (= models) [299]. For instance, the lateral distraction osteogen-
esis experiment provided only few sampling points for corroborating the bone
tissue distributions predicted by the model and we know nothing about the exact
progression the time-dependent bone apposition rate. I therefore had to assume
that a) bone healing under a lateral distraction load follows the same basic rules
as determined by Simon et al. for secondary fracture healing, that b) some form
of “stimuli memory”must exist to explain the observed delayed and slowly decay-
ing bone formation rate and that c) the newmodel parameters lie within a certain
predetermined range of possible values. Again, we know nothing about the prop-
erties of this memory, but a exponentially decaying influence seems reasonable;
yet, it remains a hypothesis (just as the rest of the model) and as such is only one
of many theoretically possible solutions.

If however the data allows stating a quantifiable objective, more systematic
approaches than simple trial-and-error become available. Finding the parameters
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of a given model, i. e. fitting the model to the data, can than be formulated as an
optimization problem, which again is just a special kind of search problem. e
most trivial search strategy is an exhaustive search pattern that does not use any
kind of heuristic to find the optimal set of parameters. We encountered such a
brute-force approach in §3.2.2 where we used a “full-factorial” design10 to find a
parameter combination minimizing the prediction error of the model.

While an uninformed search has its strengths (e. g. it does not require com-
puting derivatives), it also has some obvious drawbacks. A full-factorial design
of n parameters with m levels per parameter (= number of investigated values)
results in mn required model evaluations; even for the calibration performed in
§3.2.2 with only three parameters this means performing 36 simulations (12 per
group) with a computational cost of five to seven days each. With only slightly in-
creased values for m or n, the computational cost explodes; the so-called curse of
dimensionality effectively prevents any attempt of using such an exhaustive search
strategy for global optimization [38]. Another drawback of this method is that it
is highly unlikely that the predetermined parameter values (levels) contain the
optimum or even a good approximation thereof; further refinement steps would
therefore be mandatory to reduce the error of the optimization result.

Systematic optimization of all the diverse model parameters thus mandates
more sophisticated optimization methods. §3.2.10 contains an example of how
gradient-based optimization methods can offer efficient ways to optimize even
very complicated models. In this case, we were lucky in so far as a simple second-
order polynomial could serve as a good approximation of the local model be-
havior and hence the gradient information could be estimated easily from this
polynomial model. Discrete objective functions however are typically not so easy
to handle as they oen contain discontinuities or are not even differentiable at
all. us, numerical estimates of the derivative might be completely useless for
optimization purposes, if they exist at all. When classical analytical methods like
steepest descent or quasi-Newton fail, we would therefore have to switch to an
approach that does not depend on gradient information, for instance simulated
annealing, genetic or evolutionary programming or swarm-based optimization
[32, 77, 92, 148, 174, 179]. Although such randomized direct search methods are
broadly applicable to many different kinds of optimization problems, are more
robust and less prone to getting stuck in local optima, one has to keep in mind
that they are also more expensive than gradient-based methods.

Let us pretend we were able to define a objective function that sufficiently
constrains the solution space, for instance some error metric based on the differ-

10 Full-factorial is Design-of-Experiments parlance for an experiment testing every possible com-
bination of parameter values.
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ence between observed and predicted IFM,11 what improvements exactly could
we expect from performing systematic optimization of the model parameters? As
we found before (§3.2.2), modeling bone segment transport requires some adjust-
ments of some of the model parameters. One explanation for this shortcoming is
that the model is simply not able to represent both processes and that a different,
more general model could potentially fix the problem (cf. §4.1.2). On the other
hand, the model contains a vast amount of parameters whose true value is essen-
tially unknown or can only be estimated to lie within a certain interval. It does
not seem far-fetched that global optimization of all of those parameters, includ-
ing fuzzy membership functions and accompanying linguistic rules, does have
the potential to indeed stretch the applicability of the model without the need for
changing the model itself.

Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis

Finding parameter estimates for fitting a model is only one side of the coin, how-
ever. Investigating how uncertainty in the model input (parameters) affects the
output (predictions) and hence the reliability of the model is just as important, if
the model is supposed to be used for real-world applications and in particular for
deriving recommendations for clinical application.

Explicitly modeling potential errors, bias or natural variability of the model
input enables estimating how the uncertainty propagates through the model and
quantify its effect on the model’s output [274, pp. 1 sqq.]. e idea of uncer-
tainty analyses (UA) and uncertainty quantification (UQ) is anything but new;
in physics and engineering it is commonplace to consider the limiting effects of
both systematic and random errors in measurements when making predictions.
Early applications of systematic UA and UQ are, for instance, the assessment of
reactor safety or general risk management and policy making models [29, 79].
e value of UA for computer models has been known for quite some time as
well [160, 195, 273].

But where exactly does this ominous “uncertainty” come from aer all? Un-
certainty can be classified as being either aleatory or epistemic [180, 216]. e for-
mer category describes variability inherent to the modeled subject, for instance
inter-individual differences due to genetic reasons, while the latter kind repre-
sents uncertainty introduced by a lack of knowledge and that could therefore be
eliminated—at least in principle—by enhancing the model or using more accu-
rate measurement techniques.
11 A more appropriate objective function would also need to take the time-dependent tissue dis-

tribution into consideration, as the relation between IFM and tissue distribution is clearly non-
injective, i. e. there are many possibilities for how the tissue can be distributed inside the healing
region to allow a certain amount of IFM.
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When UA provides an estimate of how uncertainty in the model input prop-
agates through the model affecting the output, the complementary and in some
sense inverse analysis type is sensitivity analysis (SA) [274, 275]. UA and SA pro-
vide the most benefit when used in conjunction: In SA, one tries to quantify the
influence of individual parameters on the model response, thus providing an es-
timate of the relative importance of each model parameter. Because the most im-
portant parameters tend to be also responsible for introducing the major fraction
of error in the model response, optimizing these parameters using one of the pre-
viouslymentioned optimizationmethods or trying to gather better data regarding
those, typically few, parameters is a particularly efficient way for in turn reducing
the total error of the model response.

Except for the calibration of themodel parameters for the bone segment trans-
port simulation and the optimization of the distraction protocol, all remaining
results in Chapter 3 are based on a straight-forward one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT)
approach.WhileOFAThas its place in the context of a first screening to determine
the sensitivity of the model to individual parameters, SA based on OFAT analy-
ses neglect any possible interaction between model parameters. For instance, in
§3.1.2 we have seen that changing the viscosity parameters has only a minor im-
pact on the model response. Nobody can guarantee however that this still holds,
if we simultaneously changed additional parameters, for instance the distraction
protocol or the stimuli sampling settings.

Now that we understand why UA and SA might be important components
of a model attempting to emulate biological processes, we can think of how to
apply those ideas to the bone healing and to the distraction osteogenesis model
in particular. I propose to use probabilistic methods, i. e. to perform Monte Carlo
simulations, for three main reasons: Modeling parameter uncertainties becomes
trivial in a Monte Carlo setting; instead of choosing a single value, you assign a
probability distribution to each parameter, representing the amount of knowledge
you have about that particular parameter [50, 141]. Sampling those distributions
produces a set of n randomly chosen parameter combinations, which than need
to be evaluated by running the simulation with those different parameter sets.
is yields a set of model responses with a characteristic probability distribution,
characterizing the amount of uncertainty in the model response and hence the
effect of the uncertainty in the input (Figure 4.13).

Which leads us to the second and probably most prominent feature of Monte
Carlo-based techniques: In a sense, probabilistic UA is about computing an ap-
proximation of theCDF (cumulative distribution function) of themodel response
usingMonte Carlo integration; and we know thatMonte Carlo integration always
converges at a rate of 1/

√
n where n is the sample size [141]. Using Quasi Monte

Carlo methods with optimized (quasi-)random sampling methods like Latin Hy-
percube Sampling can further increase convergence rates [142, 143, 159, 160, 217].
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Figure 4.13: Instead of using model parameters with fixed values, probabilistic models assign to each
input parameter (X1,X2, . . .Xm in the figure) a probability distribution, representing the uncertainty
in each of the parameters. Drawing n samples from the joint probability distribution yields the design
matrix X; each of its n rows contains a complete set of the m model parameters. Evaluating the nu-
merical model with this set of n parameterizations results in n different model responses, each possibly
composed of k components (output parameters).
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4.2.5 Dealing with Uncertainties

e important point to note here is that the Monte Carlo approach really is the
only viable option when dealing with complex models and their associated high-
dimensional parameter spaces, because the required sample size does neither de-
pend on the number of parameters nor the number of “levels” investigated, be-
cause Monte Carlo techniques are not subject to the previously mentioned curse
of dimensionality, contrary to full or fractional factorial designed experiments.

A third handy trait of probabilistic analyses is that the results can be directly
re-used for SA, without the need to perform additional simulations. e depen-
dencies between model parameters and model response can be easily captured
by treating the model parameters as predictors in a standard (multiple) regres-
sion model. Based on such regression models, several techniques like dominance
analysis then allow to decompose the total variance of the model response to de-
termine relative importance metrics for the individual model parameters, for in-
stance by computing the contribution of each model parameter (or predictor in
this context) to the total R2 of the surrogate model [132, 133, 168, 332].

So the required sample size does not depend on the dimensionality of the
parameter space—but just how many samples do we need then? e asymptotic
convergence behavior of themethod does not tell us, what amount of variance (or
error) we have to expect in absolute terms for the predicted probabilistic model
response based on n samples. One could use the value of the standard error of
the mean (SEM) s/

√
n with s being the sample standard deviation to judge the

quality of the estimate of the response distribution. Furthermore, 1−α confidence
intervals for normally distributed statistics like the sample mean x̄ can be easily
constructed using x̄± SEM · z1−α/2.

Assessing the reliability of non-normally distributed statistics is much more
elaborate. Simply repeating the whole probabilistic analysis N times for different
sample sizes could provide the required information as well as direct information
about how the error depends on the sample size (i. e. we would gain N sampling
distributions of the model response for each sample size; from that we could de-
duce how the variance of the sampling distribution depends on the sample size
n), but this would typically be too expensive to perform. As an alternative, we
can however approximate those quantities using bootstrapping [88]: By resam-
pling many times12 from the computed set of nmodel responses, we can then de-
rive the sampling distribution of the point estimate of interest [236] (Figure 4.14).
Based on that information, we can decide, whether we need to further increase
the number of samples for the probabilistic UA.

12 e rule of thumb is “at least 1000 times.”
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4.3 Towards a Comprehensive ContinuumModel of Bone Healing

4.3 Towards a Comprehensive ContinuumModel of
Bone Healing
In this concluding section, we are going to explore some ideas for advancing the
state of the bone healing model towards a more complete, accurate description of
the bone healing process. In contrast to the suggested improvements and possible
refinements we discussed in the preceding sections, the ideas we are going to dra
in this section will be much more ambitious, going beyond mere additions and
requiring fundamental changes to the model itself. While this might sound like a
rather risky endeavor, I am deeply convinced that a truly general model of bone
healing will have to capture the underlying biological processes in much more
detail than themodel presented in this thesis currently does and in the end, such a
step will probably be inevitable to overcome the inherent limitations of themodel.

4.3.1 Continuum Formulation of the Ulm Healing Model
eUlmbonehealingmodel represents tissue adaptation stimulated by biological
and mechanical factors by a field of (relative) tissue concentrations that changes
over time. e reader may recall that we made a first attempt to formalize this
idea in the introductory chapter by introducing the definition of a continuous
time-dependent concentration field

c : Ω × [0,∞) → [0, 1]3

(x, t) 7→

cb(x, t)cc(x, t)
cv(x, t)

 ,

where we assume the spatial domain Ω to be some subset of R3 (cf. §1.7.2). For
the sake of readability, let

∂x f (x) :=
∂f
∂x

(x).

With this notation, ∂t c = ċ is a function13 describing how much the field c
changes over time at each point (x, t) ∈ Ω × [0,∞) and which we therefore
dubbed D (for differentiation rule) in the introduction (§1.7.4).

We further assumed that the co-domain ofD is bounded by [−1, 1]3 and that
−ci ≤ Di ≤ 1 − ci for each component i of the concentration vector, ensuring c
13 c here does not stand for the value c(x, t) of c at some implied location (x, t), but for the func-

tion/field as an object by itself.
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4.3 Towards a Comprehensive ContinuumModel of Bone Healing

to always stay within [0, 1]3. Given some arbitrary initial biological state c0 spec-
ifying the tissue composition at time coordinate t = 0, we can solve this initial
value problem by integratingD over time.e result tells us how the spatial tissue
distribution evolves over time, i. e. it provides a prediction

c(x, t) = c0 +
t∫

0

D(x, τ) dτ.

roughout this thesis, we learned that D needs to consider both the biologi-
cal state and the strain distribution to determine the change in tissue composition,
which is why the (spatially discretized) version of D we considered in the intro-
duction took two arguments, namely a matrix of concentrations C and another
matrix of mechanical stimuli S. e input S originates from solving a structural-
mechanics boundary value problem based on a discretization of the geometry de-
fined by Ω and material properties derived from c (“rule of mixture,” see §1.7.3).
Yet, the underlying function D itself was never really rigorously defined; we in-
stead assumed that the fuzzy logic controller provides a good approximation of
the unknownD based on the given set of (at least partially ad hoc) linguistic rules
and membership functions (Appendix C).

Unfortunately, this approach of defining the “biological” part of themodel pri-
marily in terms of fuzzy logic severely hinders further development of the model:
Linguistic rules and membership functions oen are not expressive enough to
model even some of the basic constraints the model expects for both c and D
(e. g. recall the procedure for scaling the computed concentration deltas to valid
values as described in §1.7.4). In general, it is very hard to model dependencies
of different input values using fuzzy logic, which is why I choose to implement
the algorithm controlling resorption of bone and the maturation of woven bone
as a processing step independent from the fuzzy logic controller (cf. §2.4.5); with
fuzzy logic alone, there simply is no straightforward way for expressing that, for
instance, woven bone concentration should decrease by the same amount lamel-
lar bone increases. Aside from such issues, it is also astonishingly hard to predict
how changing linguistic rules or the parameters of themembership functions will
affect the simulation result as many rules can be active simultaneously and influ-
ence each other, not to mention the trouble arising from adding new rules.

ese practical issues alone might already be enough reason to strive aer a
solution replacing the fuzzy logic black box with a mathematical sound theoreti-
cal foundation withmore predicable behavior and (hopefully) better extensibility.
A formal mathematical formulation of the healing model would furthermore en-
able both an in-depth analysis of the mathematical properties of the model and
facilitate integrating advanced ideas regarding the modeling of growth and tis-
sue adaptation. For that to happen, we need to come up with a continuous ver-
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4.3.1 Continuum Formulation of the Ulm Healing Model

sion of D, which is able to replace the fuzzy logic of the current implementation.
e ultimate goal must be a formulation of D, which replicates the behavior of
the fuzzy-logic-based implementation for those cases where the existing model
yields good results, but it may very well deviate substantially from the fuzzy-logic-
driven numerical implementation in all other cases. A truly viable substitute for
the current ad hoc discrete implementation however not only requires coming
up with such a formalization of D, but also a suitable discretization scheme and
a corresponding implementation (i. e. program code), covering all the necessary
functionality to match the fuzzy-logic-based solution. Together, these tasks are
probably big enough to justify another PhD thesis on their own; in any event, the
following ideas should hence be taken as what they are: nothing but a stepping
stone towards a possible, future mathematical framework of bone healing. ese
ideas are an attempt, a first sketch, a starting point, exploring possible directions
towards a more complete, comprehensive model of bone healing and growth. By
no means are they supposed to be fully fleshed out or perfectly balanced .

Bone Formation and Resorption

Let us therefore restrict ourselves to a simplified problem, where we for now
only consider the relative concentration of bone tissue cb, without distinguish-
ing between woven and lamellar bone, as well as the vascularity of the tissue cv.
Again, we define the non-calcified tissue fraction (connective tissue, so tissue)
as cs = 1− cb. As this setting lacks chondrogenesis, there also is no endochondral
ossification. D thus simplifies to

D =

[
ċb
ċv

]
=

[
Db
Dv

]
, (4.1)

forming a system of two coupled PDEs.
e net rate of change of bone concentration Db should lie in [−1, 1] and is

determined by the difference between the (relative) rate of osteogenesis Gb ∈
[0, 1] and the rate of bone tissue resorption Rb ∈ [0, 1]:

Db =


1 − cb if γbGb − ρbRb > 1 − cb
−cb if γbGb − ρbRb < −cb
γbGb − ρbRb otherwise

γb ∈ [0, 1] and ρb ∈ [0, 1] are nothing but additional scaling parameters for both
limiting and balancing the global growth and resorption rates, respectively. In-
stead of this rather unaesthetic definition by cases, let us however introduce an
alternative, where the current concentration controls the maximum amount of
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4.3 Towards a Comprehensive ContinuumModel of Bone Healing

growth and resorption and ensures that cb always stays in [0, 1]:

Db = γb (1 − cb)Gb − ρbcbRb (4.2)

According to the linguistic fuzzy logic rules, osteogenesis requiresmechanical
stimulation, proximity to other bone tissue and sufficient vascularity, i. e. nutri-
ent supply. A simple linear model of this interdependence where multiplication
replaces the logical conjunction operator used in the linguistic rules is

Gb = Mb AbV, (4.3)

whereMb ∈ [0, 1]models the influence of the effectivemechanical stimuli ε̂eff and
γ̂eff on osteogenesis, Ab ∈ [0, 1] describes how adjacent bone tissue affects local
osteogenesis and bone tissue adaptation and V ∈ [0, 1] describes how the degree
of vascularization impacts osteogenesis.

Mb depends on ε̂eff and γ̂eff; but how exactly? We want Mb to be greater than
zero for combinations of ε̂eff and γ̂eff that support intramembranous ossification;
in all other cases,Mb should equal zero, suppressing any osteogenic activity. One
possibility to model such on-off switch-like behavior while preserving smooth-
ness is using a combination of sigmoid functions, which is also a reasonable ap-
proximation of the trapezoid membership functions used by the fuzzy logic con-
troller. For instance, let

sigp,α(x) :=
1

1 +
∣∣ x
p

∣∣α
with the inflection point at p and a “steepness” parameter α. We can then define

Mb = sigεu,αε(ε̂eff) sigγu,αγ(γ̂eff)− sigεl,βε(ε̂eff) sigγl,βγ(γ̂eff). (4.4)

e parameters εu and γu characterize the upper strain thresholds for intramem-
branous ossification, while αε and αγ define how quickly the potential for bone
growth decreases to zero. Analogously, εl and γl define the lower threshold for
intremembranous ossification and βε and βγ the corresponding steepnesses (Fig-
ure 4.15).

e value of the factor V in (4.3) only depends on the local value of cv. We
can use the sigmoid function sig again to model the thresholding behavior and a
saturation effect that sets in once cv has surpassed a certain level, e. g.

V = 1 − sigqV,αV(cv).

qV should lie somewhere in [0, 1] and determines the beginning of the saturation
effect (Figure 4.16).
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Figure 4.15: For our simplified model, which only considers intramembranous bone formation, a com-
bination of two 2D sigmoid functions suffices to model the influence of mechanical strain on bone for-
mationMb. The thresholds used for this particular plot are εu = 0.0085, γu = 0.07, εl = 0.00022 and
γl = 0.00045. Also mind the nonlinearly scaled axes.
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Figure 4.16: The plot shows, how local blood vessel density cv influences the rate of local bone forma-
tion Gb. A value of zero for V effectively prohibits any osteogenic activity. In this specific example, the
turning point is at cv = 0.4, i. e. if the vessel density is 40% of themaximally achievable value, the bone
formation rate is restricted to 50% of its maximum value.
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4.3 Towards a Comprehensive ContinuumModel of Bone Healing

Modeling the influence of adjacent bone tissue is slightly trickier, because it
requires considering not only local quantities, but also the surroundings of the
current location x. In the original Ulm fracture healing model, the potential in-
crease in bone concentration depends on themaximumbone concentration in an
adjacent element (§1.7.4). e fuzzy logic then decides, whether the determined
maximum adjacent bone concentration is high enough to allow local ossification.
In §2.3.6 we already learned that using the maximum adjacent element is equiv-
alent to a morphological dilatation operation or to applying a maximum filter
to the bone concentration field. By replacing the mesh-dependent neighborhood
definition of the original model with one that uses a spherical region instead (cf.
§2.3.5), the influence of adjacent bone tissue according to the original healing
model can be written as

Ab(x, t) = fAb

(
max

{
cb(ξ, t) | ∀ξ ∈ R3 : ∥x− ξ∥2 ≤ radj

})
. (4.5)

In words: Ab is a (yet to be defined) function fAb
of the maximum value of cb in

some neighborhood of x, bounded by a 2-sphere of radius radj.
In §2.3.6 we also introduced amodifiedmodel that we used for the distraction

model, where the influence of adjacent bone tissue is a function of the (distance-
weighted) average bone concentration near x, i. e.

Ab(x, t) = fAb

(
(cb ∗ Gσadj)(x, t)

)
. (4.6)

Compared to (4.5), (4.6) is easier to justify from a biological point of view: e
biochemical activities of all the mechanosensitive cells surrounding a certain lo-
cation x should influence tissue adaptation at this point via paracrine signaling.
Because the number of mechanosensitive cells is proportional to the local bone
tissue concentration, (4.6) indeed is a phenomenological description of this de-
pendence. Ignoring for a moment any other influences besides that of adjacent
bone tissue leads to the integro-differential expression ċb = cb ∗Gσadj, which is in
fact a well known approach for modeling long-range14 effects in a wide variety of
applications [232, p. 411].

For fAb
we might again choose a sigmoid-like function to implement a so-

switch behavior, for instance

fAb
(x) = 1 − sigqAb

,αAb
(x)

with another two parameters qAb
and αAb

, determining the turning point and the
steepness of the sigmoid curve just as in the previous cases. Yet, when using a
14 Although paracrine signaling is a short-range mechanism from a biological point of view, it is

“long-range” in the context of the mathematical model as we need to consider a finitely sized
neighborhood.
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4.3.1 Continuum Formulation of the Ulm Healing Model

convolution approach as in (4.6), the kernel parameters (e. g. σadj) already pro-
vide a convenient way for controlling the propagation velocity and the amount of
dispersion allowed for the bone healing front and thus fAb

can be dropped.
In the Ulm bone healing model, mechanics are the only reason for bone re-

sorption. In the simplest case, Rb should therefore exceed zero whenever the com-
bination of ε̂eff and γ̂eff signals either under- or overstimulation. us, Rb would
be the exact opposite of Mb (osteogenesis stimulating strains):

Rb = 1 −Mb

Yet, in the fuzzy logic based model, there really exist two “neutral” zones, where
neither bone formation nor resorption occurs, that is: Bone does not get imme-
diately destroyed as soon as the mechanical stimuli surpass the upper thresholds
and bone resorption only sets in when the stimuli drop even further then the
lowermodeling thresholds (cf. AppendixC). For the purposes of this section how-
ever, the above definition suffices andwewill therefore not bother with the details
of a more realistic, but also more cumbersome, specification of Rb.

Angiogenesis

e second component ofD, the rate of change of vascularityDv, is also the result
of competing growth and resorption processes, which again can be scaled globally
by two parameters γv ∈ [0, 1] and ρv ∈ [0, 1], i. e.

Dv =


1 − cv if γvGv − ρvRv > 1 − cv
−cv if γvGv − ρvRv < −cv
γvGv − ρvRv otherwise.

Analogously to Db, Gv ∈ [0, 1], Rv ∈ [0, 1], Dv ∈ [−1, 1] and we must also ensure
that cv stays within [0, 1]. As withDb, we can replace the definition by cases by an
expression of the form

Dv = γv (1 − cv)Gv − ρvcvRv. (4.7)

According to the model and in contrast to osteogenesis, angiogenesis does
not require explicit biochemical stimulation. Any currently avascular region is
supposed to suffer from hypoxia, driving the revascularization process for an in-
definite amount of time: cv just keeps increasing until it reaches 100%, as long
as the mechanical situation allows it. Another prerequisite for revascularization
to happen is that the surrounding tissue is already sufficiently vascularized. Both
preconditions can be encoded as

Gv = MvAv.
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Mv should allow revascularization only for uncritical levels of both compressive
and shear strain, which we can again model using a simple sigmoid function:

Mv = sigr1,β1
(γ̂) sigr2,β2

(ε̂)

Both sprouting and splitting angiogenesis requires existing vessels. erefore the
revascularization process, just as osteogenesis, must depend on the vascularity of
a region of finite extent around any location x. We can use the same formulation
we used to express the influence of adjacent bone tissue before (4.6):

Av(x, t) = fAv

(
(cv ∗ Gσadj)(x, t)

)
Here we simply recycled the same kernelGσadj that we used in (4.6) to express the
influence of adjacent tissue on local ossification. In reality, it might be sensible to
choose two, possibly entirely different kernels for osteogenesis and angiogenesis,
but we shall not digress and instead ignore suchminormatters within the context
of this sketchy section. Likewise, we can think of fAv

as another sigmoid function
similar to fAb

, but with differing parameters:

fAv
(x) = 1 − sigrAv

,αAv
(x)

fAv
effectively suppresses any noteworthy angiogenic activity, if the average vascu-

larity in the neighborhood of x is lower than rAv
.

Analogous to Rb, the term Rv in Dv models how vascularity decreases, in this
case due to rupture of blood vessels under high mechanical loads. As for Rb, we
can therefore reuse the description of uncritical strain combinationsMv to express
destructive loads:

Rv = 1 −Mv

Both the formulation for Rb and Rv are rather simplistic. For real applications,
one would likely want to introduce a “neutral zone” of mechanical strain, where
strains may be too high to allow osteogenesis or angiogenesis respectively, but
which does not directly destroy existing tissue or vascularity. As in the fuzzy-logic-
based model, destructive processes like vessel rupture or fracturing should only
happen once the mechanical strains leave this neutral zone and reach destructive
magnitudes.

With that, our simplified model (4.1) is complete. e parameters we intro-
duced for the different sigmoid-like functions can be derived from the member-
ship functions of the fuzzy-logic-basedmodel. Figure 4.17 shows some exemplary
numerical results based on a prototypic, slightly simplified FEM implementation
of this model. is prototype does not consider bone resorption or blood vessel
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4.3.2 A Refined Model of Bone Growth and Maturation

degradation and uses the mechanical stimuli directly, i. e. it does not implement
a stimuli memory of any kind (though this could be easily implemented with a
temporal filter for the mechanical stimuli). Nevertheless, we can see the basic fea-
tures of a model of bone healing: Osteogenesis occurs whenever vascularity in a
local adjacency exceeds a certain threshold and mechanical stimuli are within a
range that is beneficial for bone formation.

4.3.2 A Refined Model of Bone Growth and Maturation
Because the model we developed in the previous section is nothing but a sketchy
formalization of the fuzzy-logic-based bone healing model, its predictive power
cannot surpass that of its reference model. Yet, now that we have a sufficiently for-
malized version of the bone healing model at our disposal, we can start thinking
about how we can extend this model on an abstract level to capture the process
of bone healing in more detail and thus hopefully be able to enhance the model’s
validity.

Currently, the local concentration of bone tissue increases whenever the lo-
cal mechanical stimuli as well as some auxiliary biological conditions meet cer-
tain criteria. Because in reality mechanical stimulation does not lead to instanta-
neous ossification, we had to additionally delay the mechanical stimuli by an ad
hoc determined amount of lag time for simulating lateral distraction osteogenesis
(cf. §2.3.4). In §2.3.4, we furthermore introduced the idea of effective mechanical
stimuli, which incorporate the strain history and thereforemodel the influence of
past stimuli on the ongoing tissue transformation processes by folding the strain
history with an appropriate weighting kernel.

Amodel describingmechanotransduction as well as the triggered cellular pro-
cesses like the secretion of biochemical signaling molecules, osteoid synthesis,
calcification and subsequent long-term bone maturation as well as bone tissue re-
sorption inmore detail would potentially lead to amore general applicablemodel
of bone healing, where phenomena like the delayed response to mechanical stim-
ulation is an emergent property of the model instead of being hard-wired. e
idea we are going to persue in this section thus is to combine some of the features
of models akin to that of Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen with the strengths of
the Ulm model. We shall however stay on the macroscopic tissue level, i. e. we
shall not attempt to model low-level biochemical or even intracellular processes.

Biochemical Stimulation

If mechano-transduction is “[…] the generation of signals as a result of forces ap-
plied to components of the cell […]” then why do we not model it this way [292]?
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Figure 4.17: The prototypic numerical implementation of the continuum model is based on a discon-
tinuous Galerkin FE discretization. In the example the bottom of the domain is fixed (ux = uy = 0) and
a forced displacement is applied to the top boundary (uy = −4mm). The biological initial conditions
can be seen in the first row which shows the situation at t = 0.
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4.3.2 A Refined Model of Bone Growth and Maturation

As a first step, let us therefore replace the statically defined influence of adjacent
bone tissue with its assumed constant, spherical region of influence (term Ab in
(4.3)) as well as the direct influence of mechanical strains on the local growth
process (Mb in (4.3)) with a more indirect, yet more accurate model of mechan-
otransduction in bone: In our model, mechanosensitive cells shall control the
bone (re-)modeling process by producing biochemical signals upon mechanical
stimulation (or a lack thereof). In reality, both osteoblasts and osteocytes produce
different growth factors that, for instance, stimulate (e. g. RANKL) or inhibit (e. g.
TGF-β, osteoprotegerin) resorption via paracrine signaling [140, 214]. Because
we do not however want to model complex molecular signaling pathways and in-
teractions between different kinds of signaling molecules to any detail, we only
introduce two new components cOPF and cRPF to our biological state vector c, rep-
resenting the aggregate biochemical signal, promoting either osteogenesis (OPF:
osteogenesis promoting factors) or bone resorption (RPF: resorption promoting
factors), respectively. c therefore becomes

c : Ω × [0,∞) → [0, 1]4

(x, t) 7→


cb(x, t)
cv(x, t)

cOPF(x, t)
cRPF(x, t)

 ,

and consequently

D =


ċb
ċv
ċOPF
ċRPF

 =


Db
Dv
DOPF
DRPF

 ,

which we cannot call tissue differentiation rule anymore, because D now also de-
scribes the evolution of the biochemical signals cOPF and cRPF. Note that cOPF and
cRPF are mere surrogates for the true yet much more complicated bioregulatory
network. ey shall represent the effective biochemical signals controlling bone
formation and resorption, aggregating both stimulating and inhibiting signals.

e rate at which cOPF is produced should depend on the amount and type of
mechanical stimulation and the amount of osteocytes and hence bone concentra-
tion. Both consumption (e. g. binding to target cell receptors) and natural decay
should contribute to cOPF’s slow but steady depletion. Furthermore, cOPF is trans-
ported purely via diffusion; thus

DOPF = ∇ · δOPF∇cOPF︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion

+MOPF (ε̂, γ̂)BOPF (cb)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Production

− dOPF (Db, cOPF)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Consumption and decay

, (4.8)
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where δOPF is the diffusivity of cOPF (which could vary over space and time) and
the differential operator ∇ in Cartesian coordinates is the pseudo-vector

∇ :=
[
∂x ∂y ∂z

]T
such that the gradient of a scalar field a : R3 → R is the vector field of spatial
derivatives

∇a(x) =

∂x a(x)∂y a(x)
∂z a(x)

with x ∈ R3.

e formal dot product

∇ · v(x) = div (v(x)) = ∂xvx(x) + ∂yvy(x) + ∂zvz(x) =
∑
i

∂ivi(x)

therefore defines the divergence of a vector field v : R3 → R3 at a point x, where
vi are the vector field’s components.

Unfortunately, there remains a little practical problem with the way we de-
fined DOPF in (4.8): e factor BOPF in the second term couples the secretion rate
of signaling molecules to the local bone concentration cb. Regions of high bone
concentrations however are also very stiff and thus experience only very little me-
chanical strain; aer all, reducing tissue strains is the driving goal of ossification.
Furthermore, the mechanical environment on the surface of the existing bone tis-
sue must also be taken into account, because bone formation can only tolerate a
limited amount of straining. Finally, the semi-quantitative data we have available
about which mechanical environment stimulates or hinders bone formation also
focuses on the strain along the surface of existing bone tissue [68]. Luckily, we
already found a way of expressing this requirement in the previous section and
we can thus simply reuse (4.6) to make BOPF depend on the average bone concen-
tration in a certain finite neighborhood defined by Gσadj:

DOPF = ∇ · δOPF∇cOPF︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion

+MOPF (ε̂, γ̂)BOPF
(
cb ∗ Gσadj

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Production

− dOPF (Db, cOPF)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Consumption and decay

(4.9)

We shall not make an effort detailing the coupling functions MOPF, BOPF and
dOPF here. Suffice it to say that MOPF would probably by similar to (4.4) or even
more sophisticated, such that the secretion rate depends on the magnitude and
type of stimulation (tension vs. compression), BOPF should increase with increas-
ing average bone concentrations and dOPF should reduce cOPF by an amount re-
lated to the amount of newly created bone tissue as well as a fixed fraction of the
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current value of cOPF to model natural decay. ese reaction and source terms
must further ensure that cOPF stays in [0, 1].

With this, defining DRPF is rather boring, as it is in some sense dual to DOPF
and thus only requires minor modification:

DRPF = ∇ · δRPF∇cOPF︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion

+MRPF (ε̂, γ̂)BRPF (cb)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Production

− dRPF (Db, cRPF)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Consumption and decay

Just as MOPF controls the production of osteogenesis promoting biochemical sig-
nals,MRPF drives the production of resorption inducing factors depending on the
given mechanical stimulation. e main difference to (4.9) is that, in contrast to
BOPF, BRPF might depend on the local bone concentration only.

Now we just need to link back the rate of change of bone concentration Db to
DOPF and DRPF to close the feedback loop. Recall how we defined Db in (4.2):

Db = γb (1 − cb)Gb − ρbcbRb

We need to adapt both Gb and Rb to respond to the newly introduced cOPF and
cRPF, respectively. We thus replace the terms linking bone growth directly to me-
chanical stimulation and adjacency to existing bone tissue with some expression
of cOPF:

Gb = ΛOPF (cOPF)AbV (cv)

ΛOPF defines how sensitive bone growth is to the concentration of osteogenesis
promoting biochemical signals. Note that we cannot simply dropAb, because cOPF
should only stimulate bone growth in regions close to existing bone as osteogene-
sis requires the presence of osteoblast lining cells, which we do not model explic-
itly.

Correspondingly for Rb, cRPF instead of mechanics should influence the rate
of bone resorption Rb:

Rb = ΛRPF (cRPF)

Destructive loads might also directly affect bone tissue, which could be handled
by an additional term, directly taking mechanical stimulation as input and thus
skipping the indirection introduced by our heavily simplified version of mechan-
otransduction.

cb, cOPF and cRPF now form a three component reaction-diffusion system, a
type of coupled PDE system that Turing used to explain morphogenesis [306].
While reaction-diffusion systems are—despite their simplicity— able to describe
self-organization processes of an astounding variety, it remains to be seenwhether
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the system we sketched here really is sufficient to simulate not only the initial
time lag, but also the observed long-term effects of mechanical stimulation as the
model does not directly include a concept of “reprogrammed cells,” i. e. altered
transcription. Well-chosen parameter values, for instance for the diffusivities of
cOPF and cRPF and correctly tuned production and consumption functions might
indeed be able to capture this effect. Alternatively, one could again use some sort
of effective mechanical stimuli in (4.9), i. e. MOPF would have to depend on the
strain history instead of current mechanical stimuli only.

Calcification and Maturation

A natural extension to the model we have developed so far is to model the differ-
ent stages of the calcification and bone maturation process more explicitly. Note
that the calcification process also adds to the time lag between stimulation and the
first appearance of calcified bone tissue. For instance, we could split cb into three
sub-components co (osteoid, i. e. unmineralized bone ECM), cw (woven bone, i. e.
immature mineralized bone tissue) and cm (lamellar bone, i. e. mature mineral-
ized bone tissue) and thus extend c to

c : Ω × [0,∞) → [0, 1]6

(x, t) 7→


co(x, t)
cw(x, t)
cm(x, t)
cv(x, t)

cOPF(x, t)
cRPF(x, t)

 and D =


ċo
ċw
ċm
ċv
ċOPF
ċRPF

 =


Do
Dw
Dm
Dv
DOPF
DRPF

 .

Because co represents the relative concentration of unmineralized matrix as op-
posed to woven bone, we would have to introduce new material properties de-
scribing this much less stiff material and also extend the rule of mixture appro-
priately.

e precise interdependent evolution of these now six components might be
arbitrarily complex, yet the behavior we expect is straightforward; without giving
detailed definitions of the individual terms, the following system describes the
desired evolution of bone tissue, consisting of osteoid production, mineralization
and maturation:

Do = go(co, cOPF, cv)−mo(co)
Dw = mo(co)− rw(cw, cRPF)−mw(cw)
Dm = mw(cw)− rm(cm, cRPF)
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where

−co ≤ Do < 1 − co,
−cw ≤ Dw < 1 − cw and
−cm ≤ Dm < 1 − cm.

In the equation for Do, go ∈ [0, 1] represents appositional growth and is there-
fore analogous to the growth term of the previously defined Db. mo ∈ [0, 1] is
a maturation term, modeling the calcification of immature bone tissue matrix.
us, while calcification of existing osteoid is also the sole reason for a possible
increase in woven bone (mo in Dw), both mechanically stimulated resorption of
woven bone (rw) or further maturation, i. e. the substitution of woven with lamel-
lar bone (mw), leads to a decrease in cw; the latter also increases the fraction of
mature bone cm correspondingly. Finally, mature bone can also be subject to me-
chanically induced resorption, where the resorption ratemight differ from that of
woven bone (rm inDm). A full-fledged version of such a model ready for practical
implementation would furthermore need to be able to gracefully handle different
kinds of corner cases: For instance, if rw +mw > cw, which process, resorption or
maturation, “wins”?

Besides such minor issues one could also pose the more far-reaching ques-
tion, whether the concept of relative tissue concentrations really is adequate for
building a model of bone healing that is sufficiently accurate and generic at the
same time. Otherwise we would have to lower the level of abstraction, separating
cellular activities such as proliferation, differentiation and migration from ma-
trix production and resorption. Ideally, the macroscopic system behavior then
emerges from only a few, more fundamental mechano-biological processes. Still,
one needs to be aware that such a change of perspective—promising as it might
sound—also comes with its own share of difficulties, in particular by introducing
a whole lot of new, yet unknown parameters.

4.3.3 Angiogenesis and Chemotaxis
e simulation of angiogenesis is a critical component in any serious attempt to
model bone healing. Although the Ulm healing model does consider the process
of revascularization, themodel is quite simplistic (see §1.7.4 and §4.3.1 for its con-
tinuum counterpart); in fact, there are no explicitly modeled stimuli that drive
angiogenesis. Instead, vascularity in not yet fully vascularized and therefore po-
tentially hypoxic tissue simply keeps increasing, given that the tissue strain levels
do not prohibit vessel growth. By implication, angiogenesis in thismodel basically
goes on forever at a constant rate, with no preferred direction of growth.
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As a consequence, the model’s predictions for so called “critical size defects”
are too optimistic, in particular for defects combiningmoderatemechanical stim-
ulation with a large bony defect that needs to be bridged. Such cases would pre-
sumably result in pseudarthrosis in the real world, but do heal according to the
Ulm fracture healing model. e solution to this problem is simple, at least in
principle: We need to augment the model with an additional biochemical signal,
acting as a stimulus for angiogenesis.

Again, aswith bone in the previous section,we donot need tomodel a plethora
of different growth factors like Angiopoietin, FGF-1 and -2, VEGF and PDGF etc.
and their possible interactions [30, 34, 51, 52, 93, 94, 100, 113, 178, 242, 263, 266,
269, 302]; instead, let us introduce a single surrogate messenger substance whose
relative concentration we shall label cAPF and which subsumes the angiogenic ef-
fects of the true biochemical signaling network.We shall further assume that cells
in the devascularized tissue produce those angiogenic substances [293–295]; as
the cells die due to missing oxygen supply, the production of the angiogenesis
stimulating substances ceases and angiogenic activity eventually declines to basal
levels again. Revascularization shall proceed “uphill” the gradient of cAPF, i. e. cAPF
should exert a certain chemotactic effect on the endothelial cells responsible for
forming the new vessels [301].

Models including angiogenesis controlled by cytokine gradients have been de-
veloped and used before, mostly in the context of generic wound healing scenar-
ios [8, 20, 59, 114, 253]. More recently, researchers started to apply such models
to fracture healing models; some even consider the haptotactic response of en-
dothelial cells to fibronectin in the ECM [61, 120, 122]. Most of those models of
angiogenesis are essentially a variation of the basic Keller-Segel model of chemo-
taxis [172, 173]. Following this mathematical framework, we can easily derive a
corresponding formalization for the rate of change of the vessel density cv, con-
trolled by the concentration gradient of angiogenic cytokins cAPF:

e vessel density flux Jv ∈ R3 consists of two components: random move-
ment, represented by a diffusion term, and movement along the concentration
gradient of some chemoattractant (chemotaxis), in our case cAPF [232, p. 407].

Jv = Jdiff + Jchemo

= −δv∇cv︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusive flux

+ cv χ(cAPF)∇cAPF︸ ︷︷ ︸
Chemotactic flux

(4.10)

δv is the diffusivity of cv while χmodels the dependence of the chemotactic effect
on the attractant concentration cAPF. Note that the diffusive component in (4.10)
does not directly refer to random cellular movement as it does in many other
models that actually consider endothelial cell densities. Instead, Jdiff represents
the tendency of blood vessels to grow towards avascular regions, even without
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specific stimulation (basal activity). Substituting (4.10) in the continuity equation
for cv

ċv +∇ · Jv = ϱv

yields the following reaction-diffusion-chemotaxis equation [232, p. 407]:

ċv = ∇ · δv∇cv︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion

−∇ · cv χ(cAPF)∇cAPF︸ ︷︷ ︸
Chemotaxis

+ ϱv︸︷︷︸
Reaction

(4.11)

Because the relative vessel density cv cannot be a conserved quantity in a model
describing growth, (4.11) must not be conservative either. In this context, the
reaction term ϱv should model local growth, i. e. once cv > 0, the local vessel
density should increase steadily until reaching a value of 1.0, even if the net flux
is zero. One possibility is to use the logistic growth term of the classical Fisher-
Kolmogorov equation [99, 186, 232, pp. 400, 437 sqq.]

u̇ = D∇2u+ u(1 − u), (4.12)

where u is some time-dependent scalar field,D the diffusivity of u and∇2 = ∇·∇
the Laplacian. By plugging the reaction term into (4.11), we get

ċv = ∇ · δv∇cv −∇ · cv χ(cAPF)∇cAPF + cv(1 − cv). (4.13)

In (4.13), both the diffusion and chemotaxis terms are responsible for the dis-
persal of cv and hence−∇· Jv models the spatial spreading of vessels. If∇· Jv < 0
we are in a sink and cv “flows” towards us from adjacent locations, increasing the
local concentration. If however we are at a source such that ∇ · Jv > 0, the local
concentration might still decrease when the local growth (reaction term) cannot
compensate the outflux completely. Yet, because vessel density is not a conserved
quantity, a local increase in vessel density due to influx should never be at the
expense of the vessel density at the source.

e elegant solution to this problemwould be to adapt the reaction term such
that it counter-balances possible unwanted outflux. A more crude, but still very
effective way to achieve the same effect is to simply “forbid” local concentration
decrease due to outflux:

ċv = (1 − cv) ramp(∇ · δv∇cv −∇ · cv χ(cAPF)∇cAPF) + cv(1 − cv) (4.14)

with

ramp(x) := xH(x) for x ∈ R (4.15)
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H denotes the Heaviside function as defined previously in equation (2.2). Note
that the additional term 1 − cv helps to prevent blow-up aer a finite amount
of time, a well known-issue of Keller-Segel models. is simple model already
displays the desired biochemically stimulated growth behavior (Figure 4.18). A
complete model, however, would need to react tomechanics as well: Large strains
should prohibit angiogenesis or even destroy existing vessels. An implementation
of suchmechnosensitivitywould be analogous to our initialmodel (4.7) and could
be realized by again introducing appropriate on/off switching-terms that damp or
completely prohibit further revascularization above certain strain thresholds. A
degradation term could againmodel the effects of destructive mechanical stimuli.

How should the concentration of angiogenesis stimulating factors cAPF be-
have? e source are cells in hypoxic tissue, thus the production rate should de-
pend on cv. cAPF can decrease either due to consumption (binding to target recep-
tors), depending on ċv, or natural degradation. Finally, cAPF shall be transported
purely via diffusion. Slightly more formal, we may write this as

ċAPF = ∇ · δAPF∇cAPF︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion

+GAPF(cv, cb, co, cc, cs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Production

− RAPF(ċv)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Consumption and degradation

(4.16)

Figure 4.19 shows some exemplary results produced by a finite differences
implementation of this model of chemotactically controlled angiogenesis. One
can see how angiogenesis proceeds along the gradient of cAPF, thereby partially
consuming cAPF as well. cAPF itself is only transported via diffusion in this example.

e production of angiogenesis stimulating messenger substances obviously
depends on the oxygenation level of the tissue, but also on the tissue type. Not
only dying cells in the initial haematoma, but also both osteoblasts and hyper-
trophic chondroblasts are known to be sources of VEGF and thus in a full model
of bone healing GAPF must consider the concentrations of bone and cartilage tis-
sue types as well. Additionally, avascular tissue should stop producing APFs aer
a certain finite amount of time. By adding additional state variables representing
the cell concentration for each tissue types, one could simulate how cell popula-
tions gradually decline and therefore stop emitting biochemical signals. On the
other hand, mechanical stimulation and in particular a cyclic distraction stimu-
lus may promote the production of APFs [242]. is effect could be easily added
to our model by making GAPF depend on ε̂ and γ̂.
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Figure 4.18:Given an initial (one dimensional) concentration distribution in form of a Gaussian pulse at
x = 0.5 (amplitude normalized to 1.0) and a standard deviation of σ = 0.05 as well as a chemoattrac-
tant concentration of 1− x, the figure shows how different combinations of diffusive and chemotactic
components of the total flux as well as reaction terms influence the evolution of the concentration dis-
tribution: The first plot only considers diffusion, while the Fisher-Kolmogorov model adds a reaction
term and models actual growth. When considering chemotactic flux alone the concentration moves
along the concentration gradient of the chemoattractant; expectably, adding diffusion only causes dis-
persion, but themodel is still conservative andhence there is nogrowth. A combined reaction-diffusion-
chemotaxis model displays chemotactically controlled growth. Restricting the total flux to positive val-
ues only prevents local concentration decrease due to outflux into adjacent regions.
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Figure 4.19: In this example, besides little amounts of undirected basal activity, the growth of cv follows
the gradient of cAPF. Note that the initial concentrations of cv and cAPF are not perfectly aligned and
how that influences the growth pattern.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary and Conclusions

“What we observe is not nature itself, but
nature exposed to our method of questioning.”

W H

“I hope that posterity will judge me kindly, not
only as to the things which I have explained,
but also as to those which I have intentionally
omitted so as to leave to others the pleasure of
discovery.”

R D

Distraction osteogenesis harnesses the unique regeneration and adaptation ca-
pabilities of bone tissue for clinical applications like limb lengthening, closing
large bone defects or treating mandibular hypoplasia and other skeletal deformi-
ties. Although some well-established recommendations regarding the treatment
parameters of a distraction protocol like distraction frequency or distraction in-
crement size exist, in practice, the success of the procedure crucially depends on
experience and intuition of the clinician. In particular, callus distraction and bone
segment transport require careful adjustment of the distraction protocol param-
eters to prevent both premature bridging, but also to avoid delayed healing.

To eventually enable systematic optimization of distraction procedures for in-
dividual patients, we need to augment the current experience-based approach
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with actual knowledge of the underlying biomechanical mechanisms. In vivo and
in vitro experiments contribute important empirical data to the process of deriv-
ing theories and hypotheses of the bone healing process. Effort, high costs and
ethical issues however severely limit these methods’ usefulness for answering a
myriad of “what-if ” questions that naturally arise during the theory building pro-
cess.

e ability to quickly test the plausibility of different hypotheses is a major
advantage of numerical models and was the prime motivation behind developing
a computer model of distraction osteogenesis. While Simon et al. had already
developed a model of fracture healing that builds upon a tissue differentiation
hypothesis mapped out by Claes and Heigele, it was not clear, whether this model
covers distraction osteogenesis as well. Trying to recreate the tissue adaptation
processes observed in vivo by building corresponding simulations based on the
existing fracture healing model could therefore either provide further support
for Claes and Heigele’s hypothesis of mechanically-driven tissue differentiation
or reveal where we lack substantial knowledge and hint at open questions worthy
of being addressed by further research.

While creating themodel of lateral distraction osteogenesis, we learned about
numerous extensions thatwe had to add to the fracture healingmodel: Aside from
obviously necessary adjustments like geometry and boundary conditions, we also
introduced viscoplastic material behavior to enable modeling large plastic defor-
mations as well as stress relaxation. We discussed different ways of extracting the
dominant mechanical stimuli from the now transient strain signal by applying
appropriate sampling procedures. Instead of relying on immediate mechanical
strain as the sole stimulus for tissue adaption, we implemented effective stimuli
that depend on the strain history. is way, we were able to model both the cal-
cification delay as well as the “inertia effect” observed in vivo, where bone forma-
tion continued well past the last distraction stimulus. Not the maximum concen-
tration in any adjacent finite element, but weighted average concentrations now
drive appositional growth (bone, blood vessels), an approach that is easier to jus-
tify from both a technical, but also a biological point of view. e large deforma-
tions during distraction demanded introducing a mesh regularization technique,
which we subsequently improved further by switching to super-sampling for the
mapping step to reduce aliasing artifacts. Transferring this model to the segment
transport case merely required additional so tissue components, an explicitly
modeled non-linear fixator and cyclic physiological loads. A new differentiation
rule represented bone tissue resorption in case of understimulation.

e simulations indicate that the basic principles behind Claes and Heigele’s
hypothesis apply to distraction osteogenesis aswell; yet the aforementionedmodel
extensions, in particular the stimuli memory, are critical ingredients to be able
to reproduce the observed overall bone formation patterns. While the addition
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of bone resorption and maturation is important for predicting long-term devel-
opment of the bone tissue distribution, remodeling has only minor impact on
the early healing phase. For the segment transport case, we had to reduce the
global tissue transformation rate by 50% compared to the lateral distraction case
to achieve realistic predictions, suggesting that the model in its current form is
still missing some important aspects that would be necessary to be a truly generic
model of bone healing.

e assumption that the peak tensile strain is the dominantmechanical stimu-
lus during the distraction phase leads to plausible results. In fact, equidistant sam-
pling of the strain signal results in too much bone formation for both the lateral
distraction case and the bone segment transport scenario. During consolidation,
bone segment transport essentially reduces to plain secondary fracture healing
as the influence of the cyclic compressive loads quickly exceeds the effect of the
memorized tensile distraction load. Another related observation is that the effec-
tive stimuli during the distraction phase inside the fracture gap are not nearly as
high as one might expect: According to the simulations, tissue from surrounding
areas gets sucked into the widening gap and the original gap tissue that indeed
experienced immense strains during the initial few distraction steps soon only
accounts for a fraction of the total gap material.

Adding bone maturation and resorption did not have a big effect on the dis-
traction and early consolidation phases; neither the predicted IFM nor the sim-
ulated tissue differentiation patterns varied considerably when we modified the
respective parameter values. During the late consolidation phase however, the
maturation rate and also the resorption rate for lamellar bone determine if and
how quickly the original bone geometry can be restored. e simulations also re-
vealed the critical role of carefully balanced bone turnover. If bone formation and
resorption activities are not in or near equilibrium for a large enough window of
mechanical stimulation, a stable, homeostatic state can never be reached.

According to the model, distributing the distraction displacement over many
small steps and thus approximating continuous displacement is generally favor-
able over less smooth protocols, which agrees well with in vivo observations. e
simulations suggest a reasonable upper limit of four days for the postoperative
latency period; longer latency periods only prolong the overall healing time. Al-
though increasing the distraction step size shortens the distraction phase, because
less steps are required to achieve the desired transport distance, distracting by
more than 0.5mm per step does not lead to shorter healing times. e model,
however, does not capture effects like so tissue damage (other than impaired
vascularization) or pain, and therefore cannot not point out an upper practical
limit for the distraction step size or frequency.

Dynamization during the consolidation phase seems to promote the matu-
ration process of the newly formed bone tissue. Based on the estimated healing
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times for different fixator configurations, ideal dynamization should allow an ini-
tial IFM of somewhere between 0.25mm and 0.50mm, which again is in good
agreement with the experimental results.

We have also seen how such a model could serve in principle for optimizing
treatment parameters.e employed RSM-based optimization procedure has the
distinctive advantage that the gradient of the response surface (surrogate model)
is available in analytic form and does not need to be estimated numerically. Op-
timization methods can then use this information to quickly find the global op-
timum. e fitted surrogate model however is only a valid substitute for the full
model inside the parameter range that was used to generate the response surface.
Consequently, the computed optimal parameter values are only meaningful as
long as appropriate constraints ensure that the surrogate model is only evaluated
inside the valid parameter range. Only direct optimizationmethods using the full
model could avoid this fundamental limitation, albeit at the expense of hugely in-
creased computational costs.

Although the model is able to approximately reproduce the observed bone
formation patterns for the lateral distraction case and the measured progression
of IFM for both segment transport and ordinary fracture healing, the model cer-
tainly is not ready for any kind of clinical application at this point in time. A (delib-
erate) side effect of extending the original fracture healing model to distraction
osteogenesis is, however, that the model surely got more correct in the process
than it was before, simply because this attempt forced us to reconsider and im-
prove. Provided we keep adjusting and revising our model, ideally by comparing
its predictions against as many different bone healing situations as possible, the
ultimate goal might indeed come within range one day. In this respect, I regard
this work as only one of many more steps required to advance the model to a
state at which it can produce practically relevant predictions or even treatment
recommendations.

Onemajor obstacle on the road towards this goal is the amount and quality of
the available empirical data. If we do not have enough data available to calibrate
unknown model parameters and to validate our models, how can we ever have
enough confidence in the reliability of our models? A necessary precondition for
being able to discuss the reliability of numerical models in a meaningful way is
the ability to quantify the uncertainty of a model’s predictions in the first place.
Probabilistic simulations that provide error estimates will therefore only become
more and more important as we move towards practical applicability.

While probabilistic models can certainly help in estimating the prediction er-
rors of our models, they cannot solve the fundamental problem of missing data.
In the future, we may therefore have to switch to a lower level of abstraction and
take on a more holistic, systems biology point of view, where tissue adaptation
emerges from cellular or even molecular interactions. Although organ-level sim-
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ulations will hardly be possible at that scale for many years to come, models and
simulations at the cellular or DNA-level could help to identify important compo-
nents and subsystems that influence themacroscale and to deduce parameters for
more phenomenological, but also more efficient organ-level models.
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APPENDIX A
METAmorph: An

Application-Agnostic Simulation
Framework

“Computer programming is an art, because it
applies accumulated knowledge to the world,
because it requires skill and ingenuity, and
especially because it produces objects of beauty.
A programmer who subconsciously views
himself as an artist will enjoy what he does and
will do it better.”

D K

Until now, all incarnations of the Ulm healing model are implemented as a set
of APDL macros and a few external stand-alone utility programs written in C,
C# and, more recently, F#. APDL (ANSYS Parametric Design Language) is the
scripting language of theANSYSFEMpackage, intended for automating common
FE modeling work flow tasks and for building parameterized FE models.

In this chapter we will have a look at a new simulation framework named
METAmorph that offers more flexibility than the old APDL-based implementa-
tion. is new framework emerged as a side product during the development of
the distraction model.
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A.1 Drawbacks of Using APDL

APDL is a so-called DSL, a domain-specific language, tailored to shine in one par-
ticular type of application domain, namely the construction of FE models from
geometric primitives, definition of material properties, meshing, setting up an
FEA solution step and subsequent post-processing operations. Using APDL to
build the fracture healing model seems very natural at first, as at least one im-
portant aspect of the model—the computation of mechanical stimuli—is based
solely on the FEM. Moreover, the FE mesh not only represents the geometrical
properties of the investigated domain, but also the spatial distribution of material
and, consequently, that of the associated tissue types. In addition, a mechanical
engineer, who may also be more focused on the mechanical aspects of the prob-
lem, can immediately start developing in a familiar CAE environment. Now, the
reader may wonder, why the choice of using APDL turns out to be problematic;
aer all, this approach has served us well for many years and provided us with
many interesting insights.

Vendor lock-in Using APDL for implementing the bone healing model results
in a simulation program that is tightly coupled to the ANSYS Classic CAE envi-
ronment.is is a typical case of vendor lock-in:ere is noway to switch to other
FEMpackages aside from reimplementing the wholemodel.e implementation
therefore depends on the availability of a specific product from a single soware
vendor.

From a more technical point of view, the limitations of APDL as a programming
language become obvious as soon as we have to leave its specific application do-
main. APDLmay be be a Turing-complete language, whichmeans that one could,
at least in theory and with quite a bit of an ability to suffer, implement any pro-
gram expressible by operations of a Turing machine.1 Turing-completeness alone
however does not tell you anything about the practicality and real-world usability
of a language;2 in fact, APDL does not support many mandatory features known
from modern programming languages:

1 e Turing machine is an abstract model of computation [305]. It consists of storage in form
of a tape of infinite size and a movable read/write-head that reads/writes individual symbols
from/onto the tape. It can be shown that a Turing machine can compute any computable func-
tion and therefore is a universal model of computation. Other equivalent models include, for
instance, the λ-calculus, the π-calculus or combinatory logic [65, 223, 280].

2 So-called esoteric programming languages like Ook! and Brainfuck are prime examples for
Turing-complete, yet practically unusable programming languages, oen called Turing tarpits.
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No scopes, no namespaces APDL neither has a concept of scopes nor name-
spaces. Instead, all defined symbols (e. g. variable names) live in a single global
symbol scope. Declaring a variable i in a for-loop of a macro overrides any vari-
able i that has been defined before, for instance in themain script file. On the long
run, this leads to effectively unmaintainable code: ere is only global state that
gets modified implicitly by a set of macro3 calls. e developer needs to keep in
mind which macro declares and uses which variable names in what way to avoid
undesired side-effects that would lead to incomprehensible bugs. is concept of
constantly mutating global state may work for short ANSYS automation scripts
of a few hundred lines of code, but obviously does not scale to potentially tenths
of thousands of lines of code or more of complex simulation programs.

APDL does have a facility to emulate variable scoping on themacro level how-
ever. Each macro can access a separate set of predefined parameters arg1, arg2,
…ar18 that can be used to pass arguments to the macro. Similarly, the parame-
ters ar19 …ar99 serve as local variables that cannot be modified from the out-
side and, vice versa, modifying them from within the macro is safe as it is guar-
anteed to not invalidate global state. is seems to partially solve the problem
of missing scoping facilities. Still, using these predefined quasi-local parameters
comes at a price: Instead of using meaningful variable names, one has to juggle
around generic names that force you to remember what expressions like ar32 +
ar42**arg3 actually might mean in the current execution context, which typi-
cally makes it actually harder to understand the program code, but in the most
trivial cases. Additionally, those generic parameters can also carry only “scalar”
data (inAPDL-speak this can either refer to double precision floating point values
or character strings of up to eight ASCII characters), but no arrays or tables.

No user-defined functions Functions4 or even pure5 functions cannot be ex-
pressed in APDL as there is no concept of return values (or even expressions in
general besides simple built-in arithmetic expressions; in fact, almost everything
in APDL is a statement, i. e. a side-effecting “command”). Again, functions can
only be emulated by mutating global state, for instance by setting a globally de-
fined variable.

Weakand incomplete type system APDLhandles four basic types:Double pre-
cision scalars, strings, arrays of double precision numeric values (up to rank 5)
3 “Macros” are APDL scripts callable from the main source file
4 In programming, a function is a special kind of subroutine that returns a result value. Subrou-
tines that do not return a result and are only called for their side-effects are oen called proce-
dures.

5 A function is called pure if it has no side-effects, i. e. a pure function guarantees referential trans-
parency and is more similar to the mathematical concept of a function.
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and arrays of characters.6 ere is neither an exact numeric data type (integer
or fixed-point) nor a boolean data type. Probably the biggest issue with APDL’s
poor type system is the inability to define custom data-types. In the end all you
get is chunks of memory that carry little to no semantics. On top of that, the type
checking abilities of the interpreter are hardly existent: At best, the interpreter
throws a run-time error. Most of the time however, it will silently swallow a type
mismatch and will instead continue to do something (even with undefined pa-
rameters by implicitly setting them to a very small double precision value), just
to crash a little bit later on at a seemingly unrelated location. is behavior makes
debugging large programs both inefficient and frustrating.

No support for modularity e biggest issue with APDL programming is the
one that emerges fromall these little weaknesses as awhole:Despite its support for
macros, APDL’s support for modularity is nothing but pathetic. Simply swapping
in our out macros is impossible as soon as one’s code base has grown beyond a
certain threshold as there is simply no way to define formal interfaces between
the interacting parts or to avoid state-altering global side-effects. Eventually, one
inevitably ends with an unmaintainable monolithic mess that nobody will be able
to comprehend anymore.

To implement the extensions of the fracture healing model as described in
Chapter 2, the simulation code had to be re-written from scratch in large parts
or required at least heavy modifications (refactorings) in others as changing a
implementation detail somewhere in the code almost certainly somehow affected
seemingly unrelated code as well.

A.2 METAmorph’s Architecture
One way of handling the aforementioned dilemma with the APDL-based imple-
mentation would have been to implement the fracture healing model and/or the
distraction model anew using a “real” programming language to model all re-
quired custom data structures and algorithms, while probably calling external
programs that would provide functionality for performing, for instance, the FEAs.

But why limit the abilities of the new simulation tool to only these very special
kind of simulations? Hence, instead of creating a specialized tool that could only
handle fracture healing simulations, I developed a reusable simulation framework
that captures a whole class of simulation types. e basic idea of what was to
becomeMETAmorphwas to ensure configurability down to the framework’s core
6 Character arrays are sometimes used to circumvent the size limitations of APDL’s native
(“scalar”) strings.
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while still retaining ease-of-use and productivity for the non-computer-scientist
when working with “standard situations” (for whatever that may be).

A.2.1 Requirements
Up front, we can state a fewmore general requirements andproperties thatMETA-
morph should fulfill:Wewant a carefully designed, reusable, extensible andhighly
customizable piece of soware that embraces compositionality on all levels. We
want to be able to hierarchically decompose complex problems, such that larger
and more complex components can be composed from smaller, maintainable
ones (divide and conquer approach). e design should also encourage modular
implementations of simulation models so that individual components can easily
be replaced. For instance, an implementation of the fracture healing model that
relies on the new framework could support different kinds of “tissue transforma-
tion modules” that could be swapped in and out on demand.

From a practical point of few, using METAmorph should also preserve the
properties of the current APDL-based approach that worked well: It turned out to
be a good thing that parameters can quickly be adjusted just by simply modifying
a text file in a text editor without requiring any further compilation steps. Besides
modifying parameters, it might also be desirable to have at least some limited
support for scripting. (is feature could especially be useful for rapid prototyping
new ideas.) It must be possible to easily integrate external tools and libraries, e. g.
FEM packages or the stand-alone fuzzy logic controller.

A.2.2 The Building Blocks of a Simulation
But what is an appropriate design for a simulation tool that can satisfy these re-
quirements? Before we can give an answer to this question, we need to search for
common patterns in the simulation types considered, such that we can abstract
from the concrete problems that the simulation models try to solve. Understand-
ing the underlying abstract structure of a concrete problem is crucial to building
a sufficiently generic soware solution that covers a wide range of possible vari-
ations of the initially stated problem. In essence, this understanding determines
whether or not a soware artifact can be truly reusable.

When we look at the fracture healing simulations we have dealt with so far,
we can quickly identify a common pattern (Figure A.1):

• Some data structure that describes the initial state of the system gets initial-
ized.
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Initialization

Transformation 1

Transformation 2

Transformation n

Done?
No

Yes

Figure A.1: The abstract simulation pattern consists of an initialization step and repeated applications
of a transformation pipeline (blue) made up of n transformation blocks.

• A sequence of k transformations (let us call this a transformation pipeline)
is applied to this initial state.7

• In all simulations we have considered so far, the top-level control flow is a
simple loop over the aforementioned sequence of transformations. In effect,
the transformation pipeline is applied a total of m times to the initial state.

Note that it is very well possible to over-generalize at this point in the design
process, e. g. by supporting arbitrary top-level control flows: Doing so would ulti-
mately result in the implementation of just yet another general purpose program-
ming language8 and we would have achieved exactly nothing.

7 Keep in mind that applying a state transformation can either be interpreted as altering the orig-
inal state or as creating a new state object. We will revisit the implications of this issue later
on.

8 Or as Greenspun’s Tenth Rule puts it: “Any sufficiently complicated C or Fortran program con-
tains an ad hoc, informally-specified, bug-ridden, slow implementation of half of Common
Lisp.” (Philip Greenspun)
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State

WewantMETAmorph to handle problems that are structurally similar to the frac-
ture healing simulations. All of thosemodels essentially solve some form of initial
value problem in an iterative, stateful manner. In any practical implementation,
a finite number of n bits will describe the current state s drawn from some state
space S that contains all states that the system could theoretically attain. us
|S| = 2n, which restricts the number of possible, though not necessarily mean-
ingful, state transitions to |S × S| = (2n)2 (including identity transitions). For a
finite state space, the set of all possible successions of states (that is: all theoreti-
cally possible simulation runs for a model based on S) is the Kleene closure over
S

S∗ =
∞∪
i=0

Si = {(), (s0), (s1), (s2), . . . , (s0, s0), (s0, s1), (s1, s0), (s1, s1), . . .}.

Because each of the subsets Si of S∗ are Cartesian products of countably many
finite sets and

∑
i |S

i| =
∣∣∪

i S
i∣∣, we can conclude that |S∗| = ℵ0.

Transformations

When the definition of the state space S may be regarded as “setting the play-
ground,” then the real fun starts with the more interesting concept of transfor-
mations. In the categorical sense, those transformations happen to be endomor-
phisms, because they are exactly those morphisms that map from one object (S,
in this case) to itself [31]. From a set-theoretic point of view, we might want to
define the set of transformations on S to be

ΘS = {θ | θ : S → S}.
ΘS is exactly the set of endomorphisms on S, typically in the category Set,

and is oen denoted EndSet(S). Because sets of endomorphisms are closed under
function composition, TS = (ΘS, ◦) forms the monoid of endomorphisms on S.

In this plain, set-theoretic description, the lemonoid action ∗ : ΘS×S → S is
simply “function application” or “evaluation”, i.e. θ∗ s = θ(s) for θ ∈ ΘS and s ∈ S
[221, pp. 42–61]. We say, (TS, ∗) is an operator monoid on S. e definition of ∗
needs to be compatible with themonoid operation ◦ in the sense that θ1∗(θ2∗s) =
(θ1 ◦ θ2) ∗ s, which is obviously the case for standard function application.

We can then specify the transformation pipeline of our simulation as an or-
dered sequence of k transformations (θ1, . . . , θk). Running a simulation means
applying those transformations to an initial state s0 a total of n times. Hence, the
resultant state sn aer n iterations is

sn = (θk ◦ θk−1 ◦ . . . ◦ θ1)
n(s0).
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In the actual C# implementation however, the monoid action for TS is de-
fined as the invocation of a member function of an (potentially stateful) object
that implements the ITransformation interface (§A.2.5). In this case, compli-
ance with ordinary function composition is not necessarily a given fact and must
be ascertained manually.

Note that we deliberately restrict ourselves to endomorphisms for the trans-
formations in ΘS. If we considered arbitrary functions, we would encounter two
problems:

• ΘS would not form a monoid under composition anymore. is would
severely hinder compositionality, one of themajor goals we want to achieve
with METAmorph.

• e list of transformations thatMETAmorphhandles internallywould need
to contain functions of different types. Because in a statically typed lan-
guage a list is a functor over exactly one type parameter, a faithfully typed
list can only contain elements that are all of the same type, thus restrict-
ing us to consider endomorphisms only. We could li this restriction by re-
sorting to dynamic typing, but this would effectively eliminate any compile-
time type safety.

A.2.3 A Sketch in Haskell
To bridge the semantic gap between these formal definitions and the “real-world”
implementation, we will now use Haskell to implement a minimal prototype (re-
fer to Appendix D for a short introduction to the basic concepts of Haskell). Be-
causeHaskell is a functional languagewith a very rich type system, our first sketch
will be actually very close to the abstract notions above, i. e. ◦ behaves just as we
would expect and the monoid action ∗ is straight-forward function application.

1 module METAmorphPlain where
2
3 -- compose a list of endomorphisms into a single function
4 compose :: [a -> a] -> a -> a
5 compose = foldl1 (\f g -> g . f)
6
7 -- compose a list of functions n times and apply them to an initial state
8 runNtimes :: Int -> [a -> a] -> a -> a
9 runNtimes n = compose . replicate n . compose

And that’s it already! Notice that in the definition of compose we do not use f ◦ g
but g ◦ f to compose two functions f and g. e sole reason for that is that we want
the first transformation in our list of transformations to also be the first trans-
formation that is applied to the initial state. is way a transformation pipeline
specified as a list [t1, t2, t3, ..., tn] reads from le to right.
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With this bare-bones implementation, we could run a “simulation” that uses
an arbitrary Haskell type as its state space. For instance, if we choose Integer as
our state space, the expression
runNtimes 10 [(+1), (*2)] 3

evaluates to (. . . ((((3 + 1) · 2) + 1) · 2) . . .+ 1) · 2 = 5118.
We can get a bit more generic by defining compose in a more general manner

so that it works with any foldable data structure of anymonoid by using the appro-
priate type classes. For this towork, wewill also need towrap our endomorphisms
in a type Endo:

1 module METAmorph where
2
3 import Data.Foldable as F
4
5 -- generic definition of a monoid
6 class Monoid a where
7 unit :: a -- neutral element of dot
8 dot :: a -> a -> a -- binary monoid operation
9

10 -- generic replacement for METAmorphPlain.compose:
11 -- reduces a foldable structure of monoid elements into a single element
12 -- e.g. [1, 2, 3] ~> 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 for the (Int, +) monoid
13 reduce :: (Foldable f, Monoid m) => f m -> m
14 reduce = F.foldr dot unit
15
16 -- chain n monoid reductions (analogue to METAmorphPlain.runNtimes)
17 -- e.g. repeatFold 3 (map Sum [3, 4])
18 -- [3, 4] ~> 3 + 4 ~> [3 + 4, 3 + 4, 3 + 4]
19 -- ~> 3 + 4 + 3 + 4 + 3 + 4
20 repeatFold :: (Foldable f, Monoid m) => Int -> f m -> m
21 repeatFold n = reduce . replicate n . reduce
22
23 -- wrapper type for state transformations (endomorphisms)
24 newtype Endo a = Endo { apply :: (a -> a) }
25
26 -- the monoid of endomorphisms under *reversed* composition:
27 instance Monoid (Endo a) where
28 unit = Endo id
29 -- monoid operation == reversed composition
30 dot (Endo f) (Endo g) = Endo (g . f)
31
32 -- convenience function so that we don't have to manually wrap
33 -- the list of transformations in Endo wrappers
34 run :: (Foldable f, Functor f) => Int -> f (a -> a) -> a -> a
35 run n = apply . repeatFold n . fmap Endo

Again, a simulation can now easily be defined, for instance like so:
1 pipe = [(*2), (+3), (*4)]
2 s_0 = 42
3 n = 100
4 result = run n pipe s_0

Because in theworking version ofMETAmorphwe do not want the configuration
(state type, transformation pipeline) to be baked into the source code, we need to
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add a bitmore structure:e state will be wrapped in a type that implements a cer-
tain common interface; the same is true for the transformations. Because of that,
METAmorph can be regarded as a functor that maps plain state sets (objects) to
wrapped state types and plain endomorphisms on those objects to transformation
objects that act on the wrapped state objects. We can reproduce this connection
in a few additional lines of Haskell code:

1 -- wrapper type for our state space
2 newtype SimDomain s = SimDomain { getState :: s }
3 deriving (Eq, Show)
4
5 -- identity functor
6 instance Functor SimDomain where
7 fmap g = \(SimDomain s) -> SimDomain (g s)
8
9 -- apply sim workflow p (a -> a) n times to an

10 -- initial state of type f a and return the result
11 runWrapped :: (Foldable p, Functor p, Functor f) =>
12 Int -> p (a -> a) -> f a -> f a
13 runWrapped n = run n . fmap fmap

e weired looking fmap fmap part converts a functor (typically a list) of plain
functions a -> a to a functor of Endo (f a) elements, e. g. a list of type [Int ->
Int] to a list of type [Endo (SimDomain Int)].

A.2.4 Architectural Overview
As we just saw in the previous section, the real complexity does not lie in the
very simple core simulation loop, but in making the overall architecture flexible
enough to deal with arbitrary configurations that need not to be hard-wired into
the framework’s code and in the implementation of the specific state types and
associated transformations.

Layers of abstraction e structure described in the previous two sections is
quite general and allows the implementation of a much broader class of simula-
tions than only the specific type of fracture healing simulations with fuzzy logic
control. METAmorph uses a layered architecture that enables the user to build
highly customized simulations based on a very general core (Figure A.2). at
way the user himself can choosewhich level of abstraction suits his needs best. On
the uppermost level of the stack the user only needs a text editor to edit an XML
configuration file or a Python script to tweak a concrete simulation (see §A.3).
At this level, the user specifies the initial state and the transformation pipeline.
Adjusting the parameters of, for instance, a fracture healing simulation that runs
on METAmorph feels very similar to using one of the traditional APDL-based
implementations.
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Figure A.2: The user can choose on which layer of abstraction he wants to operate, depending on the
required flexibility. The abstraction levels of aMETAmorph simulation allow for a smooth transition from
tweaking the configuration of a specific simulation down to developing an entirely new simulation
model.

Moving farther downwards, the user can specify custom, compiled transfor-
mation modules or, one step more towards the core, custom state types that de-
scribe the simulation domain itself. For instance, METAmorph comes with a pre-
defined BoneHealingState type and a set of transformations that together de-
scribe bone healing according to the Ulm healing model (see §A.5).

Initially, the kind of state representable by a METAmorph simulation was
muchmore hard-wired and, consequently, the original name of the prototype was
really the more specific “BoneHealingSim.” As the framework evolved, however,
I started using the nameMETAmorph to refer to only the very general core of the
framework that is not tied to any specific kind of simulation, i. e. the plug-in dis-
covery and loading mechanisms as well as the general runtime management for
the simulation domain. e provided predefined BoneHealingState class, the
corresponding transformations and the interoperability layer that enables com-
munication with several external programs, are now considered external and not
a part of METAmorph itself anymore.

Transformations and the transformation pipeline e transformations are ap-
plied to the initial state in the sequence that the user specified in the configura-
tion file. Together, all the instantiated transformations form a pipeline where the
output of one transformation serves as the input of the next transformation. De-
pending on the configuration of the top-level simulation loop, the state object
passes through this pipeline once or multiple times.

The Hollywood Principle METAmorph is a framework. In contrast to a library
where the user has full control overwhen he calls into the library, a framework em-
ploys Inversion of Control [115, 169], sometimes also called theHollywood Princi-
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ple (“Don’t call us, we’ll call you.” [297]): A framework such as METAmorph dic-
tates the control flow (e. g. a loop over some specified transformation pipeline)
and manages the whole life-cycle of the application; the user in this case deliv-
ers the parts that are then called by the framework, possibly depending on some
runtime configuration the user can modify.

For that, METAmorph makes heavy use of dependency injection, as new user
defined types (transformations, state descriptions) are only known at runtime
and therefore their instantiation cannot be hard-coded at compile time (Not that
we would want that!). e user can define his custom types in any language for
which a CIL9 compiler is available and that can produce standard .NET class
libraries. Upon start up of METAmorph, its service locator (PluginRegistry)
searches for .NET class libraries in the current directory that contain .NET class
definitions that are annotated with the [METAmorph.DomainModeling.Plugin]
attribute (cmp. Figure A.3). e aforementioned XML configuration file specifies
what kind of simulation domain should be set up and what transformations are
to be applied in which sequence using which parameters. e DomainInitial-
izer, METAmorph’s assembler, parses this configuration file and, with the help
of the reflection capabilities of the .NET platform, initializes the appropriate user-
defined state object and transformations by passing the parameters to the types’
constructors. Aerwards, METAmorph enters the actual simulation loop (or, al-
ternatively, executes a user-supplied Python script).

And this is precisely the reason for METAmorph’s name: It uses meta data to
discover plug-ins andmorph the framework into the desired form specified by the
configuration file. is can also be interpreted as a form of meta-programming10

as the concrete simulation program is only generated (composed) at runtime.11

A.2.5 Core Classes and Interfaces
e central operations performed by METAmorph can be reduced to just two
lines of code:
var sim = DomainInitializer.InitializeDomainFromXml(xmlFileName);
sim.Run();

Yet, this is much too condensed to actually understand what is going on behind
the scenes and we will need to investigate the most important components of the
system in more depth. Figure A.4 gives a first overview of the types that make up
the core of METAmorph.
9 CIL: Common Intermediate Language (ISO/IEC 23271:2006)

10 Meta-programs are programs that generate or modify programs.
11 ere is certainly a connection to both metamorphosis and morphisms in the abstract sense as

well, but let’s not go there for now...
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Figure A.3: METAmorph is a framework: Based on a configuration file (orange) it initializes both the
initial state (green) and the transformation pipeline (blue) and than starts the simulation loop. User-
defined state type plug-ins and transformation blocks can make use of several utility modules, e. g. for
interoperability with external programs.
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Figure A.4: Core data types and interfaces of METAmorph’s abstract domain model

PluginAttribute User defined state types and transformations and any other
user extensions need to be annotated with the Plugin class attribute. It carries
meta-data such as the type’s external name and an optional textual description (a
“doc string”) of its purpose and requirements.

PluginRegistry METAmorph is designed around a simple plug-inmechanism
that enables loading of user defined types at runtime. is mechanism is by no
means as powerful as full-blown dependency injection frameworks like MEF,12
but it is considerably easier to use. When METAmorph is executed (or when the
assembly is loaded), the PluginRegistry searches the current working directory
for .NET class libraries that contain types annotated with the Plugin attribute. It
then adds the discovered plug-in types to its internal dictionary of known types.
Furthermore, PluginRegistryprovidesAPIs (CreateInstancemethods) for in-
stantiating plug-in types via their external name (the meta-data defined in a class’
PluginAttribute).

IInitializable is interface specifies an object that can initialize itself given
arbitrary XML configuration data. It defines a single method:

1 namespace METAmorph.DomainModeling
2 {
3 public interface IInitializable
4 {
5 void InitializeFromXml(XElement xmlInitSpec);
6 }

12 Managed Extensibility Framework, now part of .NET 4.0
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7 }

is interface is only used to initialize state types, because these kind of plug-ins
typically require more complex configuration information than transformation
plug-ins.

ITransformable Aclass implementing this interfacemust supply twomethods,
one that starts a simulation as specified in the configuration file and another one
that applies all the transformations in the pipeline once to the current state.

1 namespace METAmorph.DomainModeling
2 {
3 public interface ITransformable
4 {
5 void Run();
6 void ApplyTransformations();
7 }
8 }

IRuntimeExtensibleDomain defines an interface for simulation domains that
allow adding new transformation objects at runtime:

1 namespace METAmorph.DomainModeling
2 {
3 public interface IRuntimeExtensibleDomain
4 {
5 void TryAddTransformer(string typeName);
6 void TryAddTransformer(string typeName,
7 IList<NamedMethodParameter> ctorArgs);
8 }
9 }

As an additional argument, the second method (line 6) supports a list of parame-
ters that is passed to an appropriate constructor of the transformation class.

IDomain is the common contract for every “simulation domain.” A simulation
domain associates a state type object with a set of operations (transformations).

1 namespace METAmorph.DomainModeling
2 {
3 public interface IDomain : IRuntimeExtensibleDomain, ITransformable
4 {
5 int IterationCount { get; set; }
6 bool HasControlScript { get; set; }
7 void InitScript(string fileName);
8 }
9 }

e properties IterationCount and HasControlScript define the loop count
for the top-level simulation (transformation) loop and whether to use an addi-
tional control script, respectively. If HasControlScript is true, the DomainIni-
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tializer calls the InitScript method to load the embedded IronPython run-
time and initialize it with the script context.

ITransformation<T> Transformations that act on some state object are en-
coded as types that implement the ITransformation<T> interface.is interface
specifies a single method that maps state of some generic type T to a state of the
same type:

1 namespace METAmorph.DomainModeling
2 {
3 public interface ITransformation<T>
4 {
5 T Transform(T domainState);
6 }
7 }

Since C# supports closures natively, a transformation could also be represented
as a delegate of type Func<T, T>. en, why should we still prefer using the more
convoluted command pattern? e reason is that classes, in contrast to delegates,
can have user-defined constructors. is way, each transformation can be config-
ured by the DomainInitializer upon initialization based on the information in
the XML configuration file. Using reflection, the DomainInitializer searches
for a constructor whose signature matches the given parameters in the configura-
tion file and invokes it to create the desired transformation object.

Using such ITransformation<T> objects to represent “pluggable” algorithms
can also be interpreted as a realization of the well-known strategy or policy pat-
tern [115]. Of course, this architecture can still be abused, for instance if the user
employs one giant “super-transformation” that embodies all of the simulation’s
logic.

Domain<T> is the core class of METAmorph. Let us have a look at its implemen-
tation with details not relevant to the following discussion omitted deliberately:

1 namespace METAmorph.DomainModeling
2 {
3 public class Domain<T> : IDomain where T: IInitializable
4 {
5 public T State { get; set; }
6 public IList<ITransformation<T>> Transformations { get; set; }
7
8 public Domain(T initialState) {
9 State = initialState;

10 Transformations = new List<ITransformation<T>>();
11 IgnoreExceptions = false;
12 }
13
14 // ITransformable implementation:
15 public void Run() {
16 if (State == null) { /* ... */ return; }
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17 if (!HasControlScript && IterationCount > 0) {
18 RunTransformationLoop();
19 }
20 else if (HasControlScript) { RunScript(); }
21 else { /* ... */ }
22 }
23
24 public void RunScript() {
25 var scriptRT = scriptSource.Engine.Runtime;
26 scriptRT.LoadAssembly(typeof(Domain<>).Assembly);
27 scriptRT.LoadAssembly(typeof(String).Assembly);
28 scriptRT.LoadAssembly(typeof(Uri).Assembly);
29
30 var scope = scriptSource.Engine.CreateScope();
31 scope.SetVariable("domain", this);
32 scope.SetVariable("state", this.State);
33
34 scriptSource.Execute(scope);
35 }
36
37 public void RunTransformationLoop() {
38 for (int i = 0; i < IterationCount; ++i) {
39 // ...
40 ApplyTransformations();
41 }
42 }
43
44 public void ApplyTransformations() {
45 foreach (ITransformation<T> dt in Transformations) {
46 // ...
47 try { State = dt.Transform(State); }
48 catch (TransformationException tex) { /* ... */ }
49 }
50 }
51
52 // IDomain implementation
53 // ...
54
55 // IRuntimeExtensibleDomain implementation
56 // ...
57 }
58 }

We see that this type has a property State that holds the current state of type
T and an associated list of transformations that carries the sensible name Trans-
formations. Upon calling the Run method as part of the IDomain interface, Do-
main<T> checks whether to simply iteratively apply the list of transformations
(RunTransformationLoop) or to forward control to the supplied script (RunScript).

Calling Run however requires that transformation objects have already been
attached to the pipeline. is is done by the DomainInitializer that uses Do-
main<T>’s implementation of the IRuntimeExtensibleDomain APIs:

1 // IRuntimeExtensibleDomain implementation:
2 public void TryAddTransformer(string trafoTypeName) {
3 Transformations.Add(PluginRegistry
4 .CreateInstance<ITransformation<T>>(trafoTypeName));
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5 }
6
7 public void TryAddTransformer(string trafoTypeName,
8 IList<NamedMethodParameter> ctorArgs) {
9 if (ctorArgs == null)

10 throw new ArgumentNullException("ctorArgs");
11
12 Transformations.Add(PluginRegistry
13 .CreateInstance<ITransformation<T>>(trafoTypeName, ctorArgs));
14 }

Again, the service locator PluginRegistry instantiates an object, in this case a
class implementing ITransformation<T>.

DomainInitializer is singleton class implements a component assembler
and is what finally brings the simulation to life. Let us dissect a version of Domain-
Initializer that is stripped to its most essential parts:

1 namespace METAmorph.DomainModeling
2 {
3 public static class DomainInitializer
4 {
5 private static void InitControl(XElement config, IDomain domain) {
6 // init transformation loop or hosted Python runtime
7 // ...
8 }
9

10 private static void AttachTransformations(XElement config,
11 IDomain domain) {
12 // init and add transformations to the domain object
13 // ...
14 }
15
16 public static IInitializable InitializeStateFromXml(XElement config) {
17 var stateSpec = config.Element("domainState");
18 if (stateSpec == null)
19 throw new IOException(/* ... */);
20
21 var stateTypeSpec = stateSpec.Attribute("type");
22 if (stateTypeSpec == null)
23 throw new IOException(/* ... */);
24
25 return PluginRegistry
26 .CreateInstance<IInitializable>(stateTypeSpec.Value)
27 .InitializeFromXml(stateSpec);
28 }
29
30 public static IDomain InitializeDomainFromXml(XElement config) {
31 var state = DomainInitializer.InitializeStateFromXml(config);
32 var domainType = typeof(Domain<>).MakeGenericType(state.GetType());
33 var domain = (IDomain)Activator.CreateInstance(domainType, state);
34 AttachTransformations(config, domain);
35 InitControl(config, domain);
36 return domain;
37 }
38
39 public static IDomain InitializeDomainFromXml(string configfile) {
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40 XDocument xmlConfig = XDocument.Load(configfile);
41 return InitializeDomainFromXml(xmlConfig.Root);
42 }
43 }
44 }

e entry point InitializeDomainFromXml(string) simply opens the defined
file as an XML document and forwards the call to the overload taking an XEle-
ment (lines 40 and 41).ismethod in turn calls InitializeStateFromXml (line
31), which tries to create an IInitializable instance that represents the initial
state (line 25) and then passes initialization information to it via the IInitial-
izable.InitializeFromXml API (line 27). Now the domain object itself gets
created: Since Domain<T>’s type parameter T (the type of the state it operates on)
is only known at runtime, the domain’s specific type can also only be created at
runtime (line 32). .NET’s Activator finally creates an instance of the domain ob-
ject with the newly created type and passes the initial state to its constructor (line
33). Aer initialization of the transformations (line 34) some more configuration
takes place (lines 35) and the now ready-to-use domain is returned to the caller.

A.3 Custom Simulation Domains by Example
Developing new simulation domains involves three basic steps:

• Define a type that holds the current state; must be marked with [Plugin]
and must implement IInitializable

• Implement transformations that operate on the state type; must be marked
with [Plugin] and must implement ITransformation

• Create anXMLconfiguration file that specifies the initial state and the trans-
formation pipeline

We will now walk through three different examples that shall explain how those
steps ought to be performed for practical applications.

A.3.1 Computing Fibonacci Numbers
eFibonacci sequence, named aer the Italianmathematician Leonardo da Pisa,
is defined by the following simple recursive expression [58, 314]:

F1 = F2 = 1
Fn = Fn−2 + Fn−1

with n ∈ N \ {1, 2}
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Suppose wewanted to compute the nth Fibonacci number.ere aremanyways to
do this quickly and easily, e. g. by using Binet’s formula or a single line of Haskell
code (see page 339). We however will use this task as a first simple example of
how to implement simulations using METAmorph.

State Instead of only storing the last two Fibonacci numbers to compute the
next one, our state will contain a whole sequence of integer numbers. is way,
our domain definition will be a bit more general and reusable. We will use the
BigInteger type that supports arbitrarily large integers (as long as they fit in
memory). A basic implementation (written in F# for the sake of terseness) might
look like the following listing:

1 namespace BigIntegerSequence
2
3 open METAmorph.DomainModeling
4 open System
5
6 // helper functions
7 module String =
8 let split (s: string) =
9 let sep = [| ' '; '\t'; ','; ';' |]

10 s.Split(sep, StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries)
11 let trim (s: string) = s.Trim()
12
13 [<Plugin(typeof<IntSeq>, "A list of BigIntegers", "")>]
14 type IntSeq (xs) =
15 let mutable ints = xs
16 new () = IntSeq [ ] // mandatory default constructor
17 member self.Integers with get () = ints
18 and private set xs = ints <- xs
19 interface IInitializable with
20 member self.InitializeFromXml xmlInitSpec =
21 ints <- xmlInitSpec.Value
22 |> String.split
23 |> Seq.map (String.trim >> bigint.Parse)
24 |> Seq.toList
25 |> List.rev

Every state typemust have a default constructor that does not take any arguments.
In our case, the default constructor initializes the list of integers to an empty list
(line 16). For simplicity reasons, the implementation of InitializeFromXml as-
sumes that the initial list of values is given as a stringwhere each entry is separated
by whitespace, comma or semicolon. Also note the [<Plugin(...)>] attribute:
is piece of meta-data is necessary so that METAmorph incorporates the type
into its plug-in registry. e first argument to Plugin(...) specifies the name of
the state type that must be used in the configuration file to refer to this specific
state type. is name can either be a plain string or a Type object, in which case
the name will be deduced from the type’s name. e last two arguments enable
the user to attach additional descriptive strings to the type.
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Transformations Because wewant to compute the Fibonacci sequence, we need
now to implement a transformation that maps the last two elements in the list to
the next Fibonacci number. Expectably this turns out to be rather simple:

19 [<Plugin(typeof<GenerateNextFib>, "Generates the Fibonacci sequence",
20 "IntSeq.Integers must contain at least two elments")>]
21 type GenerateNextFib () =
22 interface ITransformation<IntSeq> with
23 member self.Transform state =
24 match state.Integers with
25 | a :: b :: _ -> IntSeq (a + b :: state.Integers)
26 | _ :: [] | [] -> failwith "IntSeq contains less than two elements"

During the simulation loop, the Transformmethod will be called n times to com-
pute a sequence of n Fibonacci numbers.

Let us spice up this example a little: As Kepler discovered, the ratio of two
consecutive Fibonacci numbers Fn+1/Fn converges towards the golden ratio Φ =
(1+

√
5)/2 for n → ∞ [300]. We will therefore include another “transformation”

plug-in that computes an approximation of Φ based on the last two calculated
Fibonacci numbers:

28 [<Plugin(typeof<GoldenRatio>, "Approx. Φ from consecutive Fibonacci numbers",
29 "IntSeq.Integers must contain at least two elments")>]
30 type GoldenRatio () =
31 interface ITransformation<IntSeq> with
32 member self.Transform state =
33 match state.Integers with
34 | a :: b :: _ -> printfn "Φ ≈ %A / %A ≈ %F" a b (float a / float b)
35 | _ -> printfn "sequence too short..."
36 state

Obviously, this is not really a transformation as it does not alter, butmerely passes
through the original state (null-transform). We only call this plug-in for its side-
effect of printing to the screen.

ese lines of code now need now to be compiled to a .NET class library (exe
or dll) which must than be placed in the same directory as the METAmorph exe-
cutable (METAmorph.exe).

Configuration and Execution In the same directory where the METAmorph
binary resides, we place the following configuration file and name it “fibseq.xml”:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <domain>
3 <control type="loop" iter="20"/>
4 <domainState type="IntSeq">0, 1</domainState>
5 <transformations>
6 <GenerateNextFib/>
7 <GoldenRatio/>
8 </transformations>
9 </domain>
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e semantics should be self-explanatory for this simple case: e control tag
specifies the control flow (simple loop of 20 iterations), domainState defines the
initial state and transformations lists the transformations that shall be applied
in the respective order.

To start the computation, execute the following command in a terminal or at
a command prompt, respectively:
$> METAmorph fibseq.xml

is should produce the following output:
Initializing domain from fibseq.xml...
Registering plug-ins:

Searching CIL assemblies containing plug-in types
Examples: loaded unsigned assembly (potential security risc).
METAmorph: loaded unsigned assembly (potential security risc).

registered plug-in IntSeq
registered plug-in GenerateNextFib
registered plug-in GoldenRatio

Instantiated transformer GenerateNextFib
Instantiated transformer GoldenRatio
Running simulation...
started iteration 1:
GenerateNextFib
GoldenRatio
Phi ~ 1 / 1 ~ 1.000000
started iteration 2:
GenerateNextFib
GoldenRatio
Phi ~ 2 / 1 ~ 2.000000
.
.
.
started iteration 20:
GenerateNextFib
GoldenRatio
Phi ~ 10946 / 6765 ~ 1.618034

A.3.2 Elementary Cellular Automata
Let us now implement a slightlymore sophisticated example. Elementary cellular
automata (CA) are spatially one dimensional cellular automata where each cell
contains one bit of information [320]. e state of the cell in the current gener-
ation and the states of the immediate neighboring cells determine the fate of a
cell. us, there are 23 = 8 possible configurations, each of which needs to be
mapped to either 0 or 1 for the next generation. e transition table of an ele-
mentary CA can thus be encode in 8 bits (“Wolfram code”) where the nth bit
determines the follow-up state for configuration n (Figure A.5). Hence, there are
28 = 256 possible elementary cellular automata transition rules, whereof some
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1

 State transition tabel for rule 197 (= 1100 0101 in binary)

1 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 0 1

Cell and its adjacents
(current generation)

Cell state in next
generation

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Figure A.5: In an elementary cellular automaton there are 23 = 8 possible adjacency configurations
that determine the fate of the central cell (top row). All state transitions can therefore be encoded in 8
bits where the nth bit (counting from the right-most, i. e. the least significant, bit) of the binary repre-
sentation of the transition rule (bottom row) contains the target state of the central cell for adjacency
configuration n− 1. The decimal representation of this 8 bit encoding is often called “Wolfram code.”

produce more interesting patterns than others. Rule 110, for instance, happens to
be Turing-complete.

For simplicity reasons, we encode the state history of the CA in a list of lists
of integers. Each integer is supposed to be either 0 or 1.

1 namespace BitStringSeq
2
3 open System
4 open System.Xml.Linq
5 open METAmorph.DomainModeling
6
7 // helper functions
8 [<AutoOpen>]
9 module Util =

10 let rand = Random()
11 let randomBit () = rand.Next 2
12 let xname s = XName.op_Implicit s
13
14 [<Plugin(typeof<BitStringSeq>, "A sequence of bit strings", "")>]
15 type BitStringSeq (xs) =
16 let mutable bitstrings: int list list = xs
17 new () = BitStringSeq [ ]
18 member self.Bits with get () = bitstrings
19 and private set xs = bitstrings <- xs
20 member self.InitRandom length =
21 bitstrings <- [ List.init length (fun _ -> randomBit ()) ]
22 member self.InitFromString (s: string) =
23 bitstrings <- [ String.split s
24 |> Seq.map (String.trim >> Int32.Parse)
25 |> Seq.toList
26 |> List.rev ]
27 interface IInitializable with
28 member self.InitializeFromXml xml =
29 let initType = xml.Attribute(xname "initype").Value
30 match initType with
31 | "rand" -> let l = xml.Attribute(xname "len").Value |> Int32.Parse
32 self.InitRandom l
33 | "user" -> self.InitFromString xml.Value
34 | _ -> failwith "Unkown state init option"
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e state type supports initialization to either a random state of given length or
the user can specify the first generation explicitly.

e transformation plug-in NextGeneration itself is rather simple, as it just
calls the nextgen function that computes the next CA generation based on the
current generation and some rule given in Wolfram code:

36 module CA =
37 // modulo operator that works correctly with negative values
38 let inline (%%) x y = ((x % y) + y) % y
39
40 // collect 3-adj for every entry in a list, wrap around at the boundaries
41 let inline adj3 i (xs: ‘a list) = seq {
42 let len = xs.Length
43 yield xs.[(i - 1) %% len]
44 yield xs.[i]
45 yield xs.[(i + 1) %% len] }
46
47 // wrap a sequence of up to 32 bits in a single int32
48 let inline concatBits bits = Seq.fold (fun i b -> (i <<< 1) ||| b) 0 bits
49
50 // map 3 bits CA configuration to 1 bit follow up state
51 let inline nextstate rule config = (rule >>> config) &&& 1
52
53 // given a CA rule and a generation, compute the follow up generation
54 let inline nextgen rule (gen: int list) =
55 gen
56 |> Seq.mapi (fun i _ -> adj3 i gen |> concatBits |> nextstate rule)
57 |> Seq.toList
58
59 [<Plugin(typeof<NextGeneration>, "Computes the next generation of a CA",
60 "BitStringSeq must contain at least one bit string (int list)")>]
61 type NextGeneration (transitionRule) =
62 let rule = transitionRule
63 interface ITransformation<BitStringSeq> with
64 member self.Transform state =
65 match state.Bits with
66 | gen :: _ -> let ng = nextgen transitionRule gen
67 BitStringSeq (ng :: state.Bits)
68 | _ -> failwith "Empty BitStringSeq"

e helper functions adj3 that maps each cell to its 3-configuration assumes a
toroidal topology for our CA “space-time”, viz. the le-most cell is adjacent to the
right-most cell.

e following helper plug-in dumps the generations computed so far to a
PGM (Portable Gray Map) file:

69 module PGMTools =
70 // write a list of bit strings to a portable graymap file (PGM)
71 let writePGM filename (lol: int list list) =
72 use file = new IO.BinaryWriter (IO.File.Create filename)
73 let enc: string -> byte[] = Text.ASCIIEncoding.ASCII.GetBytes
74 file.Write(enc "P5\n") // magic number
75 file.Write(enc (lol.[0].Length.ToString() + " ")) // width
76 file.Write(enc (lol.Length.ToString() + "\n")) // height
77 file.Write(enc "1\n") // max gray val
78 lol
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79 |> Seq.iter (Seq.iter (fun i -> file.Write (byte ~~~(i &&& 1))))
80
81 [<Plugin(typeof<ToPGM>, "Dumps a list of bit string to a PGM",
82 "BitStringSeq must contain at least one bit string (int list)")>]
83 type ToPGM (fileNamePrefix) =
84 let pgmFilePrefix = fileNamePrefix
85 let mutable iteration = 0
86 interface ITransformation<BitStringSeq> with
87 member self.Transform state =
88 iteration <- iteration + 1
89 let filename = sprintf "%s%08d.pgm" fileNamePrefix iteration
90 match state.Bits with
91 | a :: _ -> writePGM filename (state.Bits |> List.rev)
92 | _ -> failwith "Empty BitStringSeq"
93 state

And finally, the last ingredient, an appropriate configuration file:
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <domain>
3 <control type="loop" iter="1023"/>
4 <domainState type="BitStringSeq" initype="rand" len="1024"/>
5 <transformations>
6 <NextGeneration>
7 <transitionRule>110</transitionRule>
8 </NextGeneration>
9 <ToPGM>

10 <fileNamePrefix>myuniverse</fileNamePrefix>
11 </ToPGM>
12 </transformations>
13 </domain>

With this configuration, the CA starts with a random 1024 bit sequence as the
initial generation and computes another 1023 generations which it dumps to files
named “myuniverse<Generation ID>.pgm” (cp. Figure A.6).

A.3.3 Solving Laplace’s Equation
We want to compute the equilibrium heat distribution u : Ω → [0, 1] in a rectan-
gular domain Ω ⊂ R2 exposed to the following given set of Dirichlet boundary
conditions:

u(x, y) =

{
1 for x = 0 ∨ y = 0
0 for x = 1 ∨ y = 1

A solution u must fulfill Laplace’s equation

∇2u = 0 ∀(x, y) ∈ Ω

with the Laplace operator defined as

∇2u = ∂xxu+ ∂yyu.
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Space

Time

Figure A.6: 512 × 512 space-time generated by rule 110 from a random initial state

To approximate ∇2u numerically via finite differences, simply convolve the dis-
cretized domain with a Laplace kernel, e. g.0 1 0

1 −4 1
0 1 0

 .

Hence, u is an approximate solution of Laplace’s equation, iff u(x, y) is equal to the
average value of its 4-neighborhood ∀(x, y) ∈ Ω. Knowing this, we can find such
a solution by, starting with the initial state u0, repeatedly convolving the domain
with the above given Laplace kernel until max

∣∣∣ui−ui−1
ui

∣∣∣ < εtol; we say the solution
has converged to ui (Jacobi method) [296, p. 340].

An implementation inMETAmorph is very straightforward.We represent the
discretized Cartesian domain using a rank-2 array, which the user can initialize
to an arbitrary state by providing a bitmap:

1 namespace ScalarGrid2d
2
3 open System
4 open System.Drawing
5 open METAmorph.DomainModeling
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6
7 [<Plugin(typeof<ScalarGrid2D>, "A 2D scalar cartesian grid", "")>]
8 type ScalarGrid2D () =
9 [<DefaultValue>]

10 val mutable private grid: float [,]
11 member self.Grid
12 with get () = self.grid
13 and private set arr = self.grid <- arr
14
15 member self.ReadBitmap (fname: string) =
16 let bmp = new Bitmap(fname)
17 self.grid <- Array2D.init bmp.Height bmp.Width (fun i j ->
18 float (bmp.GetPixel(j, i).GetBrightness()))
19
20 interface IInitializable with
21 member self.InitializeFromXml xml =
22 let bmp = match xml.Value with
23 | null | "" -> failwith "No initial state given"
24 | x -> x
25 match IO.File.Exists bmp with
26 | true -> self.ReadBitmap bmp
27 | false -> failwithf "File %s not found" bmp

e transformation plugin updates each inner grid point to the average of its
four nearest neighbors, while the values at the boundary ∂Ωof the domain remain
unchanged:

30 [<Plugin(typeof<Laplace2D>, "Computes the solution of the 2D Laplace eq
31 under Dirichlet BCs", "")>]
32 type Laplace2D () =
33 interface ITransformation<ScalarGrid2D> with
34 member self.Transform state =
35 let u = state.Grid
36 for i = 1 to (Array2D.length1 u) - 2 do
37 for j = 1 to (Array2D.length2 u) - 2 do
38 u.[i, j] <- 0.25 * (u.[i - 1, j] + u.[i + 1, j]
39 + u.[i, j - 1] + u.[i, j + 1])
40 state

e following plugin simply dumps the current grid values to a text file, which
can be used for easy visualization of the solution:

41 [<Plugin(typeof<ToTxt>, "Dumps a ScalarGrid2D to a text file", "")>]
42 type ToTxt (fileNamePrefix: string) =
43 let mutable iteration = 0
44
45 let dump2txt filename (bmp: float[,]) =
46 use file = IO.File.CreateText(filename)
47 for i = 0 to (Array2D.length1 bmp) - 1 do
48 for j = 0 to (Array2D.length2 bmp) - 1 do
49 file.Write(sprintf "%g" bmp.[i, j])
50 file.Write(" ")
51 file.WriteLine()
52
53 interface ITransformation<ScalarGrid2D> with
54 member self.Transform state =
55 iteration <- iteration + 1
56 let filename = sprintf "%s%08d.txt" fileNamePrefix iteration
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i = 100 i = 1000 i = 100000

Figure A.7: Approximate solutions for the Laplace equation after 100, 1000 and 100 000 iterations with
boundaries fixed at 1.0 (top and left) and 0.0 (bottom and right), respectively (black: 0.0, white: 1.0)

57 match state.Grid with
58 | null -> failwith "Empty grid"
59 | g -> dump2txt filename g
60 state

In the configuration file, we specify a maximum iteration count of 100 000
instead of the aforementioned tolerance value εtol. In §A.4.1 we will learn, how
one could implement such a convergence criterion to replace the fixed iteration
count.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <domain>
3 <control type="loop" iter="100000"/>
4 <domainState type="ScalarGrid2D">laplace_bcs.png</domainState>
5 <transformations>
6 <Laplace2D/>
7 <ToTxt>
8 <fileNamePrefix>laplace-</fileNamePrefix>
9 </ToTxt>

10 </transformations>
11 </domain>

Figure A.7 shows approximate solutions for u based on the above simulation
aer 100, 1000 and 100 000 iterations, which is already very close to the true so-
lution.

A.4 Advanced Usage Concepts
Sometimes the fixed control flow with a simple top-level simulation loop may
not suffice. For these cases, METAmorph offers two alternative approaches that
provide more flexibility.
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A.4.1 Scripting
METAmorph hosts an embedded IronPython13 runtime environment, which can
execute custom Python scripts, steering the control flow of a simulation. is
makes it easy to perform pre- and post-processing outside the main simulation
loop. Furthermore, instead of using a fixed amount of iterations, a scripted sim-
ulation can easily skip further iterations if, for instance, a certain convergence
criterion has been met or the system reached a steady state.

Scripting can also oen replace full-blown transformation plug-ins, especially
if they are not critical to runtime performance. A prime example would be the
pseudo-transformation that computes the golden ratio on page 297.

e following listing shows an exemplary configuration file:
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <domain>
3 <control type="script" file="approx_phi.py"/>
4 <domainState type="IntSeq">0, 1</domainState>
5 <transformations>
6 <GenerateNextFib/>
7 </transformations>
8 </domain>

Note the change in the control tag that now points to the Python script that shall
be called aer the domain has been initialized: Instead of entering the default
simulation loop, METAmorph hands over control to this script.

e following Python script approximates Φ from two successive Fibonacci
numbers and stops as soon as the difference between this approximation and the
floating point approximation of (1 +

√
5)/2 drops below a certain threshold:

1 # -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
2
3 from METAmorph.Tools import TraceTools
4 from System import Diagnostics
5 from System import Double
6 from math import sqrt
7
8 # set logging level to only display error messages
9 TraceTools.traceSwitch.Level = Diagnostics.TraceLevel.Error

10
11 target_error = 1e-8
12 phi_ref = (1.0 + sqrt(5.0)) / 2.0
13 error = Double.MaxValue
14
15 while error > target_error:
16 domain.ApplyTransformations()
17 fib2 = float(domain.State.Integers.Head)
18 fib1 = float(domain.State.Integers.Tail.Head)
19 phi_approx = fib2 / fib1
20 error = abs(phi_ref - phi_approx)
21 print "Phi ~ {0:0< 11.9}, Error = {1:0< 11.9}".format(phi_approx, error)

13 IronPython is an implementation of the Python programming language on top of the Common
Language Infrastructure (CLI), a. k. a. “.NET”
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e simulation domain is accessible from within the script through a variable
called domain and the current state object can be accessed via domain.State.

Running this yields the following output:
$> METAmorph approx_phi.xml
Initializing domain from approx_phi.xml...
Instantiated transformer GenerateNextFib
Running simulation...
Phi ~ 1.00000000, Error = 0.61803399
Phi ~ 2.00000000, Error = 0.38196601
Phi ~ 1.50000000, Error = 0.11803399
Phi ~ 1.66666667, Error = 0.04863268
Phi ~ 1.60000000, Error = 0.01803399
Phi ~ 1.62500000, Error = 0.00696601
Phi ~ 1.61538462, Error = 0.00264937
Phi ~ 1.61904762, Error = 0.00101363
Phi ~ 1.61764706, Error = 0.00038693
Phi ~ 1.61818182, Error = 0.00014783
Phi ~ 1.61797753, Error = 0.00005646
Phi ~ 1.61805556, Error = 0.00002157
Phi ~ 1.61802575, Error = 0.00000824
Phi ~ 1.61803714, Error = 0.00000315
Phi ~ 1.61803279, Error = 0.00000120
Phi ~ 1.61803445, Error = 0.00000046
Phi ~ 1.61803381, Error = 0.00000018
Phi ~ 1.61803406, Error = 0.00000007
Phi ~ 1.61803396, Error = 0.00000003
Phi ~ 1.61803400, Error = 0.00000001

A.4.2 Using METAmorph as a Library
Besides using the embedded IronPython runtime, there is yet another way of us-
ingMETAmorph, which, at first glance, might seem to be quite similar to the first
approach.is second approach is based upon the idea of usingMETAmorph as a
library. CLI compatible programming languages can simply reference the META-
morph binary to access and use its internal machinery programatically or even
interactively in case of using a language that sports an interactive command line
interface (REPL). is approach turns out to be extremely useful during devel-
opment and testing of new simulation domains and transformations, because it
enhances the debugging experience by a large margin.

Personally, I regard this mode of operation as “best-of-both-worlds” as it of-
fers a way for gradual transition from interactively developed scripts (highly pro-
ductive) to compiled, type-safe components (high performance). During such
an “exploratory” development phase, one can easily factor common functionality
intomodules that can subsequently bewrapped into correspondingMETAmorph
plug-ins.

Let us have a look at one more—slightly contrived, I admit—example, again
based on the elementary CA from §A.3.2. We will use F# in its interactive mode
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for the scripting part. e configuration file is very simple this time, as it is only
used to specify the initial state:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <domain>
3 <control type="loop" iter="1023"/>
4 <domainState type="BitStringSeq" initype="rand" len="1024"/>
5 <transformations/>
6 </domain>

Now, the reader might wonder, why we still need a configuration file. Strictly
speaking, we do not necessarily need one anymore, especially in this simple case,
where the initializationprocedure could be replaced by a single call to BitStringSeq’s
constructor. Yet, in more complicated scenarios that require complex initializa-
tion (cp. §A.5) using a configuration file is still recommended and helps to avoid
hard-wiring parts of the configuration unintentionally.

e goal for our scripted simulation is to write a CA that randomly switches
between different rules from generation to generation. We can easily achieve this
behavior with the following lines of F# code that can be run in F#’s interactive
REPL:

1 // add references to required libraries
2 #r "METAmorph.exe" // METAmorph class library
3 #r "Examples.dll" // contains BitStringSeq and CA modules
4 #r "System.Xml.Linq"
5
6 open METAmorph.DomainModeling
7 open METAmorph.Tools
8 open System
9 open System.Diagnostics

10 open BitStringSeq
11
12 // enable logging to stdout and set the logging level
13 ConsoleTraceListener () |> Trace.Listeners.Add |> ignore
14 TraceTools.traceSwitch.Level <- TraceLevel.Verbose
15
16 // initialize domain from XML configuration file
17 let domain = DomainInitializer
18 .InitializeDomainFromXml<BitStringSeq>("random_ca.xml")
19
20 // helper to create plug-ins
21 let inline createPlugin name (ctorArgs: obj[]) =
22 PluginRegistry.CreateInstance<_>(name, ctorArgs)
23
24 // some interesting rules
25 let rules = [|18; 22; 26; 30; 54; 60; 62; 90; 106; 110; 122; 126; 146; 150|]
26
27 let randomRule =
28 let rng = Random ()
29 fun () -> rules.[rng.Next rules.Length]
30
31 let iterations = 1023
32
33 // programmatically generate trafos and add to the pipeline
34 for i = 1 to iterations do
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35 createPlugin "NextGeneration" [| randomRule () |]
36 |> domain.Transformations.Add
37
38 // output of the result
39 createPlugin "ToPGM" [|"randomCA-"|] |> domain.Transformations.Add
40
41 domain.ApplyTransformations ()

e biggest difference to the example in the previous section is that this time, we
have to take care about all the initialization that needs to be performed ourselves:
In line 17, we use the DomainInitializer to load the initial configuration as
specified in the XML file. Because the configuration file defines only an empty
pipeline, we need also to instantiate the required transformation plug-ins (lines
34 – 36) before we can apply them to the initial state.

A.5 Performing Bone Healing Simulations
Of course, the driving goal behind the development of METAmorph was not to
find the most laborious way for implementing elementary CAs whose direct im-
plementation would not require more than a few lines of code.14 Instead, the ulti-
mate goal is to support the implementation of fracture healing simulations based
on the Ulm healing model.

We have learned so far that METAmorph’s core facilities are rather general
and, as a consequence, cannot be especially helpful for implementing specific
bone healing simulations or really any other kind of numerical model. Rather,
the real value of a model that runs on top of METAmorph lies in the implemen-
tation of its state type (domain model) and corresponding transformations that
act on this state type.

Luckily, METAmorph comes with batteries included as it provides several ex-
tension modules that deliver both a domain model for FEM-based bone healing
simulations and accompanying transformation plug-ins.

A.5.1 The Domain Model
Essentially, the class BoneHealingState consists of a list of subdomains of type
BoneHealingCell as well as an associated internal representation of the under-
lying FE model of type FiniteElementModel (Figure A.8). While the Cells cap-
ture the biological state of the model (tissue concentrations, vascularization, bio-
logical boundary conditions, but also neighborship associations), the FiniteEle-
mentModel instance holds all the information about the FE mesh itself (node lo-
14 Although the Ulm healing model model can indeed be regarded as a cellular automaton—albeit

a complex one.
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Figure A.8: Classes required to implement the BoneHealingState simulation domain

cations, element connectivity, element types, material properties and so forth) as
well as applied loads and boundary conditions.

e FiniteElementModel type serves as an abstraction layer between the
healing model and external FE packages: e domain model does not directly
communicate with a specific FE tool. Instead, it uses METAmorph’s interoper-
ability layer (see §A.5.3 and also Figure A.3) that converts back and forth be-
tween between the internal, general and the vendor-specific representations of
the structural-mechanical part of the healing model.

A.5.2 Transformation Plug-Ins
e following transformation plug-ins provide the functionality to assemble a
basic bone healing model of the type described in §1.7:

RuleOfMixture computes the element-wise material properties from the cur-
rent tissue concentrations of each cell.
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AnsysStaticAnalysis performs a static-structural finite element analysis of
the FE model associated with the healing domain by calling ANSYS through the
compatibility layer (§A.5.3).

ComputeMechanicalStimuli derives the mechanical stimuli, distortional and
dilatational strain, from the strain field computed by AnsysStaticAnalysis.

NonlinearFixator rescales the previously computed mechanical stimuli ac-
cording to the splitting technique described in §1.7.3 to emulate the influence
of the external fixation device.

FuzzyTissueTransformer performs the actual tissue transformationprocedure
based on the computed stimuli and the concentration distribution (cmp. §1.7.4).
In the traditional healingmodel, the fuzzy controller is a stand alone program that
is called from within the APDL script. Instead of exchanging data with an exter-
nal program by writing to and reading from text files, FuzzyTissueTransformer
uses a wrapper class MatlabFuzzyController, which implements the IFuzzy-
Controller interface and that directly calls into a version of the fuzzy controller
that was compiled as a shared library. Depending on the platform METAmorph
was launched on, it either selects the DLL (Windows) or the so (Linux) version of
the C libary.

ExportToVtk writes the current state (tissue distribution etc.) to files that can
be parsed by vtk, a visualization toolkit for scientific data developed by Kitware.
Many visualization tools like ParaView (Kitware, Inc.), MayaVi (Enthought, Inc.)
or VisIt (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) can read and display vtk files.

A.5.3 Interoperability Layer
A further abstraction layer enables interoperability with external tools like FE
packages or visualization tools. Currently, METAmorph’s interop layer only pro-
vides services essential for implementing the common types of fracture healing
simulations.

A vendor-agnostic implementation of the FEM part of the healing model re-
quires a translation step between different representations of the same FE model:
On the one hand, FE models created by external programs need to be imported
and mapped to an internal representation that preserves all the properties of the
model and that is no longer tied to the specific capabilities of a single FE package.
On the other hand, the reverse process of mapping the internal representation
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to a format usable by external tools is necessary as well, for instance to compute
mechanical stimuli for the fracture healing simulation.

While importing a model to METAmorph is straightforward, exporting the
internal FE model representation to an external tool is actually harder than it
might seem at first glance as not every FE package supports the same features,
element types, material models, analysis types and so forth.

Besides common interfaces for representing FE models, METAmorph comes
with a parser for CDB files,15 an APDL input file generator and an ANSYS bi-
nary results files reader. A simple vtk interface exports results for visualization of
arbitrary irregular grids.

A.5.4 Example: Simulation of Fracture Healing
To define a fracture healing simulation akin to the description in §1.7, we now
only need to provide two things: First, we need an FE mesh that represents the
healing domain. We can use ANSYS to export such a mesh in CDB format. Sec-
ond, we create a XML configuration file that describes how to initialize the do-
main and how to set up the transformation pipeline. Let us have a look at an
example:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
2 <domain>
3 <transformations>
4 <RuleOfMixture/>
5 <AnsysStaticAnalysis>
6 <ansysBinary>ansys120.exe</ansysBinary>
7 <ansysProductString>aa_t_a</ansysProductString>
8 <analysisPhysics>structural</analysisPhysics>
9 <destinationDir>./results</destinationDir>

10 </AnsysStaticAnalysis>
11 <ComputeMechanicalStimuli/>
12 <NonlinearFixator>
13 <pretensionForce>100</pretensionForce>
14 <axialForce>500</axialForce>
15 <clearance>1.2</clearance>
16 <returnSpringStiffness>20</returnSpringStiffness>
17 <basicFixatorStiffness>4600</basicFixatorStiffness>
18 <unitDisplacement>0.1</unitDisplacement>
19 <fixedNodes>NDCOMPBOTTOM</fixedNodes>
20 </NonlinearFixator>
21 <MatlabFuzzyTransformer>
22 <fisfile>FR08Gam0-var18-res.fis</fisfile>
23 </MatlabFuzzyTransformer>
24 <ExportToVtk>
25 <filePrefix>./results/it-</filePrefix>
26 </ExportToVtk>
27 </transformations>
28 <domainState type="BoneHealingState">

15 a simple text based file format for storing ANSYS FE meshes
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29 <mesh>
30 <reader>CdbParser</reader>
31 <file>Cal2D-caseD-org-ndcomp.cdb</file>
32 <adjCommonNodes>2</adjCommonNodes>
33 </mesh>
34 <materials>
35 <corticalBone youngsModulus="10000" poissonsRatio="0.3"/>
36 <wovenBone youngsModulus="4000" poissonsRatio="0.3"/>
37 <cartilage youngsModulus="200" poissonsRatio="0.49"/>
38 <connectiveTissue youngsModulus="3" poissonsRatio="0.3"/>
39 <marrow youngsModulus="1" poissonsRatio="0.3"/>
40 <muscle youngsModulus="2" poissonsRatio="0.3"/>
41 </materials>
42 <tissues>
43 <callusTissueMix id="cortexMix" fixed="false">
44 <bone material="corticalBone" fraction="1.0" />
45 <cartilage material="cartilage" fraction="0.0" />
46 <residual material="connectiveTissue" fraction="0.0" />
47 </callusTissueMix>
48 <callusTissueMix id="callusMix" fixed="false">
49 <bone material="wovenBone" fraction="0.0" />
50 <cartilage material="cartilage" fraction="0.0" />
51 <residual material="connectiveTissue" fraction="1.0" />
52 </callusTissueMix>
53 <callusTissueMix id="marrowMix" fixed="true">
54 <bone material="wovenBone" fraction="0.0" />
55 <cartilage material="cartilage" fraction="0.0" />
56 <residual material="marrow" fraction="1.0" />
57 </callusTissueMix>
58 <callusTissueMix id="muscleMix" fixed="true">
59 <bone material="wovenBone" fraction="0.0" />
60 <cartilage material="cartilage" fraction="0.0" />
61 <residual material="muscle" fraction="1.0" />
62 </callusTissueMix>
63 </tissues>
64 <components>
65 <!-- cortex -->
66 <component id="EKORT">
67 <tissue ref="cortexMix" />
68 <vascularity this="1.0"/>
69 </component>
70 <!-- marrow -->
71 <component id="ELCOMPMARROW">
72 <tissue ref="marrowMix" />
73 <vascularity this="0.2" fixed="true"/>
74 </component>
75 <!-- muscle -->
76 <component id="ELCOMPMUSCLE">
77 <tissue ref="muscleMix" />
78 <vascularity this="0.3" fixed="true"/>
79 </component>
80 <!-- peripheral haematoma -->
81 <component id="ELCOMPPERICALL">
82 <tissue ref="callusMix" />
83 <vascularity this="0.0"/>
84 </component>
85 <!-- central haematoma -->
86 <component id="ELCOMPCENTRALCALL">
87 <tissue ref="callusMix" />
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88 <vascularity this="0.0"/>
89 </component>
90 </components>
91 </domainState>
92 </domain>

Obviously, configuring a fracture healing domain is a lot more complex than set-
ting up a basic cellular automaton.

To run the simulation, simply execute
$> METAmorph bone_healing.xml

e generated VTK files can than be visualized with, for instance, ParaView (Fig-
ure A.9).

A.6 Open Issues
AlthoughMETAmorph is usable in its current state of development, it is certainly
far from being “finished.” e interoperability layer, for instance, only supports
a tiny subset of the vast functionality of commercial FE packages. Support for
other analysis types besides static-structural analyses, more sophisticated mate-
rial models and a broader range of supported element types would certainly be
desirable. is would also require both enhanced mesh and result file parsers as
well as more sophisticated input file generators. Going further, one could easily
imagine a more generalized FEA transformation plug-in as well that could make
use of arbitrary IFeSystemInterface implementations.

Over the last few years, many new lightweight, mature inversion of control
(IoC) frameworks and dependency injection (DI) containers for the .NET plat-
form have appeared. Starting anew, one would certainly choose to use such an
existing, actively developed and maintained implementation, for instance Unity
Application Block or MEF (Managed Extensibility Framework), over implement-
ing the whole plug-in machinery from scratch.

e lack of documentation, however, is probably one of METAmorph’s most
severe shortcomings. is appendix might help a little to understand the general
idea behind the framework; it certainly cannot substitute a thorough and compre-
hensive documentation of METAmorph’s APIs.
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APPENDIX B
Fuzzy Logic Primer

“God made the integers; all else is the work of
man.”

L K

In classical Boolean logic any proposition, logical expression or predicate can ei-
ther be true or false (bivalent logic). 1 or the symbol ⊤ (top) oen represent the
logical value true while 0 or ⊥ (bottom) denote the value false. Combined with
basic logical operators like∧ (AND),∨ (OR) and¬ (NOT) that fulfill a certain set
of axioms, Boolean logic not only forms the algebraic foundation of any kind of
digital computer hard- and soware, but also is the foundation of systems for for-
mal logical reasoning like first-order predicate calculus, fundamental to modern
mathematics,1 or higher-order logics like type theory,2 important to all aspects of
programming language design.

A natural extension of Boolean logic leads to multi-valued logics that allow
formore than two distinct truth values. Fuzzy logic further extends this idea by in-
troducing a continuous range of truth values, typically [0, 1] for convenience rea-
sons, such that each expression is true to some degree. In reality, we oen handle
vague concepts; for instance, there are no sharp borders between the concepts of
a “tall”, a “middle-sized” and a “small” person but smooth, subjective transitions.
e ability to express such concepts is precisely the true value of fuzzy logic.
1 For instance, the axiomatic set theory ZFC is formulated in first-order predicate logic [170].
2 e most basic example being probably the simply typed lambda calculus λ→ [64].
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Table B.1: Truth table for basic logical operators in Boolean algebra. Note that ¬ as an unary operator
really has only two cases, but is here extended to all four possible combinations of a and b.

a b a ∧ b a ∨ b ¬a ¬b a → b

0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 1

Figure B.1:Classical or crisp sets (left) featurewell defined borders while the borders of fuzzy sets (right)
can exhibit arbitrary fuzziness depending on the respective membership function.

As fuzzy logic is rooted in the theory of fuzzy sets, we will have look at these
foundational set-theoretical ideas first beforewe canmove on to discuss the actual
fuzzy logic approach.

B.1 Fuzzy Sets
Boolean logic has a strong relation to classic set theory. LetC be a classical or crisp
set defined like

C = {x | P(x) ∧ x ∈ X}
with some predicate P and the universe of discourse X (the set of all considered
objects). As the Boolean predicate P can only evaluate to either true or false (prin-
ciple of bivalence), an element either is a member of the set, or it is not.

Fuzzy set theory, first introduced by Zadeh [327], generalizes set membership
by introducing the concept of partial membership. A fuzzy set F can be defined
either as a set of pairs

F = {(x, μF(x)) | x ∈ X}

or, alternatively and equivalently, as a pair of the setX and a function μF, mapping
elements from X to membership values:

F = (X, μF)
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μF essentially is a generalization of bivalent Boolean predicates like the one we
used before to define the set C [326]. μF is called membership function (MF) of F,
because it assigns each element of the set X a degree of membership (or degree of
truth) from a partially ordered set, typically from the interval [0, 1].e process of
assigning amembership value to an input value is called fuzzification (Figure B.2).
From this perspective, classical sets really are just a special case of fuzzy sets that
restrict the MFs to sharp-edged step functions. We can easily write down a MF
μC that defines the crisp set C:

μC(x) =

{
1 if P(x)
0 otherwise

In the context of classical set theory μC would be called characteristic or indica-
tor function (and probably the symbol χC or 1C instead of μC would have been
chosen).

Fuzzy sets are appropriate whenever the need arises to represent and reason
about some vague or imprecise concept, called linguistic value in the context of
fuzzy logic, for instance “person x is tall/small”, “ε is high/low strain”, “c is a high-
/low tissue concentration”, “good/bad perfusion” and so forth (Figure B.3). Usu-
ally, one partitions the range of allowed input values that map to a linguistic vari-
able into several fuzzy sub sets by defining not a single, but a whole set of MFs.

When designing overlapping MFs, one should keep in mind, that the sum of
all membership values assigned to a certain input value should always be logically
consistent with the rule set, which, in most cases, means that the membership
values should add up to 1.0. Failing to do so would introduce input values with
an “aggregated membership” of less or more than 1.0, which, most of the time,
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Figure B.3:Practical examples ofmembership functions partitioning an input range (left) and an output
variable range (right) into three distinct fuzzy sets each. Each fuzzy set represents a linguistic value
(names above the MFs’ graphs). Note that the aggregated memberships for each value add up to 1.0.

is not what you want. An exception to this rule could be a “super-MF” (defining
a fuzzy superset) that integrates multiple sub-MFs into a single one. Depending
on the definition of the logical operators, this effectively substitutes the use of ∨
operators in the antecedent (see §B.2 and §B.3).

B.2 Logical Operators on Fuzzy Sets
e membership of an element in a fuzzy set corresponds to a degree of truth in
the context of fuzzy logic. To be able to formulate meaningful statements in such
a logic, we also need logical operators that work on fuzzy sets analogous to those
defined for Boolean logic (Table B.1). As fuzzy logic is intended to generalize clas-
sical logic, the new operators need to behave just like the classical ones for the cor-
ner cases ofmemberships/truth of 0.0 and 1.0. One possible convenient definition
for disjunction ∧, conjunction ∨ and complement ¬ for two fuzzy propositions
a and b is the following [211]:

¬a := 1 − a
a ∧ b := min(a, b)
a ∨ b := max(a, b)

Obviously, these definitions conform with Boolean operators when a and b are 0
and/or 1. In general those operators can look very different as long as they con-
form to some basic requirements.3

3 for example, for ∧ and ∨ these are: existence of a neutral element, monotonicity, commutativity
and associativity. ese kind of operators are also called T-norms and T-conorms respectively
[146, pp. 27–34, 181, pp. 4–13, 234].
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We may also define corresponding set operators for absolute complement, in-
tersection and union of two fuzzy sets A and B:

Ac = {x | x /∈ A} = {(x, 1 − μA(x))}
A ∩ B = {x | x ∈ A ∧ x ∈ B} =

{(
x, min

(
μA(x), μB(x)

))}
A ∪ B = {x | x ∈ A ∨ x ∈ B} =

{(
x, max

(
μA(x), μB(x)

))}
Using the alternative set-MF pair formulation of fuzzy sets instead (§B.1), we
could also write this as

Ac =
(
X, μAc

)
μAc(x) = 1 − μA(x)

A ∩ B =
(
X, μA∩B

)
μA∩B(x) = min

(
μA(x), μB(x)

)
A ∪ B =

(
X, μA∪B

)
μA∪B(x) = max

(
μA(x), μB(x)

)
.

B.3 Fuzzy Inference Systems
Now that we are equippedwith the basic theory, we canmove on to discuss how to
construct something that is known as a fuzzy inference system or fuzzy logic con-
troller (Figure B.4). ese systems are predestined to control complex dynamic
systems. In technical applications the smoothing characteristics of the fuzzifica-
tion processmake themespeciallywell suited for dealingwith noisy and—in some
way or another—imprecise input. For our application in bone healing, we use this
property to classify crisp, numerical values according to some vague linguistic
concepts.

In this section we will first look at the core component of any fuzzy logic con-
troller, linguistic rules and how these are evaluated, before we explore how a fuzzy
inference system manages to produce crisp output values while internally operat-
ing on fuzzy, linguistic values.

B.3.1 Linguistic Rules
Inference rules can be formulated in Boolean logic using IF-THEN-ELSE expres-
sions or statements, a ubiquitous ingredient in every popular programming lan-
guage. An example of such a crisp-logic rule could read something like

if c_vask > 0.4 and c_bone > 0.0 then delta_c_bone = 0.1

For fuzzy logic conditionals (linguistic rules) we need to replace the Boolean pred-
icates and operators with expressions ofmembership or degree of truth.emost
simple linguistic rule has the form [328]
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Figure B.4: A fuzzy logic controller or fuzzy inference system takes crisp input values (left) to evaluate a
set of linguistic rules whose responses in turn are distilled into crisp output values again (right). (Figure
adapted from “Fuzzy Logic Toolbox User’s Guide”, The MathWorks Inc., 2010)

if x is A then y is B

It consists of two parts, the antecedent or premise (x is A) and the consequent
or conclusion (y is B). A and B are both fuzzy sets representing some linguistic
value. Evaluation of such expressions happens in two or more steps: Fuzzification
of the input variable x determines the degree of support for the rule (or: degree
of truth of the implication). Commonly, the antecedent consists of multiple is-
terms chained together by logical operators. In this case, all input variables need
to be fuzzyficated first before applying the logical operators. Additionally, one
can define a weight for each rule that is applied to the result of evaluating the
antecedent.

e second step involves determining the value of the consequent (essentially
the response of the rule) by applying the so called implication function. Note that
the is in the consequent is different from the is in the antecedent: while the latter
is aboutmembership test and fuzzification, the former assigns a result fuzzy set to
an output variable y. ere are several different ways of defining the implication
function, but one commonly used is the MIN function which simply truncates the
implied fuzzy set B at the previously determined degree of support of the rule.
Again, the consequent can consist of multiple is-clauses, if the rule should affect
multiple output variables. In this case, the implication function is applied to all
output fuzzy sets associated with the rule.
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A linguistic rule corresponding to the Boolean expression at the very begin-
ning of this section might look like

if c_vask is sufficient and not c_bone is low
then delta_c_bone is increasing

See Figure B.5 on how this rule could be evaluated.

B.3.2 Aggregation and Defuzzification
As we discussed in the last section the result of evaluating a linguistic rule is one
fuzzy set for each output variable, possibly modified somehow by applying the
implication function. ere are still two steps to go to get to a useful output:

Aggregation A fuzzy inference system typically consists of multiple linguistic
rules and normally many of them will be triggered to a certain degree. We there-
fore need to somehow aggregate the responses of all the different rules for each
output variable, combining the output fuzzy sets from all active rules into a single
fuzzy set according to some accumulation function. In the case of the fuzzy con-
troller used for the bone healing simulation that’s the MAX function (Figure B.6;
see also Appendix C).

Defuzzification eaggregated output fuzzy sets have to be defuzzified to distill
a single number for each output variable.Mapping a range—or rather an area—to
a single value is obviously ambiguous, so there again exist many different op-
tions for performing the defuzzification. e healing simulation uses the popular
centroid-of-area method (Figure B.6; cf. Appendix C).

Putting it all together—fuzzy sets, MFs and linguistic variables, fuzzification, lin-
guistic rules and rule evaluation, aggregation, defuzzification—we end with a
complete fuzzy logic controller. e flavor used in the bone healing simulation
is of Mamdani-type [209], configured with the standard fuzzy set operations de-
scribed previously. It performs the inference process per element, that is, for each
element it gets an input vector (concentrations,mechanical stimuli), which it then
maps to an output vector (changes in tissue concentrations), which in turn is the
input to the subsequent time integration procedure.
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B.3.2 Aggregation and Defuzzification

0.45

0.20

Figure B.6: Aggregation and defuzzification: Evaluating each linguistic rule results in a fuzzy value for
each output variable. An aggregation function (max) combines all responses for each output variable
into a single aggregate fuzzy set. Using the centroid of area method, we can finally determine a crisp
value for our desired output.
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APPENDIX C
Fuzzy Sets and Rules for
Controlling Bone Healing

e Ulm bone healing simulation as well as the model of distraction osteogenesis
both use fuzzy logic to encode how tissue reacts to various kinds of mechani-
cal and biological stimulation (§1.7). e implementation is based on the stand-
alone C version of the fuzzy inference system provided by the MATLAB® Fuzzy
Logic Toolbox (e MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). e following sections pro-
vide detailed information about the configuration and the knowledge base (i. e.
linguistic rules and membership functions) describing the bone healing process.

C.1 Configuration of the Fuzzy Inference System
e model of distraction osteogenesis uses the same basic setup as the Ulm frac-
ture healing model regarding the definition of logical operators and defuzzifica-
tion methods (see the list below). One noteworthy change is the addition of two
new input variables dila_strain_eff and dist_strain_eff, representing the
effective mechanical stimuli ε̂eff and γ̂eff (§2.3.4). e second major change is not
directly visible, but affects the interpretation of two input variables: In the Ulm
fracture healing model the input variables c_bone_adj and c_vasc_adj repre-
sent the maximum bone concentration and vascularity in adjacent elements. e
model of distraction osteogenesis however uses mesh-independent weighted av-
erage concentrations instead (§2.3.5). e meaning of those two inputs changes
accordingly and we call them now c_bone_avg and c_vasc_avg, respectively.
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C.2 Linguistic Rules

e internally used names of the input and output variables in the following list
correspond to the symbolic names in Fin and Fout (cf. §2.3.6, page 94):

Input variables
dila_strain, dist_strain
dila_strain_eff, dist_strain_eff
c_bone, c_cart, c_vasc
c_bone_avg, c_vasc_avg

Output variables
delta_c_bone, delta_c_cart, delta_c_vasc

Logical and
a ∧ b = min(a, b)

Logical or
a ∨ b = max(a, b)

Logical implication
μa→B(x) = a ∧ μB(x) = min(a, μB(x)) for all x in the domain of the conse-
quent μB (Mamdani implication [209])

Defuzzification method

Center of area: CoA(μA) =
∫
x μA(x) dx∫
μA(x) dx

for some response fuzzy set μA

C.2 Linguistic Rules
e linguistic rules are derived from those used in theUlm fracture healingmodel.
e main difference is again the introduction of ε̂eff and γ̂eff to control osteogene-
sis:

Table C.1: Linguistic rules for bone healing

Rule Process If … then…
1 Tissue destruction ε̂ is negative destructive Δcv is negative and

Δcb is negative and
Δcc is negative

2 Tissue destruction ε̂ is positive destructive Δcv is negative and
Δcb is negative and
Δcc is negative

3 Tissue destruction γ̂ is very high Δcv is negative and
Δcb is negative and
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C.2 Linguistic Rules

Rule Process If … then…
Δcc is negative

4 ε̂ is not negative destructive Δcv is about zero and
Δcb is about zero and
Δcc is about zero

5 ε̂ is not positive destructive Δcv is about zero and
Δcb is about zero and
Δcc is about zero

6 Angiogenesis cv is low and Δcv is positive
cv is not low and
ε̂ is not negative high and
γ̂ is not high

7 Angiogenesis cv is medium and Δcv is positive
cv is not low and
ε̂ is not negative high and
γ̂ is not high

8 Angiogenesis cv is high and Δcv is positive
ε̂ is not negative high and
γ̂ is not high

9 Intramembranous cc is low and Δcb is positive
ossification cv is high and

cb is high and
ε̂eff is negative medium and
γ̂eff is medium

10 Intramembranous cc is low and Δcb is positive
ossification cv is high and

cb is high and
ε̂eff is positive medium and
γ̂eff is medium

11 Chondrogenesis cb is not high and Δcc is positive
cc is low and
ε̂ is negative high and
γ̂ is not very high

12 Chondrogenesis cb is not high and Δcc is positive
cc is low and
ε̂ is negative medium and
γ̂ is not very high

13 Chondrogenesis cc is not low and Δcc is positive
ε̂ is negative high and
γ̂ is not very high
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C.2 Linguistic Rules

Rule Process If … then…
14 Chondrogenesis cc is high and Δcc is positive

ε̂ is negative medium and
γ̂ is not very high

15 Endochondral cc is not low and Δcb is positive
ossification cv is not low and

cb is not low and
ε̂eff is negative medium and
γ̂eff is low

16 Endochondral cc is not low and Δcc is negative
ossification cv is not low and

cb is not low and
ε̂ is negative medium and
γ̂ is low

17 Endochondral cc is not low and Δcb is positive
ossification cv is not low and

cb is not low and
ε̂eff is negative high and
γ̂eff is low

18 Endochondral cc is not low and Δcc is negative
ossification cv is not low and

cb is not low and
ε̂ is negative high and
γ̂ is low

19 Endochondral cc is not low and Δcb is positive
ossification cv is not low and

cb is not low and
ε̂eff is negative high and
γ̂eff is medium

20 Endochondral cc is not low and Δcc is negative
ossification cv is not low and

cb is not low and
ε̂ is negative high and
γ̂ is medium

21 Endochondral cc is not low and Δcb is positive
ossification cv is not low and

cb is not low and
ε̂eff is negative medium and
γ̂eff is medium

22 Endochondral cc is not low and Δcc is negative
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C.2 Linguistic Rules

Rule Process If … then…

ossification cv is not low and
cb is not low and
ε̂ is negative medium and
γ̂ is medium

23 Endochondral cc is low and Δcb is positive
ossification cv is not low and

cb is high and
cb is high and
ε̂eff is negative medium and
γ̂eff is medium

24 Endochondral cc is low and Δcc is negative
ossification cv is not low and

cb is high and
cb is high and
ε̂ is negative medium and
γ̂ is medium

25 Endochondral cc is low and Δcb is positive
ossification cv is not low and

cb is high and
cb is high and
ε̂eff is negative medium and
γ̂eff is low

26 Endochondral cc is low and Δcc is negative
ossification cv is not low and

cb is high and
cb is high and
ε̂ is negative medium and
γ̂ is low

27 Bone ε̂eff is about zero and Δcb is negative
resorption γ̂eff is very low

Note how each of the consecutive rules 15–26 complement each other by either
causing an increase in bone concentration or decreasing cartilage concentration.
e “cartilage rules” react to immediate mechanical stimulation and the “bone
rules” consider effective strains, but otherwise the rule propositions are identical.

Furthermore, note that rule 27 (bone resorption) is not really implemented
in terms of fuzzy logic, but as a separate post-processing step. is separation is
necessary to realize different resorption rates for woven and lamellar bone (the
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C.3 Membership Functions

fuzzy logic controller only knows about total bone concentration) and to be able
to handle resorption independently from destructive processes. In pseudo-code,
the procedure is as follows:

1 // growth or destruction of woven bone (treat delta_c_bone as
2 // if it were delta_c_woven)
3 c_woven <- c_woven - delta_c_bone
4
5 // if woven bone was completely destroyed, apply residual delta to
6 // lamellar bone fraction
7 if c_woven < 0.0 then
8 c_lamellar <- c_lamellar + c_woven
9 c_woven <- 0.0

10
11 // compute new delta_c_bone due to resorption (manually evaluate MFs)
12 // (fuzzy if-then-else statement follows)
13 if dila_strain_eff is about_zero and dist_strain_eff is very_low then
14 delta_c_bone is negative
15 else
16 delta_c_bone is about_zero
17
18 // apply resorption to woven bone
19 c_woven <- c_woven - delta_c_bone * woven_resorption_rate
20
21 // if woven bone was completely resorbed, apply residual delta to
22 // lamellar bone fraction
23 if c_woven < 0.0 then
24 c_lamellar <- c_lamellar + c_woven * lamellar_resorption_rate
25 c_woven <- 0.0
26
27 // ensure that c_lamellar >= 0.0
28 c_lamellar <- max 0.0 c_lamellar

C.3 Membership Functions
e membership functions (MFs) defining the fuzzy sets and hence the linguistic
input and output variables are based on MFs first employed by the Ulm fracture
healing model. e MFs for the newly introduced effective stimuli are equivalent
to the MFs used for the immediate stimuli (Figure C.1). e MFs “negative/pos-
itive about zero” (ε̂, ε̂eff) and “low” (γ̂, γ̂eff), respecitvely, represent the region of
homeostasis, where the net change of bonemass is zero (cf. Figure 4.10, page 235).
Resorption occurs when “about zero” dilatational strain coincides with “very low”
distortional strain.

Replacing the dilation-basedmodel (i. e. maximum concentration in adjacent
elements) of influence of adjacent tissue with the new mesh-independent model,
where local differentiation depends on the weighted average tissue concentration
in a certain neighborhood, also demands changes with respect to the correspond-
ing MFs. Applying both concepts for determining the influence of adjacent tissue
yields rather different results (cf. Figure 2.29, page 92); I therefore adjusted the
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Figure C.1:Membership functions used to fuzzify the crisp input values for dilatational and distortional
strain, both immediate and effective

MFs for cv and cb in such a way, that the model behaves like the Ulm fracture
healing model given the same geometry, boundary conditions and discretization.

Note that the abscissæ in Figure C.1 do not use a purely linear scale. Instead,
the scale factor is only piecewise-constant in order to accomodate up to four or-
ders of magnitude within a single linguistic variable, while still being able to visu-
alize the approximate shapes of the MFs. e same applies to the plot of the MFs
for cv in Figure C.2.
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APPENDIX D
Haskell 101

In §A.2.3 I make use of the programming language Haskell as a convenient way
to connect formal algebraic definitions with the actual implementation of META-
morph. Haskell is based on the typed lambda calculus and offers a very rich, static
type system, including higher-kinded types (higher-order type operators). In fact,
Haskell’s type system is Turing-complete, enabling arbitrary computations at the
type level [313]. Other than most mainstream programming languages, the ex-
pressiveness of Haskell’s type system easily captures very abstract, general con-
cepts like those described in §A.2.3.

is chapter shall provide a very brief introduction to Haskell, reduced to
the bare minimum that is necessary so that the reader, who is not accustomed to
reading Haskell source code, can still follow the discussion in §A.2.3.

D.1 What is Haskell?
Haskell, named aer the logician Haskell Curry, is a purely functional program-
ming language. To understand this characterization, onemust know that there are
two fundamentally different categories of programming languages, namely imper-
ative and declarative ones. Most general purpose languages in broad use today,
be it procedural or object oriented flavors, emphasize the imperative style, where
the explicit sequencing of instructions results in an inherent notion of time, cause
and effect. An imperative program uses statements (e.g. for and while loops, if-
then-else and switch branching, not to mention the infamous goto) to model
the control flow.
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D.2 Basic Concepts

Contrary to this explicit definition of control flow, in declarative languages
one defines logical and/or mathematical expressions and relations between those.
e runtime system then resolves an answer from the given set of definitions.
Purely functional languages like Haskell handle side-effect free, idempotent func-
tions as first-class entities.1 Because there are no side-effects involved, there is also
no mutable state whatsoever, neither local nor global.

Programming languages that allow implicit side-effects employ an evaluation
strategy known as eager or strict evaluation: Because of potential side-effects, the
order of expression evaluation is critical as changing it would in most cases also
change the semantics of the program. In contrast to that, the idempotency of func-
tions in purely functional programming languages like Haskell enables lazy eval-
uation of expressions, whereby the evaluation of any expression can be delayed
until absolutely necessary.

Instead of assigning values to variables (which is a side-effecting operation as
it requires writing to a memory location and therefore altering global state), in
functional languages we bind values to names or symbols. Once a name is bound
to a value, it can never be redefined and hence in Haskell there is no notion of
“variables” in the common sense of mutable memory locations like in impera-
tive languages. is immutability property leads to referential transparency, i. e.
any occurrence of a symbol can be replaced by its definition without altering the
meaning of the program. In combination with lazy evaluation, this property pro-
vides the compiler much freedom for rewriting programs to get more efficient
runtime behavior.

D.2 Basic Concepts
Let us now take a look at the basic syntactic constructs of Haskell and how they
play together to form a working program:

Binding An expression like

x = 42

binds the value 42 to the name x. As mentioned above, binding is not to be con-
fused with variable assignment. Binding has muchmore in commonwith amath-
ematical definition like x := 42.

1 “First-class” in this context means that functions are treated as any other ordinary value type
and can both be passed to so called “higher-order functions” as parameters and/or returned as
a result as we shall see later on.
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D.2 Basic Concepts

Function application Application of a function f to a value x is denoted by sim-
ple juxtaposition:
f x

ere are at least two good reasons for not using any braces here: currying and
partial application (see below) and the sheer prevalence of function applications
in functional languages.

Function definitions are very straightforward: A name plus some parameters
bound to some right-hand side expression like
add x y = x + y

We have now defined a function add that takes two parameters2 x and y and gives
the sum of them as the result.

Type signatures Every Haskell expression has a static type. For instance, our
previously defined symbol x is of type Integer; in Haskell this would be written
as x :: Integer. Now the reader might wonder: If Haskell is a statically typed
language, how aer all, could we up until now happily define functions and val-
ues without mentioning any types? at is because Haskell has a very strong type
inference system (based onHindley–Milner type inference [81, 144, 222]) that can
deduce most types correctly from the context in which the symbols are used. Still,
it is considered bad style not to give explicit type signatures for user defined func-
tions. erefore, in real code we would rather write the add function this way:
add :: Num a => a -> a -> a
add x y = x + y

e type signature basically says that the add function takes two parameters of a
generic type a and returns a result of type a. e type a is constrained to types
that are members of the type class Num (types that support arithmetical operators
like +, see below). e -> denotes a function type3 and can be read as “maps to”
or “goes to.”

Currying, partial application and point-free style Previously, I claimed that
add was a function that takes two parameters. Actually, that is not true at all:
Every function in Haskell takes exactly one parameter. We say, Haskell functions
are curried. To make this more clear, the type signature of the add function can
be rewritten as
2 well, not really, see below
3 -> is an infix right-associative type constructor, though we could also use the equivalent, but
more cumbersome to read prefix notation (->) a ((->) a a)
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add :: Num a => a -> (a -> a)

meaning that add really takes a single argument of type a and returns another
function of type a -> a. e reason for using this seemingly weired way of han-
dling n-ary functions is that it enables partial function application. For instance,
thanks to currying, we can easily define an incrementation function:
inc :: Num a => a -> a
inc = add 1

What is happening here? By partially applying add to 1, we construct a new (ini-
tially anonymous) function that takes a single parameter to be incremented by
one and then bind that new function to the name inc.

Using point-free style, we can even completely drop the parameter names from
our add function definition:
add :: Num a => a -> a -> a
add = (+)

Besides, this nicely illustrates the senselessness of our add function as being iden-
tical to the already existing + operator.

Lambda functions An important concept in any functional programming lan-
guage and especially in the context of higher-order functions are so called lambda
expressions. As mysterious as the name might sound, they are really not much
more than anonymous functions (actually, they are closures). e name lambda
function stems from the λ-calculus, the theory of computation Haskell is based
on [65]. A lambda function is defined using a \ (backslash), which may be inter-
preted as an ASCII substitute for the Greek λ symbol. For instance, the lambda
abstraction λx.x+ x would read
\x -> x + x

in Haskell.
As it turns out, the standard way of defining functions is just syntactic sugar

for binding (potentially nested) lambda expression to names: the desugared ver-
sion of add reads
add :: Num a => a -> a -> a
add = \x -> \y -> x + y

edesugared versionmakes it obvious, how currying enables partial application
by decomposing n-ary functions into n chained unary functions: instead of taking
a 2-tuple (x, y), add is defined as a lambda function that takes a single argument
x and returns another lambda that again takes an argument y and which then
finally returns some numeric value as the end result.
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Functioncomposition Because functional languages treat functions as first class
values, function composition plays a crucial role as it allows building pipelines that
perform complicated operations from very simple basic components. Function
composition f ◦ g of two type-compatible functions f and g (the co-domain of
g must equal the domain of f ) behaves exactly like the operation known from
mathematics and is written

f . g

in Haskell. For instance, a function that increments by two could be written as

inc2 :: Num a => a -> a
inc2 = inc . inc

Higher-order functions are functions that either take function values as param-
eters, return functions as the result of a computation, or do both. We just came
along such a function: e composition operator is defined as a functions that
takes a function that maps from b to c, another function a -> b and returns a
composition, that maps from a -> c like so:

(.) :: (b -> c) -> (a -> b) -> a -> c
f . g = \x -> f (g x)

Another very common higher-order function is map that applies a function to all
items in a list (the more general fmap maps over any functor, not just lists); for
instance

map (*2) [1, 2, 3]

multiplies all elements of the list [1, 2, 3] by 2 and returns the result [2, 4, 6].
Higher-order functions are very powerful; just for example, the definition of the
infinite sequence of Fibonacci numbers can be expressed in a single line of code:

fibs = scanl (+) 0 (1:fibs)

Type classes at first glance seem to be somewhat similar to interfaces or pure
abstract classes known from object oriented (OO) languages, but are much more
flexible as any type can be made an instance of a type class independently of the
type’s initial definition [254]. In fact, type classes are rather distinct from the inter-
face concept of OO languages as they don’t specify types, but categories of types.
ese categories can then be used to constrain type parameters to types that are
part of such a category (i. e. instances of the corresponding type class). us, type
classes are more closely related to a proposed new C++ feature called concepts
[40].
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We already came along type classes when we defined the add function, as the
type of the parameters was automatically restricted to instances of the Num type
class which defines the (+) operator. Type classes are needed to provide overload-
ing abilities, i. e. a way of defining functions that have the same name but act on
different data types. For instance, a type class that specifies a binary operation for
any data type a could read like
class BinOp a where

dot :: a -> a -> a

Tomake Integer an instance of BinOp, we could choose the following implemen-
tation:
instance BinOp Integer where

dot = (+)

At the same time, we can define an instance for any list type [a]:
instance BinOp [a] where

dot = ++

e dot function can now be used interchangeably witch different types: 2 `dot`
3 gives the sum 5, while "Hello " `dot` "world" returns the concatenated string
"Hello world".

User defined types Haskell has a few different ways for defining custom types.
We discuss the newtype variant only, as it is the only one that matters for the con-
siderations in §A.2.2. A newtype declaration defines a shallow wrapper around
an existing type. Using a newtype is useful anytime one needs to associate a ba-
sic type with some operation or context. For example, Integer can be made an
instance of the type class BinOp as shown above by using (+) as the binary opera-
tion. However, now we cannot implement another instance that uses (*) instead.
To avoid this collision, we simply wrap Integer in newttypes IntPlus and Int-
Mul. We can then use these wrapper types to implement two independent BinOp
instances:
newtype IntPlus = IntPlus { getplus :: Integer }
newtype IntMul = IntMul { getmul :: Integer }

instance BinOp IntPlus where
dot (IntPlus x) (IntPlus y) = IntPlus (x + y)

instance BinOp IntMul where
dot (IntMul x) (IntMul y) = IntMul (x * y)
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